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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Considerable changes have been made in

Education in Ancient India while presenting its second
edition to the public. The first edition was in the

form of a research work primarily intended for
x

the

students of Ancienf Indian Histor^and Culture. The

reception that was given *TmChowever, showed that'

the general public was also interested in the subject
and would welcome its presentation in a less technical

and more popular form. Several Universities prescribed
the work as one of the text books for the paper dealing
with the History of Indian Education at the B. T.

-examination, and it appeared that the teachers and
students of the Training Colleges would welcome the

treatment of the subject matter of the book, not only
from the point of the orientalist but also from that

of the educationalist. Further thought given to the

subject also showed that a few more topics should be
included in the book in order to make the treatment

Complete aud comprehensive.

A considerable portion of the book has, therefore,
been entirely rewritten for the second edition. Tech-
nical and detailed discussions have been transferred

to foot-notes
%
and appendices. A new appendix

(appendix V^TOS been added, which_gxglftius technical

terms and gives the dates,of authors, works, kings and
travellers incidentally referred to in the work. It is

hoped that this appendix will give a proper chrono-

logical background to readers not acquainted with
ancient Indian political and cultural history.

While rewriting the book the view point of the
educationalist has also been constantly kept before
the mind. The treatment is more comparative than
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was the case in the first edition ; the views and
theories of Greek and Roman thinkers and medieval and
modern educationalists have been referred to, wherever

necessary, for a comparative estimate. Particular

attention has been given to the method of teaching
and curricula that prevailed in the different periods
of Ancient Indian History.

"

The first edition began with the chapter on
Educational Rituals, As this topic is not of particular
interest either to the educationalist or to the general
reader, it has been transferred to the end of the book
as Appendix I. The book now opens with a

discussion of the Conception and Ideals of Education,
the section on the Conception of Education being

entirely new. The second chapter which deals with

Some Educational Principles and Postulates is

substantially new. It is hoped that students of

Education will find it to be aA^ery
useful back-ground

for the study of ancient Indian education. Its

concluding section, dealing with the caste system and

education, will give information about the social life

in ancient India sufficient to understand the educational

problems. The next chapter dealing with the Teacher
and the Student presents in a succinct form the

information given in chapters II and III of the first

edition. Chapter IV dealing with
t

Educational

Organisation and Finance is to a great extent" ~a new
addition, and it is hoped that the educationalist as well

as the orientalist will find here a good deal of new
and interesting information on the subject. The

concluding portion of this chapter dealing with the

Educational Finance is based upon the chapter on

Society, State and Education of the first edition. The
next five chapters dealing with Some Educational

Centres, Higher Education, Primary Education, Profes-



sional and Useful Education and Female Education
occurred in the first edition, but they have been revised,

rearranged and rewritten in a more succinct form for

this edition.

Chapter X, which gives a General Resume of

the subject, is a new addition. The line of

treatment so far followed in the book isolated

the different topics like Primary Education, Female
Education, etc., and* traced their history and
development from age to age. This method of

treatment no doubt enables the reader to get a
clear idea of the development of each theme, but does
not give him the picture of the educational condition
as a whole of the different epochs of Indian History.
The new chapter seeks to meet this need. In its first

section it gives a resume of the contribution of the
Buddhism to Ancient Indian Education and in its

second section it gives a bird's-eye view of the generaf
educational condition and achievements of each of the

four succeeding epochs into which Ancient Indian

History has been divided for this purpose. It is hoped
that both the student and the general reader will find

this chapter very useful. This edition like the first

one concludes with a discussion of the achievements
and failures of Ancient Indian Education.

Appendix I deals with different educational
rituals discussed in Chapter I of the first edition.

Appendices II and III are identical with Appendices
A and B of the first edition. Appendices IV and V are

practically speaking new. They explain some technical

expressions and supply dates of kings, authors and
travellers, referred to in the work.
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It is hoped that the second edition of 'Education
in Ancient India* will make a wide appeal not only to

the resarch workers in Indology, but also to the general
readers and the students of education, and succeed in

familiarising them with the main features, ideals and
achievements of the Ancient Indian Educational

System.

Benares Hindu University,

10-8-1944. A. S. ALTEKAK.
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inculcation of civic and social duties, promotion of social

efficiency and the preservation and spread of national cul-

turemay be described as the chief aims and ideals of ancient

Indian educationSnLet us now see what were the views

of our educationalists about each of them.

Infusion of Piety and Religiousness: Religion

played a large part in life in ancient India and teachers

were usually .priests. It is therefore no wonder that

infusion of a spirit of piety and religiousness in the mind
of the rising generation should have been regarded as the

first and foremost aim of education. The rituals which

were performed at the beginning of both the literary and

professional education, primary as well as higher, the-

religious observances (vratas), which the student had to

observe during the educational course, the daily prayers
which he offered morning and evening, the religious

festivals that were observed with eclat in the school or

the preceptor's house almost every month, all these

tended to inspire piety and religiousness in the mind of

the young student. It was the spiritual background that

was thus provided which was expected to help the student

to withstand the temptations of life. The very atmosphere,
in which he lived and breathed, impressed upon him the

reality of the spiritual world and made him realise that

though his body may be a product of nature, his mind r

intellect and soul belong to the world of spirit, the laws-

of which ought to govern his conduct, mould his character

and determine the ideals of his life.

Limitations on Religiousness : Though the edu-

cational system thus provided the background of piety
and religiousness, its aim was not to induce the student

to renounce the world and become a wanderer in the-

quest of God like the Buddha or Tulsidas. Even in the

case of Vedic students, who intended to follow a religious
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career, only a microscopic minority used to remain life-

long Brahmachariris, pursuing the spiritual quest: the

vast majority was expected to become and did become
householders. The direct aim of all education, whether
1 iterary or professional, was to make the student fit to

bgcome AJyisefiyjyidjnous member of society.

~

^Formation of Character: The illumination and

power, which men and women received from educa-

tion, was primarily intended_Jp transform and ennoble
their nature. The formationof character by th& proffer

development of the moral feeling was therefor^ the
second aim of j^ducation. fyLike Locke, ancient Indian

[thinkers held that mere intellectual attainments were of

less consequence than the development of a proper moral

feeling and character. The Vedas being held as revealed,

educationalists naturally regarded their preservation as

of utmost national importance; yet they unhesitatingly
declare that a person of good character with a mere

smattering of the Vedic knowledge is to be preferred
to a scholar, who though well versed in the Vedas, is

impure in his life, thoughts and habits. 1
Montaigne

has observed, "Cry out, 'there is a learned man' and

people will flock round him." ; cry out 'theje is a good
man', and people will not look at him." Indian thinkers

were aware of this natural human tendency and wanted
to counteract it by pointing out that character was more

important than learning. One thinker goes to the extent

of saying that he alone is learned who is righteous.
2

This opinion tallies remarkably with that of Socrates,
who held that virtue is knowledge. Evil effects of

n Mann, II. 118.

Mbh., XII. 321.78.
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divorcing power from virtue, intellectual and scientific

progress from moral and spiritual values, which are

being so vividly illustrated in the west in the modern

age, were well realised by ancient Indians ; they have

therefore insisted that, while ai man is being educated,

his regard for morality ought to be developed, his feeling
of good will towards human beings ought to be strength-
ened and his control over his mind ought to be perfected,
so that he can follow the beacon light of his conscience.

1

In other words, education ought to develop man's ideal

nature by giving him a

enabling him to control TTTiToriginal animal nature. JThe
tree of education ought to flower in wisdom as well_as
in virtue, in knowledge as well as in manners.

v How Uharacter was to Be tornied : Direct

injunctions to develop a sense of moral rectitude were
scattered -over almost every page of books intended for

students; they were also orally given to them by their

teachers every now and then. Apart from them, how-

ever, the very atmosphere in which students lived, was
calculated to give a proper turn to their character. They
were under the direct and personal supervision of their

teacher, who was to watch not only over their intellectual

progress but also over their moral behaviour. Ancient
Indians held that good character cannot be divorced

from good manners ; the teacher was to see that in their

svery day life students followed the rules of etiquette
md good manners towards their seniors, equals' and
inferiors. These rules afforded an imperceptible but

effective help in the formation of character. The rituals

1

Compare the view of Herbert: The aim of education
sljguld

re to instill such ideas as will develop both the understanding of the
aoral order and a conscientious spirit in carrying it out. Great

Educationalists, pp, 175-6.
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which students occasionally performed and the prayers
which they regularly offered every day were calculated to

emphasise upon their mind the fact that the student-life

was a consecrated one and that its ideals could be realised

only by those who did not swerve from the strict and
narrow path of duty. Examples of national heroes and
heroines like Harifichandra, Bhishma, Rama, Lakshmapa,
Hanuman, Slta Savitrl and Draupadi, which were pro-

minently placed before students, also served to mould
their character in a powerful manner. Character was
thus built up partly by the influence of direct injunctions^.

)partly by the effect of continued discipline and partly
by -the glorification of national heroes, hojd in the highest
reverence by society.

Personality not Repressed: There is a general
impression that Hindu educationalists suppressed persona-
lity by prescribing a uniform course of education and

enforcing it with an iron discipline. Such however was
not the case. The caste system had not become hidebound
down to c. 500 B.C. and till that time a free choice of

profession or career was possible both in theory and
practice. Later on when the system became rigid ; the

theory" no doubt was that everybody should follow his

hereditary profession, but the practice permitted consider-
able freedom to enterprising individuals, as will be
shown in the following chapter. It is wrong to conclude
from some stray passages that the whole of the Brahmana
community, if not the whole of the Aryan community,
was compelled to devote twelve years to the task of

memorising the Vedic texts.
1
Kshatriyas and Vaishyas

never took seriously to the Vedic learning ; only a section
of^he Brahmanas dedicated themselves to the Vedic
studies, while the rest of the community learnt only-

1 E. g., Manw, III. 1 ; n. 16&
:

~
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a few Vedic hymns necessary for their daily use, and
devoted their main energy to the study of the subjects
of their own choice like logic, philosophy, literature,

poetics or law. The educational curriculum of the

Smritis represents the Utopian idealism frf the Brahmana

theologian and not the actual reality in society.

Development of Personality: The development of

personality was in fact the third nim of the cducationa I

system^lJThis
was sought to be realised by eulogising the

feeling of self-respect, by encouraging the sense of self.

cQftfategc^J^^ of self-restraint and

byjostering thejpowcrs of discrimination and judgment.
TheT studeriF~was always to remember that he was the

custodian and the torch-bearer of the cultu're of the race.

Its welfare depended upon his proper discharge of his

duties. If the warrior shines on the battlefield, or if the

king is successful as a governor, it is all due to their proper

training and education (A. V., XL 15. 17.). To support
the poor student was the sacred duty of society, the non-

performance of which would lead to dire spiritual cala

mities. A well trained youth, who had finished his

education, was to be honoured more than the king himself.

It is but natural that such an atmosphere should develop
the student's self-respect in a remarkable manner.

Influence of Self-confidence: Self-confidence

was also fostered equally well. The Upanayana ritual,

as we shall see in Appendix I. B, used to foster self-

confidence by pointing out that divine powers would co-

operate with the student and help him on to the achieve-

ment of his goal, if he on his part did his duty welL

Poverty need not depress him ; he was the ideal student

who would subsist by begging his daily food. If he wtis

^willing to work in his spare time, he could demand and

get^free education from any teacher or institution. Self-
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n^ is the mother of self-confidenoe, and the Hindu

educajponal system seeks to develop it in a variety of

ways/ as w$ shall see in the following pages. Uncertainty
of the future prospect did not damp the student's self-con-

fidencd. If he was following a professional course, his

career was already determined. There was no overcrowd-

ing or cut-throat competition in professions. If he

was taking religious and liberal education, poverty was
to be the ideal of his life. His needs ought to be, and

|tes a matter of fact were, few, and the state and society

'supplied them well.

Influence of Self-restraint: The element of

self-restraint, that was emphasised by the educational

system, further served to enrich the student's personality.
Self-restraint that was emphasised was distinctly different

from self-repression. Simplicity in life and habits was
all that was insisted upon. The student was to have a

full meal, only it was to be a simple one. The student

was to have sufficient clothing, only it was not to be

foppish. The student was to have his recreations, only
they were not to be frivolous. He was to lead a life of

perfect chastity, but that was only to enable him to be an
efficient and healthy householder when he married. It will
be thus seen that what the educationalists aimed at did not
result in self-repression, but only promoted self-restraint

that was so essential for the development of a proper
personality. Nor was this self-restraint enforced by
Spartan ways oi correction and punishment. The teacher
was required to use persuasion and spare the? rod as far

as possible. He was liable to be prosecuted if he used
undue force. Self-discipline was developed mainly by
tfce formation of proper habits during the educational
course.

Discrimination and Judgment Developed; It jpay
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be further pointed out that the powers of discrimination and

judgnffent, so necessary for the development of proper
personality, were well developed in students taking liberal

education and specialising in logic, law, philosophy,

poetics or literature. These branches of study 'bjgjstled

with controversies and the student had to understand both

the sides, form his own judgment and defend his position
in literary debates. It was only with the Vedic students

that education became mechanical training of memory.
This became inevitable in later times when the- literature

to be preserved became very extensive and the modern,;
means for its preservation in the form of paper and print-

ing were unavailable. In earlier days even Vedic students

were trained in interpreting the hymns they used to

commit to memory.
Stress on Social Duties: The inculcation of civic

and social duties, which was the fourth aim of the

educational system, was particularly emphasised. The

graduate was not to lead a self-centred life. He must

teach his lore to the rising generation even when there

was no prospect of a fee. He was enjoined perpetuation

of race and culture by raising and educating progeny.
He was to perform hi$ duties as a son, a husband, and

a father conscientiously and efficiently. His wealth was

Viot to he utilised solely for his own or his family's wants ;

he must be hospitable and charitable, particularly

emphatic are the words in the convocation address,

emphasising these duties.
1 Professions had their own

codes of honour, which laid stress on the civic responsi-

bilities of their members. The physician was required to

relieve disease and distress even at the cost of his life.

The warrior had his own high code of honour, and could

Tai. Up., I. 11.
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attack his opponent only when the latter was ready.

vSocial structure in ancient India was to a great extent

independent of government. Governments may come and

go, but social arid village life and national culture were

not much
v
affected by these changes. Tt was probably this

circumstance that was responsible for the non-inclusion of

patriotism among the civic duties, inculcated by the

Educational System.
Promotion of Social Efficiency and Happiness:

The promotion of social efficiency and happiness was the

fifth aim of the educational system. It was sought to be

realised by the proper training of the rising generation in

the different branches of knowledge, professions and

industries. Education was not imparted merely for the

sake of culture or for the purpose of developing mental

and intellectual powers and faculties. Indirectly, though
effectively, it no doubt promoted these aims, but primarily

it was imparted for the purpose of training every indivi-

dual for the calling which he was expected to follow.

Society had accepted the theory of division of work,

which was mainly governed in later times by the principle

of heredity. Exceptional talent could always select the

profession it liked; Brahmanas ^and Vaishyas as kings

and fighters, Kshatriyas and even Shudras as philosophers

and religious teachers, make their appearance throughout
the Indian history. It was however deemed to be in the

interest of the average man that he should follow his

family's calling. The educational system sought to

qualify the members of the rising generation for their

more or less pre-determined spheres of life. Each trade,

guild and family trained its children in its own profession.

,This system may have sacrificed the individual inclinations

o^a few, but it was undoubtedly in the interest of many.
Differentiation of functions and their specialisation in
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hereditary families naturally heightened the efficiency of

trades and professions, and thus contributed to social

efficiency. By thus promoting the progress of the different

branches of knowledge, arts and professions, and by

emphasising civic duties and responsibilities on the mind
of the rising generation, the educational system contributed

materially to the general efficiency and happiness of

society.

Preservation and Spread of Culture: The

preservation and spread of national heritage and culture

waiS the sixth and one of the most important aims of the

Ancient Indian System of Education. It is well recognised
that education is the chief means of social and cultural

continuity and that it will fail in its purpose if it did

not teach the rising generation to accept and maintain

the best traditions of thought and action and transmit the

heritage of the past to the future generations. Any
one who takes even a cursory view of Hindu writings
on the subject is impressed by the deep concern that

was felt for the preservation and transmission of the

entire literary, cultural and professional heritage of

the race. Members of the professions were to train their

children in their own lines, rendering available to the

rising generation at the outset of its career all the skill

and processess that were acquired after painful efforts of
the bygone generations. The services of the whole Aryan
commi^nity were conscripted for the purpose of the pre-
servation of the Vedic literature. Every Aryan must
learn at least a portion of his sacred literary heritage.
It was an iricumbent duty on the priestly class to commit
the whole of the Vedic literature to memory in order to
ensure its transmission to unborn generations. It is tn<*

tha,t not all the Brahmanas obeyed this injunction, but
that was because they h*d the commonsense to realise that

2
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the services of their entire
.
class were not necessary for

the task. A section of the Brahmana community, however,
was always available to sacrifice its life and talents in

order to ensure the preservation of the sacred texts.

Theirs was a life-long and almost a tragic devotion to the

cause of learning. For, they consented to spend their life

in committing to memory what others and not they

cpuld interpret. Secular benefits that they could expect

-were few and /not at all commensurate with the labour

involved. Remaining sections of the Brahmana commu-

nity were fostering the studies of the different branches

of liberal education, like grammar, literature, poetics,

law, philosophy and logic. They were not only preserving
the knowledge of the ancients in these branches, but

constantly increasing its boundaries by their own contri-

butions, which were being made down to the medieval

times. Specialisation became a natural consequence of

this tendency and it tended to make education deep rather

than broad.

The Theory of Three Debts : The^ interesting

theory of three debts, which has been advocated since the

yedi^age,has effectively served the purpose of inducing

the rising generation to accept and maintain the best

traditions of thought and action of the past generations
The

t^ry^jnaiiataias-tJiat tjb.e_moment
an individual is

borninjhis world^ie^ incursJJiree debts, which he car

discharge onlj^by performing certain duties. First o:

all^he
owes a debtto gods, and he can Hquidate it_onl]

by learning how to perform proper sacnfices an? b}

regularly offering them. Religious traditions of the rac<

thus preserved. Secondly, he owes a debt to th<

is or savants of the bygone ages and can discharge i

only by studying their works and continuing their literar

fjjid professional traditions. The rising generation ws
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thus enabled to master and maintain the best literary and

professional traditions. The third debt was the debt to

the ancestors, which can be repaid only by raising progeny
and by imparting proper education to it< Steps were thus

take to see that the rising generation became an efficient

torch-bearer of the culture and traditions of the past.

Other Methods to Preserve Cultural Traditions:
The emphasis laid on obedience to parents, respect to

elders and teachers and gratitude to savants of the bygone
ages also helped to preserve the best traditions of the

past. Especially significant in this connection are the

rules about svddhyaya and nshitarparia ; the former

enjoin a daily recapitulation of at least a portion of what
was learnt during the student life and the latter require a

daily tribute of gratitude to be paid to the literary giants
of the past at the time of morning prayers. In later

times, when archaic Sanskrit ceased to be understood and
abstract and abstruse philosophy failed to appeal to

masses, a new type of literature, the Puranas, was

composed to popularise national culture and traditions

among the masses. It was daily expounded to the masses
in vernaculars, and as a consequence the best cultural

traditions of the past filtered down to and were preserved

by even illiterate* population. Devotional literature in

vernacular also served the same function.

Conclusion : Body, mind, intellect and spirit consti-

tute a human being; the aims and ideals of ancient

Indian education were to promote their simultaneous and
riarmonious development. Men are social beings ; ancient

Indian education not only emphasised social duties but

also promoted social happiness. No nation can be called

^wr; i T.S'.jseealso 5,Br.,l;5.
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educated which cannot preserve and expand its cultural

heritage. Our education enabled us to do this for

several centuries.

Aims of Education: Some Comparative Observa-
tions : It would be interesting to compare the aims and

ideals of ancient Indian education with those of some other

systems, both ancient and modern, both eastern and

western. We therefore now proceed to do so. In ANCIENT

CHINA, Confucian preached that the purpose of education

should be to train each individual in his path of duty,

wherein is to be prescribed most minutely every desgtil of

life's occupations and relationships. If we understand

duty in a sufficiently wide sense, this definition of the aim

.of education would appear to be very similar to that of

ancient Indian educationalists. In ANCIENT GREECE as

well as in REFORMATION EUROPE, the ideal of personal

culture loomed large in the educational system. Ancient

Indians held that the individual exists more for society

than vice versa; it was therefore the function of education

to acquaint the individual with the culture of the race.

Personal Culture was promoted by the educational system

only to the extent it was possible to do so by imparting
national culture. Music, painting and fine arts thus did

not become subjects of general education in ancient India

as they became in ancient Greece. THE SPARTAN EDUCA-

TION aimed at providing the state with as many faithful

and capable soldiers as possible, who would defend it

with the armed hand. The existence of the Aryans in

India was not a precarious one ; they were not like the

Spartans threatened with a slave population about ten

times their own number; so their education was not

naturally dominated by the military ideal in any degree.

MEDIEVAL EUROPEANEDUCATIONALISTS held that education

should be primarily for piety and wisdom ; some writers
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like Montaigne also have advocated that it should develop
virtue, wisdom, good manners and learning. Ancient
Indians agree with this view but add that education must
also fit an individual for a useful profession. JESUITICAL
EDUCATION aimed at creating an army of faithful and
resolute servants of the Catholic Church. Brahmana
priests, who controlled and guided education in ancient

India did not have so narrow an aim ; the youths they
trained very often questioned their traditional beliefs and
started new theories of religion and philosophy. The
system also provided for the needs of the laity. MILTON
held that educational system should qualify a youth to

perform skilfully, justly and magnanimously all the

offices, both private and public, of peace and war
Ancient Indians held that all persons are not versatile

enough to be trained for this ideal ; they believed in the

differentiation of functions and trained different classes

for their different duties. SOME MODERN AMERICAN
EDUCATIONALISTS hold that moral character and social

efficiency, and not mere erudition and culture, should be

the aims of education. Ancient Indians accept this view,

but add that the preservation of the ancient national

culture, which naturally does not loom large before a

young nation like America, must also figure prominently
as an aim of education. SOVIET EDUCATION concentrates

its activities on the training and upliftment of the

proletariate. There was no class war in ancient India ;

educationalists therefore tried to provide education to

each class, suitable for its own needs and traditions.

MODERN INDIAN EDUCATION is dominated by the aim of

passing examinations with highest honours ; this aim was

practically non-existent in ancient India* It will b$
shown in Chapter VI how examinations played quite a

negligible part in ancient Indian education*



Chapter II.

SOME EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND
POSTULATES.

Education for allEducation a serious proposition and marriage

incompatible with it-Education to begin in childhood and not to stop

with graduation-Student's cooperation important-Hod to be used very

aparingly-Importance of habits, routine, association and irnitation-

The Gurukula system-The role and importance of the family-Various

theories about Nature VP, Nurture-Influence of the caste systom-The

system once flexible, Brahmanas and non-Brahmanas teaching each

others' subjects-Its influence on the curriculum of Brahmanas,

Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras in later times-Caste systeir and

Buddhism.

Introduction: It is desirable to discuss now

important educational principles and postulates accepted

and assumed -by ancient India'n thinkers. This would

facilitate the'proper understanding of the evolution and

history of the different aspects of education that would
be described later on in the book. It has to be observed

at the outset that principles and postulates have not been

systematically and comprehensively discussed in any
ancient work ; they have to be gathered from diverse and

scattered sources and inferred from educational practice.

Education should be thorough : We have seen

already how education was regarded as a source of

illumination and was expected to enable its recepients to

meet successfully the difficulties and problems of life.

It was therefore insisted that it should be thorough and

-efficient .) The educational system did not aim at imparting

j general knowledge of a number of subjects; its ideal

was to train experts in different branches. Printing and

paper being unknown, books were very costly and libraries
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practically non-existent ; the educational system therefore

took particular care to train and develop memory in ordfer

to ensure that what students had learnl during ""their

college days should stand them in good stead throughout
their life. Personal attention to each student was insisted

upon to ensure a high degree of proficiency. In pro-
fessional education the necessity of practical training was

emphasised for the same reason.

Education for all : Since education was regarded
as the best agency for improving society, it was naturallj
insisted that it should be available to all those who were

qualified to receive it. It was not regarded, as was the

case in Ancient Greece, as the privilege of thos^

lucky few who had the necessary leisure 10 devote to ifc

acquisition. HTo ensure literary education to thejargesi

possible number, Upaimyana jritual, which marked th<

begmhiiig^^rreliglou^ and Htergry_ education, was made

obTi^toj^Tor^Tl the ^N^yansjjoth males an4 ferpaJes. li

was_further^declared that a jman_ can dischaTgeJiis debi

to ancestorsnpt merely^J^procreating sons but by pro-

viding fol-^Theij^proper education. 1
Every Aryan,^. e

evetyfirahmana, KsHatrlya arid V
r

aishya, thus receivec

at leastJtKe fudimerifs oFlitera^^
Things however changed for the worse during the firs

millennium of the Christian era, when Kshatriyas am
Vaishyas gradually ceased to perform Upanayana am
sank to the level of the Shudras. This gave a great set

back to their literary education. As far as theprofessiona
education was concerned, it was ensured to almost al

persons anxious to receive it, when the caste system becarrr

hereditary ; every family was expected to train its childrei

and bring them up in the traditions of its profession.

.) 1.5.7.
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Steps Taken to Realise the Ideal : Society also

took several other important steps to realise this ideaL

To ensure an adequate supply of teachers, it enjoined
that teaching was a holy duty which a Brahmana was
bound to discharge irrespective of the consideration as to

whether any fee was likely to be received or not. It

made education free and held to public opprobrium any
teacher who would stipulate for fees. In order to bring
education within the reach of the poorest, it not only

permitted students to beg, but elevated begging into the

highest duty of the student life. In order to ensure a

reasonable maintenance to teachers, who were expected to

devote their lives to the cause of teaching in the missionary
spirit of self-sacrifice, society laid down that bath the

public and the state should help learned teachers

and educational institutions very liberally. Y-How these

arrangements worked in practice will be explained in

Chapter IV. u
Education a serious Proposition : Though ancient

Indians held that all should normally receive the benefits
of education, they have also laid down that persons who
were morally and intellectually unfit to receive it should
be excluded from its benefit (Nimkta, II. 4) ; this was a

necessary precaution to avoid waste. They further point
out that real scholarship cannot be obtained by dilettanish
or perfunctory studies ; impatience is as great an enemy
of learning as self-complaceney

1
. The rich and the poor

have both to submit to stern discipline in order to become
learned. Long continued and laborious preparation is

necessary to aquire real grounding and efficiency in a
subject. One who is lazy or anxious to dabble in several
matters, or one who wants to have a merry time during

Mbh., V..40.4.
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his school and college days, cannot become a good
scholar 1

*

Marriage Incompatible with Studentship: Natu-

rally therefore ancient IndiansJieldL that a student ought
not to marry during his course. The term Brahmachari,

den5tg"jT^udent, primarily refers to a

person Igaj^ng^a^elibate life in order to realise his

educational ideals and ambitions. Our authorities insist

thaFtlie student should observe celibacy both in thought
and deed. He can marry only at the end of his course,

when permitted by his preceptor to do so.

Lapse from this Ideal: Owing to several causes,

which cannot be discussed here, the marriageable age of

girls began to fall down gradually from c. 600 B. C.

From 16 it came down to 14, then to 12 and then to 11

or 10. The last mentioned limit was reached during the

early centuries of the Christian era. The lowering of

the marriageable age of girls naturally brought down the

marriageable age of boys to about 16 or 18; marriage
thus became inevitable before the end of education. As
early as the 3rd century B.C. we find occasional references

to the cases of husbands staying away from their wives for

some years during their educational course;
2

these cases

later became common. We may safely conclude that

from about the beginning of the Christian era, more than
SO percent students used to marry before their education
was completed.

fcft %rr ^nfor t^rif^r: 3^ MI

ll bubhashitas.

* S* IIL, 4.
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Education ta begin at Proper Time: Ancient Indians

were convinced that no good results would follow if

education is begun late, in life. A boy who begins his

education at 16 is not likely to bring any credit to his

teachers 1
. During our childhood, mind is pliable, memory

keen and intellect receptive; it is- only at this period of

life, that it is possible to form good habits that may be

of life-long use to us. Ancient Indians have therefore

insisted that education ought to commence in childhood.

O^ie thinker observes that parents themselves would
become the greatest enemies of a child, whose education

has been neglected during the childhood 2
. It was held

that the 5th year and the 8th year would be the proper
time for the beginning of the primary and the secondary
education respectively. Our educationalists had however

recognised that it would be necessary to vary these years
in accordance with the cultural traditions of the family.

3

Studies not to stop with the Course : Even in

modern times, when books are cheap and library facilities

fairly good, students forget a good deal of what they
learn within a few years after leaving the school or the

college. The danger was much greater in ancient times

when books were rare, costly and fragile. Our educa-

tionalists therefore emphasise that every graduate should

recapitulate daily a portion of what he had learnt in the

school or the college. At the time of his convocation,

the chancellor particularly exhorted him not to neglect
his duty of daily revision

4
. To forget what had once

been learnt was pronounced to be a sin as grave as the

J.GrS.,1.12

TRTT gp fair %ft m^^ <r tnfaj: i Subhashita.

See Appendix 1, sections A and B.
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murder of a friend or Brahmana (Yd}., III. 228). During
the rainy season, every graduate was expected to devote

extra time to his studies 'in order to remove their staleness'.

Some thinkers like $vetaketu even recommended an annual

stay of two months at the college for this purpose

[A.D.S.,X. 1.2. 12].

Importance of Student's Cooperation : Ancient

Indians held that education was not a passive or one

sided process and that it will be productive of the

gteatest results only when full and voluntary coopera-
tion is coming forth from students. They must feel the

urge to acquire more knowledge ; then there would be

pleasure in teaching them. If there is no real desire for

learning and improvement, it would be useless to waste time

and labour over the education of insincere students (Manu,
II, 113-4, 191). But what was to be done if a student

entrusted to the charge and care of a teacher begins to

show a continuous indifference to duty ? How was he to

be induced to do his work? Was the teacher merely to

remonstrate, or was he to inflict physical punishment ?

Views about Physical Punishment:. As may be

expected, there wasvno unanimity of views among ancient

Indian educationalists about the advisability of physical

punishment. Apastamba recommends that a teacher

should try to improve refractory students by banishing
them from his presence or by imposing a fast (1.2.8.30).

He seems to be opposed to physical chastisement. Manu
grows eloquent over the virtues of' gentle persuasion

(11.159-61), but eventually permits the imposition of

mild physical punishment by a thin rod or rope. Gaiitama

igrees with him, but adds that a teacher giving a severer

punishment would be liable for legal prosecution.
1

^\

I I. 2.48.53
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teacher in Taxila, when giving physical punishment
to a royal student from Benares, who would not give up
his stealing habits in spite of repeated exhortations,

^claims that the use of the rod cannot be altogether

jjvenupbya teacher (Ja., No. 252). He takes up the

Dsition of Manu and Gautama, which represents the

ka~media, and seems to have been generally followed in

Indent India. 1 The Taxila teacher seems to have held

views similar to those of Locke, who permits corporal

punishment for moral remissness.

Corporal Punishment Elsewhere: In ancient times

corporal punishment was the order of the day. It was

given in Sparta not only as a corrective, but also as a

means of making students hardier. In the schools of

this city, there were rather whipping exercises than the

imposition of corporal punishment. Other schools in

ancient times did not go to the extreme length of Sparta,

but permitted a liberal use of the rod. The same was

the case with the Europe of the Middle Ages and it was

but natural. At a time when man was regarded as a

vessel of sin, and when he hoped to become fit for heaven

only through a bitter struggle with the flesh, extreme

views about the place of punishment naturally prevailed

among educationalists* . The reaction started only with

Rousseau.

Importance of Habits: One of the best ways to

secure ready cooperation from students wasvto encourage

proper habits ; great importance was therefore attached

to the formation of proper habits by the student during

his education course. It was realised that habits consti-

tuted a second nature and those formed during the pliable

<

1. In Medieval India, as in Medieval Europe, corporal punishment

was liberally administered in village schools. The old ideals were for.

gotten by this time.
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and impressionable period of childhood would stand a

person in good stead throughout his life, Rules of

discipline, that are prescribed for the student, have been

laid down not so much for the purpose of prohibiting him
from doing undesirable acts as with the object of forming
good and valuable habits. The habit of rising early was
found to be good ;

it was therefore laid down that the

student must daily get up at the dawn. Plain living and

high thinking was recognised to be a desideratum ; in

order to develop a liking for it the use of costly food and

gorgeous dress was prohibited. Life is a hard and long
struggle against circumstances; in order to prepare
students for it, rules were laid down calculated to develop"
them into strong and hardy men with determined will

and great enduring power.

Importance of Koutine: It was recognised that

routine also will play a great part in the formation of

habits. The daily routine was carefully determined with

a view to enable students to form good habits and
master "their subjects at the end of their course. Students

of poetics and literature were constantly engaged in

practising composition and versification. Students of

theology had to take part daily in the performance of

sacrifices, which they would be called upon to conduct in

their after life. Apprentices in sculpture and painting
had to go through a long course of routine practice before

they could finish their course. Students in primary and

secondary schools went through the daily routine of

recitation and recapitulation, which enabled them to

master their subjects. The routine was made interesting

by making several children take part in the recitation

simultaneously.
Association and Imitation: Ancient Indians had

realised that association and imitation play a great part
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in moulding the character and improving the calibre of a

student. Even a dull student, they point out, will improve
his intellect if he is in close association with a brilliant

boy and imitates his methods of study
1

. One should

therefore be very careful in choosing one's company. One
can now understand why our educationalists have attached

a great importance to sending a student to live under the

direct care of a teacher, or better still, in a guruftutct

(boarding) of established reputation.

I The Gurukula System: The Gurukula system,

which necessitated the stay of the student away from, his

of a teacher or in a boarding house of

established reputation, was one of the most important

features of ancient Indian education. Smritis recommend

thatjhe stu3ei!t should begin to live under the supervision

of his teacher afteT his Upanayana; etymologically
anfevtisin- ,

the~word for the student, denotes one who

stays near his teacher and samavartana, the word for

convocation, means the occasionjof returning home from the

boarding or the teacher's house. The^ule^jyhich require

tfie student'to rise earlier and sleep later than liis teacher,

to "show him~alh?s gathered~FmI93ay and to attend to the

night service oTHTs^AgniTiotra (sacrificial fireyVlso show
that tl^stuctent was^normally living at IiV~Ti6use~ of his

acher3
. Ancient literature contains several stories like

: n Mbh., VI.1.30

2 3RNl$t is an abbreviation of 3T!-e||^^||^) Ch. Up9 11.23.

uses this expression in the case of the general student ; of.

3' Stones like those of Upakogala, where we find the wife of the*
c teacher coming forward to induce the student to give up his fast,,

also show incidentally that students must be living with their

teachers; see CA. Up, IV, 10 8. P.T.O.
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those of Nabhanedishta and Krishna showing that students

were being actually sent to reside with their preceptors*

Of course this was recommended only in the case of

students of higher education. The evidence of the Jatakas

sko^J!1^ they used to leave their homes, not "perhaps

immediately Rafter their Upanayana, but at about the~age
of 14 or 15 when they were old enough to look _after

thenlselves in~a~distarit place. It is also likely that parents

living in the same locality with the teacher, or belonging
to the same place where the educational institute was

located, may not have always sent their wards to stay with

their preceptors or in boarding houses. But such cases

could not have been many. On the other hand there is

evidence to show that rich persons used to deliberately
send their children to distant places, even when there were
famous teachers in their own towns, because they were

anxious that they should reap the benefits of the Gurukula

system.
Gurukula System why Recommended: The

recognitionjof the importance of association and imitation

wa^H^?Lt în-a^1 reasons f rthc great emphasis laid[ on

the <3urukula_aystem. Direct, personal ami continuous con-

tact with a teacher of noble character naturally produces

great effect on the mind of the scholar during the pliable

period of childhood and adolescence. The close associa-

tion with elderly scholars, who had made progress in

education and won the applause of their teachers, naturall)

(Continued from the Inst page)

It is interesting to note that the Law of Limitation was relnxe<
in favour of siudents staying away from their homes at Guru
kulas; cf.

'

^HsfllTOlW H Katyayana in Pa. M.
Vol. Ill, i, p. 148i
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induces the new entrants to imitate their example. .The

invisible yet all-pervading influence of established tradi-

tions of the institution naturally spurs the student to

identify himself with them. The system eliminated the

factors in homejife prejudicial to the ediicationaTIatmoS"

phere and facilitated better studies; it however did not

altogether eliminate the refining influence of the family

life, because students used to come into indirect contact

with it when living under the guardianship of their

teachers, who were usually householders. It also served

to tone down personal angularities of pampered children

and made all students more resourceful and self-reliant

and better acquainted with the ways of the world 1
. Jt was

felt that students trained at. home would lack the^enefi't
of school discipline and suffer from desulforiness and

want oT^ppIicatioii and would thus normally compare

very unfavourably with those trained in a Gurukula.'2

Gurukulas not always in Forests :

"

The general
belief that Gurukulas were located in forests away from

th^dnT^Tjcjty
life is but partly" correct

3 "There is no

doubt that the majority of the teachers of philosophy in

ancient India lived, thought out and taught their spiritual

theories in sylvan solitudes. The same was the case with

celebrated teachers like ValmlkiTTCanva and Sandlpani,
who used to stay in forests, though they had made

arrangements in their Agramas (forest retreats) to teach

Cf . MkiPflftFsTRt aTrl% 3%

faCkg ^ifclf i Ja No. 252.

n Mbh., XIIL 36.15
3 Bulea prescribing a holiday when there was a death or robbers'

raid in the Tillage (Manu, IV. 108, 113) presuppose that the
school wae not situated in a forest.
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hundreds of students in subjects like philology, grammar,
astronomy and civics, in addition to Veda, religion and

philosophy (Mbh., L 91). injihe Jatakas_ (e. g. No. 438)
we. sometimes come across the stories of teachers leaving
cities like Benar^es~~arid^f^frealm^ Fp~Himalayjii^ forests

with a view to be Tree from the disturbances fromjthe
city life. They were confident""fHanHe"Villagers around

woukTsuppljrjtheir fe\\Tliiicr simple""wantsV But in the

majority of cases Giiruku'las were located in villages or

towns. Tt will be seen that such was the case with most
of the educational centres that would be described in

Chapter V. This was but natural, for teachers were

usually householders. Care however was taken to locate

Gurukula in a secluded place or garden
1

, and in holy

surroundings. The case of Buddhist Universities like

Nalanda or Vikramasila and of Hin3u agrahara
2

settle-

menTs was peculiar"; tTiey were like mo3ern University
towns of Oxford, Cambridge or Benares Hindu Univer-

sity, independent educational settlements, where .arrange-
ments were made for the lodging and boarding of

students who flocked in hundreds and thousands. They
combined the advantages both of the town and forest life.

The Importance of the Family, Pre-birth Period:
Association and imitation begin to influence the student

not only from the time of his joining a school or Guru-

1 At Benares during the 17th century, students and teachers used

to repair to adjoining gardens and orchards for the purnose of

study. This practice is presupposed by the Go, 2?r., I. 2. 1-8

where it states that students should enter the village only for

necessary work like begging alms, etc.

2 This word denotes village consisting only of Brahmana scholars,

who were assigned its entire revenues for the purpose of their

maintenance. It may therefore be compared to a settlement oP

teachers, each of them being engaged in teaching some students

free of charge.

3
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kula, but from his early childhood ; ancient Indians

-therefore attached great importance to the family in their

scheme of education. They held that the child begins to

receive influences that mould its character and determine

its efficiency right from the time of its conception. If

Prahlada became a deep devotee and Abhimanyu a skilful

warrior, the reason was the influence indirectly exercised

upon them by Narada and Krishna respectively, when

they were still to be heralded in this world. It was

believed that the impressions, which would be conveyed
on the mind of the expectant mother, would be automati-

cally transmitted to the mind of the child to be bom. The

mother therefore was advised to devote herself to the

study and contemplation of the achievements and biogra-

phies of great national heroes and heroines, so that she

may herself get a child that may be a worthy successor of

theirs.

Family and the Pre-School Period: We have

seen already that the preservation of the national culture

was one of the important aims of education and the family
was expected to cooperate with the school in its realisation.

The ambition of the child was first fired and its imagina-
tion set aglow not by the lessons it received in the school

but by the stories it heard from its mother and grand-
mother. Well known is the part which the home influence

played in shaping the career and firing the imagination of

heroes and saints like Shivaji and Ramadasa. Multiplica-

tion tables, noun declensions and some metrical rules

about grammar were taught at home to the child during
its early childhood in all cultured families. The home
thus not only prepared the child for the school, but also

supplemented its work.

The Role of the Family in the Pre-Historic Times:
In pre-historic times, i. e. before about 1000 B. C, the
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family played a still greater part in the educational

system. At that early period, the professional teacher

was yet rather rare ;
so generally the father was the usual

teacher and the home the usual school. Several examples
are preserved in Vedic and Upanishadic literature of

fathers themselves teaching their own sons. 1

Nay, the

father himself was to begin the Vedic education, because

it was he and he alone who was regarded as eligible for

teaching the Gayatrl Mantra to the boy ;
recourse was had

to another teacher only if he was unavailable for the

purpose. In course of time, owing to greater specialisa-

tion that became inevitable, home education became

possible only in the case of a few cultured families.

Remaining families were however expected to take prompt
steps to send the children to a teacher or a school at the

proper time and supervise their lessons at home if neces-

sary. Supervision of the education of the family wards

wa^/one of the most important duties of its head.*

Family and the Female Education: In the case

of the education of girls, the family played an important

part. We do come across rare cases of girls being educat-

ed at boarding schools or colleges ; for instance, we read

in the drama Mtilatimddhava how Kamandakl was educated

at a college along with Bhurivasu and Devarata (Act I).

These cases were however exceptional, for there was a

general prejudice against sending girls outside for their

education. Dharmasutras insist that they should be taught
at home by their male guardians like the father, the

brother or the uncle. This was of course possible only in

1. Prajapati was the teacher of his sons, Devas, Asuras arid Men,
Br. Up. V, 2.1. Aruni had initiated his son Svefcaketu in tL*

study of philosophy. Br. Up., VI. 2. 1; Ch. Up., V. 3.

2. Rv., I, 24
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well-to-do and cultured families. Home, of course, was
the main centre of the education of girls in the domestic

science.

Nature vs. Nurture ; some Western Views: What
is the relative importance of nature and nurture in the

scheme of education has been a question of great contro-

versy since early times. Are human beings born with

their mental, moral and intellectual characters and faculties

rigidly predetermined, or can these be modified by educa-

tion, and if so, to what extent ? As is well known,

different answers are given to this question by different

educationalists in the west also. Plato, for instance, held

that human mind is like a skein, that has to be only
unravelled in this world ; all knowledge is contained in a

man, he has only to be reminded of it. Darwin, Galton

and Ribot attach great importance to the role which here-

dity plays in our nature and Shopenhauer held that human

character is inborn and unalterable. Herbert and Locke

on the other hand maintain that it is not nature but nurture

that determine our destiny. We come into*this world with

mmds as empty as our bodies are naked ;
it is the training

which we receive and the environments in which we live

that determine our character and capacities.

Vedic Age believed more in Nurture: As may
be expected, there is no unanimity of views among ancient

Indian thinkers also about the relative importance of

nature and nurture. A young people, fortunate to have

a series of successes, naturally feel that there is nothing

impossible or difficult for man. Vedic Aryans belonged

to this category and their age therefore did not much

believe in heredity or natural endowments. This is em-

pfoatically expressed in one of the hymns of the Atharva-

veda, where we are told that given proper education,

everything can be accomplished. Even Indra owes his
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supremacy among the gods not to any penance or previous
merit, but to his proper training during his studenthood* 1

A few centuries later we find a patriarch praying that

some of his sons should become good priests, others brave
warriors and the rest successful merchants (S.Br.,XA.l.10)

Obviously he did not much believe in heredity and held

that a good deal depended upon proper training and
education.

Karman Theory; Growing Faith in Nature: In

the course of time, however, the supreme confidence that

was placed in nurture began to weaken to a great
extent. When the Aryans settled down in a less

spectacular and more peaceful life and began to

investigate more carefully the phenomena of life around

them, they began to feel that man is not entirely an

architect of his own fortune, and that the powers and

'capacities with which he is born determine the scope of

his prospects and activity to a considerable extent. The
doctrines of Karman and Rebirth, which were unknown

^c - ?> jb
ecame universally accepted in the course

of time, swinging the pendulum considerably in favour of

nature as against nurture. It began to be averred that the

<\ze<ls~[Karinan) in previous lives, rather than the training

in the present one, will determine whether pitr intellect is to

be bright" and moral propensities strong. The development
of the caste system on hereditary lines did not strengthen
the hands of the advocates of nurture; it began to be

argued that the efficiency of a person as a priest or a

warrior does not so much depend upon the training he

receives in this life as upon the inherent qualities with

which he is born as a consequence of his Karman in

V.I. 19.
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previous births. The_Jarman determines the qualities

and^characteristics, and God assigns birth in that particu-
lar caste in which they would be most needed. As a

natural consequence of these theories, educationalists

began to aver that nature is more important than nurture ;

x
a bamboo tree cannot blossom into a sandal one simply
because it is assiduously watered and manured and planted

upon the Malaya mountain. 1
Jf you have no natural

capacity, education cannot create it ; a mirror can show
reflection only to one who has the eyesight.

2 A conscientious

teacher imparts education as assiduously to a brilliant as

to a dull btudenL ; there is however a world of difference

as to the results. One shines forth in the world of scholars,

while the other hardly succeeds in making any appreciable

progress. Glass alone can reflect solar rays, not apiece
of earth, howsoever polished.

:i This view is similar to

that of Plato who has pointed out that education is not
like putting sight into blind eyes ;

it is only turning the

eyes to light.

The Function of Nurture: Though natural en-

dowments thus play a great part, it was realised that they
exist only in a potential condition in our childhood and
would not flower into perfection unless they are properly

r: f%

:
i s Z?.B, p. 41.7.

$T : fa 3Jf^Tf?f I Ibid, p. 40.1.

3

=3 133 3*?twr ^fft

c:^ srft

^ ^rf ^r: ii II.

Uttarardmacharit, II. 4.
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developed by training and education. One may be born

inji Brahmana family on account of his past*good Karman ;

one may be also endowed by nature wIFTf the
^qualities,

of

a *Brahmana Tike selfHcbrifrbrand"" love oTlea'rning. Still

he will be not a whit higher than a Shudra if he does not

receive proper sacraments (Saiiskdras) and gets the neces-

sary education.
1 Past Karman may determine the mental

and intellectual qualities of an individual. But they will

deteriorate if he does not receive proper education, and

improve, though within a limited degree, if he gets the

beneiit of good training under 'a competent teacher. That

nature can thus be considerably modified by nurture seems

to have been the considered opinion of ancient Indian

educationalists from about the beginning of the Christian

era. This view is similar to the theory of Stern who

sought to effect a compromise between the extreme posi-

tions of Galton and Locke by maintaining that man is born

with tendencies, which are conditioned by heredity but

which are transformed into the qualities of human

personality through a process of development and training.

The Influence of the Caste System: The_caste

system has been an important feature of Hindu ..society

for a long time and has naturally exercised considerable

influence on the theory and practice of education in ancient

India. Let us try to find out its extent. It is usually

lield that it had rigidly determined the professions and

made the teaching line a monopoly of the Brahmanas.

We shall however find that Kshatriya teachers of Vedic

and philosophical subjects existed down the 6th century

B. C. and that the keen intellect of the Brahmana com-

munity was for a long time utilised to further the bounds
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of human knowledge in several branches of non-Vedic
studies. It was only in later times that religious and

litera'ry education came to be confined to the Brahmanas
and professional and industrial training to non-Brahmanas.

Caste System once Flexible: The caste system
has got a long history and has undergone

k

~many changes
land vicissitudes during the last three thousand years. It

'wp tormerly much less rigid than nowT
. Interdining is an

anathema to an orthodox Hindu today. LJharmafe$tra

writersjlke Maim (IV. 253) and^Apastamba'^TI."TJ-4)

howverj)ermit a Brahmana to take his meals In the house
of a barber, a milkman and a tenant and employ 'a Sliudra

cook even" For preparing the sacred sacrificial food. Inter-

caste marriages, which are still not permissible under the

ilindu law, were allowed by the majority of Smyitis,

provided the bridegroom belonged to a higher caste. ~"ln

the realm of educational theory and practice also, we
should therefore not be surprised if we find that some of
the later theories were not subscribed to or followed in

earlier times.

Non-Brahmanas as Vedic Teachers: It is well-

known that the Smj-itis have laid_ down_that Brahmanas
alone should impart Vedic education. In the earlier period
however such was" hot the; "case.\~~ There is evidence to

show that non-Brahmanas also sometimes used to become
Vedic teachers ; rituals have been prescribed to enable

them to shine in that line.
1 This need not cause any

surprise, for some Kshatriyas figure among the composers
of Vedic hymns also ; the whole of the third bopk of the

Rig-vcda is a composition of the various members of the

cf.

ft^tti

KS., IX.
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Kshatriya ViSvamitra family. In the CJpanishadic period

Ksliatriyas took an important part in the development of

philosophy and were the exclusive custodians of many
esoteric doctrines, which Brahmanas could learn only from

them and not without some difficulty.
1 There are several

cases of Brahmanas approaching renowned Kshatriya
teachers like Asyapati, Janaka_and Pravahana Jaivali as

humble students of philosophy and religion." We should

therefore note that the caste system succeeded in^makip^
Vedic and religious education a monopoly for the Brah-

manas only at about 300 B. C. Nor was it a lucrative

monopoly in practice ; it was a monopoly to beg.

The income of even the most famous Vedic teachers was
a precarious one and compared very poorly with the gains
of a successful merchant or a captain.

' Brahmanas as Teachers of Non-Vedic Subjects:
Smritis lay jow^uthat Brahmanas should not follow the

professions of Ksliatriyas and Vaishyas except in times

of difficulties. This would naturally imply that Brahmanas
did not "figure as teachers in military or commercial lines.,

How could one become a teacher in a, profession which

one was not expected to follow ? For a long time, how-

ever, Brahmanas were following a number of non-Vedic

pursuits and professions and also figuring as their teachers.

What can be more incompatible with the BrahmanicaJ ideal

of piety and religiousness than the military profession ?

And yeMve__udJBi*ahmanas figuring as teachers of the

military science. _The Pandavajmd Kaurava heroes, who

fought so bravely in the Mahabhar-ata war 1 were not

trained by any Kshatriya teacher
; their preceptor, Drona-

charyfi was a Brahmana. -Brahmanas, who were trainers

~_ ;

~
_ _

*> ^

1 Ch. f/p., V. 3. 7 ; Br. Up. II. 1.15

2 Br. Up. II. 1.14, IV.1.1, Ch. Up. IV. 4.1, etc
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of horses and elephants, are mentioned in Smritis (Mann,
III. 162). Jatakas also show that at Taxila, Brahmanas

used to impart education in several practical professions

like the military art, medicine and snake charming etc.

both to Brahmanas and Kshatriyas.
1 Dhanurveda lays

down that Brahmanas are as eligible to be the teachers of

the military science as Kshatriyas (1.4). Being as a rule

more intelligent than members of other castes, they must

have Shone in these lines also, as for instance was the

case^WitJi Dronacharya. It was only in later times, from

r;-500~A\D. onwards, that Brahmanas ceased to be teachers

|of
usef

jklj
arts and professions o\Ving to the growing rigour

f rt^caste system. This was rather unfortunate, for it

prevented the utilisation of the intellect of one of the most

intelligent classes in society for expanding the boundaries

of knowledge in the domain of practical sciences.

Caste System and Curriculum, Domination of

Vedic Studies: Let us now find out the influence the caste

system exercised on the curriculum. A perusal of the

relevant rules of the Smritis produces the impression that

Vedic studies must have dominated the course prescribed
for the Brahmanas. It has been emphatically laid down
that all Brahmanas should devote twelve years to Vedic

studies -after their Upanayana. Such, however, was not

the case in actual practice. Only a small section of the

Brahmana community, possibly not more than its one-

fifth, used to devote itself to Vedic "studies, when new
branches of knowledge like grammar, philosophy, law and

classical Sanskrit literature came to be developed. For the

preservation of the Vedic literature, the services of only
a small section of the community were necessary ; the rest

Asadisa J. No. 181; see also Thusa J. No 338.
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were required to memorise the few Vedic Mantras neces-

sary for daily religious purposes and encouraged to devote

their main energy to the development of new branches of

knowledge like philosophy, grammar, and classical Sanskrit

literature, where they were able to make substantial

contributions, which still continue to be highly valued both

in India and abroad.

^ Vedic Studies of the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas ;.

According to the Smriti rules, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas"
also had to pursue Vedic studies after their LJpanayana.
These however were never deep or prolonged. In some

Jataka stories, we no doubt read that some princes used
to study all the three Vedas as well as eighteen practical

sciences 1
; in the Mahubharata also \\;e find that the

Kaurav.i princes arc represented as experts in Veda,
Vedanta and the various branches of the military science;

(I. 118 and 133). A perusal of the relevant p-assages shows
that the writers of the above works were more anxious

to enumerate all the known branches of knowledge and

represent them as being mastered by their heroes, than in

narrating the actual state of affairs in their contemporary
times. We have seen already that the Brahmanas, who
-did not intend to follow the theological career, contented

themselves with the knowledge of only a few Vedic'hymns ;

Kshatriyas and Vaishyas must have done the same ; in

later life they had no .prospect of becoming Vedic teachers,

and for their military or commercial career Vedic educa-

tion was not useful or necessary. Vedic and philosophical
studies were included in early times in the curriculum of

the prince, but they were left out in the course of time.

From about the beginning of the Christian era, the

Of.

f^fifxf <TT3nfif I Dummedha J. No. 50.
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Upanayana ritual began to fall into disuse in the case

of the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas and this naturally gave
a great set back to their Vedic education.

1
Gradually they

were reduced to the position of the Shudras and completely
debarred from the Vedic education by about 1000 A. D.

( Alberuni, II. p. 136)

Vedic Education and the Shudras: Sacred texts

lajd down in very emphatic terms that the Shudra
fe rigorously excluded from the Vedic education

and ritlials. This injunction has been always carried out

in practice.
'J The carpenter no doubt is declared to be

eligible for Upanayana and Vedic studies in some early
-

texts. He however was at that early period a member of

the Aryan and not the Shudra community. The exclusion

of the Shudras from the Vedic studies undoubtedly ap-

pears as unjustifiable to us at present, but there were

peculiar circumstances that necessitated this step in early
times. The art of writing was not utilised for the purpose
of preserving the Vedic texts for a long time. The Aryan
theologians believed that if there was the slightest mistake

in the accent or the pronunciation of the Vedic Mantras,
a disaster would inevitably issue.

* As the Vedic Sanskrit

1 lionco the observation of JJalhaim, a medieval writer at,

ffKwttfa, flunVa, X, 52,

Vfij. Sam. XXVI, 2 ii taken by some as referring

to the admission of the Shudras to the Vedic education. This, how.

ever, is very questionable interpretation ; cfr^ltfft n^ refers to the

preceding- stan/a, which it is prayed here, may be applicable to the

whole of humanity.

3 cf tt 3fa: ?=TO(T ^mt SIT faEnsgrft ^ ^wfero \

^^tsq^wr^ u

Pdvinisiksha, v. 52"
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was not the mother tongue of the Shudras, it was feared

that Vedic hymns would be transformed out of recognition,
if they were transmitted orally in Shudra families from

generation to generation. In the eyes of the theologian,
this would be a great disaster. Later on when female

education began to lag behind, and women as a class ceased

to be educated in Sanskrit, it is interesting to note that the

Brahmana theologians did not flinch from placing their

own mothers, wives and daughters in the category of the

Shudras and declaring unhesitatingly that they also were
unfit for Vedic studies. Theological animus or pride was
thus not at the root of the exclusion of the Shudras and

women from the Vedic education. Nor did it amount to

a total denial of religious education ; for women and
Shudras were permitted to get religious enlightenment
from the study of Smritis, Epics and Puranas.

Conclusion : It will be thus seen that with the

exception of the exclusion of the Shudras from the Vedic

education, the caste system for a long time did not result

in restricting professions to particular castes. This was

but natural. Teaching may be a fit profession for

Brahmanas, but if some of them were intellectually

inferior, their birth could not impart to them the necessary

efficiency as teachers. Kven a Brahmana writer therefore

is constrained to observe that dull Brahmana children

should follow the profession of the Ksbatriya or the

Vaishya.
1 Ambitious Brahmanas also could not be pre-

vented from following the military profession, where

glittering prizes awaited the successful adventurer. A
Brahmana priest of holy Benares is to be seen sending his

son to T-axila to learn archery, because it was predicted

: I G. D. s., l. 6. 16.
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that he was to be a king.
1 It was ambition alone that

was responsible for sovereignty being vested in Brahmana

families like those of the ungas, the Kanvas and the

K&datnbas. The recruitment to the army was not confined

to the Kshatriya caste ; inscriptions make it clear that it

was very largely recruited from the agriculturists and

Shudras. Dhanurveda also contemplates military education

for all the four castes. It is interesting to note that when
Yuan Chwang was in India in the second quarter of the

7th century A. i)., the kings of Ujjain, M-aheshvar and

Assam were Brahmanas, those of Pariyatra and Kanauj,

Vaishyas, and those of Matipura and Sindh, Shudras.

If members of all classes could become kings, it follows

that they must be all following the military profession.

The commercial and industrial lines were also very often

followed by many Brahmanas and Kshatriyas. The caste

system therefore made education rigid only to a limited

degree and that too from c. 800 A. D.

Caste System and Buddhist Education: The caste

system did. not at all influence the education imparted in

Buddhist centres of learning. This was but natural, for

the Buddha was against the system and argued that the

worth of a man should be determined by his actual merit,

and not by his descent or family status. Persons were

admitted to the Order irrespective of their castes;- Upali,

one of the favourite disciples of the Buddha, was a barber

before he joined the Order. 2 But though it is true that

everybody could become a preacher after a certain number
of years, it is interesting to note that -among famous Bud-

dhist teachers and scholars, the vast majority 'consisted of

1, Sarabhanga J. No. 522,

2* Servants, slaves and debtors were refused admission to the Order

because the Buddha did not desire to affecttthe rights of third

parties by the admissions made into the Church.
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those who had originally hailed from Brahmanical families.

Thus Moggalana, Saariputta, Nagasena, Vasubandhu and

Nagarjuna were all Brahmanas before their conversion.

As far as the curriculum is concerned, it was predominently

religious and philosophical, as it was primarily intended

for monks and nuns and not for the laity. We therefore

need not consider whether the caste system in any way
determined or affected the imparting of useful^or profes-

sional education in Buddhist colleges.



Chapter III

THE TKACHER AND THE STUDENT.
Teacher deeply reveied-His training-Hi's qualifications-High oodo

<\i liis profession-Duties of the teacher-His income-Student's duties-

Kelations between touchers and students-Student's daily life-His duty
to bog daily food-Uulos of discipline-Wore tltey nnreasonablo ?

Introduction : We have now seen what were the

ideals, postulates and principles of the ancient Indian educa-

tional system. Now we propose to discuss the topics and

problems connected with the qualifications of the teacher,

the ideals which animated him, the position that was
accorded to him in society, the nature of the relationship

that existed between him and his students and the import-

ant features of the student life. These are important topics,

as they have a vital bearing on the success or failure of

the educational system.

Importance of the Teacher : The importance which

in modern times is attached to the Institution or the

Alma Mater was in ancient days attached to the teacher

in India. This was but natural, for organised educational

institutions came rather late into existence in this country,

as was also the case in the West. The person who takes

charge of immature children and makes them worthy
and useful citizens in society was naturally held in high

reverence. Jt was the function of the teacher to lead the

student from the darkness of ignorance to the light of

knowledge. The lamp of learning is concealed under a

cover, says one thinker ; the teacher removes it and lets

out the light.
1 The student therefore must be very grateful

c i. cf, <r*n

^Kflf STTHT^IS^

Quoted by Aparaka on Yaj. I, 212
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to him and show him the highest possible reverence. He
is to he revered even more than parents; to the latter, we
owe our physical birth, to the former our intellectual

regeneration. From the Vedic age downwards the teachef

has been all along designated as the spiritual and intellec-

tual father of the student.
1 Without his help and guid-

ance, no education is possible. He is in fact indispensable.

This is graphically illustrated by the story of Ekalavya,
who when refused admission to his school by Drona, pre-

pared an image of the teacher under whom he longed to

learn, and successfully finished his studies in archery,
under the inspiration that he received from the inanimate

representation of his animate preceptor. Buddhists and

Jains also attached equally great importance to the tea-

cher. This importance attached to the teacher need not

surprise us, for it is now admitted on all hands that

neither buildings nor equipment exercise such influence

on students as is exercised by cultured and competent
teachers, who instruct as well as inspire.

Why the Teacher was Revered : The great import-
ance that was attached to the teacher in the ancient

system of education and the high reverence that was
shown to him in society are not difficult to understand.

vSince the earliest times the Vedic learning is being
transmitted orally in India from one generation to another.

This continued to be the case^ign when the art of

writing came into general vogue. The Mahabharata
condemns to hell a person who commits the Vedas to

writing. Great importance was attached to the proper

1 Cf. 3TP3T4 3qffipq*TRt >l$WlRff ffljff I^Fcf-* I A. V. XI, 5, 3, See
also Va. Dh. &, 28,38-9; Gau. Dh. S., I. % 10; Manu, II, 170. ^

Ban. Dh, S., 1. 2. 48 maintains that a Srotriya can never be

regarded as issueless,\hi.s students are his sons.

4
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accent and pronunciation in the V
r

edic recitation, and

these could be properly learnt only from the lips of a

properly qualified teacher. The continuous transmission of

the store of the Vedic knowledge, which society regarded
as priceless, was possible only through the instrument-

ality of the teacher and his importance therefore could

not be exaggerated. With the rise of the mystical systems
of philosophy in the age of the LTpanishads, the reverence

for the Guru became still more intensified ; for spiritual

salvation depended almost entirely upon his proper

guidance.
1 'This deification of the philosophical Guru

was not without its reaction in favour of the ordinar\

teacher who taught disinterestedly without stipulating for

any fees. We should further remember that books being

dear and rare, the student had generally to rely upon his

teacher alone to a much greater degree than is the case

now-" in the case of professions, even when books exist

in plenty, a good deal more has to be learnt from the

teacher. So a competent and sympathetic teacher, who
would unreservedly place at the disposal of his pupil the

essence of all his experience, could hardly be over-

venerated by the artisan apprentice working under him.

The glorification of the teacher must have produced

great psychological influence on students, for childhood

is the hey day of personal influence.

\ K. U\> , 11, *.

2 Mas. were often unreliable; so there was a prejudice' agains

students, who had not read under a teacher: cf:

Narada quoted by Pa. J7ft.,.!it f, 38.
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Teacher's Training: Though the teacher was held

in high reverence, it does not appear that any institutions

like Teachers' Training Colleges of the modern times

existed in the past. One of the hopes expressed at the

convocation (Samavartana) was that the graduate may
have the good luck of attracting students from all

quarters.
1

It is therefore clear that no further training
Avas deemed necessary for the graduate in order to qualify
him for the teaching profession. The reasons for this

are not far to seek. Students received individual attention

and lessons from their teachers, as will be shown in

Chapter VI. During their educational course Vedic students

could note how precisely teachers used to pronounce and

intonate the Vedic Mantras when teaching them to their

students. As far as the study of other branches like

grammar, logic, rhetoric, philosophy etc. was concerned,
'

no special training was necessary for fostering and deve-

loping the powers of exposition and elucidation of students

.specialising in them. In the modern system of education

students can get their degrees by listening to their teachers

in the class-rooms and answering the question papers in

the examination halls. Such was not the case in ancient

India. Several times during his course the student was
called upon to pass through the fiery ordeal of learned

debates (&astr<irtha) when he was called upon to defend

his own position and attack that of the opponent in

heated discussions. Powers of debate and discussion were
thus remarkably developed by the time the student finished

his education. Advanced students were also given

opportunities of teaching the beginners in most of the

educational institutions.
2 The graduate therefore had a

1 Ban. Or. 8., II, 6.

~~~

2 See Sttta-s&mocjatal'a No. 537. Of the advanced scholars at

P. T. 0.
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fairly good teaching experience to his credit by the time

he left his alma mater. The absence of training colleges
therefore did not materially tell upon the efficiency
of the teachers at least as far as higher education was
concerned.

Qualifications tf the Teacher : Since the teacher

was held in high veneration, he was naturally expect'ed to

possess several qualifications. The student was to look

upon the 1 teacher as the ideal person and regulate his own
conduct by the example of his teacher. The latter there-

fore was expected to be a pious person of very high
character. He was to be patient and treat his students

impartially. Above all he was to be well grounded in his

own branch of knowledge; he was to continue his read-

ing throughout his life.
1 Profound scholarship however

was not sufficient for the teacher. He must have a fluent

delivery, readiness of wit, presence of mind, a great stock

of interesting anecdotes and must be able to expound
the most difficult texts without any difficulty or delay.

-

In a word, he should be not only a scholar but also an

adept in teaching ; then only he would be a great teacher,

as pointed out by Kalidasa/3 The teacher must further be

able to inspire as well cis to instruct ; his piety, character,

(Continued from the last pa#o)

Nalanda and Valabhi, I-tsing says that they passed two or

three years in these Universities, instructed by their tench f is <mrt

instructing others. T-tsimr, p. 177

Malavttaynimitram, Act I.
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scholarship and cultured life should be able to- exercise a

subtle and permanent influence over the young students

sitting at his feet for their lessons.

High Cdeof the Teaching Profession: The teach-

ing profession had a very high code in antient India.

There was often competition for getting more students ;

but if one teacher was found to be less well grounded
than his rival in his subject, he was expected to close

down his school and become a disciple of his rival in

order to get full knowledge.
1 The teacher was to begin

the education of the student as soon as he was satisfied

that the latter was sincere and possessed the necessary
calibre ; he was not to postpone instructions unnecessarily.

2

G. JBr., J. 1. 31 shows how on bomg defeated in debate with

Maudgalya, Maitreya at once closed his school and became the pupil

of his vanquisher in order to become hotter grounded in his

subject. The debate between tfankara and Mandana MiSra was

also held cm the usual condition that the vanquished should

become the disciple of the vanquisher.

Usually teachers were allowed to watch the conduct and

calibre of tbe new entrants for about six months or a year;

but after that period they were bound to start instructions.

If they did not do so, they were saddled with all the sins of

the students they were keeping in suspense; cf.

i f^ 5*i*T tT^r fti^r^ ^^t 3^-' n

Kurma P. in TMS., p. 515

Athtanga-hridaya.) Sw,trnst-hana t chap, 2, allows only a six months'

period of waiting for medical students. Longer periods of

waiting like 5 or 32 years that we sometimes come across in

Tantras (e. g Tantrarlija-tantra, II. 37-8) and CJpanishads (e. g.

Ch. Up. VIII. 7. 2. 3.) were intended for those who aspired tp

be initiated in secret and esoteric philosophical doctrines, and

not for ordinary students.
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The duty to teach was imperative;
1

all students possessed
of the necessary calibre and qualifications were to be

taught, irrespective of the consideration as to whether

they would be able to pay any honorarium or not. We
have seen already that no regular fees were charged by
ancient Indian teache,rs and institutions. The poorest of

the poor could demand and get education from the tea-

cher by merely agreeing to do household work in the tea-

cher's house. Further, the teacher was required to teach

every thing he knew to his disciple ; he could withhold

nothing under the apprehension that his pupil may one

day outshine him in the profession.- Mow generous and

largehearted teachers usually were in this connection can

be judged from the conduct and exclamation of Alara

Kalama, when the future Buddha had finished his edu-

cation under him :

"Happy friend are we in that we look upon such a

venerable one, such a fellow ascetic as you. The doctrine

which 1 know, you too know, and the doctrine which

you know, I too know. As T am, so you are, as you are

so am 'T. Pray, sir, let us be joint wardens of this

company".*

1 The SmritikaiMtublni narrates how a teacher was condemned
to be a mango tree in his next existence for his failure to

impart Vedio knowledge; cf- ^ ^?T^ft fttftS^fi^t ^WK I

ft3Tf T ^f f^fr^R^N" <T^f Iff-* I There is an obvious subtle

humour in the retribution imposed upon the teacher who
would not give what he possessed to others; as a mango tree
he would have to give all fruits ,to others and retain none for

himself.

2 Milinda-pafiha, I. p. 142

3 Further Dialogues of the Buddha, Ariyaparivesana-sutta, p. 116.

Compare also the spirited protest of Bbaradvaja when he
apprehended that his royal pupil was suspecting that he was
not teaching him all that he knew; p. T. O.
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Duties of the Teacher: The relationship between

the teacher and the pupil
1 was regarded as filial in character

both by Hindu and Buddhist thinkers; the teacher

therefore had to discharge several duties in addition to

imparting intellectual education and helping spiritual

progress. He was the spiritual father of the pupil and

was held as morally responsible for the drawbacks of his

pupils.
1 His extra-academic duties' were varied and

numerous. He was always to keep a guard over the

conduct of his pupil. He must let him know what to

cultivate and what to avoid ; about what he should be

earnest and what he may neglect, lie must instruct him
as to sleep and as to keeping himself in health, and as to

what food he may take and what he may reject. He
should advise him as to the people whose company he

should keep and as to the villages (and localities) he may
frequent." If he was poor, he was to help him in getting'

some financial help from people of influence and substance

in the locality. t
He was* to arrange for his food and

clothing: the teachers of Sanskrit Pdthasdlds in eastern

India used to do this till quite recently. If the student

was ill, the teacher was to nurse and serve him as a father

would do his son.*

(Continued from fche last page)

i qvftf%$ wri ^wwfaft i

j^t l^r ^rf^psrft 4tsjrwRH3.ftf ii

Pr. Up, VI. 1

1 Cf.
ipf^JTfacfifgFT Ap. /)/., *S, 1. 2. 8. M. V. 1. 32

Pnftclirutra 1. 21

3 Milinda-puftha, Vol. I, p. 142

4 The testimony of I-tsing shows that this was also done ift

Buddhist monasteries; p. 120. The Buddha has left express

injunctions on the point; Maltavagga, I. 26. 1-6
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Income of the Teacher; Early Period: We have no

data to enable us to get a precise idea of the normal income

of the teacher in the early period. In ancient days in India as

in the West, there was no Education Department prescribing

a scale of salaries, which was more or less followed in

private institutions also. Educational institutions them-

selves came into existence only at about the 5th century
A. D. We have already seen how the educational theory
and practice prohibited the teacher from charging any
fixed scale of fees from his students. The teacher in

ancient India therefore had, as a general rule, no fixed

income. We have seen already that usually he was
also a priest. His income therefore consisted partly of

offerings obtained by him 'on the occasions of rituals and

sacrifices and partly of voluntary gifts given by his stu-

dents either during or after their course. There was to

be no stipulation for these presents ; so they varied with

the financial capacity of the guardians. At Taxila we
learn that the 'world-renowned' teachers- used to have 500

students reading under them, and that the rich ones among
the latter used to offer a fee of a thousand coins.

1 This

however does not enable us to get any accurate idea of

the teacher's income. The number of students, 500, is

conventional 2 and not real and we do not know whether

the fee of 1000 coins offered was for one year or for

the whole course, and whether it included the expenses
of boarding and lodging also, which were normally offered

by the Taxila teacher. We therefore can form no definite

idea of the income of the teacher during the early period.

1 The coins were probably silver Kat'shapcwats, each weighing

about one third of the modern rupee.

2 Usually each teacher had only about 15 to 20 students read-

ing under him; see Clip. VI.
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Income of the Teacher in Later Period : We how-
ever get more definite data about the teacher's income from
the time educational institutions were evolved. Teachers
at Buddhist Universities of Nalanda and VikramaSila

were monks and so required no salaries
;
the administra-

tion had to spend for each monk-teacher just the amount

necessary for the maintenance of only four students.
1

In south Indian colleges the annual salary of teachers

varied according to their qualifications and subjects from
160 to 200 maunds of rice.- This income was about
two and half times the income of the village accountant

or the carpenter, and was equal to about four times the

amount necessary for meeting the normal food expenses
of a family of five persons. We would not be wrong
in supposing that as a general rule m ancient India the

Sanskrit teacher imparting higher education received a

similar income. He was thus neither suffering from

abject poverty nof rolling in superfluous wealth. Society
enabled him to lead a life of moderate comforts accord-

ing to the ideal of plain living and high thinking. We
can now understand why learned teachers were exempted
from taxation. The income of the primary teacher

was naturally less than that of the Sanskrit teacher. In

Bengal at the advent of the British rule, the income
of the primary teacher was just equal to that of the

Boso, Indian Teachcrx of Buddhist Universities, p. 35.

8. I. E. 1?.,, 1917, No. 333. The total cost of one good meal for'

one year was about 8 maunds of rico. The salaries above men-
tioned were given in the college at Eunayirnrn; in other insti-

tutions they were sometimes different. Sometimes inscriptions
disclose that the Veda teachers used o get only 30 maunds of

rice per annum ; in such cases they were probably part-time
teachers and were expected to supplement their income from the

proceeds of the priestly profession.
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patwari, who collected the village revenue or the amin,
who settled village disputes on behalf of Zemindar. 1

Probably the same was the case during the ancient Indian

period. This income however was not in the form of

a fixed salary, but had to be collected in the form of

voluntary and irregular subscriptions from the villagers

and guardians.

Duties of Students : Let us now survey the

duties of students towards their teachers. The student

was to hold his teacher in deep reverence and honour
him like the king, parents and god/

2 His outward behavi-

our must be in conformity with the rules of decorum
and good manners, he ought to get up and salute his tea-

cher in the proper way, he ought not to occup/a higher
seat or wear a gaudier dress. Reviling and backbiting
are severely condemned. It however did not follow that

the student was to connive blindly at his teacher's mis-

conduct. Both the Buddha 3 and Apastamba,
4 who

enjoin high reverence for the teacher, lay down that the

student should draw his teacher's attention in private to

his failings, and dissuade him from wrong views if he

happened to be inclined towards them ;
the duty of obedi-

ence conies to an end if the teacher transgresses the limits

of Dharma. 5 His commands were to be regarded as

1 Stark, Vernacular Education- in Bcngnl, pp. 28 48.

2 J Mann, II, 200 ff. Cf. also Charfika Saiihhita, ViniThia-sthunu,

VIII. 4, :-

3 MV,, 1. 25. 10. 20.

4 snnTRRriizr i&L^W ^iftspRrrfcfari qrfe 4tsifau i. 2. e, 13

6
3TFTOfNfcft ^1% gTrSTSTTOifl-eKUii^ I <7. I). 8. III. 1.15

., 1. 140. 54
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ultra vires, if they were likely to jeopordise the student's

life or were against the law of the land.

Duty .of Personal Service : Both in Buddhist

monasteries and Hindu Guruktilas, the student was

expected to do personal service to the teacher 'like

a son, suppliant or slave.
1 He was to give him water

and tooth stick, carry his seat and supply him bath

water (M. V .. 1.25, 11-12). ff necessary, he was to

cleanse his utensils and wash his clothes." He was fur-

ther to do all sundry work in his monastery or his tea-

cher's house, like cleansing the rooms etc., bringing fuel

or guarding cattle. This custom existed in the Veclic

age
;; and was widely prevalent in later times also. Tradition

asserts that even great personages like $ri-Krishna had

deemed it an honour to do all kind of menial work in

their preceptor's house during their student days. It was
held that no progress in knowledge was possible without

service in the teacher's house. 4

Limitation on this Duty : There were, however,

limitations to this duty to work. The teacher was prohi-

bited from assigning any work that was likely to inter-

fere with the studies of the student. The duty was
further more nominal' than real in the case of paying
scholars. \Ve have seen already that the duty to teach

was imperative and a teacher could not refuse a student

merely because he was poor. Poor students were admit-

ted if they were willing to help <he teacher in his house-

htfld or farm work ; this duty to work was effectively

operative only in their cases. At Taxila the students

2 Mahvivagga, 1. 25-2
3 (3. Br. t ), 2, 1-8.

4
5*19r*3T OTf SITftT qtTR $*& I JfW,, V. 36. 52
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who used to pay their teachers honorarium in advance

used to stay- in their houses like eldest sons, doing no

household work and spending all their time in study. Free

students, dhammantevdsikas, on the other hand used to

do all kind of manual wprk for their teachers. They
used to work by day, when paying scholars were receiving
their lessons ; teachers used to hold special classes for

them at night with a view to see that their education did

not suffer on account of their day's work on the farm
or in the household. 1 At Nalanda also secular students

who sought free boarding, lodging and education had to

do some manual work for the monasteries.2

Mutual reltaions between Teachers and
Students : Public educational institutions, where tea-

chers used to teach students admitted by the managing

body, were not many in ancient India. The relations

between the teacher and the student were therefore

direct and not through any institution. The student

usually went to such a teacher as attracted his atten-

tion by his reputation for character and scholarship ;

the teacher selected such students as appeared to him

sincere, zealous and well-behaved. The student usually
lived either under the roof of the teacher or under his

direct supervision. The teacher not only did not demand

any fee but also helped the poor students in getting food

or clothing. He nursed him if he was ill. The student

naturally lived as a member of tht household of the tea-

cher and helped him in doing the household work if

necessary. The teacher on the other hand would not

i. cf. vra^rrf^r ^i-ci^ttf ^w
*

OT3fl *lt stfJJrTT t^T |c3! (tf^*h tfiu

Tilannitthijataka, No. 262

2. Takakusn, I-tsing, P. 106.
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expect this work if the student was a paying boarder

and would limit it to the minimum in the case of poor
students. 1 Under such circumstances the relations bet-

ween the teacher and the student were naturally very
cordial and intimate; they were united, to quote the

words of the Buddha, 'by mutual reverence, confidence

arid-communion of life'.- Students usually did not desert

one teacher for another merely out of freakishness. 3

Teachers would often entertain genuine affection for

their students and would sometimes select some of them
as their sons-in-law. Later authorities have laid it down
that a student cannot marry his teacher's daughter,
because she stood in the relation of a sister to him; Kacha
refused to marry Devayanf on that account. This rule

seems to have been framed to prevent complications likely

to arise in practice when young students used to live and

board with their teachers. But earlier practice seems to

have been different, in Jatakas we come across sev-

eral cases of teachers marrying their daughters to their

i of. q 4taqpHf^fa 3?ic^$^r^r^fRcg i A>L > nh s., i 2. 8

Tho teaehor was also ivsponFihle for tbo safety of students wben

be sent them out for his own noik; if any mishap overtook them

he was held guilty. C1'. ^JT^Tfi^ff^^f (f$W) ^t^f^fo I

Bau. Dh. 8.. II. 1. 27

2 M. V. . L 32. 1

3 Students deserting their teachers without any reason arc ridiculed

as crows by Pataiijali, cf. zff

ft I Vol. I. l>. 391

In Uttararamacharit, II, we no doubt find Atreyi leaving

Valmiki, and goinj? to Agastya But the reason was that she

was too dull to read along with Kua and Lava. Of course if a

student wanted to learn a different branch of learning .he woi\ld

leave his old teacher and go to the expert in the particular

branch.
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most promising students ; the custom was so deep rooted in

certain teachers' families that students had often no option

in the matter, even if they were not in favour of the

match. 1

Mutual Relations in After-life: The cordial rela-,

tions tiiat existed between the teacher and the student

continued also in their after-life. Even when the student

had returned home after his education, he was to call on

his teacher frequently, bringing him some present, it may
be even a tooth-stick.'2 Teachers also used to return these

visits. The teacher's visit was not without its benefit

to the student ; he used to utilise the occasion to ascertain

how far the ex-student was keeping up his reading and

studies. In the An^ibhirati Jataka
4
the ex-student informs

his teacher that he was quite up-to-date in his studies

for some time after he had left his school, but admits

that he had forgotten some of his Yedic Mantras since

the time he was married ; he however promises to mend
the matters without delay. The mutual contact between

the teacher and the student thus continued in the after-

life and was not without mutual benefit^

The Daily Life of the Student: Let us now see

what was the daily life of the student. Naturally it

differed in different courses and we have detailed informa-

tion only about the religious and literary education.

The students taking these courses used to get up early
in the morning before birds had begun to stir,

5
i. e. at

1 See Silavimansa Jataka, No* ;*03. Jii Mahftma^-a Jataka, we
tind the student marrying his teacher's daughter because there
was no option for him in the matter. He was against the match.

2 Ap. Dh. &'., 1, 2, 8,22.

a Jataka No. 130.

4 No. 185.

5 T. 8., VI. 4. 3. A. Br. II. 15
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about 4-30 A. M. Then they used to attend to morning
functions, take their bath and offer their prayers. Vedic

students used to spend a good deal of the morning time

in performing various morning rituals connected with fire

sacrifices; this afforded them practical training in the

rituals they were expected to perform in their after-life.

Other students contented themselves with their prayers

(sandhyd.) and spent the rest of the morning either in

learning new lessons or in revising old ones. At about

11. A. M. this work would come to an end and students

used to break off for their meals. Those staying with

their teachers or in boarding houses used to get ready
meals served out for them ; those who were poor used

to go out to collect cooked food for their meals. After

the noon meal there followed a period of rest of about

an hour or so ; and teaching started at about 2 P. M.
and went on till the evening. We sometimes get refer-

ences to students spending their evening in
collecting

sacred fuel for sacrifices (Jataka No. 150) ; but this

must have been true of Vedic students of the early period

only. Evening was probably spent in physical exercises.

At sunset they offered usual prayers, attended to fire

sacrifices, and then took their supper. Poor students,

who had to work by day in the teacher's house or else-

where, used to spend a considerable part of the night in

studies. We, should not forget that paper and printing
were unknown and books were rare and costly ; so there was
little of homework possible, except the revision and reca-

pitulation of the lessons learnt in the teacher's presence.

Students of sculpture, architecture, painting, smithy and

carpentry etc. spent most of the day in the teacher's

workshop, learning the details and the technique of the

art and trade, and often accompanying and helping the

teacher as apprentices in the professional work that he
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may have undertaken in the town or city. It will be thus

seen that the educational system tried to reproduce in

the student life the atmosphere and the conditions exist-

ing outside in actual life both in the case of religious and

industrial studentsJ

The Student Life and the Duty to beg: The

begging of the daily food has been enjoined on the stu-

dent as a religious duty. This injunction occurs in sacred

texts from the Vedic age downwards;
1

nay, some texts

lay it down that the student must beg his food both

morning and evening.- it has been declared that no food

is so holy for the student as the food he obtains by

begging at midday.*

Why begging food was prescribed : T|ie rule

of begging was laid down for the student in order to

teach him humility and make him realise that it was due

to the sympathy and help of society that he was learning
the heritage of the race, and being enabled to follow a

profession that would secure him a living. This rule

further removed the distinction between the rich and the

poor and brought education within the reach of the

poorest. It was also useful in reminding society of its

duty and responsibility about the education of the rising

generation. Civilisation will not progress if each gene-
ration does not take proper steps to transmit its heritage

to the next. Hindu thinkers therefore made it an incum-

bent duty for all householders to offer cooked food to

the begging student ; a householder refusing his request

1 A. V., XL 5. 9.; Go. Or. S., II- 10; Dr. Gr. 8. IT. 5. 16 Ma>,n II. 05

2 Jew. Gr. S., I. IS; Ap. Dh. S. I. 1. 3. 24-5

3 3H3W ^RtajT ^ "W^t W*llfiW I

Airi iu SO8 P. 111.
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was threatened with serious spiritual sanctions. 1 In

medieval universities of Europe, a very large number
of students used to maintain themselves" by begging out

of sheer necessity ; in ancient India begging was elevated

into a duty of the student life. It may however be point-

ed out that our educationalists have pointed out that a

student can beg food just sufficient for his needs; if he

collected more, he would be guilty of theft. 2

Similarly
he could not have recourse to begging when his education

was over. 3
Society was morally bound to support every

poor student who was honestly struggling to educate

himself ; when however he was educated, he was expected
to stand on his own legs.

How far was the Rule to Beg Followed : There is

clear evidence to show that Smritis themselves did not

expect the rule of begging to be literally followed by all

students, both rich and poor. They have laid down a

penance, only if the student did not beg at least once in

the week. 4 This shows that the rule of begging was a

mere formality in the case of rich students and a reality

only in the case of the poor ones. 5 When circumstances

i cf, ^fM 5r^n^ajiort smftat w^Rt & ^ ?t sr*rf qg
I Ap. Dh. S. 1, 3, 24-25,

II Mann in VMS.

- s - IL * 53 ; s*

XI. 3. 3. 7.

5f 3 3Hwrf5rf|<Ti Wm. I S. D. flf., I. 2. ,52.

There are also other indications in Smritis to show that begging
was not a reality in the case of all. It has been laid down by
Sumantu (quoted in VMS. p. 486) that students under 12

should take their food early in the morning ; begging should

bo resorted only after 12.

The view of Krishnajini is also the same, J&t'd.

5
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permitted, Smritis have allowed students to take their

food in the house of their preceptors.
1 Well-to-do

students at Taxila were generally living and boarding at

their teachers' houses. In richly endowed colleges like

those at Nalanda, Salotgi and Ennayiram, arrangements
were made by the college administration for the free

boarding of students from generous endowments received

for the purpose ; begging food was not necessary at these

places. Sometimes, as at Benares for instance, such

arrangements were independently made by rich citizens

of the locality.
2

Begging food was not necessary at such

places. The Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang attributes the

fame of Indian scholars for deep scholarship to the

circumstance that students in India have not to worry about

their food, clothing and medicines." It will be thus seen

that begging was elevated into a duty for the student,

primarily for the purpose of bringing education within

the reach of the poorest, and secondarily for removing
the superiority complex from the mind of rich students ;

he was the ideal student who lived by begging and not

he who lived on his family's support. The rule was not

intended to bejiterally followed by all students every day.
Rules of Discipline: Let us now survey and com-

ment upon the rules of discipline prescribed for students. 4

It was felt that student's life should be characterised by

dignity, decorum and self-discipline and should be devoted

to acquire a grounding not only in learning but also in the

1 $%NKkfci: W3.I # Or. S. f 1 ]. 3; see also Mantt, II. 142.

,2 Losaka Jataka, No. 41 (0. 500 B. C.) and Bornier p. 335,

/f!7th century A. D.) both refer to the arrangements made by
rthe rich citizens of Benares for distributing khichdi to poor
students.

-* Beal, Life of Yuan Chwang, p. 113.

4 For the rules of the student life, see Mann, II, l76ff , ; Yaj. I. 28 ff.;

* dan. Dh. 8. I. 2; As. Or. 8. 1. 22; Dr. Or. 8. II. 5 etc.
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culture and religion of the race. In order to infuse

piety, it was therefore laid down that they should

regu- larly offer the prescribed prayers and sacrifices

both morning and evening. In order to inculcate

good etiquette and manners, it was insisted that they
should show proper courtesy and respect to their elders

and teachers. The duties towards the latter have been

described already. In order to develop character, em-

phasis was given on moral earnestness; lying, slandering
and backbiting were never to be indulged in. They were
to observe strict celibacy even in thought and speech.

Strength of mind and character is developed if we
learn to deny to ourselves our natural desires and incli-

nations 1
; rules of discipline therefore laid down that

articles like meat, sweetmeats, spices, ornaments and

garlands, which have a natural attraction for the youth
and tend to accentuate the sex impulse, should be tabooed

to students. Even royal students, staying in a Gurukula

were not allowed to have any private purse, lest they
should secretly purchase prohibited articles." Plain living

and high thinking was to be the student's ideal : they
were to shave their heads clean or keep matted hair:

no time was to be wasted in oiling, combing and dressing
the hair. Students must take the bath once in the day,

but pleasure baths were forbidden. Shoes, umbrellas

and cots were not to be used as a general rule. Food
and dress were to be simple but sufficient. The aim in

prescribing these rules was to enable students to form a

number of useful habits during the formative period of

1 This was the view of Locke also
; Graves, Great Educationalists, p. 61.

2 The prince in Junha Jataka could only promise that he could

compensate the poor Brahmana for the breakage of this bowl only

when he later returned to Benares and became a king. Obviously

he had no privy purse (V. p. 456).
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childhood and adolescence, which were expected to be

of good use to them throughout their life. And finally

students were to attend their classes regularly, listen to

lectures attentively and master and digest carefully all

that was taught before the school met the next day.
How far Relaxation was Permitted: Of the

above rules, those relating to religious duties and moral

behaviour, were particularly emphasised and strictly

enforced ; modifications however were permitted in the

case of the rest, if demanded by special circumstances.

Thus the prohibition against the use of shoes and um-
brellas was not rigorously enforced in ancient India as

in ancient Sparta ; the idea was that students should not

be so soft as to require these articles when moving about

on good roads in villages and towns 1 under normal circum-

stances. Students going to thorny forests in search of

the sacred fuel (samidhs) or undertaking a long journey
to distant places like Taxila over the burning plains of

northern India 2
, were permitted the use of both the shoes

and umbrellas. Similarly occasional exceptions were

permitted in the case of the use of sweetmeats, when

students were invited to some religious function or feast

like a iSraddha. The use of oils was permitted in some

localities once a week probably after the shave a
. Cots also

were probably permitted in swampy or snake-infested areas.

Were Rules of Discipline unreasonable r : The

rules of discipline were on the whole reasonable for the

age. They were intended to infuse piety, teach manners,

1 Of. 5f m+[il|Mr I Dr. G. S. II. 5.

2 Seo 'Lilamutthi Jataka, No. 252, whore students coming to

Taxila from Benares are seen to be equipped with shoes an<t

umbrellas.

3 Such was the case in the college at Tirumukhudal in the lltii

century A. D.; see E. /, XXI. p. 22*.
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promote self-control, discipline the will and facilitate the

formation of good habits. The complaint that they were

too ascetic is not true; students were required only to

control their passions and desires and not to kill them,
as was recommended in the case of ascetics. Strict

celibacy was insisted upon, but that was for the purpose
of promoting concentration in studies and the development
of the body. At the end of the course, students were

enjoined to marry. At Sparta students' food was both

plain and scanty. In India it was only plain; the educa-

tionalists had realised that the body is developed and
built up during the childhood and adolescence and have

therefore permitted students to take as much food as was

demanded by the needs of their developing constitution. In

the light of these facts the observation of a recent writer

that the student life in ancient India was very severe

because it required a stay at a stranger's place, demanded
a beggar's or a menial's life and denied all pleasures of

life
1 will appear to be considerably wide of the mark.

Society did not regard the student life as a proper period
for enjoying the pleasures of life. Its standards of plain

living also were naturally much different from those of

the modern age, dominated by the novel, the drama and

the cinema. Stay at a stranger's place was nothing else

than the stay at a boarding house. The beggar's life was

the mere ideal, recommended with a view to bring educa-

tion within the reach of all ;
it was a reality only in the

case of the poor and a mere formality in the case of the

rest. Menial duties like personal service at the teacher's

household were expected to be performed only by the

poor students, who were given free tuition by the teacher ;

they were a mere formality in the case of the rest.

1 Bokil : The History of Education in India, Part I p. 151t



CHAPTER IV.

EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATION & FINANCK.

Private teacher tho pivot of the system-How organised in-

stitutions arose-Organisatioii of Buddhist universities and Hindu temple

colleges-School and college buildings-Boardings for students-Payment
of fees how far obligatory-Admission procedure-The size of classes-

School hours-Duration of the college Kession-Holidays-Organisation
and duration of courses -Longer courses for experts-Lifelong students

Educational finanee-The quota of ordinary men-Of rich men -Tho

example of the Punjab -Government contribution in direct and indirect

forms-Government help without Government control-State help in

other countries in contemporary time.

Introduction : The history of ancient Indian edu-

cation extends over several centuries, and so we naturally
come across different types of educational organisations
in different ages. In the pre-historic period down to

about 1000 B. C. the family was the only educational

agency both for the literary and professional education ;

we have already shown in Chap. II how it used to dis-

charge this function. As education began to become
more and more complex and exacting, the specialist came
into the field in the form of the private teacher, tie

continued to be in its sole and undisputed possession till

about the early centuries of the Christian era, when

organised educational institutions came into existence in

connection with the Buddhist monasteries. In a few

centuries, Hinduism copied the Buddhist example and

organised its own temple colleges. Monastic universities

and temple colleges were however confined to some
famous centres of learning; private teachers still conti-

nued to be the main stay of the educational system through-
out the moffusil. In medieval times the Matbas of the

various religious pontiffs (Acharyas) used to organise
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small centres for higher education, which co-operated

with the private teacher in rendering the valuable service

of keeping the lamp of learning burning in a dark agex

when society was often over-whelmed by anarchy, inter-

neceine war and foreign rule.

Private teachers : Private teachers have
y

all along
been the sheet anchor of the educational system. In the

prehistoric period, the followers of different Vedas had

no doubt formed their own literary organisations like

the Parishads, the &akhas, and the Chararias, but curiously

enough these do not seem to have ever made any concerted

effort to form educational institutions, which would hand
down to the next generation the literature of which they
were the custodians. This need not cause any surprise.

The sacred texts required each Brahmana to devote

himself to the cause of teaching in his individual capacity,,

and the injunction was
fvery largely followed. Each

learned Brahmana was thus an educational institution by
himself. The Parishads or councils of famous scholars

of the different centres or tribes therefore did not feel

it necessary to organise public educational institutions-

of the modern type, worked with the co-operation and
assistance of a number of teachers. Famous capitals and

lioly places like Taxila and Benares were centres of a
number of famous scholars, but they also imparted
education in their individual capacity, and did not as

i rule combine to form any colleges. If the number
uf pupils under any teacher happened to be large, he
kvould either engage an assistant teacher, or assign part of

he work to brilliant advanced students.
1 Neither step

icwever would change the individual character of the

Seo Anabhirati Jataki, (II p. 185) and Mahadhammapala Jataka

(IV. p. 447) for the appointments of pittiacharayas and Jethantenva-

sikas respectively.
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school. How private teachers organised and imparted
education and how they were supported has already been

described in Chap. III. It may be observed in passing
that in ancient Athens also education was for a long
time imparted by private teachers and not in public
institutions. The first real founder of public schools

in Europe is believed to be Charlmaigne the Great

(800 A. D.) ; his death however completely frustrated

his schemes.
1

Rise of Organised Institutions : Corporate edu-
cational institutions were first evolved in ancient India in

connection with Buddhist monasteries. The Buddha had

emphasised the vital importance of imparting systematic
instructions to novices, who were required to be educated
for ten years, not only in spiritual practices, but also in

the study of the sacred literature, which required a good
grounding in Pali and Sanskrit, t logic and metaphysics.
When Buddhist monasteries developed into big establish-

ments from the time of ASoka onwards, they naturally

developed into centres of education. They were the

'counter parts of Hindu Gurukulas, where the Guru was the

head, not of a family but of a monastery. At first they
were intended for monks and nuns only, but later on for

the lay population as well ; for it was soon discovered
that the best way of getting a good supply of novices of

the right type and of propagating the religion among the

masses was to mould the pliant minds of the young
generation by taking up its education. Hindu educational

institutions, so far known, are all later than the time of
the Nalanda University (c. 400A.D.). It is probable
that the starting 9

of organised public institutions for

education may have been suggested to Hindus by the

Stawnton: The Great Schools of England, p. xv.
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transformation of Buddhist monasteries into colleges and
Universities. Temple colleges started by Hindus were a

natural reaction to the Buddhist monastic Universities.

The Mafhas of the Acharyas (religious teachers and

recluses) of the medieval times continued the same
tradition.

1

Organisation of Buddhist Universities: We can

get a fairly good idea of the organisation of Buddhist

Universities from the accounts handed down to us about

Nalanda and Vikramagila, which were typical of their

class. The whole establishment used to be in charge of a

famous abbot (bhikshu). He was usually elected by the

members of the Sangha. Character, scholarship and

seniority were^the factors usually taken into consideration.

In the 9th century, a monk-scholar from near Jalalabad,
who was on a pilgrimage to Bihar, was elected to be the

principal of the University
2

. This would show that local

It is interesting to note that in Europe also from about the

8th to the llth century A. D. education was centered in

monasteries. The causes were somewhat similar. Monks
were required to read; so they had to be taught. They must

have books and they must in turn teach novices to

read and copy manuscripts. Hence arose monastic

schools. After the closure of all the pagan schools by
Justinian's decree in 529 A. D., monasteries became the sole

schools for teaching. "They offered the only professional

training, they were the only Universities of research ; they
alone served as publishing houses for the multiplication of

books ; they were the only libraries for the preservation of

learning ; they produced the only scholars. It was not till

the llth century that there was any education to speak of

outside monastic schools, and not till'the 13th century that

there occurred marked changes in the character of education

given in any institution ; until then all these schools were

taught by monks." Monroe, A Textbook, pp. 255-261.

I. A. t XVII, p. 307,
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or provincial jealousies did not influence the election in

any way. The abbot-principal used to be assisted by
two councils, one academic and the other administrative.

The academic council used to regulate admissions, deter-

mine courses and assign work to different teachers. In

later times when the granting of diplomas was introduced
at VikramaSila, it must have arranged for the holding of

examinations as well. It was also in charge of the

liabrary and its duties in this connection were onerous.
In the pre-press days, libraries were not only store

houses of books but also their publishers. They had to

take steps to renew their own worn out manuscripts and
to meet the constant demand of the outside public for

copies of books in their possession. . The copying work
was to some extent done by the monk teachers and pupils,
but clerks also had to be engaged to cope with it. The
administrative council was in charge of the general
administration and finance. Construction and repairs of

buildings, distribution of food, clothes and medicine,
allotment of rooms in hostels, and assignment of monas-
tic work fell within its purview. Above all, it was in

charge of finances and used to take steps to realise the
revenues of the estates given as endowments to the
Institution. This work must have been fairly exacting
and complicated in a big University like Nalanda, posses-
sing a hundred or two hundred villages. Steps had to
be taken to lease out the fields, to collect the corn due and
:o store and distribute it properly at the right time. Large
>taff must have teen employed for the work.

Organisation of Temple Colleges: South Indian
nscriptions give us a vivid picture about the functioning
>f the temple colleges flourishing there, but throw very
ittle light on their internal organisation. It would appear
hat they were probably administered by the temple sub-
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committee of the village council, within whose jurisdiction

they fell. It was this sub-committee which administered
the estates given as endowments and appointed the tea-

chers of the institution. What subjects were to be taught
and how many seats were to be reserved for each of them

may have been settled by the temple committee in consul-

tation with the views of the head of the institution. The
latter was in charge of the internal administration. He
supervised over the boarding houses, allotted seats lo

students, appointed servants for the messes and arranged
for the supply of provisions. In some places even hospital

arrangement was made for the need of students falling-

ill. The distribution of the teaching work, the supervision
of the library and the maintenance of discipline also

fell within the jurisdiction of the head of the Institution.

School and College Building: We have seen

already in Chap. II (pp. 32-3) how only a few educational

institutions were located in sylvan solitudes. There is

however no information as to what arrangements were
made in these institutions for the housing of classes and
the lodging of students. In fair weather the classes must
have been held under the shades of trees; in the rainy

season, some kind of humble tenements must have been

found indispensable both for teaching and residence. As far

as organised educational institutions like the Buddhist

Universities or Hindu temple colleges are concerned, we
have definite evidence to show that they used to provide

good, spacious and often imposing buildings for their

class rooms and hostels. At Nalanda there were eight big
lecture halls and as many as three hundred small class

rooms. The college buildings were stately and several

storeys in height. The university of Vikramagila also was

provided with several lecture halls by the Pala emperors.
Similar arrangements must have existed at other famous
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Buddhist centres of education, Military schools intended

for aristocratic families were naturally housed in spacious
and imposing buildings

1
. Temple colleges were usually

located in spacious halls and apartments adjoining the

temples, to which they were attached. As far as private

teachers were concerned, they usually held their classes in

their own houses. This was not difficult for a well-to-do

teacher; for the class usually consisted, as we shall soon

see, of not more than 10 to 15 students. Sanskrit teachers

of even moderate reputation could however usually succeed

in building a small unostentatious building for their

school out of subscriptions collected for the purpose in

their own Tehsil or Taluka. Teachers with small houses

used to repair to an adjoining temple or garden to carry
on their classes. This practice prevailed in Benares

during the medieval times.

Lodging and Boarding Arrangements: Let us now
survey the general features of the lodging and boarding

arrangements made for students. It has been already
shown in Chap. II how the ideal of the Gurukula

required the student to stay under his teacher's roof or

in a boarding house under his direct supervision. Well-
to-do teachers in famous centres of education like Taxila
used to arrange for the lodging and boarding of their

students in their own houses. 2
It must be remembered in

this connection that the number of students reading under
one teacher was usually not more than 15 and he could

thus arrange for . their lodging and boarding. When
public educational institutions came into existence, they
used to invariably arrange for the lodging and boarding of

students in hostels specially built for the purpose. Several

1 Dialogues of the Buddha, Vol. IV, part iii, p. 111.

2 Jataka No, 252.
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such hostels existed at Nalanda, Salotgi and Vikramagila.

In these hostels, there were common messes run by
the authorities through servants appointed for the purpose.
Students' rooms were sometimes provided with a stone

bench to sleep upon and nitches for keeping lamps and

other sundry things; this arrangement prevailed at

.Nalanda as will become clear by a visit to its excavations.

In some places, arrangements were also made to offer

free clothing and medicines ; some institutions like that

at Nalanda in northern India and Malkapuram in south-

ern India used to maintain hospitals for the needs of

the 'sick students 2
. In some places like Salotgi, light

also was supplied to students out of special endowments
received for the purpose. In Bengal, till quite recent

times, teachers of tols or Sanskrit schools used to collect

subscriptions from well-to-do people in their districts

and build small unpretentious mud houses for the resi-

dence of students reading under them. It is quite possible

that the same practice may have prevailed in ancient

times in those localities which were carrying on the work
of education in their own humble way, but had not

become famous centres of education like Nalanda or

Ennayiram. These boarding houses were under the

direct control and management of the teachers under

whom the students were working. When however teachers

were unable to make such arrangements, students had

to shift for themselves. Rich students would often hire

their own houses.
3 Poor students would often stay in

temple out-houses and subsist by begging*.

1 See Chap. Vf.

2 8. I. E. R. for 1917. pp. 122-4.

3 Jataka No. 456

4 This arrangement prevailed in Vijayanagara*
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Payment of Fees: No Stipulation: Stipulation for

fees was vehemently condemned in ancient India. No
student could be refused admission even by a private
teacher simply because he was too poor to pay any fees.

A teacher guilty of this misdemeaner was declared to be

unfit to officiate at religious ceremonies and was held to

obloquy as a mere trafficker in learning.
1

it was held

that the cause of education was a sacred one; every
teacher qualified to teach must teach as a matter of duty.
The relations between the teacher and the student should

be based upon mutual affection and regard, and not on

any mercenary consideration. 2 There is ample evidence

to show that this theory was acted upon in all public
educational institutions in ancient India. Evidence of

indisputable character shows that the Buddhist Univer-

sities, temple colleges, Agrahara institutions, and Mathas
were all imparting free education to their students.

When they used to receive sufficient endowments, they
would also arrange to provide free boarding, lodging,

clothing and medicine to the students admitted by them.

Education therefore was free in a much wider sense in

ancient India than is ever dreamt possible in modern times.

Malavikagniinitra, 1. 17

The Saura Parana, X. 42, condemns such a teacher to hell.

Such condemnation however may suggest that a small minority of

teahers may have been following the objectionable practice.

2 It is interesting to note that there existed a similar prejudice

against the charging of fees in ancient Greece for a long time.

Neither Socrates nor Plato charged any fees. It was the Sophists
who first introduced the custom of offering instructions to any

person in any subject he chose, if lie offered sufficient remuneration.

The practice was despised by the public opinion in the beginning,
but was soon adopted by all educational institutions before the 3rd

century B. C. Spencippus, the successor of Plato at the Academy,
charged fee from his students. Monroe, A Text*book, p. 112
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Private Teachers and Fees: It is necessary to note

that what has been condemned by the sacred texts

is a stipulation for the payment of fees as a condition

precedent to admission; they have no objection

to teachers accepting voluntary gifts from the

guardians of students reading under them. Just
as the teacher was exhorted to remember that teaching

was his sacred duty, the guardian also was asked

to note that no object in the universe, howsoever precious
it may be, can be regarded as an adequate fee for even

that humble teacher, who teaches a single letter of the

alphabet.
1 Smritis resort to this hyperbolic strain

because they were anxious that the teacher, who was

prevented from charging regular fees, should be in a

position to get an adequate living. The exhortation to

the guardians was not without its effect. For we find

that though in theory the teacher's honorarium (gunt-

dakshfoa) became payable only at the end of education 2
,

rich guardians used to pay the whole of it in advance

according to their ability
3

. Guardians of ordinary means

i Cf

Laglm-Hanta in Par. Mad , 1, ii, p. 53

tt is interesting to note that Luther's view was similar. *I tell

you a teacher who faithfully trains and teaches boys can never

receive an adequate reward, and no money is sufficient to pay the

debt you owe him.' Monroe, A Text-book, p. 414

Yajnavalkya repeatedly refused the offer of a handsome fee

lanaka on the ground that he had not finished all what he had
to teach. Br. Up. IV. 1.

Jatakas show that rich persons like merchants and princes
used to send the whole amount of school fee in advance when

they used to send their sons to Taxila. See Jatakas Nos. 55,

<H, 445, 447, 522 etc. Bhishma also had paid Droaa his honorarinm

P. T. O.
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must have found this procedure impracticable and paid
the fee by easy instalments, though we have so far got
no* evidence of this practice prevailing. None who could

afford, was permitted to evade payment by the public

opinion. It was regarded as a very great disgrace that

one should not pay one's teacher though properly instructed,

when one had the ability to pay. When Nagasena, being
a monk, naturally expressed his unwillingness to accept
the rich and luxurious gifts of his royal pupil, Menander,
the latter begged him to change his mind in order to save

him from the scandal getting abroad that though properly
instructed, he would give nothing in acknowledgment to

his teacher (Mil. pan. 1, pp. 134-5). Students whose

guardians were really too poor to pay any honorarium

were expected to help the teacher in his household work
and pay him some honorarium at the end of the course

by collecting subscriptions for the purpose.
1 We often

come across such students in Jatakas. To refuse their

request for subscription was regarded as highly dis-

graceful*
2

Payment of fees: A Resume : There was no fixed

scale of monthly or sessional fees prescribed in ancient

(Continued from the last page)

in advance before he had started tlio udeuation of the Kauravn

princes; Mbh. 1.142.1. The same was done by the father of

Nagascna, the preceptor of Menander; Milindapafilia. Vol. 1. 17

1 E, G. 1F32H *P$v\ faro" ^fft^T 3TT3lfanW 3TreRy|ft I No. 478.

2 Cf. King Uaghu's observation to Kautsa, who had come to him

hoping to get the amount of his teacher's fee:

I V. 24

King Uttafaka gave his wife's earrings to a gradu'ate, who was

asked by his teacher to procure them as his fee. The latter's

wife was desirous to wear them.
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India. It was the duty of Brahmanas, who were the

custodians of ancient culture and learning, to teach all

qualified students free of any charge. If a student was

poor, the teacher could not refuse him admission ; he had
to teach him in return for personal service and in expec-
tation of some lump sum to be received later, when he

had finished his education and was in a position to collect

subscription for the purpose. As far as well-to-do persons
were concerned, they were expected to pay the maximum
they could do to the teacher. Government also was

expected to enable the teachers to impart free education

by giving them land grants and pensions. It was also

expected to give rich endowments to public institutions in

order to enable them to offer not only free instruction but

also free bearding and lodging. The available evidence

shows that this arrangement postered a proper sense of

responsibility and worked on the whole quite satisfactorily.

Admission Procedure: In ancient Indian educa-
tional system there were no examinations, diplomas and

migration certificates; every student, therefore, who sought
admission to a higher course, had to undergo a severe

test to prove that he was fit for it. The duty to provide
free education that was imposed upon teachers and insti-

tutions must also have naturally resulted in making the

admission test a stiff one. The test was partly moral and

partly intellectual. Morally disqualified students were

summarily rejected (Nirukta, II. 4). In ordinary schools

dullards were given a trial and advised discontinuance
of studies, when it was discovered that they could not im-

prove. In famous centres like Nalanda, where the rush
was great, the admission test was very stiff ; only two or

three out of, ten could succeed in getting admission 1
.

Both at Nalanda and Vikrama^ila, there were special

1 ~Watfcors, II, p. 165; Beal, II. 170-1.
.

6
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professors appointed to the task of regulating admission

by testing the calibre, capacity and sincerity of the appli-

cants for admission 1
. Probably similar arrangements

existed also in other institutions of higher education.

Private teachers would themselves test the capacity of

students seeking admission to their schools. At the

beginning of Vedic and professional education, some

religious rituals also were performed, which will be des-

cribed in Appendix I, A.

The Size of the Class : The income of the private

teacher varied with the number of his students, and we
sometimes come across rituals prescribed for getting more

students. But the actual number of students reading

under one teacher does not seem to have been large. The

Jatakas no doubt very often state that the 'world-renowned'

teachers of Taxila used to have 500 students reading

under them ; but this statement seems to be an exaggera-

tion, suggested by the traditional number of disciples usual-

ly associated with the Buddha. For all available evidence

shows that the strength of a class under one teacher was

usually about 15. Nalanda used to have about a thousand

teachers for its student population of not more than nine

thousand. In the llth century in the Vedic college at

Ennayiram, each teacher had only about 20 students

under his charge
2

. At Benares during the 17th century,

sometimes only four and usually about 12 to 15 students

used to work under one teacher 3
. In the 19th century

the number of students under one teacher in Sanskrit

J. These scholars bore the rather curious title of DvClrapdlas or

door-keepers. See Bose, Indian Teachers of Buddist Universities

pp. 47, 60.

2. S. I. E. /?., 1918, p. 145.

3. Bernier, p. 145.
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schools at Nadia varied from 10 to 20 l
. It therefore

seems to be almost certain that the Jataka statement about

the teachers at Taxila having 500 students each is an

exaggeration. The normal strength of a class was never

more than 20.

School Hours: Curiously enough there is very

little information available about the school hours.

Smritis are altogether silent upon the point. We should

however note that in ancient time press, paper and cheap
books were absent ; so home work or home reading was

practically impossible. All the work had to be done

under the guidance of the teacher or the monitor. Literatur

often describes the coardy morning time as resounding with

the sound of the recitation of students 2
. So there is no

doubt that there was a morning session, probably starting

at about 7 A.M., when the daily religious duties were

over. The morning session continued till about 11 A.M.,
when both the students and the teachers had to break

off for their religious duties and meals. The noon
meal was followed by a short rest and the school

reassembled at about 2 P. M. and worked for three

or four hours. The school period was spent partly in

what may be called homework and partly in learning
new lessons. The former consisted of committing to

memory the texts expounded earlier with the help of one
or two copies of the book existing in the school or under
the direction of a senior monitor, who was well versed in

it. The memorising and revision work was usually done
in the morning, and new lessons were taught in the

afternoon. Such at any rate was the tradition in the Sans-

1. Nadia Gazetteer, p. 182.

2. 3JSTR VQJMtfl^g "ftcfr 4$R%jm^ I RamdVana.

Vosavadatta
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krit schools of Bengal and Bihar. We must remember
in this connection that Brahman teachers were busy in the

morning in performing their own religious duties or[offici-

ating at religious functions and ceremonies to which they
were often invited. The noon session therefore must
have been usually devoted to teach new lessons. It is

however quite possible that there may have been no hard

and fast rules in this connection. If the teachers were

free, the morning session also may have been devoted

to new lessons. In organised colleges which engaged full

time teachers, this may have been generally the case.

No One Time School : It must have been noticed that

there was no one time school in ancient India. One time

school, either in the morning or in the afternoon, would

not have suited the religious habits of the age, which

necessitated the performance of religious duties both in

the morning and the noon. It has to be noted that most of

the teachers of higher education belonged to the priestly

class. Students usually lived with their teachers or very
near their houses or in small villages ; so attendance at

the school two times a day did not cause any physical

inconvenience similar to what is felt by the children

living in big cities and attending schools situated far off.

Nor was it necessary to keep either morning or noon free

to students for their home work ;. for no home work was

possible. Even the richest student in ancient times could

not afford to have about half the number of books

and exercises, which the poorest student is compelled to

procure in the modern age.

Night Classes : Poor students who could not pay

any honorarium to the teacher had to do a good deal of

the household work for him. They naturally could not

be present throughout school hours during the day.

Teachers used to hold night classes for their convenience.
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There is definite evidence to show that this practice pre-

vailed at Taxila 1
; probably it obtained in other places also.

College Session : Pre-historic Period : The

Upakarma and Utsarjana rituals show that the college
session could not have lasted for more than five or six

months 2
. It began sometime in August and ended some-

time in February. Such was the case in prehistoric times

when Veclic hymns only formed the main subject of study.

When however the sacred literature became more exten-

sive and new branches of learning were developed like

grammar, philology, astronomy, philosophy and sacred law

(Dharmasastra), the short session of six months was
found to be inadequate and studies began to be prosecuted

throughout the year.

College Session : Later Times: There is ample
evidence to show that in later times, though the Utsarjana

ceremony, which marked the suspension of the Vedic

studies, was performed in February, the college work went
on uninterrupted. Manu, for instance, states that iri spite

of the Utsarjana ceremony, the study of the Vedas a,nd

Vedangas should be continued throughout the year(IV.98).

College terms followed by fairly long vacations, with

which we are now familiar, seem to have been altogether
unknown in ancient India since about the 7th century B.C.

Transport difficulties were immense and students from

Rajagriha (near Patna) and Benares going to distant

places like Taxila used to return home only when the

whole course was over 3
\Ja. No. 252). They therefore

Jataka No. 252.
2. Appendix I, section C.

3. The rale in the Arthdiastra laying down that the wife of a
Brahmana student should wait ten or twelve years before

P. T. O*
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continued their education throughout the year, and had

no long vacations like those we have at present. The

present day custodians of Sanskrit learning are unaware
of any tradition about long vacations obtaining in the

past. If a student had some urgent work, he could take

leave and go home to attend to it. Those whose homes

were very near may have occasionally gone home on

some of the usual holidays. But the entire teaching
work does not seem to have been suspended for any part
of the year. Work also was not much disturbed by
different students going home at different times; for

generally speaking each student was taught separately.

The List of Holidays : We come across a system-
atic list of holidays only in post-Vedic

1
literature. But

many of these go back to very early times. Regular

holidays were four in the month at an interval of a weekr

the new and full moon days and the eighth day of each

fortnight. Sympathetic interest with the inhabitants of the

locality was also responsible for the stopping of the work

sometimes, when the peace of the settlement was disturbed

by an invasion or by incursions of robbers or cattle-lifters,

or when the king or a Brahmana of the village had met

with an accident or died." Arrival of distinguished guests
led to the suspension of studies; for a good deal of the

time and energy of both the teacher and the students had
to be devoted to make the guests comfortable.

Holidays for Bad Weather, etc : Abnormal wea-
ther conditions giving rise to unfimely clouds, thunder,

(Continued from the last page)

remarrying or having recourse to Niyoga also suggests that
there used to exist no long vacations when married students
could go home and stay for sometime with their families.

Cf. III. 4.

1. O. D. S.
t II. 7; B. Dh. 8. I. 11. Manu, IV. 100 ff.
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heavy showers, frost, dust-storms etc. were also regarded

as sufficient causes to suspend studies. Holidays for

these causes seem to go back to hoary antiquity, when

students and teachers lived in humble cottages and were

engaged in agricultural pursuits. It must be further

remembered that the teaching and learning of the Vedic

hymns in the manner in which it is done traditionally

was physically impossible when a storm or lightning was

thundering abroad. In later times when teachers were

well-to-do men living in towns and villages and not

directly concerned with active agricultural pursuks, it is

doubtful if studies were suspended when there was a

dust-storm or frost. When the howling of jackals, crying
of wolfs, screeching of owls, braying of donkeys or

barking of dogs was heard, teaching was temporarily

stopped, partly, on account of superstitious beliefs

and partly due to the notion that the Vedic study was so-

sacred an aflfair that it could be prosecuted only under

ideally pure circumstances. It was apprehended that gods
would become angry if the sanctity of the Vedas was

defiled by their being studied on such occasions.
1

Curtailment of Holidays : In course, of time most

of the holidays mentioned in the last paragraph were

abolished. Curriculum was getting heavier and some

reasons had to be found for departing from the old

tradition. Some authorities, therefore, started the theory

that prohibition of studies under abnormal weather condi-

tion referred only to loud recitations ; silent reading was

: r

Quoted by Apararka on Yaj. I, 142-151.
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not intended to be interdicted.
1 Others held that non-

Vedic works could be studied on the official holi-

days.
2

It would appear that in later times discretion

was given to different institutions as to what holidays

should be permitted by them to their students. Holidays
allowed to the youngsters were to be more numerous than

those to be allowed to advanced students. 3 This was

certainly a very sound educational principle. In the case

of serious students, apart from the four monthly holidays,

studies seem to have been suspended since early times

only when they themselves or the place they were study-

ing was impure.
4

Organisation of Courses : The modern reader will

be surprised to learn that in ancient India there were no

central bodies like the senates or .boards of studies to

prescribe a clear cut course of a definite duration in

different subjects. This was a natural consequence of

the circumstance that education was mostly imparted by

private teachers : they did not belong to any institution, nor

were they controlled by any government. There was also

another feason for this phenomenon. Ancient Indians

regarded knowledge as unlimited and no period that one

could spend for its acquisition was regarded as adequate

for the purpose.
5 The duration and contents of the

1 B Dh.S, I, 11, 40;j^rsr =m^*TT& ' AmJ) '8 '

,2 31am* II. 105. ; cf. also, Ktirmapurana;

V. M. S., p, 536.

4 2. A. t II, 15 ; Manu, IV, 127,

5 There is an interesting parable in this connection in Tai, Br.,

III. 10. 11. 3 A Brahraana named Bharadvaja spent three

P. T. O.
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course were therefore largely determined by the will,

capacity and convenience of the student. Some students

who wanted to get an all-round mastery used to read for

as many as 25 or 30 years. Others who were home sick

or were content with a superficial knowledge, used to

return home in six or even three years. Intelligent stu-

dents, who could master the course in a shorter time,

were allowed to return as soon as their studies were over.

Normal Duration of the Course: 7 ne course of

higher education usually began with Upanayana at about

the age of ten and extended over about 12 years* The tra-

dition is quite definite about the Vedic- course extending
over that period. This period was necessary for the

study of one Veda along with its subsidiary branches.

The duration of the courses of non-Vedic studies like

philology, logic, philosophy, poetics, DharmaSastra, etc.

is not definitely known. The students of these subjects

had to study a few Vedic hymns, necessary for their

religious duties, and a good deal of grammar in order to

get the facility for understanding works in advanced

Sanskrit prescribed for their courses. The full grammar
course extended over ten years in the 7th century A. D.;

but the students of poetics, philosophy or sacred law

(Continued from the hist page)
successive lives in attempting to master all the Vedas. On

learning that ho proposed to .spend his fourth life also for

the same purpose, Indra appeared before him, shewed him
three hillocks of corn, and taking a handful from ea l

h, told

him that the three Vcdas were infinite and what he had

learnt of them in three lives bore the same proportion to

what remained to be mastered as his three handfuls bore to

the hills of corn lying in front.

Sanskrit literature is full of payings to the effect that

knowledge is infinite arid cannot be mastered in one's life:
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(Dharmagastra), may have finished their grammar course

in five or six yeais and devoted about ten years for

getting a mastery in the subject of their choice. A person

who wanted to be regarded as cultured and well educated

had thus to spend about 15 or 16 years for his education,

subsequent to the time of his Upanayana at about the age
of eight or nine.

1
Usually he could finish his education

and become an expert in one particular branch at about

the age of 24, which was regarded as the ideal age for

marriage. It is interesting to note that in medieval

Europe also, the complete course of Latin education

covered a period of about 15 years (Raymond, Principles^

p. 193).

Longer course for special experts : Those however

who wanted to become special experts
2 or get the mastery

of several Vedas or wanted to specialise in more than

one branch of knowledge had to devote a much longer

period for their studies. They had to spend another

10 or 12 years and their studentship continued to the

age of 35 or 40. Megasthenes
3 and Colebrooke 4 refer

to such students, when they both refer to scholars

prosecuting their studies even at the age of 37. Society

however did not approve of the devotion of so great a

part of life to the cause of studies, if the person

eventually intended to marry. One authority states that

a person ought to be married in the prime of his life;

to postpone marriage to the age of 35 or 40 would be a

1 I-tsing, pp. 170-77

2 Twenty years were required for mastering the Krishna

Yajurveda and the enormous number of sacrifices and rituals

connected with it. Education Commission Report, Madras Proi\

Committee, 1882, p. 6.

3 Fragment No. 41,

4 Nadia Gazetteer p, 182,
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folly.
1

Specialisation had come into field early ; it was
not necessary for a person to master several Vedas or

several branches of knowledge. It was feared that if

this was indiscriminately encouraged, some students

would be tempted to prolong their education indefinitely,

especially since society used to provide them with free

boarding and lodging.
2 The case of teachers and

professors was different; they had already become

earning and useful members of society. They were

expected to be life-long students and acquire efficiency in

several branches.

Life-long studenthood: Actuated by spiritual

motives, some persons in ancient India used to observe

life-long celibacy and devote their time entirely to

religion and education. 3
They were known as Naisthika

Brahmacharins. Their primary motive was spiritual

salvation, but it was to be achieved not by penance or

meditation, but by the dedication of a life of chastity to

the cause of the sacred lore. Unmoved by praise or

reproach, they carried on their work, without mixing
much with the mundane world and its affairs. Their

sole concern was a thorough acquisition of knowledge.

Of. 5i&3t wffrT^ft*^: I
Bau - Dh - s -> *. 2. 31 -

babara thinks that only eunuchs can contemplate the

postponement of marriage to the age of 48. Of.

3r^T^rnf^T5T^c^Tft^lS:^T 5T^T ^feraW I ^n P.M., 1, 3,

cf. f^r gfj^vj^JTTTf^^rRf^- %tR i

II Sukra, IV. 1, 105.

Somfl of the medieval writers, who did not know the real object

of Naishthika Brahmacharya, have recommended it to dumb,
deaf and impotent persons, who could not marry. tf^l^t'TR't^l'C^

II
VM8 ' P- 551

Apararka, Madana and ]\f adhava have however pointed out how
this view is wrong.
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"Forgetting fatigue', says Yuan Chwang, 'they expatiate
in arts and sciences; seeking for wisdom, .they count not

1000 U (roughly equal to 200 miles) as a long journey.

Though their family may be in affluent circumstances,

such men make up their minds to be like vagrants and

get their food by begging, as they go about. With them

there is honour in knowing the truth and there is no

disgrace in being destitute' (1.160-1). Smritis require a

Naisthika Brahmachari to serve his teacher throughout his

life; in actual practice however they used to establish new
centres of education after some time. Famous teachers

like Kanva and Divakarasena (of the Harshacharit) were
such Naishthika Brahmacharis. This ideal of Naishthika

Brahmacharya, which is peculiar to India, enabled her

to make striking progress in learning and philosophy.

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE. /V 2- '

Introduction : We have seen already that the item

of students' fees was a minor one in the income of the

private teacher arid did not figure at all in the budgets of

public Colleges and universities. The question therefore

naturally arises as to how 'education was being financed

in ancient India. Society, which had frowned upon the

practice of charging regular fees as a mercenary and

unworthy procedure, used to succeed in getting ample

support for the cause of education by appealing to the

religious and- charitable instincts of the public. Vidyadana
or a gift in the cause of education was pronounced to be

the best of gifts, possessing a higher religious efficacy

than even the gift of land (bhumidana) .

l

Religion had a

,
i

Brihaspati quoted in SCS., p. 145.
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great hold over the public mind in ancient times and this

spiritual exaltation of Vidyadana secured so wide and

ample a response to the cause of education, both from the

public and the government, that it used to become possible
to impart free education at least to all poor students,

wishing to derive its benefits.

Help by Society; the Quota of Ordinary Men:
There is ample evidence to show that society was always
anxious to '^help the cause of education in a variety of

ways. Even the poorest family was required to support
the cause of education by giving a mprsel of food to the

poor and hungry student coming to beg food at the door

at midday ; to turn away such a student was pronounced
to be the gravest of sins.

1 Men of ordinary means used

to support the cause of education in a variety of ways.

They used to offer presents only to learned Brahmanas
on the occasion of graddha; these presents were fairly

numerous and frequent for the ^raddha was performed
in ancient times once in a month and not once in a year,
as is the case now. On the occasion of religious feasts

as large a number of students and teachers as possible

was invited: the citizens of Taxila, for jnstance, were

particular to follow this practice (Jataka No. 498). On

auspicious occasions like L'panayana and marriage,
families used to give donations in cash or kind to teachers

and educational institutions.
2

The Quota of Kicher Citizens: Rich persons
used to help the cause of education in more substantial

ways. They would often engage the services of a teacher

fl*uftdl w^TCt *c ^r stf i^rf

I Ap. Dh. 8., I. 1, ?, 24-25 G. Br., 2. 5-7 has a

similar warning.
2 The citizens of Salotgi, for instance, used to follow this

practice ; see E. /., IV", p. 60.
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for their children and permit the villagers also to send

their wards to study under him. Sometimes they used to

take the lion's share in meeting the expenses of the local

school. They used to offer substantial help to graduates

collecting subscription for paying hpnora'rium to their

teachers. Very often they used to defray the expenses of

copying books with a view to present them to scholars or

schools. In an age in which there existed neither press

nor paper, gifts of books were very badly needed.
1

Very

rich persons sometimes used to found free feeding houses

for the poor in general and the students in particular;
2

sometimes they would construct college buildings either

as a matter of charity
3 or in commemoration of some

departed relation.
4 Others would often endow chairs

5

1 These have been recommended by Puranas ;
cf.

Apararka on Y7ij I. 212. Both Nalanda and Valabhi used to get

grants for books ;
see Chap. VI.

These, for instance, existed at Kolagalli, Managoli, Nilgund, Nes-

rage, Bagewadi, Belgamve, -Dambal, Gadag and Behati in

Karnatak and at Kharepatan in Konkan during 1000-1400 A. D.

See, I. M. P., Bellary No. 82 ;
E. I., V. p. 22 ; ibid, III, p. 208 ;

J. B. B. R. A, 8., X, p. 256 ; I. A , VII, p. 307 ; Ibid, V, p. 49; Ibid,

X, p. 188; Ibid, I, p. 30 ; Ibid, IV,* p. 274; E.I, IV, p. 355

respectively.

Narayana, a Rashtrakuta minister, had done this in 945 A. D for

the college at Salotgi ; E. I. IV. p. 180.

For instance a Brahmana landlord at Kudarkot had erected a

building for a Vedic school in memory of his son killed in war ;

E /., 1. p. 180.

These were known as Adhyayanavrittis and Vedavrittis and their

holders were also required to recite and expound Vedas and
Puraras for the benefit of the public. At a single village named
Kuttalam in Trichinopoly district sixteen endowments were made
for this purpose within the short interval of 150 years during the

Vijayanagara rule ; see 8. I. E. R., for 1917, nos. 481 and 487
of 1917,
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or make grants of land to meet some recurring expenses.

This was a combination of Vidyadana and Bhumidana,
and was very popular.

1 Those who were extremely rich

would often found and endow schools and colleges.
2

Sometimes village communities and trade guilds* also

would organise and finance educational institutions from

their own resources.

The Example of the Punjab: That the tradition

to help the cause of education was deep-rooted in society

would become quite clear from what we know about , the

state of the Punjab on the eve of the British conquest.
Dr. Leitner, its first Educational Commissioner, observes.

"Respect for learning has always been the redeeming
feature of the East. To this the Punjab formed no

exception. Torn by invasions and civil war, it ever

preserved and added to educational institutions. The
most unscrupulous chief, the avaricious money-lender
and even the free-booter vied with the small money-
lender in making peace with his consciene by founding
schools ,and rewarding the learned. There was not a

1 A local magnate had given a gift of 200 nivartanaa of land to the

college at Salotgi ; E. I. IV, p. 60, See also I. A., XII, p. 258 and

XIII, p. 94 for similar gifts given at Soratur and Dharwar.
2 Chapgadova, for instance, a grandson of Bhaskaracharya, the

famous astronomer, had founded a college at Patan ; see E. I., I.

p. 30 ; Perumal, a Hoysal minister, had founded a college at Metugi
in Karnatak in 1290 A. D. where Vedas, &astras, Canajcso and
Marathi were taught ; see *, C III, Tiru-Narspur, No. 27

3 The Sanskrit college at Eunayiram was endowed by the local

village community ; S. I. E. R., 1918, p. 145 ; the village commu-

nity at Belur had made a grant of land for meeting part of the

expenses of a local institution ; see f . A., XVIII, p. 273.

4 A guild at Dambal' in Dharwar district was maintaining a Sanskrit

college in the 12th century ; I. A.
t VIII, p. 185.

5, A History of Indigenous Education in the Punjab, p. 1 ; Indian

Education Commission, 18S2.
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mosque, a temple or a Dharmashtila that had not a

school attached to it, to which the youths flocked chiefly

for religious education. There were few wealthy men
who did not entertain a Maulavi, a Pandit or a Guru fo

teach their sons, and along with them, the sons of their

friends and dependents. There were hundreds of religious

men who gratuitously taught their coreligionists, and

sometimes all comers, for the sake of God. There was
not a single villager who did not take pride in devoting
a portion of his produce to' a respected teacher." For

obvious reasons the reverence for education in other

parts of India in the ancient period could not have been

less sincere and deep than it was in the Punjab at the

advent of the British rule.

Government's Contribution, Direct Form : Let

us now see how the governments used to help the cause

of education in ancient India. Governments usually
reflect the views of society and cannot much lag behind

it in helping the causes cherished by it. This happened
in ancient India also. There is no Smriti which does not

recognise patronage of education as one of the most

important duties of kings;
1 and as a general rule, rulers

in ancient times used to vie with one another in dis-

charging it. This they did both directly and indirectly.

Sometimes they used to found or endow colleges, as was,
for instance, done by the Guptas at Nalanda. On auspi-
cious occasions like coronation they used to invite learned

See Manu, VII, 82 ; Yaj. I, 130 ; Sukra, I, 369 ; Arathasastra, II, 1

and 20. Bhishma pointedly draws the attention of Dharma to this

duty ; seeJIbh. XIII, chaps. 59 and 60.

Though extending patronage, kings were not to assume a patroni-

sing attitude to learned men. King Raghu treats Kautsa very
courteously ; IXushyanta leaves behind his army when approaching
the hermitage of Kanva.
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Brahmanas and found a colony of theirs, endowing
villages to meet the expenses of the new settlers.

This was tantamount to founding a new college, for

these Brahmana colonies used to develop into famous
centres of education. Governments used also to grant
lands or pensions to most of the learned Brahmanas
that used to come to their courts. Liberality of kings
like Kanishka, Chandragupta II, Harsha and Bhoja
is well known to history and tradition 1

. Scores of

copper-plate grants published so far show that kings
were generally in the habit of giving land grants
to learned and pious Brahmanas. These latter in

their turn used to offer free tuition and thus help the

cause of education. But for royal patronage poets and
authors like Kalidasa, Bana Bhavabhuti, Vakpati,
Rajasekhara and Snharsha could not have done as

much literary work as they did. The tradition of

giving direct monetary help to learned Brahmanas
promoting the cause of education continued down to

Some of the kings, who had extended patronage to famous
scholars, may be mentioned here :

1. ASvaghosha and Gharaka were the proteges of Kanishka.
The Satavahanas of the Deccan were famous for their patronage of

scholarship. Numerous are the stories still current of the liberality
of Chandragupta Vikramaditya to men of letters. His successors

Kumiiragupta, Tathagatagupta, Narasimhagupta and Budhagupta
endowed a number of villages to Nalanda Qniversity. Emperor
Harsha was not only a patron of letters, but himself a good poet and
dramatist. Bhavabhuti and Vakapati belonged to the entourage of

king YaSovarman of Kanauj. King Mahendrapala andMahipala ofthe
same city were the patrons of the famous dramatist BfijaSekhara.

Kings Munja, Sindhuraja and Bhoja of the Paramara dynasty are

subjects of numerous anecdotes illustrative of their love of learning.
The last mentioned one was himself a great author. Vikramaditya VI
of the Chalukya dynasty invited poet Bilhana to his court from
Kashmir and extended his patronage to Yijnanegvara, whose
Mitakshard is still regarded as authoritative in law courts. Umapati-
deva, Dhoi, Govardhana and Jayadeva were living at the court of king
Lakshmanasena of Bengal, Hemaohandra at the court of king
Knmarapala of Gujarat and sriharsha, the author of Naishadha-
charit, at the court of kings Vijayachandra and Jayaohandra of Kanauj.

7
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the times of the Peshwas in the 19th century.

Bajirao II, the last of the Peshwas, used to spend
5,00,000 of rupees in giving charity to learned
Brahmanas. 'But* says Elphinstone, 'the Dakshina
formed only a small portion of his largesses to

Brahmanas and the number of persons devoted to

Hindu learning and religion who were supported by
him exceeded what would be readily supposed'.

1

Government help in indirect Forms : Governments
used to help the cause of education in many indirect

ways also. They used to offer scholarships to students
to enable them to complete their education. 2 Often

they used to hold literary tournaments and offer rich

rewards to successful scholars. 3 In making appoint-
ments they used to show preference to men of learning ;

it is well known that many of the officers of the

Guptas were good poets or students of politics.
4 Of

course it was not possible for governments to absorb
all graduates in their service ; those who could not be

employed in administrative posts used to get some

monetary help to enable them to start their lives. 5

1. Elphinstone's minute quoted at p. 6 of the Report of the

Bombay Provincial Gammittee, Education Oom mission, 1882.

<f Sgf <T?i5T$f cf fipffaJfo (| Sukra, I. 868

Some of the Taxila students were state scholars ; J. No, 522
8. Kings Janaka of MUhila and AjafcaSatru of Benares are, for

instance, known to have done this ; Br. Up. II. 1. 1 Vikramaditya
and Harsha are also famous for inviting learned men for literary
affrays.

4. Harishena, the author of the Allahabad prafasti was
holding the post of a judge; gaba, a minister of Ohandragupta, II,was a poet and an expert in Nitigaatra. See Gupta Inscriptions, Nos.
1 and 5.

5. This practice, for instance, prevailed at the court of Valabhi
in the 7th oenteory A. D. ; *ee I-taing, p. 177-8
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Failure to help liberally a student, collecting monay
to pay his teacher's honorarium was regarded as the

greatest slur on a king's reputation.
1 Further indirect

help to the cause of education was given by the state

by exempting students and learned but poor
Brahmanas from taxation. 2 The treasure trove laws
were so framed as to help the cause of learning.

3

The law of limitation was relaxed in favour of

the student engaged in prosecuting studies at a college

(Gurukula).*

Government Help without Government Control :

A recent Soviet writer on education has averred that

schools and colleges can never be free from political

control as long as the state exists. His statement

appears to be perfectly true when we cast a glance at

the educational organisations in modern times ; for

all states are at present very anxious to control

educational institutions and curricula as soon as they

proceed to give government grants. In totalitarian

states, education has become a means of propaganda

1. Of. Raghu's remark to Kautsa when he wanted to go away,
unsuccessful in his mission to get Gurudakshind :

2. of. erv *rf3pn i ........^ ^ fcmfsra: tffcr i A.D. s.

II. 10. 26. 14-17 ; see also V. Dh. S., XIX. 15

3. If a king found a treasure trove, he was required to give
half of it to learned Brahmanas ; if the latter found it, they oould
retain the whole. Others had to refund 16 per cent to the state.

MOttw, VIII. 35-9 ; Yaj. II. 84-5

4. Of :-3WRFft

11

Narada in SCS, quoted at 8. B. E., 38, pp. 248-4.
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for government views and policies. The state in ancient

India, however, did not attempt to control education,

because it was liberally subsidising it. There were

no Directors of Public Instruction and Inspectors and

Deputy Inspectors of Schools to dictate and control

educational policy. Even when grants were given to

learned Brahmanas, there was no stipulation that they
would be withdrawn if free education was not given

by the donees. It was the king's duty to make such

grants. It was the Brahmana's duty to teach, even

when there were no grants. Each side was to perform
its duty though there were no specific stipulations.

Even when hundreds of villages were given to the

Nalanda University by Hindu Gupta emperors, they
did not stipulate that Buddhism should adopt a

particular policy towards the religion of the donors.

Monks at Nalanda declined to revise the traditional

rules of seniority in order to show some courtesy
concession to a royal donor, who desired to be regarded
as the seniormost monk, when he had joined the church
as a layman.

2 There was as perfect a toleration in

education as there was in religion. Kings were giving

grants to all institutions, without caring to control their

policy or curricula. Of course this was not an unmixed

blessing, as will be shown in the last chapter; but it

cannot be denied that it helped the cause of free

educational development.

Government Help elsewhere: The failure to

organise an educational department might appear to

the modern reader as a blemish in the ancient

1. Pinke-witch, New Education in Soviet Russia.

2. Narasimhagupta Baladitya wanted this concession, but it

was refused. He was regarded as the seniormost only among laj
followers. Waters, II, pp. 164-5.
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Indian state organisation. A glance at the contempo-
rary history shows, however, that the states in the

West also had not only no State Education Depart-
ments, but were not accustomed to give any substantial

grants to educational institutions started by private
individuals. Schools in the Middle Ages in Europe
were dependent not on the State but on the Church ;

it was the latter which provided for the expenses, sup-

plied teachers and moulded aims and ideals.
1 Famous

English Universities like Oxford and Cambridge grew
out of no Order of Government or Resolution of

Parliament : they were originally centres of scholars

united by their zeal and aptitude for learning,
and anxious to hand down the torch of learning
to the next generation. Their sincerity and scho-

larship attracted donors like Walter de Merton
and Wykenham, who came forward to provide
hostels and colleges for residence and study.

3

Down to the 19th century, education was financially

dependent on the Church, private benefactors and

corporations. In England, the state gave its first

grant for primary education as late as 183:2, and that

was of 2000 only. In France the state took up
the cause of education only after the great Revolution

of 1788. It was in Germany that the state first

began to zealously champion the cause of education ;

Martin Luther maintained that education ought to

be supported by state and his advocacy proved
effective. In India, however, the state recognised its

responsibility to the cause of education since earliest

times, as we have shown already. It believed in

the spontaneous growth of education and so did not

organise its own educational department.

t. Raymont, Principles o Education, p. 18.

2. Ma7hew, p. 77.
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A Resume: By making Upanayana obligatory
and professions hereditary, by showing encouragement
to learning in a variety of ways, by securing ample

patronage from rulers and landlords, by penalising

any stipulation for fees and by laying down a very

high code of conduct for the teaching profession,
Hindu society tried to make fairly efficient arrange-
ment and provision for the education of the rising

generation. The results show that before the decay
set in, these measures for the spread of education

proved to be fairly successful. As will be shown in the

Chapter VII, literacy was spread fairly widely among
the higher classes ; its percentage among them was

probably as high as 75% at the beginning of the Christian

era. In contemporary times in no other country in the

world was there so wide a spread of literacy. Hindu
achievements in the realm of medicine, metallurgy,

astronomy, chemistry, and spinning and weaving
were also of a high order, if judged by contemporary
standards. There was, undoubtedly a set back after

about 800 A.D. ; its causes will be discussed in the

course of the concluding chapter.



Chapter V.

SOME EDUCATIONAL CENTEES AND
INSTITUTIONS-

Different types of educational centres-Taxila-Effeots of political
vicissitudes on its educational system-Not a university of the
modern type, but a cluster of private colleges-Strength of private

colleges-Great fame of Taxila-Boarding and lodging arrangements-
Subjects of study-Its later history and destruction-Benares-Ita

early educational aotivity-As a centre of Buddhist learning-As a
centre of Hindu learning-Literary and educational activity tinder the
Muslim rule-Nalanda University-Its rise in c. 400 A.D.-Lay-out
of its campus-Buildings-Boarding and lodging arrangements-
Number of scholars-High standard of scholarship and piety-Rush
for admission from India and abroad-Library facilities-Lecture

arrangements-Catholic and comprehensive curriculum-Adminis-
trative machinery-Work in Tibet-Destruction of the University-
Valabhi University-VikramaSilfi University-Other Buddhist centres

of learning-Hindu temple colleges-At Salotgi, Ennayiram, Tirumuk-
kudal, Tiruvorriyur and Malkapuram-Some other temple schools and

GOttQges-Agrahdra villages as centres of higher eduoation-Tols.

Different Types of Educational Centres : It has

been already shown in the last chapter how educational

institutions came into existence in ancient India

rather late in her history. Education was for a long
time imparted by private teachers on their own

responsibility. These were no doubt scattered all over

the country, but they used to congregate in large
numbers in certain places on account of the facilities

they received there in their work. Such places were

usually capitals of kingdoms or famous holy places

(ttrtha*). Kings and feudal chiefs were as a rule

patrons of learning, and so learned Brahmanas were

naturally attracted to their courts. It was this

circumstance that made cities like Taxila,

Pataliputra, Kaaauj, ftjjthila and Dharain nofTKern

India and Malkhed, Kalyam and Tanjore in southern
1 InSIa famous'cenlres o! education* Holy places have
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been since times immemorial famous centres of

learning ; the pilgrim traffic supplied a subsidiary
source of income to the famous teachers residing there.

It is this circumstance that made Benares, Kaftchi,

Nasik, Karhataka, etc. famous centres of learning.

Sometimes kings used to fomm. colonies of learned

Brahmanas by inviting them' to settle in a new village
and providing for their maintenance. Such villages

were known as agrahara villages and they naturally
became centres of learning. Causes that led to the

development of centres of education in monasteries

and temples have been already explained in Chap. IV.

It is proposed to give a short and succinct account

of important centres and institutions of education

in this chapter. The places have been arranged from
the point of their importance and antiquit^,

l \} TAXILA 1

Prehistoric Mimes * Taxila, situated about 20

whiles west of Rawalpindi, was undoubtedly the most

important and ancient seat of learning in Ancient

India. It was the capital of the important province
of Gandhara and its history goes back into hoary

antiquity. It was founded by Bharata and named
after his son Taksha, who was established t -ere as

its ruler 2 . Janamejaya's serpent sacrifice was

perfomed at this very place.
3 Not much is known

of its early educational activities ; but by the 7th

century B. C., it was a famous seat of learning,

attracting scholars from distant cities like Rajagriha,
Benares, and Mithila. It was famous for its

philosophers in the days of Alexander the Great.

1. The correct ancient spelling of the oicy's name is TakshaSlla,
The popular present-day spelling IB used in the book.

2. Ramdyana VII, 101, 10-16

8. Jtf&/i.,I,8, 20
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Unfortunately we know very little abput its

educational activities from non-Jataka sources.

Political Vicissitudes : Taxila was conquered
and occupied by the Persians in the 6th century B. C.,

by the Indo-Baktrians in the 2nd century B. C. by
the Scythians in the 1st century B. C., by the Kushanas
in the 1st century A. D. and by the Hunas in the

5th century A. D. We do not know what effects

these political vicissitudes had over educational activity
of the place. The ruins give traces of three different

city sites occupied at the beginning of the Baktrian,

Scythian and Kushana periods. It is quite possible
that these political vicissitudes may have told upon
the city's prosperity, which may in turn have affected

the cause of education. Every successive power,
however, continued to maintain its provincial head-

quarters at Taxila ; this circumstance must have soon

obliterated the ravages of war.
'

.

Their Effects on Education : The Persian and
Greek occupation must have affected the curricula of

schools and colleges ; we have, however, only circum-
stantial evidence on the point. Epigraphical testimony
shows conclusively that the Persian occupation resulted

in the replacement of the national Brahml script by
the foreign Kharoshtri alphabet. The Scythian and
Kushana conquerors had no culture or civilisation of

their own, but the Indo-Baktrian rulers were the

inheritors of the rich Greek civilisation. Their rule in

Taxila extended over a^century and a quarter, and
must have made some impression on the educational

system of the place. It is quite possible that a few of

the 'world renowned' teachers of Taxila may have learnt

and opened classes in Greek language and literature in

order to facilitate the appointment of their students in

government services under the Greek administration.
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Among the 'aippas* taught at Taxila may have
been included a training in Greek processes of coinage
and sculpture. There was as yet no prejudice

against foreign culture. It is quite possible that Greek
dramas may have been performed in the courts of

some of the numerous Greek princes and princelings.
Some Indians also may have read and appreciated

Sophocles and Eurepedes. The working knowlege of

Greek language may have been possessed by several

classes of society, as it was the language of the

conqueror.
1 Gxeek orientation in Taxila studies could

not however have been considerable. Indo-Greek rulers

themselves were cut off from their mother country, and

many of the conquerors soon succumbed to the culture

and religion of the conquered. It is, however, a

great pity that the historian of ancient Indian

education should still be unable to supply authentic

information about the precise extent of Greek influence

on the system of education at Taxila.

No organised Institutions: It may be observed
at the outset that Taxila did not possess any college
or university in the modern sense of the term. It was

simply a centre of education. It had many famous
teachers to whom hundreds of students flocked for

higher education from all parts of northern India.

But these teachers were not members of any insti-

1. From the romantic history of Apollonius of Tyana by
Philostratus we learn that in the 1st century A.D. Indians and
Greeks ab Taxila knew each other's ptiftBftffflay and 'that the villagers
around the Gandhara capital could understand and speak Greek.

There may be some exaggeration in this picture, but recent excavations

at Taxiia have confirmed some of the topographical details given by
Philostratus (Guide to Taxila by Sir John Marshal, pp. 15 & 97).
We may, therefore, conclude that his information about Indians'

acquaintance with Greek language and literature may be at least

partly true. Greek studies, therefore, must have figured in Taxila,

curriculum during the Greek rule.
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tutions like professors in a modern college, nor were

they teaching any courses prescribed by any central

body like a modern university. Every teacher^
assisted by his advanced students, formed annnstitution

by himself. He admitted as many students as he
liked. He taught what his students were anxious to

learn. Students terminated their courses according
to their individual convenience. There were no degree
examinations, and therefore no degrees or diplomas.

Strength of private Schools: Jatakas usually
state that the 'world renowned' teachers of

Taxila used to have five hundred students under
their charge. This figure seems to be more
conventional than real, as has been shown at pp. 82-3.

We get only one instance in the Sutasoma Jataka
1

of what appears to be a real number of students

reading under one teacher. Under the 'world
renowned' teacher of this Jataka, we are told that
103 princes from different parts of the country were

learning ^archery. This teacher may have had very
probably many assistants under him. Normally
speaking, however, the number of students working
under one teacher does not seem to have been more
than 20 (ante, p, 82), The excavations at Taxila have
not so far unearthed any extensive buildings, which
can be taken to be big hostels or lecture halls,

necessary for big colleges having 500 students on
their rolls.

The Fame of Taxila : As a centre of learning
the fame of the city was unrivalled in the 6th century
B. C. In those days communications were so difficult

and dangerous that when their sons used to return
home, parents used to congratulate themselves on

t Vol. V, p. 457
"""

r
"
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having seen them returning during their own life

time. 1
Aryl yet we find students flocking to Taxila

from far off cities like Benares,
2

Rajagriha,
8

Mithila* and Ujjayini.
5 Kuru and KoSala countries

sent their ^Aw# quota of students. One of the,

archery schools at Taxila had on its muster roll,

as we have seen already, 103 princes from different

parts of India. Heir-apparents of Benares are

usually seen being educated at the same place in the

Jatakas. King Prasenajit of Kogala, a contemporary
of the Buddha, was educated in the Gandhara

capital.
6 Prince Jivaka, an illegitimate son of

Bimbisara, spent seven years at Taxila in learning
medicine and surgery.

7 As Panini hailed from

Salatura near Attok, he also must have been an
alumni of Taxila university. The same was the case

with Kautilya, the author of the Arthasastra.

Boarding and Lodging Arrangements : Students

used to go to Taxila only for higher education. They
were usually 16 when they came to seek admission

there. As a general rule, they stayed in the

houses of their teachers. The well-to-do students

used to pay their lodging and boarding expenses along
with their fees, sometimes even at the beginning
of their course. Some of them, who were very rich

like prince Junha from Benares, used to engage special
houses for their residence (Ja. No. 456). Poor students,

who could not pay any fees, used to work in their

1. Jataka No 456.

2. Tilamutthi Jataka, No. 252.

8. Jataka, No. 878.

4. Ibid, No. 489.

5. Ibid, No. 836.
6. M.V. chap. VIII.
7. Jataka, No. 498.
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teacher's house by day ; special classes were held for

them at night.

Subjects of Study : As stated above, Taxila

provided only higher education and students went
there for specialisation only. Jlvaka had gone to the

city for studying medicine and surgery and two youths
from Benares

rx
had repaired there for studying

archery and elephant lore. The three Vedas, grammar,
philosophy and eighteen sippas were the principal

subjects selected for specialisation at Taxila. Among
the latter were included medicine, surgery, archery
and allied military arts, astronomy, astrology,
divination, accountancy, commerce, agriculture,

conveyancing, magic, snake charming, the art of

finding treasures, music, dancing, and painting. There
were no caste restrictions on the choice of subjects ;

Kshatriyas used to study the Vedas along with
Brahmanas and the latter used to specialise in archery

along with the Kshatriyas. A Brahmana royal priest of

Benares had once sent his son to Taxila not to

learn the Vedas but to specialise in archery (Ja. N. 522)
Later History and Destruction : We know very

little about the educational activities of Taxila

subsequent to the beginning of the Christian era.

But it is very probable that it continued to flourish

down to the end of the Kushana rule (c. 250 A. D.)

The Little Yueh-chis, who succeeded the Kushanas
in the government of Taxila, were barbarous

chiefs, as their coins indicate, and the cause of

education must have suffered under their unenlightened
administration. At the beginning of the 5th century
A. D. when Fa Hsien visited the place, there was

nothing there of any educational importance.
1

Worse days, however, were in store for this Queen

1. Legge, Fa Helen, pt 32
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of Learning, The Huna avalanche came at the middle

of the 5th century A. D. and ruined whatever was
left after the Little Yueh-chi depradations. At the

time when Yuan Chwang visited the city in the 7th

century A. D., it had lost all its glory and importance.
The famous monastery of Kumaralabdha, where that

celebrated Sautrantika scholar had composed his

expository works, was in ruins and the condition of

the vast majority of the remaining Buddhist

establishments was no better. 1 When it is

remembered that the inhabitants of Taxila at this

time were plucky and devoted adherents of Buddhism,
the sad plight of their monasteries will at once

convince us that the city was completely wrecked

by the Huna invasions. Gone were the days of its

former educational glory, never to return.

BENARES 31

Early History. In early Vedic literature

Benares does not figure either as a centre of

pilgrimage or as a centre of learning. This is but

natural, for it took centuries for the- Vedic religion to

penetrate to eastern United Provinces, ^har and

Bengal. The people of Benares accepted the new
religion rather reluctantly and for a long time 8 their

loyalty to it was by no means unswerving. In the

Upanishadic period however Benares became a centre

of Aryan religion and culture. One of its kings,

Ajatasatru, figures as a philosopher in the Upanishads,

1. Watters, I, p. 240, p. 245
2. See Alfcekar, Benares : Past, and present, for original sources of

this seotion.

B. King Dhritarashtra of Benares is known to have given up
ftorifloial fires because his horse of the Agvamedha sacrifice was

carried away by the Bharata king gatanika Satrajit. . Br.,
XIII. 5. 4, 19.
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anxious to emulate the example of king Janaka of

Mithila as a patron of learning. For a long time,'

however, Taxila was a more famous centre of learning
than Benares. Kings of Benares itself used to send

their sons to far-off Taxila, and many of the teachers of

this city that figure in the Jatakas are seen to be past
-students of the Taxila University.

J In the course of

time, however, they began to attract scholars from far

and wide (Ja. Nos. 480 and 438).

Benares as a Centre of Buddhist Learning : In

the 7th century B. C., Benares was probably the

most famous centre of education in eastern India ;

that seems to have been one of the reasons for its

being selected by the Buddha as the place for the

first promulgation of his gospel. With the imperial

patronage under Asoka, the Sarnath monastery on the

outskirts of Benares must have become a famous
-centre of learning. It went on continuously prospering;
in the 7th century A.D., it possessed resplendant and
beautiful buildings with tiers of balconies and rows of

halls. 2
Unfortunately Yuan Chwang does not state

anything about the educational activity of the Sarnath

monastery, but there can be no doubt that it must
have edtalated the glorious example of neighbouring
Nalanda. *It had 1500 monk-students. There is

ample evidence to show that it continued to be a

flourishing centre of Buddhist learning and pilgrimage
down to the 12th century A. D.^

i. ci.

No. 150. See also No. 80.

2. Watters, It, p. 48.

8. Kumaradevl, the Buddhist wife of the Hindu king Govinda-
ohandra, had given an endowment to the establishment in the latter
half of the 12th century A. D, Excavations also show that the
establishment continued to flourish down to c. 1200 A. D.
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Benares as a Centre of Hindu Learning : We da
not possess much detailed information about Benares as

a centre of Hindu learning during the first millennium
of the Christian era. Only one Purana casually
observes that Benares will be a famons centre of

scholarship;
1 the rest are content merely with

describing its sanctity as a holy place. Nor have
we so far found any inscriptions recording grants
given to any educational institute at Benares. In

spite of the example of neighbouring Nalanda, Hindu
Benares does not seen! to have yganised any public
educational institution. Its learne^Jr Brahmanas
continued to promote individually the cause of educa-
tion in the traditional manner. Their fame, however,
was gradually reaching all the corners of India.

Scholars and philosophers like Saiikaracharya found
it necessary to repair to the city to get their new
theories recognised and published. In the llth

century A.D. Benares and Kashmir were the most
famous centres of learning in India. 2 We may well

presume that most of the learned donees of the

Gahadwal grants were conducting efficient Sanskrit

schools and colleges in the 12th century A.D.

Benares Under Muslim Rule
' When Benares

passed under the Muslim rule in <?, 1200 A. D.,
hundreds of its temples were^ razed to the ground
by Kutb-ud-din Aibak. The iconoclastic and prosely-
ting zeal of the new rulers drove away a number
of learned Brahmana families to south India. We
hear very little of any literary or educational activity
of Benares during the period 1200 to 1500 A. D.

1. Bhavishya Pu., Brahmakhanda, Ohap, 51. 2-3*

2. The exodus of learned families from the Punjab was
responsible for an increase in the scholarly population of both
Kashmir and KaSi towards the beginning of the llth century.
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When however the Deccan also gradually passed
under the Muslim rule, scholars in India seem to have
made up their mind once more to repair to holy
Benares and make it a centre of Hindu learning and

scholarship by their united effort in spite of the

Muslim rule prevailing there. A number of scholarly
families from Maharashtra and Karnatak repaired
to Benares in the 16th century and their descendants
continued to dominate Benares scholarship for about

three centuries. It is important to note that some
Muslim rulers also like Akbar, Shah Jahan and Dara
Shikoh extended their patronage to some of the

famous scholars of Benares. The same was done by
a few of their Hindu feudatories in the United
Provinces and Central India. Royal patronage during
this period however was on the whole more an

exception than a rule ; if the lamp of learning was

kept burning at Benares in medieval times, the credit

must on the whole be given to the great love of

religion and scholarship of Benares Brahmanas.
Education however continued to be imparted not in

public institutions but through private teachers.

While describing Benares as a centre of learning-

during the 17th century A.D , Bernier says, 'Benares

is a kind of University, but it has no college or

regular classes as in our Universities ; but it resembles

rather the school of the ancients, the masters being

spread over the different parts of the town in private
houses Some teachers have four and some six

disciples ; the most eminent may have twelve or

fifteen, but this is the largest number. 1

Literary Activity : The literary activity of

Benares was very remarkable during this period, A

1. Travels in India p. 841.

8
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rramber of works on sacred law (Dharmasastra),

grammar, poetics, logic and philosophy were composed
by Benares scholars in medieval times. If put

together, they would be equal to the work done by
any other five centres of learning in India. This would

give some idea of the literary and educational pre-
eminence of Benares during the medieval period.

NALANDA.

Early History : Nalanda, about 40 miles south of

Patna, was a famous Buddhist place since early times,

as it was the place of the birth and death of Sariputta,
the right hand disciple of the Buddha. Asoka is said to

have built a temple there. But its rise as a centre of

learning has to be placed by about 450 A.D. ; for

Fa Hsien, who visited the place in c. 410 A.D, does

not refer to its educational importance.
1

Very soon

thereafter Nalanda rapidly rose into importance owing
to the patronage of a number of Gupta emperors.
That the Gupta rulers, who were themselves orthodox

Hindus, should have contributed a lion's share to the

development, equipment and endowment of the

greatest Buddhist University speaks volumes for the

catholicity of the age. Sakraditya, who was probably
Kumaragupta I (414-454 A.D.), laid the foundation

of the greatness of Nalanda by founding and endowing
a monastery there. The splendid Buddha temple
in this monastery was for centuries the central

place of worship for the congregation. Tathagatagupta,
(who cannot yet be definitely identified), Narasirhhc,-

gupta Baladitya, (468-472 A. D.) and Budhagupta

1. According to Taranath, Aryadeva, a disciple of Nagarjuna,
was a Nalanda scholar. This, if true, would take back the antiquity
of Nalanda by_ about a couple of centuries. The identity of both

Nagarjuna and Aryadeva and their precise time are not yet definitely
determined. Bose, Indian Teachers, pp. 108-9.
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{<?. 475-500 A.D.) added one monastery each to th

establishment. 1

Vajra, an unidentified successor 6f

Baladitya, and another unnamed king of central India
added two further monasteries to the establishment,.

New buildings continued to be erected by Hindu and
Buddhist donors down to the llth century.

The Layout and Buildings'* Excavations have
shown that Nalanda University covered an area at

least one mile long and half a mile broad. Monastic

buildings and *tup<i< attached to them were built

according to a preconcieved plan ; they were all

arranged in a row and not huddled together in any
haphazard fashion. The central college had seven
halls attached to it ; besides there were 300 smaller

rooms for the lecturing work. The buildings were

superb, several storeys in height. Hwui Li's statement

that the upper rooms towered above the clouds and
enabled a spectator to see how they changed their

shape is of course an exaggeration, but it has now
received an unexpected corroboration from a con-

temporary record which also avers that the tops of the

buildings at Nalanda touched the clouds. 2 We may
therefore take it that the towers and turrets of the

colleges, temples and monasteries at Nalanda must
have been of impressive height. There were also deep
and translucent ponds covered with blue lotuses,

which added to the beauty of the place and supplied
water and flowers to the establishment. The whole

1. The sequence of these rulers and their time, given both by
Yuan Ghwang and his biographer, seem to be wrong. See Watters. II
p. 164 ; Life, pp. 110-111.
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colony was surrounded by an encircling wall with a

door in the southern side.
1

Boarding and Lodging Arrangement: Monk-
Students were lodged in monasteries specially built

for the purpose. Recent excavations have so far

revealed the existence of thirteen such monasteries,

and a glance at the topography shows that some
more must have existed. Monasteries were at least

two storeys in height and had both single-seated

*and double-seated rooms in them. Each room had
one stone cot for each occupant and was also provided
with nitches for lamp, books, etc. In one corner of the

court-yard of each monastery, a well has been

unearthed, showing that the problem of water supply
was not overlooked. Rooms were assigned to the

monk-students according to their seniority and
redistribution took place every year. Hearths of

huge dimensions have been discovered in each

monastery, showing that the messing arrangements
were common. The University had received 200 rich

villages as endowment 8 and so could offer free boarding
and clothing to its students. The usual practice in

Buddhist monasteries was to offer these facilities to

lay students, only if they agreed to perform some
menial service. 3 It is however possible that Nalanda

may have offered free lodging and boarding to its

1. Beal, The Life of Hiuen Taang (by Shaman Hwui) pp. 109-
114 ; Watters, II, pp. 164-171 and Itsing, pp. 80, 65, 86, and 154 are

the main sources of information about Nalanda.

2. This is the number given by I-1sing, who had stayed nt
Nalanda for 10 years. Yuan-Ohwang's biographer mentions only 100

villages in this connection. More villages may have been received in

the interval between the two writers.

8. I-tsing, p. 106. In medieval Christian monasteries, the

practice was to offer free tuition to all those who intended to join the
Order ; the laity was expected to pay small voluntary fee for the
education of its children. Graves, A History, p. 81.
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lay students also, who were usually Hindus, in view
of its having received so many endowments from
Hindu patrons.

The Number of Scholars: When I-tsing was

living at Nalanda (e. 675 A.D.), there were more than

3,000 monks residing in the establishment (p. 154).
The biographer of 'Yuan Chwang states that in the

second quarter of the seventh century the number of

thfe residents of Nalanda would always reach 10,000

(p. 112). The biographer had never been to India
and his information therefore was second hand. His

figure seems to be a little exaggerated since it is given
in round numbers, and since Yuan Chwang himself

simply observes that there were some thousand brethren

residing at the place (II p. 165). It would, however,
seem certain that the actual number of the monks<

staying at Nalanda must have been at least about 5,000
towards the middle of the 7th century A. D.

Both a Monastery and a University : Nalanda,
however, was not a mere monastery ; it had* obtained

so wide a fame primarily because it was a very
famous centre of learning. Yuan Chwang says, 'In

the establishment were some thousand brethren, all

men of great learning and ability, several hundreds

being highly esteemed and famous ; the brethren were

very strict in observing the precepts and regulations
of their order ; learning and discussing they found
the day too short, day and night they admonished
each other, juniors and seniors mutually helping to

perfection. Hence foreign students came to the

establishment to put an end to their doubts and then
became celebrated, and those who stole the name (of

Nalanda) were all treated with respect wherever they*
went' (II, p. 165). The names of deep scholars and
skilful debaters, who had distinguished themselves at
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tiie University, used to be written in white on the

lofty gate of the University for being known to every
fresher and visitor (Itsing, p, 176).

High Standard of Piety and Scholarship : The
head abbots of Nalanda used to be as much
celebrated for piety as for scholarship. Amongst
them were 'Dharmapala and Chandrapala, who gave
a fragrance to the Buddha's teachings, Gunamati
and Sthiramati of excellent reputation among
contemporaries, Prabhamitra of clear argument,

Jinamitra of elevated conversation, Jinamitra of model
character and perspicacious intellect and Sllabhadra

whose perfect excellence was buried in obscurity'
1

These scholars were not, however, content merely to

teach and expound ; they were authors of several

treatises, widely studied and highly valued by their

contemporaries, The above seven scholars flourished

in the first half of the 7th century ; the total number
of high class scholars produced at Nalanda during its

history of about 700 years must have been very
great. At the time of Yuan Chwang's visit the

average scholarship of the establishment also was

very high. Out of its 5,000 (or 10,000) monks, there

were a thousand who could explain thirty collections

of Sutras, and perhaps ten who could explain fifty.
2

Rush for Admission from India and Abroad
There was a great rush for admission to the Nalanda

University. Students from all parts of India and
also from distant foreign countries were anxious to

get the benefit of its instructions. Fa Hsien, Yuan

Chwang and I-tsing were not the only Chinese

Scholars that were attracted to Nalanda by its fame

1. Waiters, II p. 166,
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as a centre of learning. During the short interval

of thirty years between the visits of Yuan Chwang
and I-tsing, Thon-mi, Hiuen Chiu, Taou-hi, Hwui-nieh,

Aryavarman, Buddhadharma, Taou-sing, Tang and
Hwui Lu, hailing from distant countries like China,

Korea, Tibet and Tokhara had visited Nalanda and

spent considerable time there in studying and copying

manuscripts.
1 The standard of admission was naturally

high ; 'of those from abroad, who wished to enter

the schools of discussion, the majority, beaten by
the difficulties of the problems, withdrew ; and those

who were deeply versed in old and modern learning
were admitted, only two or three out of ten

succeeding
21

.

Library Facilities : The Nalanda authorities had
realised that a monastery without a library was like

a castle without an armoury. The University was

maintaining a splendid library to meet the needs of

the hundreds of teachers and thousands of students

that were engaged in the study of different sciences.

One of the reasons why Chinese scholars used to

spend months together at Nalanda was to get true

copies of the sacred texts and other works of

Buddhism. I-tsing got copied at Nalanda 400

Sanskrit works amounting to 5,00,000 verses.

Significantly enough the library quarter was known
as Dharma-gafija 'Mart of Religion.' It was located

in three splendid buildings appropriately called

Matna-sagara, Ratnodadhi and Eatnaraftjaka.*

Lecturing Arrangement; Strength of da**e:
In the monk population of about 5,000 (perhaps 10,000)

1 Life, Introduction, pp. XXVU-XXXVI
2. Waiters, II, p. 16&
3. I-tsing, p. 1

4. Vidyabhnshana, Hilary ofIndian Logic, & 616
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a thousand could explain, as we have seen already,

twenty collections, of Sutras. This means that there

were about a thousand competent teachers to look

after the education of about 4,000, but in no case,

more than 9,000 monk students. On the average
therefore each teacher was in charge of about not

more than nine students. Personal attention was
thus possible to each student and the teaching
therefore must have been very efficient. The college
had eight big halls and 300 smaller apartments and

every day the authorities used to arrange for about
& hundred lectures. Learned monk teachers were
held in high veneration and were provided with sedan
:hairs. They were experts in the art of teaching and

expounding ; I-tsing gratefully observes, 'I have been

rery glad that I have had an opportunity of aquiring

knowledge personally from them, which I should

otherwise have never possessed.'

Curriculum: The curriculum at Nalanda was

fery comprehensive and catholic. The establishment

Belonged to the Mahayana school of Buddhism, but

:he works of the rival school, the Hinayana one, were
ilso taught. This necessitated a study of Pali

Janguage, in which most of the Hinayana works were

composed. Works of the famous Mahayana scholars
ike Nagarjuna, Vasubandhu, Asariga and Dharmaklrti
nust have been specially studied. But it is not to be

opposed that the curriculum of the University was a
iectarian one in the sense that it neglected Hindu
iubjects. In the first place it must be noted that

lubjects like grammar, logic and literature were
lommon to both the Hindus and the Buddhists.

Secondly, we have to remember that Bauddha and
lindu religion and philosophy had become so

atricately interconnected with each other that to Study
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the one without the other had become practically

impossible not only for the ambitious controversialist

but also for the sincere lover of truth. Buddhists
themselves inform us that the three Vedas, Vedanta
and Sarhkhya philosophy were taught at the

University along with 'miscellaneous works' 1
. The

latter expression probably included the study of

subjects like Dharmasastra (sacred law), Puranas,

astronomy, astrology etc., which were very important
for the lay Hindu and Buddhist students. The study
of medicine cfiikitaasaatra) which is referred to in the

sacred canon, was also prosecuted at the place.

Administration: At the head of the general
administration was the abbot-principal, who used to

be assisted by two councils, one academic and the

other administrative. How these bodies used to function

has been already described in the last chapter. To
arrange for the free boarding and lodging of so vast a

number of students as 5,000 (or perhaps 10,000) was
a very costly affair ; the University was enabled to do
it because different kings had assigned the revenues
of a large number of villages for the upkeep of the

establishment. The number of these villages was 200

during I-tsing's stay at the University (c. 675-685

A.D.). Sealings of a number of these villages,

obviously attached to letters sent by them to the

University administration, have been found in

excavations.

Later History ; A Foreign Endowment : Nalanda
continued to be a famous centre of learning
down to the 12th century A. D. An 8th century
inscription describes how it was then excelling, all other

towns and cities on account of its scholars who were

1. Life, p. 112.

"

2. Afahavagga, Ohap. VI.
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well-versed in sacred texts and philosophy,
1 In the

9th century the University continued to enjoy inter-

national reputation ; Balaputradeva, a king of Java
and Sumatra, being attracted by its fame, built a

monastery there and induced his friend and ally,

King Devapala of Bengal, to grant five villages for its

upkeep.
3 Part of this endowment was reserved for

the purpose of copying books for the University

library (Dharmaratnazya lekhanartham).

Work in Tibet : From the 8th century onwards,
the scholars at Nalanda began to play an active part
in the propagation of Buddhist religion and culture in

Tibet. Arrangements therefore must have been made
for teaching Tibetan at the institution. Charidra-

gomin, a Nalanda monk who flourished at the

beginning of the 8th century A.D., was the pioneer in

the field. Scores of his works were translated into

Tibetan ; many scholars were in fact engaged in

translation work. Santarakshita, another Nalanda
monk and scholar, was invited to Tibet by its king
Khri-sron-deu-tsan in 74 (J A.D. for the purpose of

preaching Buddhism. He was given a royal reception
and the first Buddhist monastery in Tibet was built

under his instructions. He became its chief abbot and

vigorously helped the spread of Buddhism till his

death in 762 A.D. He received very valuable coopera-

1. E. I., XX. p. 43.

2. E. L, XVII, p. 810, Of. :

s fff: I
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tion in this work from Padmasambhava, a Kashmirian

monk educated at Nalanda 1
'. Intellectual and literary

activity of Nalanda must have continued in subsequent
centuries also, for several manuscripts have been,

preserved to this time, which were copied at Nalanda

during the 10th, llth and 12th centuries A.D.

Supersession by Vikramasila University : Tara-
nath informs us that the professors of Vikramagila
were often appointed to watch over the affairs of

Nalanda by the Pala rulers 2
. From the llth century

onwards the new University of Vikramasila began to

receive a greater share of the royal patronage ; this

circumstance may have led to the decline of Nalanda

during the llth and 12th centuries. Evidence from
the Tibetan sources shows that by this time Tantricism
had aquired a hold over the Buddhist mind and it

may have perhaps affected the progress of serious

studies. We have, however, no definite evidence on

the point.

The Destruction of the University : The ruin of

the establishment was brought about by the Muslim
invaders under Bakhtiyar Khilji towards the end of

the 12th century. The buildings were burnt or

destroyed and the whole of the monk population was

put to the sword. The priceless library of the

university was also wantonly committed to flames.

Thus perished this famous university at the hands of

fanatic invaders who did not know its value.

VALABHI 8

A Famous Centre of Learning : Valabhi, situated

1. Bose, Indian Teachers of Buddhist Universities, pp. 116-31.
2. lW<*,p. 86.

3. See Altekar, A Hittory of Important Towns and Cities in
Qujtrat and Kathiawar, pp. 89-40 for the history of this place.
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near modern Wala in Kathiawar, was the capital of

an important kingdom and a port of international

trade with numerous warehouses full of rarest

merchandise. During the 7th century, however, it

was more famous as a seat of learning. I-tsing

informs us that its fame rivalled with that of

Nalanda in eastern India; 1
it is however a pity that

he should not have given us any details about its

literary and educational activity. There were about

a hundred Buddhist monasteries at the place in

c. 640 A.D. 2
; and they accommodated six thousand

tnonk-students. The famous Buddhist scholars,

Sthiramati and Gunamati, were the leading scholars

of the University at the middle of the 7th

century A.D. 3 Like Nalanda, Valabhi also was not

an exclusively Buddhist or monastic centre of learning,

Even Brahmanas from the distant Gangetic plain
used to send their sons to that place for higher
education*. Graduates at Valabhi used to be appointed
to posts in the executive line (I-tsing, p. 177) ; this

would have been impossible if secular subjects like

law, -economics, accountancy and literature had not

been cultivated at the place. The University was
famous for its catholicity and intellectual freedom.

1. P. 177.

2. Waiters, II p. 246.

3. A oopper plate grant given in 580 A.D. to a monastery
founded by Sthiramati has been found ; LA., VI, p. 11.

II

t

u K. s. s. chap.
XXXH, 42-43.
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We are told that the scholars from all parts of India
used to assemble at Valabhi and stay there for at

least two or three years to discuss 'possible and

impossible doctrines.' They used to become famous
for their wisdom when they were assured of the

correctness of their opinions by the doctors at Valabhi.
The names of the famous scholars of the University
were written in white on its lofty gates. (Ibid*

pp. 176-7).

Financial support : Valabhi was a rich city ; it

had a hundred citizens . 'whose wealth amounted
to a million'. The University used to receive

considerable support from these merchant princes.
The Maitraka kings who were ruling there

during c. 480 to 775 A. D., were also great

patrons of learning; they used to give direct

grants for the purpose of meeting the general expenses
of the University as also for strengthening its library

1
.

Scholars who completed their educational course at

the University used to receive either appointments
in government service or some financial help to enable

them to start their life 2 . This continued to be the

case till c. 775 A. D. when the reigning dynasty
succumbed to an Arab attack, which resulted in the

destruction of the city and of the University.
'

VIKRAMSlLA 3

An International University : Vikramasila monas-

* ^*fo gw&r^j^n i J. -4.1 vii.. p. 67 a.

2. I-tsing, p. 177.

3. Tibetan sources inform us that this monastery was
situated in Bihar on a hill on the right bank of the Ganges. Mr. De's

identification of Vikramagila with Patharaghata hill, 24 miles to the

east of Bhagalpur, seems to be correct. The place is full of ancient

and extensive ruins, and may yield a rioh reward to the excavator,.

J. A. 8. J3., N. 8., V, p. 7.
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tery, founded by king Dharmapala in the 8th century,
was a famous centre of international learning for more
than four centuries. King Dharmapala (c. 775-
800 A, D.) was its founder ; he built temples and
.monasteries at the place and liberally endowed them.
He also erected several halls for the lecturing work.
His successors continued to patronise the University
down to the 13th century.

1 The monks of the

establishment were usually distinguished scholars and
the fame of the monastery soon spread beyond the

Himalayas. There was continuous intercourse going

^n between Tibet and Vikramasila for four centuries,

A special guest house was maintained for the use of

Tibetan scholars coming to learn at the feet of Indian
Pandks. 2 One cannot help admiring the continuous
tradition of high scholarship that was maintained at

Vikramasila throughout its history. Tibetan sources

inform us that Buddha, Jfianapada, Vairochana,
Rakshita, Jetari Ratnakara-Santi, Jfiana-srl-mitra,

Ratnavajra, Abhayankaragupta, Tathagata-rakshita
and a host of other Vikramasila scholars wrote
numerous books in Sanskrit and translated scores

of them in Tibetan. The most distinguished in this

galaxy of VikramaSIla scholars was undoubtedly
Dlpankara Sri-Jnana, more commonly known as

Upadhyaya Atlsa, who flourished in the llth century
A.D. He went to Tibet at the invitation of its king
Chan Chob and played an important part in the
reformation of the Buddhjsm of that country. As

many as 200 books, both original and in translation,
have been attributed to him by the Tibetan tradition. 8

1. Bose, Indian Teachers, pp. 30 fi.

2. Das, Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow, p. 68.

& Boee. Indian Teacher*, pp. 82-105. *
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Strength of the University: When there was
such a distinguished galaxy of scholars at Vikramasila,
it is but natural that the numerical strength of the

establishment should have enormously increased by
the number of scholars attracted to the establishment.

In the 12th century there were 3,000 monk scholars

residing at the place.
1 The college possessed a rich

and extensive library, which excited admiration even
of its Muslim destroyers.

General Administration : The administrative

management of the Vikramaslla establishment was
entrusted by the Pala rulers to a board of six monks

presided over by the chief abbot. Different members
of the board were assigned different administrative

duties like the ordination of the novices, supply and

supervision of servants, distribution of food and fuel,

assignment of monastic work, etc. Monk professors
led a simple life, the cost of maintaining one of them

being equal to the cost of supporting four ordinary
monks. 2

Academic administration : Academic adminis-

tration was vested in a council of six dvarapanditas

presided over by the chief abbot. The function of the

Dvarapandita was to test the scholarship of those

seeking admission to the college. During the reign of

king Kanaka (?), the following were the Dvara-

panditas of the establishment :

Eastern Gate : Acharya Ratnakara-santi

Western , : Vagisvara-klrti of Benares

Northern : Naropa
Southern ,, : PrajnSkara-mati
First Central Gate : Ratna-vajra of Kashmir

1. Ibid, p. 84.

~

2. Ibid, p. 85.
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Second Central Gate : Jnan-srI-mitra of Gauda 1

Courses of Study and degrees : Grammar, logic,

metaphysics, Tantras and ritualism were the main

subjects specialised at the institution. The curriculum

was thus not so wide or catholic as that at Nalanda,
outlined above. Unfortunately we have no informa-

tion of the duration or the gradation of the course at

VikramaSila, but there is every probability that it was
more systematically organised than was the case at

any other centre of ancient Indian education. For,
unlike at any other college, we find diplomas and titles

being given to the Vikramasila students at the end
of their course by the reigning kings of Bengal.
Tibetan authorities inform us that Jetari and

Ratnavajra had received degrees at the hands of kings

Mahlpala and Kanaka respectively.
2 The memory

of the distinguished alumni of the place was kept ever

green in the mind of the congregation by their pictures

being put on the walls of the college halls This
honour is known to have been shown to Nagarjuna
and Atisa.

Destruction of the University : In 1203, the

Vikramasila monastery was destroyed by the
Mahomadens under Bakhtyar Khilji, who seem to

have mistaken it for a fort. At that time Sakya-
sri-bhadra was at the helm of the monastic affairs.

The account of the destruction of the monastery has
been preserved by the author of Tabakat-i-nasiri. We
read, 'The greater number of the inhabitants of the

place were Brahmanas (i. e. Buddhist Bhikshus) and
the whole of these Brahmanas had their heads
shaven, and they were all slain. There were a great
number of books on the religion of the Hindus there,

1. Vidyabhushana, History of Indian Logic, p. 520.
2. Bose, Indian Teachere, p, 47, p. 61
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anil when all these bqoks came under the observation

of the Mussalmans, they summoned a number of

Hindus that they might give them information

respecting the import of these books ; but the whole
of the Hindus had been killed. On becoming
acquainted (with the contents of those books), it was
found that the whole fortress and city was a college'.

1

Sakya-srI-bhadra and a few others, who escaped the

general slaughter, fled to Tibet. Such was the tragic
end of this famous college.

-S

OTHER BUDDHIST CENTRES OF LEARNING
Other Monasteries as Centres of Learning

From stray and casual references in the Life and
Travelh of Yuan Chwang, we learn that (1) Jayendra
monastery near the capital of Kashmir, (2 & 3)

Chinapati and Jallandar monasteries in the Punjab,
(4) Matipur monastery in Bijnor district, U. P., (5)

Bhadra monastery near Kanauj, (6) a monastery in

Hiranya (?) country, and (7) and another at Amraoti
in Andhra country were notable centres of learning
in the 7th century.

2 At most of these monasteries

Yuan Chwang stayed for several months in order to

study Buddhist works and get their copies. Their

presiding abbots were distinguished authors, widely
known in the country. At the time of Yuan Chwang's
visit in the 7th century we must .remember that

Buddhism was on the decline in the country, and yet
so many monasteries were flourishing centres of

Buddhist learning. Budhism continued to be strong in

Bihar and Bengal down to the 12th century A. D. anfd

we find monasteries in that province like those at

Odantapuri and Jagadalla Vihar (founded by king

1. Raverty's translation of Tabakat-i-Nasiri, Vol. I, p. 652 ;

(1881).
2. See Life, pp. 69-70, 77, 81, 84, 127 and 137 respectively.

9
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Ramapala at his capital Ramavtl) were famous centres

of learning, spreading the holy knowledge both in India

and abroad. We would not be wrong if we assume
that during the days of Buddhist ascendancy, at least

ten per cent of the well-endowed monasteries were

respectable centres of learning and education, at least

of the status of modern degree colleges. The
contribution of Buddhism to the cause of learning
and education was thus very great.

HINDU TEMPLE COLLEGES.
Introduction : We have seen already how edu-

cational activity became a part of the daily monastic
life fairly early in the history of Buddhism. It is,

however, only from the 10th century that we get
evidence of Hindu temples becoming centres of higher
education. It is however quite possible that temples
began to undertake educational work much earlier,

though we have yet no evidence on the point. The
causes that led to this new development have been
indicated already at pp. 72-3.

SALOTGI TEMPLE COLLEGE.
A Famous and Free College: The village of

Salotgi in Bijapur District of the Bombay Presidency
was a famous centre, probably of Vedic learning, in the
10th and llth centuries A. D. The Sanskrit college
that flourished at this place must have existed for a

long time, for it eventually transformed the original
name of the place, Pavittage, into Salotgi, which 'is an
abbreviated and Prakritised compound of gala and
Pavittage. The college was located in a spacious
hall, attached to the temple of Trayi-Purusha, which
was built by Narayana, a minister of the Rashtrakuta

emperor Krishna HI. Owing to its far spread fame for

efficiency, the college could attract students from
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different parts of the country. The strength of the

college is not known, but it seems that 27 houses

were necessary for lodging the students. An
endowment of 12 Nivartanas (probably equal to 60

acres) of land was made for meeting the lighting

charges of the boarding houses. 1 The students were
offered free boarding, an endowement of 500
Nivartanas having been received for that purpose. It

would appear that at least 200 students were offered

free boarding, lodging and education at this institution.

The salary of the principal was provided for by
another endowment of 50 Nivartanas. The inscription
is silent about the salaries of the other teachers.

Public Support : The inhabitants of the village
were not slow to appreciate the benefits of the

institution ; they had agreed to offer to the college a

donation of five rupees at every marriage, of two and
half rupees at every Upanayana and of a rupee and

quarter at every tonsure ceremony. Besides whenever

1. The relevant verses from the inscription are given below :

i \

% u

u

II BLV p. 60. Z,
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a feast was given in the village, the host was expected
to invite as many teachers and students as possible.
A later inscription from the same place informs us that

when the college hall built by the minister of Krishna

III in 945 A. D. crumbled down in the next century,
it was rebuilt by a local magnate.

ENNAYIRAM TEMPLE COLLEGE. 1

The Strength of the College; Subjects Taught:
At the beginning of the llth century A. D. there

existed a famous and well organised college at

Ennayiram in South Arcott district, which was an

educational institution of the modern type, with a

staff of sixteen teachers, engaged in teaching a pre-

determined curriculum. The local village community
had endowed the college with 300 acres of landed

property, thus enabling its authorities to offer free

tuition, boarding and lodging to 340 students. The
admission of students was governed by the principle
of the reservation of a fixed number of seats for

different subjects. Thus 75 seats were reserved for

the Rigveda and Black Yajurveda each, 40 seats for

the Samaveda, 20 for the White Yajurveda, 10 for

the Atharvaveda, Baudhayana DharmasQtra and
Vedanta each, 25 for grammar, 35 for Mimansa and
40 for Itupavatara (?). The institution was thus

predominently a Vedic college.

Number of Teachers : For the Rigveda and Black

Yajurveda, there were three teachers each, for the

Mlmama two, and for the rest of the subjects one
each. There were 16 teachers for 340 students, and
so the average number of students per teacher was
about 22. Students therefore must have received

1. 8. L E. for 19X8, p, 146, Inscription No. 383 lor 1917
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personal attention and instructions. Big classes like

those existing in modern colleges were unknown.

Maintenance Allowance to Students The college

supplied free boarding to students, and we have

interesting information about the rations allowed per
head. Each Vedic student received about one seer

of rice per day and this quantity was sufficient for

the daily meals. He also received annually an
allowances of about one eighth tola of gold, which was

probably intended to cover the clothing expenses.
The allowance for the students of grammar and

philosophy was about 66 per cent higher ; the reason

for this preferential treatment is not clear.

The Salaries of Teachers The normal allowance
for the teachers of the college was about 16 seers of

rice every day. The cost of an ordinary meal was
about half a seer of rice ; an ordinary Sanskrit teacher
was thus getting as his salary about three times the

amount necessary for the food expenses of a family
of five. He was thus receiving a salary just sufficient

for his normal family responsibilities. He was neither

rolling in riches nor suffering from abject poverty.
Philosophy (Vedanta) was apparently regarded as a
difficult subject, for the salary of the teacher of the

subject was 25 percent higher.

TIRUMUKKUDAL TEMPLE COLLEGE. 1

General Organisation *. During the llth century,
Venkatesh Perumal Temple at Tirumukkudal in

Chingleput district was a very interesting institution,
for it was running a college, a hostel and a hospital
The college was a smaller institution than the one

1. E. I., XXI, No. 230.
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at Ennayiram, for arrangement was here made for

the free boarding and lodging of 60 students only.
Out of the 60 seats in the hostel, 10 were reserved

for the students of the Rigveda, 10 for those of the

Yajurveda, 20 for those of grammar, 10 for those of

the Pancha-ratra system, 3 for those of Saivagama
and 7 for Vanaprasthas and Sanyasins. All the

students in the hostel were provided with oil for bath

every Saturday.

Teachers' Salaries : The teachers' salaries in this

institution were lower than those in the Ennayiram
college. Vedic teachers used to receive only about
three seers of rice every day ; their salary was thus

about one sixth the salary that was paid in the

Ennayiram college. Vedic teachers of this institution

were apparently part-time teachers ; for their salary
is seen to be practically the same as the wages of the

servant appointed in the temple hospital for fetching
medicinal herbs and preparing medicines. The

grammar teacher was apparently a full time employee,
for he received about eight seers of rice every day.
His pay was thus half the pay of the teacher at

Ennayiram. In. ancient as in modern times, salaries

of teachers varied with the financial condition of

educational institutions.

TIRUVORRIYUR TEMPLE COLLEGE 1

A Grammar College in Memory of Panini :

During the 13th century there was a big grammar
college at Tiruvorriyur in Chingleput district. The
college was located in a big hall adjoining the local

Siva temple. There was a tradition current in the

locality >, that God Siva had appeared in this very

1. 8. 1. B. R. for 1912, No* 201 oi 1912
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temple before Panini for fourteen continuous days in,

order to teach him the first fourteen aphorisms ; the

village community had therefore organised an efficient

grammar college in the Siva temple to commemorate
the event. The college was a much bigger institution

than the Ennayiram college. In the latter place an

endowment of 300 acres had enabled the organisers

to arrange for the free food and education of 340

students. The Tiruvorriyur college had received an

endowment of 400 acres; we may not be therefore

far wrong in assuming that this grammar college must

have had more than 450 students on its rolls. The
number of teachers was probably about 15 to 20.

This college went on performing its functions down
to the 14th century; for a record, about a century later

than the previous one, mentions how certain additional

taxes were assigned for the upkeep of the grammar
college.

1 Details about the management of this

college are not available.

MALKAPURAM TEMPLE COLLEGE.
A Templet College, Hostel and Hospital combined :

An inscription from Malkapuram, dated 1268 A. D.,
3

reveals the existence of an institution which was
a temple, a college, a hostel and a hospital combined.

There were eight teachers in the college, three for the

Vedas and five for the secular subjects consisting of

grammar, literature, logic and Agamas. There was
one doctor in charge of the hospital. In the south

Indian colleges we have seen so far, there used to be

about 20 students on the average under the charge
of each teacher. The Malkapuram college therefore

had probably about 150 students. They were as usual

offered free tuition, boarding, lodging and medicine.

1. Ibid. No. 110 o! 1912
2. 8. 1. E. R.> tor 1917. pp. 122-24
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Teachers' pay : Each teacher was given an

endowment of two puftis of land. We do not know

anything about the net income of this land endowment

The inscription, however, states that the carpenters

and drummers of the temple establishment were

assigned one putfi of land for their wages. The

teacher's income was thus twice the wages of the

skilled labourer. The society was offering him just

what was necessary for a decent family life. The

salary of the principal was 100 nishkaa ;
it is difficult

to assess its real value as the denotation of the term

nitftka at this period is not definitely known.

SOMES OTHER TEMPLE COLLEGS

Temple Colleges fairly common in south India '

We have got somewhat detailed information about the

free Sanskrit colleges that were organised in the five

temple establishments mentioned above. There are,

however, clear indications that there were many more

similar temple colleges in the Deccan in the medieval

times > (<?. 900 1400 A. D.). Thus at Hebbal in

Dharwar district there existed a Matha in Bhuja-
bbesvara temple in the 10th century A. D., which

had received an endowment of about two hundred

acres of land for giving free tuition and boarding
to students. About 200 students must have been

receiving free education here. 1 At Nagai in Nizam's

dominions, there existed a big temple Sanskrit college

in the llth century where two hunndred students were

instructed in Vedic lore, two hundred in Smritis, one

hundred in epics, and fifty two in philosophy. The lib-

of the institute employed six librarians.* In 1075

1. J0. 1., IV, p. 355.

2. Hyd. Arch.. &, No. 8, p. 7.
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A.D., a temple at Bijapur received a big endowment
of about 1200 acres of land for providing food and
raiments to ascetics and to the pupils of YogesVara
Pandita, who was conducting a free Mlmansa school

there. 1 To judge from the endowment, the college of

this Pandita must have been much bigger than that at

Ennayiram. At Managoli in Bijapur district, during the

latter half of the 12th century, a local temple used to

maintain a grammar school where Kaumara grammar
was taught by a teacher, who was given an endowment
of 20 acres of land 2

. At about the same time the

Dakshinesvara temple authorities at Belgaijnve in

Karnatak used to offer free boarding to students

studying in the temple school. 8 In 1158 A. D. there

flourished at Talgund in Shimoga district a small

Sanskrit college in the local Pranesvara temple, where
free food and education was offered to 48 students,

studying the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda,
Prabhakara-Mlmansa, philosophy (Vedanta), linguistics

(Bhasha-sastra) and Canarese. The institution had

employed two cooks to manage the kitchen of the

boarding house. At Punnavayil in Tanjore District

there existed another grammar college, attached to

i local temple and endowed with 400 acres of land.

As the endowment for the maintenance of this

institution was larger than that enjoyed by the

Ennayiram college, it is quite likely that it may have
afforded free education and food to about 500
students. 4 South Indian Inscriptions Nos. 604, 667,
571, and 695 of 1916 record various grants for the

salaries of teachers and boarding of students studying

1. I. A., X, pp. 129-81.
2. E. I., V, p. 22.

8. E. 0., L No. 46.
4. 8. I. E. E. for 1918, pp. 109-110.
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in different temple colleges in Tamil country. The
last of these records is an interesting one, for it records-

a donation for a Saraavatz-bhavana or library of a temple

college in Tinevelli district. These instances of temple

authorities organising Sanskrit schools and colleges are

typical of the age. Many more must have existed,

whose memory has not been handed down to the present

times. For, down to the 18th century almost every

religious centre in south India used to maintain a

Sanskrit school or college. The whole country was

in fact studded with them 1
.

Temple colleges in northern India : Instances of

temple colleges given above all hail from South India.

It is not however correct to suppose that no such

institutions existed in north India, because they are

not referred to in any north Indian inscriptions. A

very large number of north Indian temples have been

destroyed, along with their documents of antiquity,

during the Muslim invasions and rule. If all the

documents conveying extensive properties to most of

the rich temples in north India are recovered, it would

be almost certainly found that a considerable portion

of the temple property was originally intended for

educational purposes. Temple authorities used to

discharge thfeir duty to impart education ; one of

the reasons that impelled Aurangzeb to destroy Hindu

temples was the report that Brahmanas of Sindh,

Multan and Benares were using their temples asv

schools. It is thus clear that in North India also,

the important temples were centres of education-

throughout the middle ages.

1. R*$ort of the Madras Committee, Edttcation Commiuion, 1882:

p. 1, foot-note.
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AGRAHARA VILLAGES AS CENTRES OF
LEARNING.

What is an Agrahara Village ? : On auspicious
occasions, kings used to invite learned Brahmanas,
settle them in villages and assign their revenues to

them for their maintenance. Such villages were called

Agrahara villages, and they naturally became centres

of learning where higher education was imparted free

in different branches of Sanskrit studies. We shall give
here information about two such Agrahara villages,
which were typical of their class.

Kadiyur Agrahara : The village of Kadiyur, modern
Kalas, in Dharwar district in Karnatak, was made an

Agrahara village in the 10th century by the Rashtrakuta

administration, and assigned to 200 Brahmanas, who
were well versed in Vedas, grammar, Puranas, logic
works on polity, the science of literary composition
and the art of writing commentaries. 1 The village
was famous as an efficient centre of education and
its Brahmana residents naturally were proud of its

reputation. It may be pointed out that the

educational activity of this Brahmana centre was not

confined to the Vedic studies only ; poetics, grammar,
logic, Puranas and the political science were included

in the curriculum. An endowment had been also

received for the salaries of some teachers, A free

feeding house was maintained in the village ; it was
most probably intended for the poor students studying
in the local institution.

Sarvajnapura Agrahara : Sarvajnapura (modern
Arsikere in Hassan District, Mysore) was another

Agrahara village, which, as its name would indicate,

i. E. L. XIIL p. 817.
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was a famous centre of learning. An inscription
discovered at this place gives us a graphic description
of its literary and pedagogic activities. "In some
of its streets the Brahmanas were reading the Vedas,
Sastras and six systems of philosophy ; every group
of Brahmanas was either reading the Vedas or

engaged in listening to the exposition of some higher
science, or carrying on ceaseless discussion on logic,
or joyously reciting the Puranas or settling the meaning
of the Smritis, drama or poetry. All the Brahmanas
of Sarvajnapura were devoted to study, teaching and

listening to the dictates of religion and morality."
1

Numerous centres of Higher Education : The
above two Agrahara villages were but typical of their

class. As a rule in every Agrahara village free

instructions were given in different branches of

Sanskrit learning by the Brahmana donees in return
for the provision made for their livelihood by the state
or sociey^

2 Sometimes non-Agrahara villages also,
like Bahur, 15 miles south of Pondichery, were

important centres of higher education receiving grants
of the revenues of several villages because they were
famous centres of well-known scholars, hailing from
all parts of the country.

8
Agrahara villages and

endowed temples and monasteries were fairly
numerous in ancient India ; there used to be at least

^:wo
or three of them in an area equal to the modern

District. We may therefore well conclude that

1. E. C. t V, p. 144.

2. of. 12^5 ftswsftg %fasrefor i rft

I KeralabJiaranam.

8. E. J., XVIII, p. 14.
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centres for higher education were more numerous in,

medieval times (c. 600-1300 A. D.) than they are

today in modern India.

Tols : Before concluding this chapter, it will be

necessary to refer to Tols or Sanskrit schools which
are still fairly numerous in Bengal, Bihar and United
Provinces. From very early times, Tols have enjoyed
grants of land, on which their teachers and pupils
subsisted. These grants were augmented in value and
new ones were created when the Zemindars felt

themselves secure by the Permanent Settlement of

Cornwalis 1
. Where there was no specific endowment,

the village Pandit used to arrange for the free boarding,

lodging and clothing of his students by collecting the

necessary funds by raising subscriptions at chief fairs

and festivals, and from rich charitable persons. Tols
thus are a variety of the AgraJiara type of educational

institutions.

The classes are usually held in a thatched house.

As a rule, each Tol enrolls about 25 students, who
are accommodated in mud huts built round the school

house. Study courses usually extend over six to

eight years and enable the students to appear for the

PraveSika or Admission examination in Sanskrit.

Tradition of free Education : It is indeed

noteworthy that such tradition of free education should

have persisted in spite of foreign rule of several

centuries. Learned Brahmanas in India have always
been anxious to impart education free to deserving
students irrespective of their own financial condition.

This tradition exists even today in ancient centres of

I. Report of the Bengal Provincial Committee, Education

Comfcrotton, 1882.
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Sanskrit education like Benares, Nasik, Wai and
Nadia. The conclusion therefore seems to be

irresistible that in the ancient and medieval periods of

Indian history, every student, howsoever poor he may
have been, could get the highest education free,

provided he was willing, if necessary, to do some
manual or menial work for his teacher. Poor parents
had not to worry about the educational expenses ; their

sons could either find admission to free boarding
houses or maintain themselves by begging their food

daily, which was regarded as the most honorable
means of livelihood.



Chapter VI.

HIGHER LITERAEY EDUCATION. :

Curriculum, method of teaching and examinations-

Subjects arid methods of study in the early Vedic period- And in

the later Vedio period-The method of study changes at c. 1000 B. 0.

New topics of study-Combination of liberal and useful eduoation-
Vedic studies in the 1st millennium A D An age of specialisation-

Ascendancy of Sanskrit-Courses in grammar, astrology, literature,

'Smritis, Puranas, logic and philosophy-Courses for laymen and monks
in Buddhist colleges-Selection of text-books.

Method of teaching and study-Books normally not available,
hence the oral method of instruction-Importance of recitation and

recapitulation-Texts memorised bnt not orammed-Great importance
attached to exposition and debate-Individual attention-Help of

monitors-No annual or final examinations-No degrees and diplomas-
Oom petHive element kept within limit.

Introductory
* The history of ancient Indian

education is spread over several millennia and we
therefore naturally find considerable changes taking

place in the curricula in the course of centuries. This
is but natural ; for the curriculum is intimately
connected with the achievements and aspirations of a

people. When the outlook on Jife changes or when
new branches of knowledge are developed, extensive

changes become inevitable in the curriculum followed
in schools and colleges. In the present chapter, we
shall indicate the main topics of study on the literary

side, point out the changes in the curricula that took

place in the different ages, discuss the methods of

study and teaching and ascertain what importance
was attached to examinations.

EARLY VEDIC AGE (C. upto 1500 B. C.)

Subjects of Study The Vedic literature naturally
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formed the main topic of study in this period. Besides
the sacred hymns, there were also some historical

poems, ballads and hero-songs
1 in existence, which

were also committed to memory by the young scholars,

of the day, as they often helped the elucidation of

many references contained in the Vedic hymns.
Students were required to master the principles of

prosody and encouraged to develop the powers of

versification. Those who intended to follow the

priestly profession had to study the details of the

rituals associated with the hymns they had committed
to memory. The study of elementary geometry,
the knowledge of which was necessary for the proper
construction of sacrificial altars, was also included
in the Vedic course. A knowledge of astronomy,,
which had enabled the age to find out the difference

between the lunar and solar months, was also imparted.
Grammar and etymology did not trouble the students

of this age because they were yet to be developed.
Vedic studies usually began at about the age of nine or

ten and Initiation Ceremony known as Upanayana was

performed at their commencement. The nature,

details, and educational significance of this cerejnony
will be found discussed in Appendix I, B.

The Method of Study : Vedic hymns were studied
in this period as specimens of literature to be

understood, appreciated, imitated and even excelled
if posssible. New hymns

2 were being composed and
the authors of some of them claimed that they were

1. Itihasa, Puraria and NaraSansi Gathii are mentioned as early
as the Atharvaveda ; XV. 1.

2. The very second stanza of the Mgveda, for instance, refers to
the earlier and later poets of the Vedio collection ; of.

Scl I 1. 1. 2.
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superior to the compositions of the earlier poets.
1

It is interesting to note that some of the poems ot

the later poets were selected for inclusion in the Vedic
collection when it was made in a subsequent age.
As new hymns were being composed by contemporary
authors, it is but natural that they were not yet

regarded as revealed. It was therefore not at all felt

necessary that they should be committed to memory
so meticulously MS not to render possible a single
mistake of accent or intonation. Professional priests
must of course have committed the hymns very
thoroughly to memory in order to ensure facility in

their use dnrmg the performance of the different

rituals, But the mass of people consisting of the

warriors, agriculturists and artisans used to learn by
heart only some select Vedic hymns, and these

too in the same way in which the songs of medieval
saints are memorised by the Hindu masses today.
More effort was made to understand the meaning of

the hymns than to remember their exact wording.

LATER VEDIC AGE

(C. 1500 to 1000 B. C.)

Tbe Subjects of Study : The mass of *the Vedic

hymns was classified in this period and as a result,

the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda and the
Atharvaveda came into existence. This led to

specialisation in Vedic studies and facilitated the

growth of a new type of literature, known as
Brahmana literature, which devoted itself to the

exposition of a number of important dogma?, theories

V. 15. 4.

Of. also X. V., VII. 86. 14 ; Itt 82. 13.

10
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and practices connected with Vedic sacrifices.

Sacrificial rituals became very complex and compli-
cated in this period and the professional priests had
to devote several years in mastering their details and
intricacies. The study of astronomy, geometry and

prosody contiuned to progress in this period. The

development of the sciences of grammar and etymology
started in this age and manuals on these subjects were
included in the curriculum.

iTbc Method of Study : The Vedic hymns were

being gradually differentiated from the Vedic language
and it was felt that the sacred literature should be

preserved in its pristine form and purity, and should

not be allowed to change with the spoken idiom.

Vedic scholars of this period began to insist that

Vedic hymns should be carefully committed to

memory in their precise traditional intonation and
accents. Students were not at liberty to change a

difficult archaic word for a simple current one. The
differentiation of the spoken dialect from the Vedic

language raised new problems of interpretation and
the age sought to solve them by preparing a list of

difficult Vedic words and expressions, which were

carefully expounded to students. Vedic students were

expected not only to memorise the Vedic hymns, but

also to explain their meaning. Ridicule was poured
on them if they failed to expound what they had

learnt by heart.
1 Learned discussions were a normal

and important feature of the student life and young
scholars were very anxious to come out successful

in them. 2

NIT., 1. 18 See also, ibid, 1. 19.

2. A. V., VII. 12, 18; II. 27.
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TJJE AGE OF THE UPANISHADS AND THE
SCTRAS

(First millennium B. C.)

VEDIC STUDIES; METHOD CHANGED: The
Vedic literature began to be universally regarded
as revealed in this period and that honour was gradually
extended to the Brahmanas 1 and the Upanishads
also. Vedic schools had to perform the onerous task

of preserving this great and growing literature. The
art of writing was known by this time, but its aid

was not taken for this purpose, as it was believed that

it would be irreligious to do so 2
. The theory that the

slightest mistake in the recitation of the Vedic hymns
would not only prevent the realisation of the expected
reward, but would also bring about a disaster on the

reciter 5
, gained ground in this period and necessitated

the devotion of a large part of the energy of the rising

generation to the task of the accurate memorising
of the Vedic literature. Extraordinary precautions
were taken to prevent the corruption of the Vedic text

by devising the pada-patha^ krama-pafha, jaat-patha

1. The prose literature devoted to the task of explaining the

rituals, legends and knotty points about the sacrifices enjoined in the
Vedio hymns was known by this name. It should not be mistaken
with the members of the Brahmana caste.

2. Of.

3 -

4. The pada-pdtha required the students to memoriae each
word in the Vedio hymns separately after restoring it to its original
form. Supposing a, 6, and c were the three opening words of a hymn,
the krama.pdtha recited them as a&, be, etc., the jatd-pdtha as 06, 6a,

a6, etc., and the ghana-$dtha as 06, ta, ode, eta, ab'c. The reader will
now get some idea of the onerousness of the task of memorising
those pathos.
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and ghana-pafha, and all these had to be committed ta

memory by those who desired to be regarded as

experts in the Vedic lore. This further increased the

burden on the memory. As centuries rolled on, it

became more and more difficult for the Vedic expert
to memorise this extensive and growing literature and
also to understand its meaning ; for the spoken dialect

was becoming more and more differentiated from the

Vedic language. It was therefore decided towards
the end of this period that some Vedic scholars should

devote their energies to the mechanical memorising
of this extensive literature with a view to prevent its

loss, while others should address themselves to the

problem of its interpretation by studying commentaries*

etymology, lexicography, etc. But for this differentia-

tion of function, the extensive Vedic literature could
not have been preserved for posterity. This arrange-
ment no doubt exposed some Brahmanas to the taunt
of being mere parrot-like reciters of the Vedic hymns.
It is gratifying to find that they did not mind it in the

wider interest of the preservation of the national

literature and culture.

New Topics of Study : The period under review

was the most creative era in the history of the Hindu
intellect ; it recorded remarkable achievements in

the realm of philosophy, sacred law, epic literature,

philology, grammar, astronomy and several fine and
useful arts like sculpture, medicine and shipbuilding.
On the one hand the development of these branches

naturally created a new fascination for the students

of the age, and on the other, the rise of the protestant
movements led by the Upanishadic, Jain and
Buddhist thinkers told on the popularity of the Vedic

religion and literature. The current language had
now become very widely differentiated from the
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Vedic idiom and thus created a new difficulty in the
Vedic studies. As a combined constequence of all

these factors, Vedic studies fell into background
towards the end of this period and greater attention

began to be paid to the cultivation of the new
branches of learning referred to above.

Combination of Liberal and Useful Education:
Several references in the contemporary literature

indicate that an attempt was made in this period to

combine liberal with professional or useful education.
Graduates of this age are usually described as well
versed in the Vedas as well as in eighteen aippas, i. e.

practical arts and sciences. 1 These latter included

archery, military art, medicine, magic, snake charming,
conveyancing, administrative training, music, dancing,
painting, engineering, etc 2

. It is of course clear that
no graduate could get mastery in all the Vedas as
well as in all the rippas as is suggested by some
passages ; it is however clear from some references
in Jatakas that literary education was combined with
one of the useful professions referred to above in the
famous centres of education like Taxila. This practice
enabled the average literary student to stand on his

own legs.

THE AGE OF THE SMRITIS, PURANAS AND
NIBANDHAS.

(1st century A. D. to c. 1200 A. D.)

Vedic Studies : The Vedic studies fell further into

background during this period. A sufficient number of
Brahmanas however was always available to preserve

1. Chh. Uj?. t VII. 1. 2. Jftl. P. Vol. I. p ; 247
2. See Appendix IV
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and transmit the Vedic literature to the generations
unborn. They used to do their work very thoroughly,
for the experts among them would memorise not only
the Vedic hymns, but also their pada-patha krama-patha,

jafa-patJia and ghana-patha.
1

They used to master the

details connected with the numerous Vedic sacrifices

also. Some of them used to study two, three or even
four Vedas and were therefore known as Dvivedins,

Trivedins, and Chaturvedins respectively. Many
donees of the copperplate grants of this period bear

these surnames ; they could have become eligible for

them only by prolonged and almost life-long devotion to

the cause of Vedic studies. This devotion was almost

tragic ; it did not bring any adequate pecuniary

compensation, and required them to memorise texts,

which not they, but others, could understand and

expound. The number of the Vedic scholars, devoting
themselves to the task of interpreting and expounding
Vedic hymns, dwindled down very considerably during
this period. Vedic studies therefore usually meant
the mere cramming of the sacred texts and were often

commented upon very adversely by some thinkers of

the age, some of whom went to the extent of declaring
that the intellect is deadened and rendered useless by
the parrot-like cramming of the Vedic hymns.

3
Kings

of this age were more disposed to extend their

patronage to poets, who could compliment them by
composing neat poems in their honour,

3 than to Vedic

1. See ante, p. 147.

2 -

n Sukra, in. 261

3. The Vedio Brahmanas are sarcastically described by the

door-keepers of king Bhoja as follows: -^f5T*TT^fW3 *rh 3fefiWEcr-

I 5fft faBf^cT *F*fa? 9F3QT: *$te3TOT: II They complain

P. T; a
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Brahmanas, who could recite hymns, which neither

they themselves nor their hearers could understand.

New branches of learning like philosophy and belles

letters also appealed more powerfully to the intellect

and emotions of the rising generation. In spite of these

adverse and discouraging factors Vaidika Brahmanas
continued to address themselves to the almost

thankless task of memorising the vast Vedic literature,

which could not have been preserved but for their

devotion to duty.

An age of Specialisation : We have already
mentioned the new branches of study that came into

prominence during the preceding period. The present

age made its own contribution to the march of

knowledge by further developing astronomy, astrology,

poetics, classical Sanskrit literature, DharmaSastra

(sacred and secular law), logic, and the different

systems of orthodox and heterodox philosophy. As

the help of paper, printing and cheap books was not

available for the preservation and propagation of

knowledge, the age naturally emphasised on speciali-

sation, which gave a great impetus to the development
of the different branches of knowledge.

The Ascendancy of Sanskrit : During the earlier

centuries of this period, upto <?. 300 A. D., some

kings like the Satavahanas, the Ikshwakus
and the Pallavas had championed the cause of

Prakrit and directed that vernaculars alone should

be used even in their official and public documents.
As however the period advanced, the attraction of

(Continued from the last page.)

to Kalidasa about their neglect as follows :

v. 86 and following.

I Kalidasa then helps them. Bhoja$rabandha>
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Sanskrit became so irresistible that some kings like the

Guptas went to the extent of ordering the use of that

language even in their harems 1
. Prakrits ceased to

be used for public documents and even the Buddhists

and the Jains disregarded the advice of the founders

of their religions and began to compose works in

Sanskrit. The revival of Sanskrit during this period

produced results more or less similar to those brought
about in Europe by the discovery and study of the

classics during the time of the Renaissance. All the

attention of the educated classes was devoted to the

cultivation of Sanskrit. This led to the neglect of

vernaculars through which alone the masses could be

approached. This eventually tended to confine educa-

tion only to higher classes.

Preliminary Sanskrit Course * The study of the

different branches of knowledge that were flourishing
in this age was preceded by a preliminary course in

Sanskrit. After the Upanayana ceremony at about the

the age of 8, all students used to memorise a few

important Vedic hymns necessary for their daily or

ceremonial needs. Then they used to devote four or

five years to the study of elementary Sanskrit grammar
and literature. At about the age of 13 or 14, the

student used to be able to understand Sanskrit works
on subjects like logic, philosophy, poetics, astronomy
and mathematics. He then used to select one of these

subjects for specialisation and devote about ten years
to its study.

Popularity of Grammar and Astrology : Among
the subjects cultivated during this period, the courses
of advanced grammar and astronomy-cum-astrology
were very popular, as attested to both by Yuan

1. Kavyamimdnsd, p. 50.
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Chwang and Alberuni. The demand for experts in

grammar was as keen during this age as the demand
for the teachers trained in English is today. Every
school for higher education had to engage several

grammarians in order to give the necessary instructions

in Sanskrit language, which was the key subject.
The age believed in astrology and astrologers were
in great demand throughout the country for preparing
and interpreting almanacs and prognosticating future

events. The royal courts also used to engage the

services of several astrologers.

The Course in Sanskrit Literature. The
students of this subject were naturally required first

to complete their course in grammar and kosha

(vocabulary) and then enjoined a study of some
famous authors like Kalidasa, Bhartrihari or Bana.
Particular attention was paid to prosody and poetics,
and students were expected not only to understand
the classical authors, but also to compose fairly good
poems imitating their style. In order to get a general

knowledge of the culture of the race, they were
also required to study the epics, the Puranas and
traditional stories. They were further trained to be

good debaters ; the ability to defend one's own
position in learned assemblies and the capacity to

compose a good poem in a very short time were

regarded as the most important criteria of good
scholarship.

The Courses in Smritis and Puranas : Almost as

.popular as the courses in grammar and astrology
were the courses in Puranas and Smritis whose hold
over the popular mind during this age was almost
as great as that of the Vedic literature in the
earlier periods. Popular Hindu religion had greatly
changed its complexion during this period and its
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theories and practices could be ascertained only from
Smritis and Puranas, which therefore had to be

mastered even by the village priest. The courses in

these subjects prescribed a good mastery of Sanskrit

grammar and classical Sanskrit literature and a special

study of select Satras, Smritis and Puranas. More

emphasis was laid on understanding the meaning of the

works concerned than on committing them to memory.
Usually the students of Smritis and Puranas took the

help of a manuscript when expounding their contents ;

there was no prejudice against utilising the art of

writing for preserving them.

Courses in Logic and Philosophy : The age we
are reviewing was reverberating with controversies

among the followers of Hinduism, Buddhism and

Jainism. Within the fold of Hinduism itself, the

followers of Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Mimansa and

Vedanta were contending for supremacy. It was but

natural that these controversies should have given an

impetus to the study of metaphysics. After getting a

preliminary grounding in grammar and literature, the

students of the subject used to select one of the systems
of philosophy for specialisation and master its most
advanced and difficult works. The study of philo-

sophy presupposed a study of logic during this period ;

30 students of philosophy used to devote considerable

time to the study of logic also. The young graduate
in philosophy was however expected not only to

3Xpound and defend bis own system but also to

attack and refute those of his opponents. The course

therefore included a comparative study of the

contending systems of metaphysics. Hindu philo-

sophers like Gaudapada and Sankaracharya and

1. Kdvyamimansfi, pp. 49-50.
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Buddhist scholars like Nagarjuna and Vasubandhu
used to master the systems of their opponents as

well. In a famous philosophical college situated in a

sylvan retreat in the Vindhya mountain presided
over by Divakarasena, a Brahmana convert to

Buddhism, students of Hinduism, Buddhism and
Svetambara and Digambara Jainism studied together
side by side under the same principal.

1 Such an

arrangement naturally presupposes a comparative
study of the rival systems leading to the broadening
of the outlook and the deepening of the scholarship oi

the average student of the institution.

Courses for Laymen in Buddhist Colleges : Foi
reasons already explained at p. 72, Buddhist monastic

colleges began to take up the education of the laymen
also from about the beginning of the Christian era. The
courses prescribed for them were not radically different

from those obtaining under sister institutions working
under the aegis of Hinduism. Students started with 8

study of Sanskrit grammar and literature, which lasted

for seven or eight years. They were also given some

grounding in Pali ; as pious Buddhists, they had tc

master some passages from the Pali canon. At abou
the age of 15 or 16, their higher education commenced
Those who wanted to specialise in Sanskrit literature

DharmaSastra, astrology-cum-astronomy, medicine

or works on polity and administration used to follov

practically the same course as was in vogue in th<

Hindu colleges of the period. Those however wh<

wanted to specialise in logic or philosophy used ti

select works by Buddhist authors on these subject
like Hetuvidya, Abhidharmaastra, NyayanusaraSastra
etc. The followers of the Hlnayana school used t<

I. Harshacharit, Chap. VIII.
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specialise in Tripltakas and other early works of

orthodox Buddism, whereas those of the Mahayana
school used to study the works of their famous
scholars like Nagarjuna, Vasubandhu and Dharmaklrti.

Besides mastering their own works on philosophy, the

Buddhist scholars used to study Hindu works on

metaphysics as well.

Courses for Monks : The curriculum prescribed
for the monk scholar was naturally somewhat different.

It did not include any special study of secular sciences

like poetics, literature or astrology, but was concerned

principally with theological subjects. For ten years
after his admission as a novice, the monk-student was
under the direct guidance and control of his preceptor,
who used to initiate him in the study of Pali and
Sanskrit. When these languages were properly
mastered, a thorough study of the sacred texts, (the

Tripltakas,) was started. When this was over, relatively
recent works on Buddhist religion and philosophy
were mastered. Hindu systems of religion, logic and

philosophy were then carefully studied in order to meet
the Hindu opponent on his own ground. It is

interesting to note that Yuan Chwang, who had under-

taken the arduous and perilous journey to India

primarily for studying Buddhist scriptures, spent two
fifth the period of his stay in India in studying Sanskrit

works on Hinduism. The education of the novice

did not terminate with his admission to the Order as

a full-fledged monk. For, the Buddhist monk was

-expected to be a lifelong student like the Hindu
Naishthika Brahmacharin.

Selection of Text-books : We have no definite

information about the text-books prescribed for the

various courses in different institutions during different
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centuries. These must have gone on changing in

course of time when better and more up-to-date books
written by competent authorities became available*

The selection of text books was usually .governed by
considerations of merit alone. An author had to submit
his work to a synod of scholars at a famous centre of

learning like Patallputra or Benares 1
, and if it was

found to be a work of merit by that body, it received

its imprimateur, which helped its acceptance and

spread in provincial towns. It should be however
noted that no pecuniary gain was likely to accrue to

an author by his book being prescribed in several

institutions ; for there was no press and copyright in

ancient India. The adoption of a work as a text

book in the schools of a province however increased

the reputation of its author, and we sometimes come
across writers adopting rather questionable means to

get their books accepted. Ugrabhuti, the teacher of

king Anarigapala of the Punjab (c. 1010-<?. 1020) is said

to have induced his royal pupil to distribute two lakhs

of dirham* (
= about Rs. 60,000) among the Pandits of

Kashmir in order to overcome successfully their

reluctance to accept his new work on grammar called

jSishya-hita-vritti*. Such cases however were probably
few. Usually books prescribed in a particular school

were those in vogue at the centre where the principal
and teachers of the school were educated. Hindus,
Buddhists and Jains would often prefer works written

by authors of their own persuasion in the case of

a subject like logic, which was cultivated by all schools.

1. Panini is reported to have oome all the way to Patallputra
from Salatura in N. W. F. P, in order to get hii famous grammar
approved by the synod at that famous capital, Sankaraoharya oame
to Benares from Malabar in order to seek the imprimateur of the
Pandits of that plaoe over his philosophical works.

2. Saohau, Alberani, Vol. I, pp. 186-6.
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OF TEACHING AND STUDY
General Conditions of the Times: Before des-

cribing and commenting upon the method of teaching
.and study current in ancient India, it is necessary that

we should familiarise ourselves with the general
conditions of the age. In the beginning the art of

writing was unknown, and even when it was invented,
it was not utilised for preserving and transmitting the

Vedic literature, which for several centuries was
the main topic of study. It was further held as

imperatively necessary that the canonical literature

should be memorised in the most meticulous way ;

there should be no possibility of the mistake even

of a single accent. The service of the art of writing
was no doubt utilised for preserving and teaching
non-Vedic literature, but owing to the absence of

paper and printing, books could be within the reach

of the rich only. Being written on biroh leaves,

they were fragile as well as costly. The average
student could therefore not have his own copy of the

text-book ;

l even the desire to possess one was regarded
as a symptom of indolence. 2 Under such circum-

stances, extensive use of a library was altogether

impracticable, nor could the help of visual instruction

through the help of charts and pictures be possible.

Oral instruction was the only available method of

teaching and it was the cheapest and the most
accurate.

Paninlya-Sifahd, 82.

2 - sf

fanfoswwfa w^ u

Narada in 8. 0. 8. p. 52.
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"Method of Teaching in the Vedic School*:
Education therefore was for a long time imparted
through the oral lesson, without the medium of a

book. This method persisted in the Vedic schools

down to recent times. The teacher used to pronounce
only two words of the Vedic stanza at a time, which
the student was asked to recite with exact intonation

and accent. The number of words was reduced to

one, if the expression happened to be a compound
one. 1

If the student had any difficulty in the

matter, it was explained to him. When a whole
verse was thus taught to one student, he was dis-

missed and the same process was repeated with the

next one. Necessarily every student used to

receive individual attention under this system. The i

method of teaching was direct and personal and
not even a text-book intervened between the teacher

and the student.

v

Method of Teaching in non-Vedic Schools : The
above method of teaching was extensively followed
in other branches of learning also, no doubt with
suitable modifications, when it was deemed necessary
that certain texts should be memorised by the student.

Small portions of the text were recited and explained
by the teacher to the students ; when they had
understood them, each one was required to commit
them to memory. It was in this way that students
used to learn important books like the grammar of

Panini, the dictionary of Amara, the law-book of

Alanu or the work on poetics by Mammata, which had
<o be committed to memory. Books being both

costly and fragile, there was no other efficient

alternative method of study, if it was desired that

1. ffik-$rdtifdkhyat Patala, XV.
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students should aquire a mastery in their subjects,.

which should stand them in good stead throughout

their lives. Learning in ancient times had to be at

the tip of the tongue ; a scholar asking for time to

consult his notes or books could carry no prestige.
l

The highest ambition of an author of even the 12tb

century A. D. was, not that his work may adorn the

shelves of the libraries of the learned, but that it

may shine as an ornament on their neck, i. e. it should

be piemorised by them. 2

^ Importance of Recitation and Recapitulation
Recitation and recapitulation therefore formed an

important part in the daily routine of the student life.

The home-work, which the student did in his spare

time, did not consist of written exercises ; it merely
amounted to the recitation and recapitulation of lessons

learnt already. Every day students were required ta

spend a part of their time in the school in jointly

reciting a portion of the work they had committed to

memory. As a result of this training, the memory
of the average student in ancient India was very

highly developed ; he could perform feats of memor-

ising which now we may regard as impossible.*/ I-tsing

rather obscurely refers to certain interesting aids to

memory owing to which, after the practice of ten or

fifteen days, the student felt 'his thoughts rising

like a fountain and could commit to memory whatever

he had but once heard*. 'This is far from a myth,'

3 *n f^ir Htswitf *RH i

u
8. R B. t p. 168 v. 413.

\

Vikramdftkadevacharitt XVIII 102.
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says the Chinese traveller, 'for I have myself met
such men. 1 In an age when books were very rare,

it was but meet that great emphasis should have
been laid on the development of memory.

Special device* to help the memory : Though
the memory of the average student was much better

trained and developed than is the case now, the

authors and educationalists left no stone unturned to

lighten its burden. Ancient Indian educationalists

had realised that rhime makes an appeal to aesthetic

sensibility and facilitates the task of memorising.
They therefore decided to utilise its help in the teaching,
work by composing text books in verse. Even
dictionaries and elementary books on grammar were

composed in verse. The development of the Sotra

style, where conclusions are stated in short and pithy
sentences, is also due to the exigencies of the schools

and colleges, the students of which had to rely more
on their memory than on books and notes for recalling
the contents of the works once studied by them.

Erroneous Impression about Cramming: : The fact

that the modern Vedic Pandit does not know the

meaning of the hymns he recites with flawless accuracy,
has led to an erroneous impression that mere cramming
was encouraged by the ancient Indian educational

system. Such however was not the case. We have

already shown how for many centuries even Vedic
scholars could expound the meaning of the hymns
they had committed to memory ; it was owing to

the growth of the Vedic literature and the imperative

necessity of committing the whole of it to memory,
that it was reluctantly decided to assign the memo-

P. 1S8.

11
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rising of the Vedic texts to one section of Brahmanas
and their exposition to another. It had become

humanly impossible to expect both the tasks to be

done by the same individual.

The Place of Exposition in Teaching: It is no

doubt true that some Sutra works like those on

grammar and philosophy, which were committed to

memory, are so cryptic as to be mostly unintelligible

by themselves. They were written in that style

merely to lighten the burden on the student's memory.
Their teaching was accompanied by extensive lectures,

some of which used to be later embodied in com-
mentaries. The teaching of the important works on

philosophy, logic and poetics was hardly possible
without exhaustive discussions pertaining to the .views

expounded and controverted. In these discussions

there was an unravelling of the subject matter,

distinctions and contra-distinctions wer6 drawn, and
an effort was made to show the reasonableness of one's

position and the errors of the opponent
1

. The
students of the various schools of orthodox and
heterodox systems of religion and philosophy reading
under Divakarasena used to listen to the exposition
of their respective systems, deliberate on their natures,

discuss their features, raise doubts on obscure themes,
determine for themselves the main outlines and enter

into discussion with the opponents
2

. The same

procedure must have been followed in other colleges
of philosophy. Reasoning and analysis formed the

crux of the method of study and teaching. The
medium of instruction in higher studies was naturally

1. MiL Pan. Vol. I, p. 46.

2. Harshacharit, Chap. VHI .
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Sanskrit ; when however Prakrits and vernaculars

developed, their help was also occasionally taken 1
.

Testimony of Chinese Pilgrims : Indian teachers
were past masters in the art of explanation and

exposition ; students from distant countries like Korea
and China used to brave the dangers of the perilous

journey to India, not because they wanted to learn by
rote the scriptures of their religion, but because they
were anxious to hear the exposition of obscure

metaphysical passages which could be heard nowhere
else. What Yuan Chwang valued in his Indian'

teachers was not their capacity to recite the sacred

texts, but their remarkable ability in explaining obscure

passages and offering illuminative suggestions on
doubtful points.

2 About his Indian gurus, I-tsing says,
'I have been always very glad that I had an opportunity
of aquiring knowledge from them personally, which I
should otherwise have never possessed

13

The Place of Debates : Since early times, debates
and discussions have always played an important part
in the literary training of students. The Vedic
literature refers to such literary combats and describes
how the victors were suitably honoured (R. F., X. 71).
This Vedic tradition continued throughout the later

history. Sastrarthas or learned debates were constantly
held in colleges where students of literature, poetics,

philosophy and logic were called upon to defend their

own propositions and attack those of their opponents.
The training in debates made students ready-witted
and developed their powers of speech.

1. *fc?^: SHf&frf^f: ftr^S^TO: I

^Wrroi^tfrfNl tte^ctf 55: *W IK

Visiumdharma quoted by V.M.8., p. 72 (Jivanand's edifeio
2. Beal, Life, pp. 76, 164, 160
8. P. 185
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Other Devices in Teaching : The use of parables
was often made in expounding obscure principles, as

would appear from the plot of the Hitopadesa and the

Patichatantra, where principles of politics are taught
under the guise of telling stories about animals. The
dialogue method was followed by many a philosopher,
as would appear from the evidence of the Upanishads
and the Buddhist Satras. 1 It enabled the teacher to

ascertain the reactions in the student's mind to his

own observations. The value of comparison and
observation was also realised by many teachers who
used to develop the power of understanding of dull

stmdents by asking them to carefully observe new facts

and compare them with those already known. 2

Individual Attention : We have already shown
at pp. 82-3 how the classes in ancient India were

usually small ones, consisting of not more than 15
or 20 students. It was therefore possible to give
individual attention to each student. This was one
of the strongest points in the ancient Indian system
of education. Lectures to large classes of 100 or

200 students, which are unintelligible to some,

superfluous to others and partially useful to the rest,

were unknown in ancient India. Students could not
afford to go to the class room without thorough
preparation. There was a daily examination of every
student and no new lesson was given until the old
one was thoroughly mastered. 8 There were no annual

examinations and mass promotions at fixed intervals.

1. It is interesting to note that many of the commentaries are
in the form of a dialogue between the teacher and the student. The
earlier part advances a view such as a student may be expected to hold
as plausible, the later part contains its correction or refutation, as
may be done by a teacher in his lecture.

2. Jataka No. 124.

3. Mil Pan., I, p. 18.
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Clever students were not compelled to mark time for

their dull companions as under the modern system
of education. The educational system ministered to

the needs and individual capactity of each student.

If a student was intelligent and industrious, he could

finish his education much earlier than is possible in

modern times. The idle and careless student had not

as pleasant a prospect of a merry college life as he
has in the present age. Yuan Chwang says, 'When
disciples, intelligent and accute, are addicted to idle

shirking, teachers doggedly persevere in repeating
instructions until their training is finished

5

.
1 The

Chinese traveller was very favourably impressed by
the capacity of Indian teachers to rouse their students

to activity and urge them to progress.

Monitorial System : In order to make personal

supervision effective, the cooperation and help of

advanced students were enlisted in the cause of

education. They used to guide the studies of the

juniors under the general supervision of their teachers.

About the Valabhi college students, I-tsing observes

that they used to pass two or three years, 'instructed

by their teachers and instructing others'.
2 This

system also obtained at Taxila ; for instance, the

Kuru prince Sutasoma, who aquired proficiency
earlier, was entrusted with the teaching of his brother

prince, the heir apparent of Benares. 8 Senior

students at Taxila were often put in charge of theii

schools during the temporary absence of theii

teachers.* This method of entrusting teaching wort
to brilliant students had a great educational value,

1. Waiters, I, p. 160.

2. P. 177.
3. SutaBoma-Jataka, No. 587.
4. E. g., Sukha-vihari Jataka, No. 10.
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It placed a high incentive before the student world.

It afforded opportunities to intelligent students to

learn the art of teaching, and thus indirectly per-

formed the same function as the Teachers
1

Training

Colleges discharge today. It increased the efficiency

and decreased the cost of the school by affording

intelligent and free assistance to the teacher. It is

well known that Bell and Lancaster had based

their Monitorial System on what one of them had

observed in contemporary Indian schools.

Conclusion: It will be seen from the above

discussion that the method of -teaching followed in

ancient India was on the whole the best suited for

an age, which did not enjoy the advantages of paper
and printing. It developed the powers of memory,
a faculty which is being sadly neglected in modern
times. It did not however encourage cramming,
bacause the texts that were memorised were well

understood by students. Reflection and analysis was
also encouraged especially in the case of those

students who had taken logic, philosophy, poetics or

literature. Lucid exposition was a forte of Indian

teachers, for which they were well known all over Asia

during the first millennium of the Christian era.

Debates were a normal feature of higher education.

Individual attention was paid to the needs of

students, which naturally ensured good results,

The student must however have intelligence.
1

Hindu educationalists have pointed out that the best

WII <3& I

u

^w: u

Uttarardmachairt, Acfc,
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method would not produce the ideal scholar at the

end of the course automatically. Time also was
an important factor. Maturity of intellect and

scholarship would become possible only by the lapse
of years properly utilised in reading and reflection

by an intelligent student. 1

EXAMINATIONS

No Annual or Final Examinations : We have

already seen that there were no annual or periodical
examinations in ancient India. New lessons were

given to students only when the teacher was satisfied

after a searching oral examination that the old one
was thoroughly mastered. The end of the education

course was not marked by any lengthy and exhaustive

examination, but by the pupil reciting and explaining
the last lesson. 2 The modern practice to submit the

student to what is known as Sulaka-pariksJia. where
lie is asked to explain the problems discussed on a page
opened at random, is not mentioned in ancient books.

Even if it goes back to ancient times, it can hardly be

compared to the modern system of examination. At
the end of his education the scholar was presented
to the local learned assembly, where occasionally some

questions were asked. 3 This presentation took place
when the Samavartana (convocation) ceremony was
over. 4

It is therefore clear that the eligibility of a

student for Samavartana or receiving the degree did

not depend upon the opinion of the assembly, but

upon the opinion .of his teacher.

qtf 3*wnfonr: TO' timpSta 3 I)

1. Mil. Pan.. I, p. 18.

3. Br. U.> VI, 2, 1 and 2.

4. Dr. Qr. S., IH 1, 26 ; Ap. Or. S., I.-ll, 5.
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Literary Tournament*: RajaSekhara describes

the examinations held in the royal court 1
, and Charaka

refers to heated discussions held in learned assemblies

to test the relative merits of the contending physicians.
3

These examinations were however, fundamentally
different from modern degree examinations. Eacli

participant in these literary affrays was anxious to

prove, not that he possessed certain minimum quali-

fications, but that he was the best poet or physician in

the land, entitled to precedence, honour and annuities

from the royal court What Charaka or Rajasekhara
have in contemplation is not a routine examination,
but an intellectual combat among the distinguished

physicians and scholars of the age.

No Degrees or Diplomas : Since there were no

degree examinations, there were naturally no degrees
or diplomas. From Taranatha we learn that the Pala

kings of Bengal, who were patrons and chancellors of

the Vikramasila University, used to grant diplomas
to students in a convocation held at the end of their

education. 3 In medieval Bengal also learned bod'es

used to confer degrees like Tarkaehakravartl and
Tarkalankara on very distinguished scholars like

Gadadhara and Jagadlsa. This practice of giving

degrees and titles seems to be a new innovation of

medieval times. Yuan Chwang informs us that

unscrupulous scholars in the seventh century used to

'steal the name of Nalanda' in order to gain more

respect
4

. This would not have b^en possible if tho

Nalanda University were in the habit of granting

regular diplomas f> thos-5 who had finished their

1 K<Wya~mimdftsdt p. 55*

2 Vimanaathana, 8.

8 B-xw, Indian, Tench*** of Buidhist Universities, p. 61

4 Wattars, II, p. 165.
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courses there. Passing examinations and getting

degrees, which dominate the present system of educa-

tion, played hardly any part in ancient India. It was

not the allurement of the degrees or the piizes but the

thirst of knowledge or the desire to preserve the

national heritage which was the main spring of the

educational effort and activity.

Competition kept within Limits : The absence

of annual examinations with prizes and scholarships
for the top boys naturally kept the element of competi:
tion within proper limits Bright and promising
students were however selected as monitors and
entrusted with the teaching of lower classes. So they
also got their reward. The absence of alluring prizes
and scholarships however naturaly did not make them
burn midnight oil, often to the great detriment of

their health.

No Desrree to serve as a 5hield : Students in

ancient India had not to pass through the fiery ordeal

of examinations ; their lot, however, was by no means
more enviable than that of the modern students. Armed
with his irrevocable degree, the modern graduate can

afford to forget all that he had learnt, and no one can

question his competence. The scholar in ancient India

could not take shelter behind the buttress of a degree.
He had to keep his scholarship fresh and up-to-date,
ior he was liable to be challenged at any moment for

a literary affray (Sastrartha), and society used to

judge his merit by the way in which he aquitted
himself in such discussions. All that he had learnt,

he had to keep ready at the tip of his tongue ; he

could neither point to his diploma nor ask for time to

refer to his note-books.
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PRIMARY EDUCATION.
Primary education why not important in early times It did

not include the 3 R's before c. 1000 B. 0. Reading and writing
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Primary Education not important in Ancient

Times :Having finished our survey of higher literary

education in the last chapter, let us now turn to

primary education. Primary education in the sense of

the knowledge of the 3 R's has become important only
in the modern age. At a time when paper and

printing were unknown, the ability to read and write

was not a very valuable or useful attainment for the

smith, the carpenter or the agriculturist. Today it

is rightly held that even the ordinary labourer or

the artisan should receive primary education, for it

enables him to utilise his spare time in reading useful

literature which increases his knowledge, widens his

outlook and makes him a more useful and intelligent

member of society. Literacy however did not serve

this purpose in ancient times both in the East and the

West. Paper and printing being both unknown,

tjooks were fragile, costly and beyond the means of

the average workman or the agriculturist. The

ability to read and write did not thus afford the means-

of a wider intercourse with the thoughts and ideals of

the best minds of the race, as far as the ordinary man
was concerned. He could obtain access to the best

wisdom of his nation rather by attending Katlias and)
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ITzrtanas (popular religious sermons) delivered by
religious preachers, than by trying to reach the doors

of a library, which was a rather rare institution.

Primary education as an end in itself therefore did not

appeal to ancient Indians ; they could look upon it

only as a step to higher education. It therefere natur-

ally does not much occupy their thoughts ; Srmitis

say next to nothing about it.

Kindergarten Stage : Problems connected with

the Kindergarten stage of education did hardly

engage the attention of ancient Indian thinkers. This
need not surprise us, for in the West too they have

been only recently tackled by educationalists. Our
educationalists held that education was a serious

affair and they were not very enthusiastic about com-

bining it with play and games. They felt that a

skilful teacher can make his lesson interesting by
taking the help of the story and held that the use of

the rhime was quite sufficient to make uninteresting

things like multiplication tables quite attractive to the

child. Like ancient thinkers in all other lands, they
have not proposed any devices of the kindergarten

type to make lessons attractive to the young child.

PRIMARY EDUCATION IN EARLY TIMES
(Upto c. 1000 B. C.)

Modern Primary Education Non-existent:
It is a moot point whether the art of writing was
known in the early Vedic period. Even if it was
known, we must remember that its use for the

preservation of sacred literature was tabooed for a

long time. The latter continued to live only in the

memory of scholars for several centuries. Secular

literature had not yet come into existence, grammar
and arithmetic were yet to be developed and
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commerce was in a primitive condition not requiring

any account keeping. Primary education in the sense

of the knowledge of the 3 R's was thus impossible.
It is significant to note that early times knew of no
ritual to mark its commencement, 1

The Nature of preliminary Training : What the

boys and girls were taught in their early school stage.

was not how to read and write the Vedic Mantras

(verses), but how to pronounce them properly. During
this period they were trained to realise the difference

between short and long vowels, study the varieties

of acce ts and to master the rules about the

conjunction and coalescence of vowels and
consonants. At a slightly later stage they were

enlightened about the changes that took place in

original words when they were combined together
in Vedic stanzas. 2 This w?is the nature of 'primary
education* imparted to students in the Vedic period.
Such education will appear to us in modern times as

rather strange, but we should remember that students

could, when equipped with it, sticct ssfully prosecute
their Vedic studies, which then constituted the higher

1. Appindixl. A.

2. of g^cs* c*g?rr

u ^ n

n * Ji

Taittrly ,. Pratifdkhya, Ohap. 24.

The view of S&yapa, that the last verse refers to the approach
of the Vedic soholar to heaven is untenable. The student's departure
to the preceptor's house, and not to heaven, is referred to in the verse.
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education. The nature of primary education naturally
varies with the nature of the higher education that is

to follow it.

PRIMARY EDUCATION FROM
0. 1000 B. C. to 0. 200 B. C.

Introduction of Reading and Writing : There is

ample evidence to show that the art of writing was
well known to the Aryans at least from c. 1000 B. C.,

if not from an earlier date. Reading and writting must
therefore have gradually begun to form an integral

part of primary education. It is true that the cus-

todians of the Vedic literature still continued to

disdain the aid of the art of writing for its preserva-
tion. But the new sciences that developed during
this period, like grammar, etymology, metrics, etc,, had
no prjudice against it. As a matter of fact a proper

grounding in these subjects, which were taught to all

Vedic students, necessitated the knowledge of reading
and writing. When once the alphabet came into

general use, it is difficult to imagine how scholars, who
intended to devote themselves to the study of the

Vedic literature, grammar or phonology could have

ignored its help. From the early centuries of the

Christian era, writing and arithmetic were regarded,
to quote the words of the Tamil thinker, Tiruvalluvar,
as the two eyes of the soul, very useful in perfecting
its insight into the nature of things. It may be

passingly observed that reading and writing were

introduced in Greek schools in o. 600 B. C. ; in India

the event has to be placed much earlier.

Obligatory Upanayana helps the Spread of

Literacy : During this period, Upanayana became
an obligatory Sanskara (ritual)

1 for all the Traivarnikas

1. See Appendix 1. B.
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L e. Brahmanas, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas. Even in

modern times when this ritual has become a mere

formality, we find that the percentage of literacy is

fairly high among those castes which still go throug hits

formality. We may therefore well conclude that the

case was similar, if not much better, in the past.

Since Upanayana of both boys and girls was universal

among the Aryans at <?. 600 B. C. we may well

conclude that the percentage of literacy among them
must also have been very high. It may have been as

high as 80 percent. We can now understand the

proud claim of an Upanishadic king that there was
no illiterate person in his kingdom.

1 This was a

natural consequence of an obligatory Upanayna being
followed by genuine Vedic and literary studies.

The Curriculum of Primary Education : Grammar,
philology, arithmetic, astronomy and metrics were well

developed in this period, and a good grounding in

them was not possible without a knowledge of the art

of writing. Reading and writing must have been
included in primary education, although there was
still a prejudice against committing the Vedas to

writing. Elementary arithmetic and grammar,
phonology and metrics also formed part of the

primary curriculum. Sanskrit was still the spoken
language and Prakrits were yet to be developed.
Primary education was therefore mainly confined to

the preliminary stage of the cultivation of Sanskrit.

Agencies of Primary Education: We have but

scanty information as to how primary education was

imparted. It must have been given in the family as

long as it continued to be the centre of education.

Ch. Up. t V. 11. 6.
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When this ceased to be the case, the family priest ot

the preceptor, to whom students were sent for Vedic

education, may have imparted the primary education

as well ; for primary education at this time was a

more integral part of higher education than is the case

now. Primary schools also existed in some localities ;

we sometimes get references to rich boys going to

attend them, when their wooden slates were carried by
their Gervants. 1 But who conducted these primary
schools, or how they were financed is not known.
Public institutions even for higher education had not

yet been evolved, as we have seen already. Primary
schools also must therefore have been private institu-

tions. Literacy was very wide spread at this time ;

it is but natural that some of the members of the

Brahmana, Kshatriya and Vaishya classes may have
taken to primary education as a career.

PRIMARY EDUCATION DURING
c. 200 B.C. to 800 A.D.

The Time of Commencement : Primary education

was assigned a definite place in the educational system
during this period by the exaltation of its beginning
into a religious ritual known as Aksharawlkarana (see

Appendix I A), which was performed at about the age
of five or six. This was the time for the beginning
of primary education. Authors of this period represent
the Buddha, Raghu, Lava and Kusa as beginning their

education at about this age.
3 The Chinese pilgrim

I*tsing also found that primary education used to

begin at the age of six.

Scope of Primary Hd cation :
- Boys began their

study with the primary and compound alphabets and

1 Katfihaka Jntaka, No. 125.

2 fj ititavistara, Canto 10; Rajhuvanfa, Canto III, Ultara-

Rnmacharit, Act II.
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used to spend about six months in mastering them.
Then about a year was spent in mastering elementary
arithmetic. Down to <?. 250 A.D. Prakrits were in

ascendancy
l and so students must have spent some

time in mastering them. After about 250 A. D. Sans-
krit regained its position and even primary education
became to some extent influenced by it. During,,
the later stages of primary education boys used to

study the Sutras of Panini and some other simple

grammatical works from the age of 8 to II. 2

The Method of Teaching : The present generation
cannot easily imagine the methods of teaching in

primary schools in an age when paper and cheap text

books were unknown. Boys of the rich used to

write on wooden boards in some kind of coloiu.

There is a sculpture in the Peshawar Museum
representing the Buddha in his primary school as

holding a rectangular board in his hand and e 'gaged
in writing upon it.

3 Poorer students used to write on

ground, covered with sand or dust. There was no

pencil ; they used pointed sticks or their own fingers
for writing the alphabet. The latter method incidently
trained the muscles, the necessity of which is advocated
in the Montessori method. The teacher used to write

1 Daring the period c. 250 B.C. to c. 250 A D. most of the

public documents are seen to be composed in Pali or Prakrits. Sans-
krit app ars in inscriptions very rarely. So this period is regarded
as a period of the ascendancy of Prakrits ; there is a tradition to the
effect that the Satavahana I ings of the Deooan had decreed that all

their public documents should be in Prakrit alone (Kdvyamimd+isa,
p. 50). This tradition is confirmed by the inscriptions of the house.
The Guptas were champions of Sanskrit and had decreed that Sans-
krit ahoaId he spoken even in their harems, (Ibid, p. 50). Their
records are all in Sanskrit.

2 I-tsing, chap. XXXIV.
3 A. S. B.

t 1903-4, pp. 246-7 and PI. LXVI, 1.
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one alphabet on the board and the boys used to shout

out its name, a.s they went on writing it on wooden
boards or sand-covered ground. This method is

graphically described in a book of the early centuries

of the Christian era 1 and prevailed down to recent

times. The multiplication tables were recited

similarly by the whole class, following the lead given

by the teacher or the monitor. Boys had no primers
or text books with them down to the middle of the last

century, and guardians had not to meet a never ending
demand of the school for fresh exercises and copybooks.
The practice in writing was not given on paper, for

none existed. Boys first acquired the mastery in writ-

ing the alphabet on the sand board. When this

was done, teachers used to write on a palm leaf with
an iron style and hand over the leaf to the pupil for

tracing the letters on the same leaf with charcoal ink,

which was rubbed out at the end of the day. The
same palm leaf thus served as a model for several

days and severaj boys. When the fingers of boys had

acquired the necessary suppleness, they were then
asked to write on plaintain leaves. When they were
well practised in writing on plaintain leaves, they
were taught to write on the palm leaf. 2 More practice
was given in writing than in reading, as books were
rather rare.

Primary Schools and Teachers : Only occasionally
our sources refer to primary schools and teachers ; they
are usually described as lipiSalas (alphabet schools) and_,__^ _ -T-r-

i. of. 3rcrot *n<j$r wnwrt
1

**3!

Lalitavistdra, Chap. X.

2. Stark, Vernacular Education, pp. 28-48.

12
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dardkacharya.9 (teachers of little children) respectively.
1

Public schools even for higher education did not exist

down to o. 400 A. D, ; it is no wonder that they
should have been very scarce also for primary education

for a long time. Education was thus mostly imparted

by private teachers in private schools. Family priests

continued to impart primary education for a fairly

long time. From about the 5th century A. D. a great

impetus was given to higher education by the founding
of a number of public schools and colleges. This must

have given an indirect impetus to primary education

also ; for the less capable products of these institutions

may have taken to primary education as a career.

Primary teachers, by no means highly qualified for

their task, figured in Kashmir society during the 10th

century A. D.;
a the same may have been the case

elsewhere also. Sometimes primary teachers were

employed by the rich to educate their family children

and the children of other villagers were also allowed

to read along with them. If a village had not a rich

person to engage a teacher on his own account, a

number of guardians used to cooperate in engaging the

services of a teacher, each paying according to his

ability. In the majority of cases, however, private
teachers used to start schools on their own initiative,

relying upon the uncertain income of voluntary fees and
contributions from the guardians of students. The

average income of a teacher in Bengal just before the

advent of the British rule was more or less equal to

the emoluments of the village accountant; 3 the same

^ >

* rjalita-vistara, Ohap. X.

Rajatarangini, Vol. i, pp. 184 & 196 (Eng. Tc.)

Sfeack, Vernacular Education in Bengal, pp. 28 ff.
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may have been the case throughout the earlier history*
In some localities in Madras presidency teachers used
to receive grain -shares at the time of harvest just like

carpenters or smiths ; this system does not seem to

have been universal,
1 for the services of a teacher

were not required by every villager, as was the case

with those of a smith or potter. Primary teachers

usually belonged to the families of the village

accountants, priests, writers (Kayasthas) or traders,

which were invariably literate. Like the teachers of

the Vedas, they were not exclusively Brahman as.

This was the case even in the Smriti period ; for some
of the Smriti writers refer with disapproval to the

custom of non-Brahmanas being the teachers of

Brahmanas.

Extent of Literacy at c. 800 A. D. : Upanayana,
which had given an indirect inpetus to the spread of

literacy, gradually ceased to be performed in the case

of the Kshatriyas and Vaishyas during the first five

centuries of the Christian era. Automatic initiation

into the 3 R's, which was ensured by this ritual, thus

ceased gradually to be a reality with the majority of

the Aryans. This gave a setback to the spread of

literacy during this period. Vaishyas engaged in trade

were literate and often cultured ; the members of the

guild of weavers at Mandsore in Malva were well

versed in folklore and astrology during the 5th century
A.D. 2 The same may have been the case with better

class traders and merchants during this period.

Kshatriyas engaged in administrative work were of

course literate. It is however doubtful whether the

ordinary agriculturist or soldier, who had inherited no

'the Madras Provincial Committee, Evidence, pp. 20,

154, 173.

2 Fleet, Oupta Inscriptions, p.p. 80-7.
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cultural tradition and who had discontinued Upanayana
at this time, were literate. Literacy among the males

of the three higher castes must have been hardly more
than about 40 percent towards the end of the 8th century
A. D. The Shudras, who formed the bulk of the

labouring classes, and the untouchables were all

illiterate. As a class, women also had ceased to be

literate towards the end of the 8th century, as has been

shown already.

PRIMARY EDUCATION DURING
0. 800-1200 A. D.

Vernaculars and Primary Education 5 Verna-

culars began to develop during this period and ordinary
men ceased to understand Sanskrit. This must have

produced a great change in the curriculum of primary
education also. Those who intended to specialise in

Sanskrit must have continued to spend a part of their

time in early childhood in memorising dictionaries

(KosJias) and verbal conjugations and nominal declen-

siojis. Those however who had no such ambition

must have concentrated on the study of vernaculars

in the primary stage. Some inscriptions of this period
refer to the arrangements made for the teaching of

vernaculars in the schools and colleges. A school at

Talgund in Mysore state had made provision for the

teaching of Canarese in the 12th century A.D.; 1 a

college at Narsipur in the same state was providing for

the teaching of the vernaculars, Canarese, Telugu and
Marathi, in 1290 A. D. 2 If higher colleges were

making provision for the teaching of the vernaculars

of other provinces also, we can well conclude that

1 E. <?., VII, Shikarpur, No. 155.

2 Ibi<i, Vol. Ill, Narsipnr, No. 27.
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primary education at this time was almost entirely

dominated by vernaculars.

The Scope of the Vernacular Education : When
Sanskrit was the spoken language in earlier days,

primary education was intended to become an integral

part of the higher Sanskritic studies. When Sanskrit

became a dead langnage as far as the masses were

concerned, primary education became Vernrcular

education and developed a self-contained course.

Vernacular education of the mases was organised not

with a view to enable them to develop into good
Sanskrit scholars, but with the object of making them
efficient in their ordinary walks of life. Reading
writing, commercial arithmetic, accountancy, good
knowledge of vernaculars with perhaps a smattering of

Sanskrit, and moral training through the stories of

epics constituted the curriculum of the vernacular

education at about 1200 A. D. The same continued
to be the case during the subsequent centuries as well.

In the case of Brahmana boys, who intended to take

to Sanskritic education later, elements of Sanskrit

grammar were included ; but agricultural and com-
mercial arithmetic dominated the, courses intended
for students hailing from agricultural and commercial
classes. How to measure the area of fields, how to

deduce monthly wages from the daily ones and vice

versa, how to find the prices of corn per maund when
those per seer were given, etc, questions like these

engaged the attention of the teachers and students in

primary schools.

The extent ot Literacy at c. 1200 A. D With the

levelling down of both the Kshatriyas and Vaishyas
to the position of the Shudras, the extent of literacy
must have further gone down during this period.
The average farmer at this time was illiterate and
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members of commercial and industrial guilds were no

longer as educated and cultured as those of the

weavers' guild at Mandsore in c. 400 A. D. We have

however no sufficient evidence to compute the extent

of literacy at c. 1200 A. D. We may perhaps utilise

the data about the state of affairs at the advent of

British rule in this connection. The village teacher

was not usually one of the grain -sharing servants

supported by the village community ; his services

therefore were clearly required not by the whole

community, but only by certain sections of it ; literacy
must have been confined only to them. In the

second decade of the 19th century Sir Thomas Monroe
found a primary school in every village ; 'I am
inclined* says he, 'to estimate the proportion of male

population receiving education to be nearer one third

than one fourth'. 1 In Bengal at this time most

villages possessed schools for primary education, but

the percentage of boys 'attending them varied in

different places. In some districts 2 as many as

18 percent of the boys of the school going age attended

schools, in others the percentage was only 3. In

Malva, which for more than half a century was suffer-

ing from anarchy, Malcolm found a school in almost

every village with more than 100 houses. 3 It would
therefore appear that about 15 percent of the boys of

the school-going age were attending schools towards
the beginning o? the 19th century. If in spite of the

prevailing unsettled conditions, about 15 percent boys
were attending schools at the beginning of the 19th

century, we may well conclude that the percentage

may have been at least twice this figure at the end of

1. Quoted by Sen in History of Elementary Education, p. 78.

2. Ibid, p. 76

3. Malcolm. Memoirs of Central India and Malva, p. 158.
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the Hindu period. For during the Muslim rule the

government educational effort for a long time was
confined only to the Muslim section of the population ;

Hindus also could not continue to get the same state

patronage for their education and literature, which
was possible under their own rule. This must have
affected the spread of education and the extent of

literacy in the population as a whole, which was

predominently Hindu. If therefore the percentage
of literate male population among Indians as a

whole was about 15 at the beginning of the 19th

century, it may as well have been about thirty
towards the end of the 12th century A. D. At the

time when Upanayana was a reality with the whole of

the Aryan community, we have already seen that the

percentage of literacy in it must have been as high as

SO. Towards the end of the 8th century A. D. it had
declined, to about 40, as shown already. It further

went down by about another 10 percent by the 12th

century A. D. These percentages however refer to

male population only and are exclusive of the Shudras
and Untouchables, who we^e as a rule all illiterate.



Chapter VIII.

PROFESSIONAL AND USEFUL
EDUCATION.

MEDICAL EDUCATION Its general features Training in

surgery Arrangements for practical training Duration of the course

and examination Medioal education in later times Veterinary
education MILITARY EDCJOATION Non-official training agencies

Military schools professional military coaches Education of the

prinoes COMMERCIAL EDUCATION Its general scope How it was

imparted. TRAINING IN ARTS AND GRAFTS Society's attitude

towards arts and crafts in early and later times Training given by the

apprenticeship system Workshop atmosphere Painter's training as

an illustration Efficiency of the training Was it narrow ?

Introduction In this chapter we propose to take

a rapid survey of some of the important branches of

useful and professional education and of the ways in

which it was imparted, Medical, military and com-
mercial education and the training of artists and
artisans for sculpture, architecture, painting, smithy,

carpentry etc. will principally engage our attention.

MEDICAL EDUCATION.

Early Progress : Medical science is no doubt of

hoary antiquity in India. The Vedic literature refers

to the healing feats of ASvins, who though originally
human beings, were later deified by a grateful posterity.
This science was fairly well developed by the 4th

century B. C., for the Greeks, who had accompanied
Alexander the Great, were very well impressed by the

skill of Indian doctors in curing the cases of serpent
bite. The Jatakas refer to the medical students at

Taxila performing operations for cranial abscesses and
intestinal displacement.
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Some general Features : Medical education was

usually imparted by private teachers. There was a ri-

tual at the admission of students which will be described

in Appendix 1, E. The student had to be well grounded
in Sanskrit, for most of the books on medicine were
written in that language. Learning by rote was

condemned; Susruta compares a person having only
a verbal knowledge of the medical texts to a donkey
conscious of the heaviness but not of the quality of

the burden it carries. Specialisation was encouraged ;

students were expected to master the different branches
of learning from different experts.

1 Practical training
in surgery and pharmacy and constant discussion of

abstruse points among the students and teachers were
some of the important features of the training.

2

Training in Surgery : We can get a fairly good
idea of the training in surgery from our sources. The

beginners were taught how to hold and use the surgical
instruments by practising upon pumpkins, cucumbers,
water melons, etc., under the teacher's directions.

Puncturing was demonstrated on the veins of dead

animals, the manner of holding the probe on dry
Alabu fruits, scarniication on stretched pieces of

leather covered with hair, sewing on thin pieces of

cloth or skin, application of bandages on stuffed human

figures and the use of caustics on soft pieces of flesh. 3

The novice was then gradually initiated in real cases

and allowed to extract darts, cleanse wounds, and use

the knife in piercing and cutting diseased parts of the

body. How surgical wounds are to be made to dry
up was also demonstrated. Practice in the adminis-

1 SnSruta, Sutrasthana, IV. 4. 4-8
2 Oharaka. Vimanasthana, 8. 4
8 SuSruta, Sutrasthana, Chap. 9
4 Mil. Pan., Vol. II, 254-5
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tration of emetics, purges and enemas was given to all.

SuSruta emphasises on the importance of dissection for

perfecting the student's knowledge, and points out that

mere book learning cannot give a clear idea of the

actual internal constitution of the human body.

Corpses used to be decomposed in water and students

were then required to dissect them and visualise the

nature of skin, muscles, arteries, bones, internal organs,,

etc. 1 Anatomical knowledge that was thus imparted,
was fairly high when compared with the contemporary
standards elsewhere. Unfortunately in the course of

time the dissection of human body went out of vogue,

causing a setback to the progress of the medical

science.

Arrangements for Practical Training -Students

received practical training in surgery and medicine,

usually through private practice of their teachers. In

some cases hospitals were attached to colleges. In great
cities like Patallputra there existed big charitable hos-

pitals, which must have afforded good opportunities for

training medical students. Indian hospitals were
well organised, for Hindu doctors were invited by the

Abbaside Khalifas to supervise their own hospitals in

the 8th century A D. It is to be regretted that Fa
Hsien should not have given us detailed information

of the hospitals, which he had seen at Patliputra. If

he had done this, we would have probably known a

good deal about the hospital management and medical

education during the 5th century A.D. *

Duration of the Course and Examination :

The exact duration of the medical course is not known.
Charaka and Susruta do not enlighten us on the

point. In the days of the Buddha, the medical

1 Sugrata, gatfrasthSna, 5.49.

~~
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course at Taxila was fairly long ; for his physician

Jivaka was permitted to go home very reluctantly

by his teacher, though he had spent seven years at that

University. Charaka observes that no one can obtain

a real all round efficiency in Ayurveda ; this would
also suggest a very long course. We may well

presume that the student had to spend at least eight

years, before he could get mastery in the subject.
The completion of the course was followed by an
examination. This is implied by the observation of

Charaka 1 and Susruta 2 that it is the king's fault,

if incompetent doctors practise the medical profession.
Snikra also prohibits a person to practise as a doctor

without possessing the king's license. 3 None of our

authorities however discloses the conditions under
which the royal permission was granted under efficient

administration. Very probably it must have been

given to students who were certified to have finished

their course either by superintendents of state hospitals,

principals of colleges or famous private practitioners.

High ideals
9 placed before the Medicoes : The

convocation address before the medical graduates
exhorted them to follow a very high ideal of profes-
sional conduct. 4 They must relieve disiress in all

quarters. They must strive for the welfare of all

humanity. They must not desert a patient, even when
their own life was in danger. They must continue

study and research throughout their life.

Achievements in the Medical Science : The
above advice seems to have been followed in a very

large number of cases. India continued to be famous

1. Sutraathana, 29.8

2. Sutraathana, III. 52 ; X. 3

8. 1.804
4. Bee Appendix III
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for its medical skill throughout the ancient period.
Her doctors could perform surgical operations for

cataract, hydrocele, abscesses, extraction of dead

embryoes. etc.
1

They were in demand in Messo-

potamia and Arabia for guiding and training the

physicians there. Khalifa Harun sent several scholars

to India to study Hindu medicine and pharmacology
and induced about 20 doctors to come to Baghdad to

become chief medical officers of state hospitals and to

translate Sanskrit medical work into Arabic. Most
celebrated among them was Manaka (Manikya), who
was originally invited to cure an ailment of Sultan

Harun, which defied the skill of Arabian physicians.
He succeeded in his treatment and was later induced
to become the director of state hospitals and translate

the work of Susruta into Arabic. 3 Arabic system

1 Sita apprehended that Havana might kill and dissect her limb
by limb like a surgeon extracting a dead embryo ; of.

ti

Rdmtiyana, V. 28. 6

Non-discovery of anaesthetics aad sterilisation processes "was standing
in the way of progress. Wine was administered as a partial anaes-
thetic. The Bhojaprdbindha refers to an anaesthetic called
mohanichurna : bnt since it is mentioned in connection with a
miraculous cure effected by the divine physicians ASvins, we may
doubt its general knowledge or use.

of -

BAojaprdbandhaStitot v. 318

2. S. K. Nadvi. Arab aur Bharat Ue, sanibandha, pp. 108-28
Alberuni, Introduction, p. XXXI. Saleh bin Bahala and Dahan
(Dhanvantari ?) were two of the famous colleagues of Manaka, who
accompanied him to Baghdad.
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of medicine owes a great deal to the Ayurvedic

system.

Medical Education in Later Times .'Training in

the medical profession was fairly efficient in India

down to the 10th century A. D. Ayurvedic doctors

were keeping themselves in touch with the discoveries

and developments taking place elsewhere, and also

experimenting upon new preparations as better

medicines for ailments and diseases. The use of mer-

cury, opium and metallic preparations was introduced

into the pharmacopeia in the medieval times. Dis-

continuance of dissection and consequent decline in

surgery however gave a setback to the system. Owing
to the prevalence of stricter notions of ceremonial

purity, the touch of the corpse became a taboo and
dissection was consequently given up. This became
fatal to progress in surgery, the practice of which

gradually died down. The medical profession began
to be held in low esteem as the doctor had to deal

with filthy diseases and touch dying patients. In the

earlier period famous doctors like Asvins and Dhan-
vantari were deified ; now the followers of the

profession began to be regarded as defilers of the

company at a dinner table. 1 Purapas state t&at medicine

became the profession of the descendants of the illegiti-

mate son born to sage Galava from his maid-servant
Amba. 2

Occasionally we no doubt come across grants
of villages given to doctors by kings ; there can be

however no doubt that society as a whole looked down
,

*

1. Mann, III. 152.

2* Some of the Smrtia also e. g. B. D. ., I. 8. 9. assign fcto

inedioal profession to the children of a mixed oaste sprung from the
union of a Brahmana father and Vaishya mother.
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>upon the medical profession, which could not but

have told upon its efficiency and progress.
1

Veterinary Education : The veterinary science

>had been developed in India fairly early. &alihotra is

its traditional founder and two of the Pandava heroes,
Nakula and Sahadeva are said to have been experts in

it. In the 3rd century B. C. veterinary doctors were

fairly common ; Asoka could find them in necessary
numbers to man his hospitals for animals throughout
the country. The army authorities used to employ
them in army to treat the ailments of horses and

elephants (Arthasantra, II. 30-2). There were special
books also dealing with these subjects.

3 We however
do not come across any veterinary schools or colleges,
nor do we possess any information as to how veterinary
doctors were trained. Probably army authorities used
to organise their own schools to meet their own needs.
In villages the profession may have been hereditary in

some farmers' families, which may have occasionally
taken some outsiders also to be trained as apprentices.

v MILITARY EDUCATION

^

Vcdic Period : During the Vedic period the

military profession must have been a popular one, as

1. An incidental observation in the MUdkshard would show that
the medical course was finished in four instead of eight years during
the 12th century A. D. ; of :

On Yaj. II. 184.

2 ASvavaidyaka of Jayadatta, Afvachikitsd of Nakula and
Hasfydyurveda of Palakapya (published in A.8. series) are the important
works on the veterinary science. Some of these works in their present
form are not later than c. 800 A.D., but they had their precursors,
now unfortunately lost*
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the Aryans were engaged in subjugating the non-

Aryans (<1asyw) and establishing their supremacy in

the country. We have however no information as to

how military education was imparted. The superiority
in horsemanship and chariot-fighting constituted the

key to the Aryan success ; considerable time must

therefore have been devoted to give proper training
in these subjects to the members of the fighting 'force.

Chariot races, which were very popular in the age,
must have played an important part in increasing the

military efficiency of the chariot corps. Practice in

the use of the bow and the arrow, the shield, the

mace and the spear, which were the main offensive

and defensive weapons of the age, must have played
an important part in the training of the infantry.

Non-official Training Agencie*: In modern
times military training is usually given only by the

state authorities when recruits join the army. Such
was not the case in ancient India. The average
citizen and villager was expected to be able to defend
his own hearth and home ; the Arthasastra expressly

lays down that every village ought to be able to

defend itself (II. 34). Villagers and citizens therefore

had to make their own arrangements to get the

necessary facility in the use of the weapons of the age
in order to be ready for any eventuality. There were
no military schools as such for this purpose ; with the

voluntary help of the elderly experts in the village,
most of its youths could be trained in the use of the
bow and the arrow, the lathi and the lance. That
such was actually the case in several parts of India
would become quite clear from the accounts of

Alexander's invasion, as given by the Greek historians.

In several places the Macedonian hero was opposed
not so much by state forces as by the whole population
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in arms. 1 There can be no doubt that in many of

the republican states of the Punjab, e. g. the Kathas,
the Malavas, the Sibis, etc., every adult used to-

receive military training of a fairly high order.

Probably the same was the case under monarchies,

though perhaps to a less degree. Many villages had

developed high military traditions and used to be

exempted from taxation on agreeing to supply a

certain quota to the army.
2

Military Schools : There were also some cities

in the country, famous as centres of military training.

Taxila, situated in the North-Western Frontier

Province, had naturally become a centre of military

training. Kshatriyas and Brahmanas from all over

the country used to go to this frontier city for getting

mastery in the military profession. In one military

college of this city there were 103 princes receiving

training in the different branches of the military art. 3

Unfortunately we get no information about the

management of this college, nor do we know whether
it was a private or a state institution. Probably the

former was the case.

Professional Military Coaches : -From about

the 5th century B. C. big empires began to be built up
in ancient India, and soon thereafter the country
came into contact with the disciplined soldiers of the

Greek army. This gave an impetus to intensive

military training and many enterprising captains began
to start private military coaching classes with a view
to supply highly trained soldiers to the state. Many
such captains existed as early as the 2nd century

1. Mo. Orindle, Ancient India, Its Invasion by Alexander the

Great, p. 140.

2. Arthasattra, IX. 1

3. Sutasima Jfitaka, No. 222
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B. C.; they used to supply trained soldiers to kings
and receive in return from them lands, money, horses,

etc. by way of reward. 1
Targets of clay or stuffed

human figures were used to teach accurate aiming. A
9th century inscription from the Deccan also refers to

a military captain, who is described as a marvel in

training horses 2
; it is not however known whether

this officer was conducting a private class or whether he

was a regular professor in a military college maintained

by the Rashfrakuta administration.

Conclusion : The general impression left by the

hteraiy and epigraphical evidence of the 1st millennium

A.D. is that a good deal of preliminary military train-'

ing was given almost universally in all villages under

the aegius of the village Panchayats. Organised insti-

tutions for military training probably did not exist in

moffusil villages. Retired members of the state

hereditary forces and local experts used to organise
and manage military classes in their own villages,

which were attended by most of the able-bodied adults

in the locality. Further training was imparted by ad-

venturous captains and final touches were given after the

enlistment of the soldier in the state army in daily
drills. It would appear that the weakness of the

Hindu military machine lay in too much reliance being

placed upon the training received by soldiers as militia

men. This training, while quite sufficient to meet the

needs of local disturbances, was inadequate to with-

stand regularly trained armies.

Education of Princes : A few words may be

conveniently said here about the education of princes.
In the early period we find kings sending their sons to

1. Mil. Paw., Vol. II, pp. 186-4
2. E. I., XIII, p. 187.

13
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distant centres of education like Taxila to receive

education there more or less like commoners. But
from about the 3rd century B. C. it became the usual

practice to establish special schools for the education

of the scions of the royal family.
1 Sons and wards of

ministers and high officers of the state were also

permitted to join these schools, as it was realised that

suitable companions and mutual competition were neces-

sary to ensure satisfactory results. The Royal School

was usually located in the vicinity of the capital. It

consisted of several spacious halls, each suitable for

its special purpose. Gymnasium, swimming pools and
extensive grounds for military exercises were provided.

Experts were recruited from all over the country
to teach different subjects. The curriculum included

a study of the Vedas and philosophy, but naturally only
such knowledge of these subjects was imparted as was

necessary for general culture. Special attention was

paid to the study of history, economics, politics,

administration, and civil and criminal law. Lectures

on these subjects were delivered usually in the afternoon,

the morning time being devoted to the athletic and

rfiilitary exercises. Princes were expected to be experts
in the use of different arms like the sword, the lance

and the bow and arrow. Tournaments and hunting

parties were often organised to test their skill. Fine

arts like music and painting were also taught. Students

in these royal schools used to stay in the boarding
houses ; their parents used to go there occasionally to

see them and find out how they were progressing.
The school course terminated usually at the end of

the 16th year, when princes were allowed to marry.

Though after this time, they would usually leave the

boardipg and begin to stay in the palace with their

1. Arthas'dstra, I, Kadambari, p. 149,
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family, their education would not terminate. Training in

actual administration would begin after this period and
last for about seven or eight years. At the age of 24
the education would become fully complete and

princes were then regarded as eligible to become heir-

apparents.

COiMMERCIAL EDUCATION
General Condition of Commerce : In the Vedic

age, the Aryans had a greater liking for the sword
than for the sclaes ; Panis who were then controlling
commerce are contemptuously spoken of in the

Vedas. Gradually however when there remained
no fresh lands to conquer and acquire, the Aryans
must have turned to commerce. There was considerable

inter-provincial and foreign trade going on in ttie

Mauryan period. The maritime activity of ancient

India was considerable, and the trade with Rome
was very profitable to India during the early centuries

of the Christian era. Much of it however was in the

hands of Dravidians.

Scope of Commercial Education : We can get
some idea of the scope and nature of commercial
education from the training prescribed for the Vaishya
caste by Mann, 1 and the qualifications required by
Kautilya in the superintendent of commere. 3

First

of all a knowledge of the varieties in quality of the

articles to be dealt with was imparted. Then came
commercial geography, for the trader was expected to

know the places where the different articles were

produced and the nature of the route by which they
had to be imported. Customs barriers in the period
we are discussing were numerous, and profits often

depended on selecting a route where the customs

1. IX, 881-882. 2. 11,16.
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duties were relatively light. The needs of the people
of the various localities were to be carefully studied

with a view to find out possible markets. A knowledge
of different places and occasions of fares and

pilgrimages was also imparted as it was necssary in

this connection. The knowledge of the relative prices
of different articles in different provinces and countries

was also regarded as essential. Students were also

taught the exchange value of articles and also of

different currencies in various provinces and countries.

Those who intended to deal with inter-provincial or

inter-national trade were also given a working

knowledge of the necessary languages. Principles of

banking also formed part of the course. It is difficult

to determine the percentage of persons in the trading

community who received so wide an education. In

the hereditary trading families of high status, all this

education may have been a reality ; much of it must
have been unconsciously picked up by the youths
in the family shops. In the case of petty merchants
the extent of the education was probably determined

by the needs of the situation.

Agencies of Education : During the first millen-

nium of the Christian era, most of the trades in the

:ountry had formed very efficient guilds. One of them
is known to have maintained an Arts college in Karna-

:ak during the 12th century A.D. 1 It is however

strange to find that the commercial guilds should not

lave organised and managed commercial schools and

:olleges. The reason however is not far to seek.

[)own to the 5th century A.D. organised educational

nstitutions did not exist even for literary courses.

they became fairly common in the country a

1 I.A.% Vol. VIII, p. 195.
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few centuries later, commercial classes did not feel

it necessary to copy their example. By this time the

caste system had become hereditary and the training
in different trades and industries was usually imparted
in the family itself by the elders. Where there were
no elders in the family to train its children, they were

usually attached as apprentices to some neighbouring
trader or artisan. This apprenticeship system, which
will be soon described, rendered any regular schools of

the modern type unnecessary.

TRAINING IN ARTS AND CRAFTS.

Introduction :- We shall now consider the pro-
blems connected with the training of students in arts

and handicrafts like sculpture, architecture, painting,

carpentry, smithy, agriculture, etc. Our sources of

information are scanty, because neither Smritis, which
have written about education, nor foreign pilgrims like

Yuan Chwang and I-tsing who often throw consider-

able light on educational conditions, were interested

in the problems connected with the training in arts

and handicrafts.

Attitude towards Arts and Crafts *

Early Period :

It will be convenient at the outset to consider the general
attitude of society towards arts and crafts. In the early

period they were held in high esteem. Agriculture was
the general profession for the average Aryan. There
are prayers both in the Rigveda and the Atharvaveda for

success in various agricultural processes and operations.
It was not therefore a profession held in low
esteem as in later times. The carpenter was so impor-
tant a member of the Vedic society that the chief of

his guild was included among the twelve courtiers to

whose houses the king had to repair in person for

offering oblations at the time of his coronation. Ribhus,
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originally human beings, were deified as a reward for

their extraordinary skill in manual arts. The same
was the case with Asvins, who though originally human

princes, were later raised to the pantheon on account

of their medical skill.

Society's Attitude In later Days : In later

times however the attitude of society changed,

primarily due to the development of the rigid caste

system. The elevation of the Brahmanas and Ksha-

triyas was at the cost of the Vaishyas and Shudras,
who generally used to follow manual arts and handi-

crafts. As the status of the Vaishyas and Shudras

declined, the angle of vision to look at their usual

professions also changed. Manual arts and crafts

began to be held in low esteem. Carpenters and
doctors for example began to be regarded as children

of intercaste unions, which were disapproved by the

contemporary orthodox opinion. All this resulted in a

gradual boycott by Brahmanas and Kshatriyas of

manual arts and crafts. As the best intellect of the

community would not condescend to help their progress,
the general level of skill began to decline both in fine

and useful arts from about the 8th century A. D.

Apprenticeship System : The training in fine

and useful arts 1 was usually given by the apprentice-

ship system under which the student agreed to work

iD

Devanabhatta, while commenting on this observes

Atyrf
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under his teacher for an agreed number of years.

During this period the teacher was to afford free

boarding and lodging to his apprentice. Our authorities

do not state the duration of the agreement, but it must

have varied with differeht crafts. It was usually

longer than the period required to master the craft,

because the teacher was expected to be compensated
for the trouble in teaching and the expenses in

feeding the apprentice from the wages he would earn

as a fully trained worker during the remaining period
of his indenture. The apprentice could not back

out of the agreement, if the teacher was not remiss

in his duties. If he deserted his teacher without a

sufficient cause, he was brought back and compelled
to stay, learn and work.

' The neglect of the

training of the apprentice and the assignment to him of

l. Of
^ftreqftl^tllgi IFtWRRigiWT I

<3f *&i5 gftfecm n i* n

. ftreft^i ^^ sroftsR^

11 <K n

n

u
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work unconnected with his craft 1 were regarded as

sufficient causes to nullify the agreement and permit
the apprentice to leave his teacher. At the end of

the agreed period, the student could leave his teacher

after offering him a suitable honorarium. If however

the teacher offered him suitable wages, he was expected
to serve him in preference to a stranger.

2

Workshop Atmosphere during Training: -Our
authorities lay down that the apprentice should live

in his teacher's house or factory for all the 24 hours.

This was to ensure a thorough acquaintance with and

grounding in the different processes of the craft that

could be picked up only by an intimate and prolonged
contact with the various stages of the manufacturing
processes. Students were also trained to make their

own tools in order to ensure perfect mastery of the

profession. A painter, for example, made his own
brushes from out of roots or fibres, hair of squirrels or

awns of various grasses. He did not rely on colours

prepared by others, but knew how to make them
himself. A repousser was taught to make tools suitable

for the work in hand.

Painter's Training as an Illustration : In order to

give an idea of the various stages of the training of

I Katyayana in Apararka on faj. II, 84.

1. There is some resemblance between the Indian apprenticeship
system outlined above and the system prevailing in medieval Europe.
In "Europe too the apprentice had to spend the earlier part of his
indenture period learning his craft and getting no wages. When he
had learnt his art, he would become a journeyman, but he oould
undertake no work exoeot through and foe the benefit of his master.
At the end of the agreed period, he was at liberty to start his own
business. In Europe, guilds would permit an artisan to take only one
student for training; we do not know whether there were similar restric-

tions in ancient India. Graves, A history of Education* Vol. II, p. 97.
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the apprentice, we shall give here the different stages
in the training of the painter. The apprentice was
-first given a practice in drawing lines and curves.

When the hand, eye and memory were trained in the

use of fundamental curves in this fashion, traditional

ornaments and decorative motifs were taught. Then
followed a training in the drawing of the mythical
animals and designs with men and beasts in them. The
master would then take his apprentice to assist him in

his work at the temple. At first the student would

help the teacher only in grinding colours, then in

,priming the surfaces, then in applying ground colours

and finally in filling the outlines sketched by his master.

Experience was thus given in practical work. In

the course of time when the teacher was satisfied about
the sincerity, devotion and ability of the apprentice, he
would impart the trade secrets. Throughout the course

the technique of the profession was taught in relation

to real things and problems.
1

Theoretical and Moral Training.* Nor was theo-

retical and moral training neglected. A working
knowledge of Sanskrit was imparted to advanced
workers in sculpture, painting and architecture, as

most of the theoretical works on the subjects were
written in that language. A knowledge of Puranas
and works on iconography was necessary both for the

sculptor and the painter in order to chisel or paint

-properly the various themes of the Pauranic history
and mythology. Architects and engineers used to

receive the necessary grounding in mathematics also.

The apprentice was always asked to remember that he
was expected to be a pious and honest person abiding

by the rules prescribed for the artists by sacred texts

1, Coomaraswami, The Indian Craftsman, pp. 88-90.
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and tradition. The doctor was to remember that he

was to save his patient even at the cost of his own
life, if necessary.

Efficiency of Training: : The training under the

above apprenticeship system was fairly efficient, for

it was both theoretical and practical and given m the

workshop itself. It helped to raise the general level

of the skill and workmanship in several arts and crafts.

Indian artisans took no time in manufacturing scrapers
and sponges that they first saw being used by Greek
invaders. Fine thread and wool were used to

manufacture sponges and they were then dyed, so that

they looked similar to Greek articles. The efficiency
of the Punjab ship-builders may be inferred from the

fact that they could supply to Alexander the Great a

huge fleet, probably of not less than 1,000 boats, in

about three months' time. The skill in mining,

metallurgy, smelting and welding attained by ancient

Indians was of a high order ; experts are still

wondering how the composition of the famous Iron

Pillar near Kutub Minar at Delhi could be made so

flawless by the metallurgists of Chandragupta II

(c. 375-413 A. D.) as to prevent its rusting in spite of

its being exposed to rain and sunshine for more than

fifteen centuries. In the Arthasastra of Kautilya, we
find a fairly accurate knowledge of the nature of the

ores of gold, silver t copper, etc., and of the processes by
which they were purified (II, 12-3). The weaving,

industry could command the markets of the greater part
of the Old World before it was crushed by the advent
of the steam engine in the 19th century. In sculpture
we find a continuous progress from c. 200 B. C. and a
readiness to learn even from the foreigner. Paintings
as illustrated at Ajanta show a high development of

the art. The beautiful cave temples of western
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and the graceful as well as huge shrines of Orissa and
South India show that the Indian architect could solve

a number of difficulties, which we think it hardly

possible to overcome except with the help of the

modern machinary.

Was Professional Education narrow ? : Prima
facie the professional education as given by the

apprenticeship system seems to be narrow ; the

student seems to have been taught only what the

tradition and works of his profession had to teach.

There is, however, some historical evidence to show
that many of the artists and artisans of the age used to

possess a good amount of cultural and literary
education as well. Thus some of the members of the

weavers' guilds at DaSapnra (in Malva) used to take

active, interest in astronomy and folklore during the

5th century A. D. There is no evidence to prove or

disprove that what was true of this guild at Mandsore
was true of the average artisan of the period. The
conclusion may, however, be hazarded that down to the

8th or the 9th century A. D. artisans of the highest

grade used to receive a fair amount of liberal

education. Later on owing to the decline of

literacy and the low esteem in which arts and handi-

crafts began to be held, there was a setback and
artisans began to blindly follow the processes that were
handed down to. them by tradition.



Chapter IX

FEMALE EDUCATION
Eligibility of women for sacrifices necessitates their CJpanayana

and helps their education-Two classes of girl-students Attainments of

lady ^scholars in the early period Early Buddhism helps female
education Arrangements for teaching girl students Wat there

coeducation ? Deterioration of women's religious status after c. 200
B. 0. retards their education So does the^lowering of the marriage
age Lady authors of the 1st millennium "A. D. They belonged to

cultured families Female education in ordinary familiesBuddhism
ceases to help it Education of princesses and Kshatriya girls Female
education and economic independence Female education in medieval
times.

SECTION I

Female Education before c. 200 B. C.

A strange Phenomenon : The history of the most
of the known civilsations shows that the further back
we go into antiquity, the more unsatisfactory is found
to be the general position of women. Hindu civilisation

is unique in this respect, for here we find a surprising

exception to the general rule. The further back we
go, the more satisfactory is found to be the position of

women in more spheres than one. And the field. of

education is most noteworthy among them. We can
however understand this strange phenomenon when
we remember that for a long time education in ancient

India meant Vedic education, and that it had to be

necessarily imparted to all who were expected to take

part in Vedic sacrifices, irrespective of their sex.

Women eligible for Vedic Sacrifices : There is

ample and convincing evidence to show that women
were regarded as perfectly eligible for the privilege of

studying the Vedic literature and performing the
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sacrifices enjoined in it down to about 200 B. C. This
need not surprise us, for some of the hymns of the

Rigveda are the compositions of poetesses. Even the

orthodox tradition admits that the Rigvedic
collection contains hymns composed by twenty
different poetesses. Visvxavara, Sikata Nivavarl,

Ghosha, Romasa, Lopamudra, Apala and UrvasI are

the names of some of them. Man could perform the

Vedic sacrifices only if he had his wife by his side ;*

both had to undergo a special initiation
2 on the

occasion and take equally active part in its procedure.
3

Down to the end of the Mauryan period, the housewife
was expected to offer oblations in the household

(ffrihyo) fire unaided by the husband, normally in the

evening and sometimes in the morning also.* In the

srattararohana ritual of the Agrahayaga ceremony, the

wife used to recite a number of Vedic hymns
5 and

the harvest sacrifices could be performed by women
alone, 'because such was the long standing custom'. *

From the Ramayana we learn that Kausalya was by
herself alone performing a sacrifice on the morning of

her son's proposed installation as an heir-apparent ;

T

: I 8. Br.
9 V. 1. 6-10

2 T. Br. III. 8. 3

8 a ^i^: \

R. V. t VIII. 31

4 Go. Or. &., 1. 3. The term $atni denotes the .special connec-

tion of the wife with her husband's sacrifices ; of.

I Panini, IV. 1. 88

6 P. 0. &, III. 2. See the commentary of Harihara also.

6 f^T^^TT^^n^ftcfcWt I P. Q. S. 9 II. 20.

7 VT qfNWRT fST {3^ SR[<TW!T J

n ii. ao. is.
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the same was the case with Tar when her husband
Vli was about to leave the palace to meet Sugriva in

the fateful encounter. *
It is interesting to note that

both these ladies are expressly described by the epic
as mantravid, i.e. well grounded in the Vedic literature.

We need not then wonder if we find Sita also offering
her Vedic prayer during the days of her captivity in

Lanka. 2
KuntI, the mother of Pandavas, was well-

versed in the Mantras of the Atharvaveda (Mbh., III.

305. 20).

(Jpanayan* of Qirls : No one can recite Vedic

prayers or offer Vedic sacrifices without having under-

gone the Vedic initiation (Upanayana). It is, therefore,
but natural that in the early period the Upanayana of

girls should have been as common as that of boys.
There is ample evidence to show that such was the

case. The Atharvaveda (XI. 5. 18) expressly refers to

maidens undergoing the Brahmanharya discipline
8 and

the Sutra works of the 5th century B. C. supply
interesting details in its connection. Even Manu
includes Upanayana among the sanskaras (rituals)

obligatory for girls (II. 66). After about the beginning
of the Christian era, girls

1

Upanayana went out of

vogue, but Smriti writers of even the 8th century A. D.
like Yama admit its prevalence in the earlier age.

4

1
clef: ??R<?zrarsf fB^TT tfsrftH^faft I IV. 16. 12.

2
tf 3rrw5ir?rr: ^wi g^Jiwfo srrsrtft i

5*0 %*?t SH^at *Ni4 wffcft it v. 15. 4a
8

i xi. 5. is.

4 cf-

3*1$^ 3 srrtfat 4^^
WT (I
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Two Classes off Girl Students 'There were no
child marriages in the Vedic period ; as a rule however

girls could not remain unmarried as long as boys as

they had to be younger than their spouses. Majority
of them used to get married at the age of 16 or 17,

and only a few would prosecute their studies after

that age. Girls of the former class were called

Sadyovadhu* y and of the latter class ^Brahmvadinl*.
The education of the Sadyovadhus comprised the study
of important Vedic hymns necessary for usual prayers
and sacrifices. Music and dancing were also taught
to them ; partiality of women to these arts is often

referred to in the Vedic literature. 1 Brahmavadinls
used to marry after their education was over ; some of

them like Vedavati, a daughter of sage Kusadhvaja,
would not marry at all (Ram., VII. 17).

Attainments of Lady Scholars : The attainments
of lady scholars, who remained unmarried for a longer
time, were naturally wider and more varied. In the

Vedic age, they used to acquire thorough mastery in the

Vedic literature and even compose poems, some of

which have been honoured by their inclusion in the sacred ,

canon. When the Vedic lore and sacrifices became

complex, a new branch of study, called Mimansa, came
to be developed in their connection. Though this

was a subject, drier than mathematics, we find lady
scholars taking keen interest in it. Kasakritsnin had

composed a work on MimansS called Kasakritsni after

him ; lady students who used to specialise in it, were
known as Kasakritsna.* If lady specialists in a technical

1. S. Br. t III. 2. 4. 6 observes that women can be easily won
over by one who can sing and dance. Appreciation o! musio and dan-

cing of course presupposes a training in them.

2 Tfufr WTSf^WT sJftfif tfWfan wrscfft I

I On IV, I, 14 ; 3, 156.
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science like Mtmansa were so numerous as to necessitate

the coining of a new special term to denote them, we
can reasonably conclude that the number of women
who used to receive general literary and cultural

education must have been fairly large. When in the

course of time the study of philosophy became popular
in the Upanishadic age, women began to take keen
interest in that subject also, Such was the case with

Yajnavalkya's wife Maitreyl ; she was more interested

in studying deeper problems of philosophy than in

wearing costly jewels and apparels.
1

In the philo-

sophical tournament held during the sacrificial session

performed under the auspices of king Janaka, it is-

interesting to note that the subtlest philosophical

question was asked by the lady philosopher GargI
Vachaknavl. 2 The question was so subtle and esoteric

in character that Yajnavalkya refused to discuss it in

public. The keen reasoning and subtle cross-exami-
nation of Yajnavalkya by GargI shows that she was a

dialectician and philosopher of a high order. Atreyl
of the Uttara-Rama-eharit was another lady, who was

studying Vedanta under Valmiki and Agastya.
3

Some lady scholars of the age like Sulabha, Vadava,
Prathiteyl, Maitreyl, and GargI seem to have made
real contribution to the advancement of knowledge, for

they enjoy the rare privilege of being included among
the galaxy of distinguished scholars, to whom a

daily tribute of gratitude was to be given by a

1 Br. Up., II, 4; IV, 6. Of.-*, ffep, &jtf ,

2 '
1

I Ibid. Ill, 6, 1,

3 ^sfan*g frwRTfarf ^frropfift* *i*wfr i

Act
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grateful posterity at the time of the daily prayer
(Brahmayajfia).

l

Effect of Buddhism on Female Education : The
eventual permission, which the Buddha accorded to the

admission of women to his Church, gave an impetus
to the spread of education and philosophy among the

ladies of the aristocratic and commercial communities.
Like Brahmavadinis, several ladies in Buddhist
families also used to lead a life of celibacy, with the

aim of understanding and following the eternal truths

of religion and philosophy. Some of them even went
outside India to countries like Ceylon and became
famous there as teachers of the holy scriptures.

Among the authoresses of the Therl-gatha^ who were
believed to have attained salvation, 32 were unmarried
women and 18 married ones. Amongst the former,

Subha, Anopama and Sumedha belonged to very rich

families, and are said to have been wooed by princes
and rich merchants 2 When so large a percentage of

girls was leading a life of celibacy in pursuit of religion
and philosophy, it is but natural that the general

average of intelligence and educatioh among them
must have been fairly high.

How Girls were educated : Let us now try to

find out the agencies for imparting female education

during this period. We have already seen that for

a long time family was the only educational institution,

and even boys used to receive education only from
their fathers, uncles or other elders. The same

naturally was the case with girls. When however
later Smritis like Yama 3

lay down that none but

1 As\ O. 5., III. 4. 4,; S'o. G. S..IV. 10. 3.

2 Homer, Women undtr Primitive Buddhism, Chap. II.

8 fan ft^wft war IT NmranjfaWs

14
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near relations should teach girl students, they are

probably referring to a state of affairs current by
about the beginning of the Christian era; for there

is evidence to show that such was not the case in

the earlier period. When a large number of women
were receiving higher education and were making
their own contributions to the march of knowledge,
it is but natural to suppose that some of them must
have followed the profession of teaching. And the

presence of the terms Upadhyaya and Upadhyayanl in

Sanskrit language supports this conjecture. The
latter of these words is a courtesy title given to the

wife of a teacher, who may or may not be educated.
The former, however, denotes a lady, who was herself

a teacher. That a special term should have been

coined to denote lady teachers in order to distinguish
them from wives of teachers would show that their

number in society could not have been small. We
must note in this connection that there was no Purdah
custom in Hindu society down to the 12th century, and
so there was no difficulty for women in taking to the

teaching profession. Lady teachers may probably
have confined themselves to the teaching of girl

students, though some may have taught boys also.

Panini refers to boarding houses for lady -students,
chhatrisalas

2
, and these probably were under the

superintendence of Upadhyayas or lady teachers, who
had made teaching their profession. Unfortunately
we have no clear and sufficient evidence about the

activities of lady teachers and the management of

girls' boardings.

I Patfijli on III. 822,

: WUWWL i vi. a. se.
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Was there co-education ? The modern reader

would be anxious to know whether co-education

prevailed in the past. Our sources however throw but

dim light on the subject* From the Malatimadhava

of BhavabhQti, written in the 8th century A. D., we
learn that the nun Kamandaki was educated along
with Bhurivasu and Devarata at a famous centre of

education. 1 This would show that if not in Bhava-
bhuti's time, at least some centuries earlier, sometimes

boys and girls were educated together while receiving

liigher education. In the Utiara-Rama-charit also (of

the same author) we find Atreyl receiving her

education along with Kusa and Lava (Act II). The
stories of Kahoda and Sujata and Ruru and
Pramadvara, narrated in Puranas, would also point
to co-education. They would further show that at a

time when girls were being married at an advanced

age and receiving co-education, sometimes love-

marriages used to take place as a consequence of it.

When however there were competent lady teachers,

parents may have preferred to send their daughters
to read under them ; but when they were not available,

they may have sent their wards to read under male

teachers, and necessarily along with male students.

In an age, which looked upon love marriages as

nothing abnormal,
2 co-education need not have

frightened the parents. What percentage of girls

\ Act i.

sitftffct

IR|: I KawHutn. ill. 5, If

B. D. S,, I. 11-13. 7
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reeejved co-education is a question which we cannot

answer in the present state of our knowledge. It

cp^ild not however have been very large.

Extent of Female Education : It is not easy to

determine the extent of female education during the

period we are reviewing here. Vedic literature has

preserved rituals to be performed by parents anxious
for the birth of scholarly daughters

1

; it would therefore

follow that many parents must have been anxious that

their daughters should become cultured and accom-

plished ladies. Education of girls could not have been

neglected by the ordinary well-to-do father. Upa-
nayana ritual was also obligatory for girls, and this

must have ensured the imparting of a certain amount
of Vedic and literary education to the girls of all the

Aryan classes. We may therefore presume that as

long as Upanayana ritual was performed in the case of

girls, and the custom of child marriage had not taken
root in society, girls of well-to-do families must be

receiving fairly good education. Such continued to be
the case down to c. 500 B. C.

SECTION II.

FEMALE EDUCATION FROM c. 200 B.C. TO
c. 1200 A.D.

Deterioration in religious Status : Female educa-
tion received a great setback during this period
primarily owing to the deterioration of the religious
status of women. During the earlier period, Upanayana
ceremony was as much obligatory for girls as it was

I Br. Tfr. t VI, 4. 17,
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for boys. We havei already seen how this ensured i
certain amount of higher education to every Atyan gitL

During the period we are reviewing, teoweVfe'^

Upanayana began to be gradually prohibited to girls.

,By about 500 B. C. it had already become a mete

formality, not followed by any serious course of Vedic
education. 1 The Manusmriti, which was composed
at about 200 B. C., goes a step further and declares

that girls' Upanayana should be performed without

the recitation of Vedic Mantras. 3 But immediately ifl

the next verse it is stated that it is really the marriage
ritual of girls which corresponds to the Upanayana
ritual of boys

3
. It is therefore clear that Upanayana

of girls, even as a mere formality, was dying down by
the beginning of the Christian era. Yajnavalkya
(200 A. D.) therefore takes the logical step of

prohibiting Upanayana altogether in the case of girls

(I. 13), and all later Smriti-writers follow his lead,

though some of them like Yama admit that once upon
a time girls used to have the privilege of Upanayana
and Vedic studies. The discontinuance of Upanayana
was disastrous to the religious status of women ; they
were declared to be of the same status as that 6f

the Shudras 4 and unfit to recite Vedic Mantras and

ffirlta qnoted in V. M. S. t p. 402 ; S. C. 8., p. 62.

2.
ertffr^T 3 Wfrf SftimHR^: I II. 66.

of. also ?rif^T sfW f^?T tflRft $ mfofa i ix.

sd nt ssriffiRftfaan 11 n. 67.

. U . Pdribtiteha, p. 40.
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perfom Vedic sacrifices. The wife's association with

the husband in the family sacrifices became a formal

matter and there were some theologians like Aitisayana
who were opposed even to this formal participation.

(P.M., VI. 1. 2. 2.)

Why Vedic Education was prohibited to Women :

The causes of the prohibition of the Vedic education

to women during this later period have nowhere been

specifically stated ; they can only be inferred. When
Vedic literature came to be regarded as revealed,

it was insisted that it should be very meticulously and

accurately committed to memory. The Vedic course

also became a lengthy one, requiring a long period
of study, and could not be finished till about the age
of 24. The marriages of girls, as a rule, were never

postponed to this advanced age even during the Vedic

period. Usually they took place at about the age of

16 or 17. Girls in well-to-do families therefore could

get only about six or seven years for their Vedic
studies ; they could not therefore carry them out with
that exactitude and thoroughness which was insisted

upon by the age. In poor families, the exigencies
of the household work must have resulted in only

very little time being available for Vedic studies after

the Upanayana. Girls in such families were often

unable to recite even the formulae in the marriage
ritual prescribed for the bride ; they had to be recited

by the priest or the bridegroom (Go. G. S.. II. 1. 21. ;

Jai G. 8. 9 I. 20). Dilettante Vedic studies were

regarded as not only useless, but also dangerous ;

even the slightest mistake in the recitation of the

Vedic hymns was regarded as very disastrous in its

consequences. It was therefore probably felt that

since women could not study the Vedic literature ip
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the proper manner, its study should be prohibited to

them in order to avert spiritual disasters to the family

arising out of the mistakes of amateurish Vedic girls-

students. Spoken dialect had by this time become

completely differentiated from the Vedic speech;
women were unable to speak even ordinary Sanskrit

and used to express themselves in Prakrits or

vernaculars. They must have experienced greater
difficulties in correctly pronouncing the Vedic hymns
than men, who could speak classical Sanskrit correctly.
Leaders of society therefore felt that correct

transmission of the Vedic literature necessitated the

prohibition of its study to women. Their Upanayana
was therefore also discontinued.

The Lowering of the Marriage Age: The
mischief caused by the discontinuance of Upanayan*
was further enhanced by the lowering of the marriage-
able age. In the Vedic period girls were married at

about the age of 16 or 17 ; but by c. 500 B. C. the

custom arose of marrying them soon after the

attainment of puberty. Dharmasastra works of the_^ i

1. It is undoubtedly true that M&dhava, who flourished in the
14th century, observes in his Nyaya-mdldvistdra (p. 385, Bombay
edition) that women are entitled to Upanayana. A similar
statement is made by MitramiSra of the 17th century when
discussing Manu II, 66. The statements of these authors in these

passages do not warrant the view that Upanayana of girls was
performed in some families even in the 17th century A. D. The
above authors are simply expounding the views of the earlier writers

they are commenting upon, and not attesting to the contemporary
practice. This would be quite clear from a wroug construction,
which MioramUra elsewhere places upon a passage in the Pdraskara

Grihya Sutra : VTIRf: $ft WffegTf^^T II, 17. Mitramidra com-

bines the twe words $ft and *f&!( into $f)wf&q on the ground that

women were incapable of offexing any oblations owing to their

ignorance. Of. tpTlWIRpn^ ffM" fl

I V. M. S. * 908.
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period fioweVer permit the ^bstponement of a girl's

fnarriage to the age of 16 or 17 in case a suitable

match cbuld not be arranged.
1 Manu, though in favour

cif a tnartiage at 12 in normal circumstances, was

prepared to contemplate the possibility of a girl

remaining unmarried to the end of her life, if no
suitable bridegroom could be found. 2 Later writers,

however, of this period like Yajfiavalkya,
8 Samvarta*

and Yama, 8 most vehemently condemn the guardian
Who fails to marry a girl before the attainment of the

puberty. This condemnation had the natural effect ;

from Alberuni we learn that in the llth century
Hindus used to marry at an early age, and that a

Brahmana was never allowed to marry a girl above
the age of 12. 6 Many marriages must have taken

place much earlier, for the Smritis written at the end
of this period begin to glorify the merits of a girl's

marriage at the age of 7, 8, or 9. 7 When it was

regarded as an ideal thing to celebrate a girl's marriage
at so young an age, female education could hardly
prosper.

Female Education in cultured Families :

Though in society as a whole female education received

1. E. g., Va. Dh. 8 , fRltf ^gutft sftfo
*

fcntflf vbap. q-ft
ftftgtorqi i xvn. 59

Se also Vishmi, 24, 41.

ii ix, 89-

^ eft i i, 64.

1,67. fi. 1,22.,

6. whftu,II f 13,l,
7. Bee Afivalayanfe, Sarhvarta, K&Syapa eto. quoted in

7M8., p. 767. r ,
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a great set-back during this period, it continued to

receive attention in rich, cultured, aristocratic and

royal families. 1 Girls in these families were given *

fairly good literary education, though they were not

allowed to study the Vedic literature. They could

read and understand Sanskrit and Prakrit works and
even detect mistakes accidentally committed by their

male relations.
3

Special effort was made to give them
a good grounding in domestic and culinary arts and
fine arts like music, dancing, painting, garland-making
and household decorations. 8 Tutors were appointed
in rich families to train girls in these arts and

accomplishments, as is shown by the employment of

Ganadasa and Haradatta in the household of king

Agnimitra. Most of this education was finished before

the marriage ; but famous lady scholars of the age, to

be mentioned in the next para, probably continued

their education and reading even after their wedlock.

Lady Authors of the Age : Educated ladies in

cultured families continued to make their own
contributions to literature, as was done by the lady
scholars of the earlier period. During this age, there

flourished several poetesses in south India, who

i. gwrotfatftsft

Kdvyamimffnad, p. 58.

2. Stories are current in learned circles of how clever wivet
would bring milk to serve at the dining party when the order

given was dadhimditaya ; they ooald at onoe see the blunder
committed by the husband and in order to save him from the

reproach of ungrammatioal speech, would pretend to understand
the order, not as dadhim dnaya bring curds (which would have been
incorrect as dadhi is not a word in masculine gender), but as dadhi
mti atktya, 'do not bring curds'

3. VStsyayana, (Kdmasutra, 1. 8. 16.) lays down that girlg
be trained in all the 64 arti and oraftg.
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composed poetry in Prakrit. Among the authors

from whom selections have been made in the 0-atlia-

tapta-safi of Hala, there are sevan poetesses, their

names being Reva 1
Roha,

2 Madhavl 8
Anulakshml,

4

Pahal,* Vaddhavahl 6 and Sasiprabha.
7 Some of

the Sanskrit anthologies also have preserved the

memory of a few other poetesses, who seem to have

composed poetry of a very high order. Sllabhattarika

was famous for her easy and graceful style, noted

for a harmonious combination of sense and sound. 8

Devi was a well known poetess of Gujarat, who.

continued to enchant her readers on the earth even
after her departure to heaven. 9

Vijayanka's fame
in Berar was second only to that of Kalidasa ia .

She seems to have attained a really high position

among Sanskrit poets and poetesses, for the poet

Rajasekhara compares her to Saraswatl. 1 1 A drama,

1- I, 87 and 90. 2. 11,63.
3. I, 91. 4. Ill, 28, 63, 74, 76.
6. I, 70. 6. I, 86. 7. IV, 4.

8. tfssi&ft: Wft 3<

vft sitf iRfifir ift ffofir n

10. irtwHk vfcsft ft^r^rreF ^^c^ i

n

n
These verses are attributed to Eajadekhara in the

SMimuktavali.

I: n

Saiang. P.,
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ns med Kaumudlmahotsava has been recently discover-

ed' which is from the pen of a poetess, whose
name seems to have been Vidya or Vijjaka. The

plot dramatises the incidents of a political revolution

at Patallputra, showing thereby that ladies were
not uninterested in the incidents of political history.

Subhadra, Slta, Manila, Indulekha, Bhavadevi and

Vikatanitamba are some other poetesses quoted in

later anthologies
1

. It is a pity that we should have
lost their works. Lady scholars of this age took interest

in criticism also ; Rajasekhara's wife was both a
critic and poetess. The umpire in the controversy
between Sankara and Mandanamisra was the

accomplished wife of the latter
3

; she must
have been well grounded in Mimansa, Vedanta
and literature. Some ladies were attracted by medical

studies also ; the majority of these must be specialising
in gynaecology. Some of the lady doctors had also

written authoritative works on the medical science.

Among the Hindu works on medicine translated

into Arabic in the 8th century A.D. was a book on

midwifery, written by a lady doctor, whose name
appears as Rasa in the Arabic garb

3
.

Female Education in ordinary Families :

Achievements of lady scholars in cultured families

were thus fairly high. Cultured families are, however,

relatively few in society. They could afford to

\

n x. M.,

See also M. Krishnamaohariar, Classieal

Literature, pp. 301-8

2. fJNrw *TRf f%jff *T5Frf Rnftait ITSWT gfr* u

Sanfaradigvijaya, VIII,

8. Nftdri, Arab our Bharat he 3amfondha, p. 122*
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employ special teachers for theft girls. Ordinary
families, howevfer, were not so well situated, and it is

therefore doubtful whether the average woman was

receiving any education after about the 6th or the

7th century A. D. Asahaya, a commentator on the

NSrada-smriti,
' who flourished in the 8th century

A. D., justifies the theory of the dependence of women
on the ground that their intelligence is not developed
like that of men on account of the absence of proper
education. 1 It is hazardous to make any statement
about the percentage of literate women in society at

the end of the 12th century A. D., but it conld not

have been higher than 5 percent. Literacy among
men at this time was probably about 30 percent as

has been shown in Chapter, VIII.

Buddhism and Female Education in later Times :

We saw how in the earlier period the Buddhist
movement gave an indirect impetus to female
education and produced a number of nun-poetesses.

During this period however we do not come across any
nun scholars at all. Nunneries had gone out of vogue
by the 4th century A. D. ; Chinese pilgrims of the

5th and 7th century A. D. do not refer to them
at all. It is interesting to note that in modern Ceylon
and Burma also nunneries do not impart instructions

to girls as monasteries do to boys. We have there-

fore to conclude that female education, which was

languishing during this period, could not get any
impetus from Buddhism also.

Education of Princesses and GlrU fn Aristocratic

Families : Ancient Indian history knows 01 several
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dowager queens and princesses, who us,ed to tajce

active part in the administration of thieir kingdoms.
N^y&nika of the Andhra dynasty (o. 150 B. C.) $,n<j[

Prabhavatlgupta of the Vakataka dynasty (<?. 390 A.D.)
were governing extensive kingdoms during the minority
of their sons. The queen of Masaga directed the

defence of her capital against Alexander the Great after

the death of her husband. Several queens of Kashmir
have fought on the battlefield,

1 and some of them,

like Sugandha and DiddS have ruled as regnant

queens. In the Chalukya dynasty several queens and
ladies of the royal family like MailadevI, AkkadevI,.
KunkumadevI and LakshmidevI are known to have
taken active part in the administration of the empire
as governors of towns and districts.

3
It is therefore

quite obvious that steps must have been taken in

royal families in ancient India to give proper training
to princesses in order to make them fit to carry
on the administration in the case of emergency,
or even in normal times in order to help their

husbands. The training was both administrative

and military.' Administrative training was of

course given when they had become old enough
to take part in the governance of the kingdom,
but military training was imparted during their

adolescence. They were trained fairly well in the

use of arms ; they could also ride and swim. The son

of queen VijayamahadevI was called Gangadatta,
because the mother used

to,
swim about in the Ganges,

owing to a strong desire to do so during pregnancy.
1

In ordinary Kshatriya families also some military

training seems to haye been imported to .the lady

1. RqjatarafiMni, VII, 906, 909, 981 ; VIII, 1187-9.
2. J. 4.;iXp.274,XV*ttp.a7
3. t. 0., 71& gh^g^ tfo, .4, dat^l lljH AJ).
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folk. Village women are often seen defending their

hearths and homes, in times of danger, and even laying
4own their lives while doing so. 1

Inscriptions have

recorded the cases of governments of the day honour-

ing village heroines with the gift of suitable

ornaments. 2 The tradition of military training for

ladies in high Kshatriya families continued down to

the advent of the British rule. There still exists a

commemorative tablet in Shikarpur Taluka immorta-

lising the memory of a spiritted lady, Hariyakka by
name, who died fighting in 1446 A.D., while avenging
the murder of her father. 8 Maratha and Rajput

princesses* could usually ply the sword and wield the

lance*.

Female Education and Economic Independence :

In ordinary families, literature and the fine arts were

usually the favourite topics of female education. This

education was of course not calculated to make women

economically self-sufficient, but we must note that

the theory that women ought to be economically

independent is of quite a recent origin.
"

In the case of

emergency, however, the Hindu woman could eke out a

humble subsistence for herself and her children by
taking to spinning and weaving in her spare time.

In Pali literature we find instances of wives imploring
their dying husbands to keep composed by pointing
out that they could maintain the family by their skill

in spinning and weaving
6

. The Artha-$a$tra of

Kautilya lays down that ttie state superintendent of

I. 8.I.R.B., for 1911. 2. Ibid, I, No. 75.

3. S. C. VII. Shikarpur No. 2,

4. Malcolm, Memoirs, II, pp. 99-100.

a. of.
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weaving should make special arrangement for sending
cotton to and receiving the yarn from those women,
who were cripled, or whose husbands were dead or

had gone abroad, and who were thus compelled to

seek work for their subsistence 1
. There is evidence

to show that during the 9th century also widows, who
were unprovided for, used to have recourse to spinning
for their maintenance 8

. This humble but independent
means of existence was available to the women in

distress in India down to the middle of the last

century, when the hand spinning and hand weaving
industry was crushed out of existence by the mill

competition.

Female Education during iaOO 1800 A. D :

It will be interesting to take here a rapid bird's eye
view of the fortunes of female education during the

next six centuries. During the Muslim rule the

percentage of literacy among women went down
very rapidly. Old, rich and cultured families were
as a rule ruined by the political revolution, and they
were no longer in a position to make special

arrangements for the education of their girls. There
were of course no schools for girls. Some new
Hindu families did no doubt irise to importance
under the new regime. But their number was very
small and they did not generally possess sufficient

culture to induce them to appoint teachers for their

girls. Daughters of Rajput chiefs and some Bengali
Zemindars were usually able to read and write down

1. II, 28 ; cf.

I Medhatithi on Manu V, 167.
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to the I9th century ; some of them, if unfortunately
widowed, would devote themselves to learning and
even become teachers. 1

Jain widows too were
sometimes taught reading and writing by the monks
with a view to enable them to read their scriptures.

2

These were, however, exceptional cases. Society as

a whole had become prejudiced against female
education. It was believed that a girl taught to

read and write aym become a widow soon after

her marriage.
3 The decline in literacy after the

13th century was so rapid that by the beginning of

the 19th century hardly one woman in hundred
could read. Such was the state of affairs in Malva
and also in Madras presidency. In the latter

province in 1826 only 4023 girls were attending
schools as agaigpt 1,57,664 boys.

4
According to the

then population of the presidency, 16 percent of the

boys of the school going age were receiving primary
education ; the percentage of girls receiving the

same was therefore less than one half. In certain

sections of Hindu population as among the Nayars,

literacy
*

was much higher, but such groups were few
and exceptional. All the available evidence shows
that by the beginning of the 19th century, about 991

per cent of women population had grown illiterate.

1. Ward referg to one suoh ca,se oi a Kulina widow, Hati
Vidyalamkara, who removed -from Bengal to Benares and obtained
ome pupils there. A View ofHindus ft p. 508.

2. Malcolm, Memoirs, II, 169.
8. Sfcrk : Vernacular Education in Bengal, pp. 43-44.
4. Report of the Madras Pr<w. Committee, p. 5.



Chapter X

A GENERAL EESUME.
OONTBIBUTION8 OB1 BUDDHISM TO EDUCATION Ordination

ceremonj Belations between the novice and the teacher Education of

the laity Else of public educational institutions due to Buddhism
Non-sectarian courses also provided for in them Buddhism and
primary education Estimate of the contributions of the Buddhism.

PERIOD-WISE SUBVEY: History divided into four periods Eduoa-
tion in the Vedio period The Dpanishad-Sutra age"(1000 B.C. to o. 200

B.C.) a creative period Education in this period The period of the

Dharmasastra (c. 200 B.C. 500 A.D.) an age of reflection and specia-
lisation The general condition of education in it The age of the
Puranas and Nibandhas, (c. 500-1200 A.D.) Its achievements and
limitations.

Introduction : In the course of our narrative so

far we have finished the history of the origin and

development of the different branches of education in

ancient India. We devoted separate chapters to

topics like primary education, professional education,
educational institutions, etc., and the treatment in each
of them must have enabled the reader to visualise

clearly the development and vicissitudes that took

place in their connection from age to age. We also

indicated at each place the contribution that Buddhism
made to the development of education in ancient

India. For a proper understanding of the subject it

is however desirable that the reader should get a clear

picture of the educational conditions as a whole in the

successive periods of ancient Indian history, as also of

the contribution which the Buddhism made to educa-
tional theory and practice. We therefore propose to

devote the present chapter for this purpose. Its first

section will give a general resume of the contribution

of the Buddhism to ancient Indian education and the
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second section will provide a bird's eye view of the

general condition of education in the successive

periods of Indian history.

SECTION A.

BUDDHISM AND ANCIENT INDIAN
EDUCATION

No Fundamental Difference: There was no

fundamental difference between Hindus and Buddhists
as far as the general educational theory or practice
was concerned. It was the fundamental tenet of

Buddhism that the world is full of sorrow and that

the salvation can be obtained only by renouncing it.

In the beginning therefore it naturally concerned
itself only with the education of novices and monks.
When however in the course of time it took up the

education of the laity also, its educational system
did not present any important points of difference

from those of Hinduism. Both systems had similar

ideals and followed similar methods. This must have
become quite clear to the reader from the previous

chapters and will become clearer still from this section.

We shall first however say a few words about the

ordination ceremony.

Ordination Ceremony : The wise injunction of

the Buddha, that every novice should be properly
trained in the discipline and doctrine of the religion,
was primarily responsible for the educational

developments in and activities of Buddhist monasteries.

Two ceremonies were laid down for those who desired

to enter the Order, the Pabbajja and the Upwampada.
The Pabbajja marked the beginning of the noviciate

period and could be given when a person was not
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less than eight years old. The permission of the

guardian was necessary. The Upammpada was given
after the end of the noviciate period, and the recipient
had to be not less than twenty years old. *If he was
a debtor, an invalid or a government servant, he was
refused admission. The ordination could take place

only with the consent of the whole chapter. There
were no caste restrictions for admission (ante, p.),

The novice had to affirm his faith in the Buddha,
his Dharhma (gospel) and Saiigha (the Order), and
select a learned person as his preceptor. He was
to follow strictly the rules and discipline of the Order ;

if he was guilty of any serious breach of discipline,
he could be expelled by a meeting of the chapter.
Like the Hindu Brahmachari (student), he was

expected to beg his daily food ; but he was also

permitted to accept invitations for meals from laymen.
He was to do all manual and menial work connected
with the monastic life, e. g. cleansing its floor and
utensils, bringing water, supervising its stores, etc.

The Relation between the Novice and Ms Teacher
were filial in character ; they were united together by
mutual reverence, confidence and affection. Like the

Hindu Brahmacharin, the Buddhist novice was to help
his teacher by doing a variety of manual work for him ;

he was to carry his seat and robes, supply him water

and tooth stiek, cleanse his begging bowl and utensils

and accompany him as an attendant when he

proceeded to the town or village for begging or

preaching. The teacher was to teach the student

the rules of etiquette and discipline, draw his

1. Like (Jpanayana. it has been compared to a spiritual birth ;

oi. rfcrw arrM) srtft ^#fo*a w**w n. p. ios ;
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attention to the vow of chastity, poverty
and abstinence from pleasures and help him in bis

iotellcctual and spiritual progress by suitable discourses

and lessons* in the morning and afternoon. He was
also to help him in getting food and robes, and even
to nurse him if he was sick. His own life was to be

exemplary and the novice was permitted to act as a

check on him if he was wavering in his faith or about

to commit a breach of monastic discipline. The needs
ol the teacher were to be the minimum ; the famous
teachers at Nalanda used to receive an allowance

only three times larger than the amount given to an

ordinary student. This would give a very clear idea as

to how Buddhist teachers led a very simple life and
cost next to nothing to society. They were lifelong
students of their different subjects ; for marriage did

not intervene to put an end to or an obstacle in their

studies.

The Education ol the Laity As observed already,
in the beginning Buddhist education was purely
monastic and was intended only for those who
entered, or intended to enter, the Order. This was
but natural. Buddhism held that the worldly life

was full of sorrow and that the salvation could be

possible only by renouncing it. It could therefore

naturally evince no interest in the education of those

who intended to follow secular life and pursuits. In

the course of time however it was realised that it was
necessary to win public sympathy and support for the

spread of the gospel ; this could be more successfully
done if the Buddhist monk could help the cause of

edjacatiou .as was done by his theological opponent,
the Bcatoana priest. It was also realised that the
best way to spread the gospel was to undertake tha
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education of the rising generation. This
calculated to enable the Order to mould and influence

the minds of the younger section of the society, when

they were very pliable. There was thus a better

chance of both recruiting proper types of persons for

the Order and of getting a larger number of lay

sympathisers, if the educational effort was not confined

to novices but was also extended to the whole

community. Buddhism therefore threw itself heart

and soul into the cause of the general education of the

whole community from about the beginning of the

Christian era. It may be pointed out that lay
students were admitted in 'external' monastic schools

of Christianity, 'internal' schools being reserved for

those who intended to join the order. Jesuits also

used to admit lay pupils, when space permitted
the step.

1

The Rise of Public Educational Institutes:
For a long time education was imparted by individual

teachers in ancient India on their own private
initiative and responsibility. The rise of organised

public educational institutions may be justly attributed

to the influence of Buddhism. This was but natural $

Buddhist monasteries already existed as corporate
Jbodies : when they developed into educational centres,

they naturally became corporate educational institu-

tions. Temple colleges of Hinduism probably owed
their inspiration to the monastic colleges of Buddhism.
In the heyday of Buddhism India was studded with

monasteries, and about 10 per cent of them at least

used to impart higher education. An account of the

more important of these institutions has already

given in Chapter V. Some of these monastic
- - "~ ' " "

f

"
?

;

EL Stetuton, Qrrtt Schools, tntaro. p. tr., Quick, *Mft p. 3fc
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like those of Nalanda, Valabhi and Vikramasila

became international centres of learning and spread
the fame of Indian education in Central and Eastern
Asia. Nalanda could get an endowment even from a

king of distant Java. Kings and merchant-princes in

India vied with each other in giving rich endowments
to these famous centres of education, and they in

turn used to give not only free tuition but also free

food and clothing, certainly to monks and probably to

lay students also. How these institutions were

organsied and managed has been already explained
in connection with the account of the Nalanda Univer-

sity (pp. 114-123). Buddhist monasteries were either

independent and self-sufficient townships or situated

on the outskirts of towns and villages. They therefore

enjoyed the advantage of a quiet atmosphere.

Noa-sectarian and comprehensive Courses :

Though organised and managed by Buddhists, monastic

colleges were neither sectarian in their outlook nor

purely theological in their courses. Buddhist philo-

sophy naturally played an important part in their

scheme of education, but adequate attention was also

given to the study of the religion and philosophy of

the different sects in Hinduism and Jainism. More
than two fifth of the time of Yuan Chwang was spent
in studying Hindu religion and philosophy in Buddhist
monasteries in India. ( Nor was the education confined

only to theology, philosophy and logic. Sanskrit

literature, astronomy-cum-astrology, medicine and
works on law, polity and administration were also

taught for the benefit of lay students in order to enable
them to get government service or follow useful and
learned professions in society, t Books being fragile and
costly, -students were naturally encouraged to commit
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important texts to memory ; this stood them in good
stead in debates and controversies. But Buddhist

education was far from being mere cramming of texts.

Reasoning and analysis formed an important part in

the method of teaching ; what critical foreign students

like Yuan Chwang and I-tsing admired in their Indian

teachers was not their keen memory, which stored

numberless texts, but their remarkable powers of ex-

planation and exposition. Individual attention was

paid to students ; at Nalanda each teacher had not

more than ten students under his charge.

Female Education : Buddhist nunneries went out

of vogue from about the 4th century A. D. ; so at*

the time when Buddhist monasteries had developed
into colleges of international reputation, women were
not receiving any advantages of the education

imparted in them. Their marriages were at that

time taking place very early. In the early history
of Buddhism however, the permission given to womea
to enter the Order gave a fairly good impetus to

the cause of female education, especially in aristo-

cratic and commercial sections of society. A large
number of ladies from these circles joined the Order
and became life-long students of religion and

philosophy. Their example must have given an
indirect encouragement to the spread of education

among lay women as well.

Buddhism and Primary Education: It is well
known that in modern* Burma Buddhist monasteries
afford valuable help in spreading literacy, as a
result of which the percentage of male literate

population in that country was as high as 38 evfll

Hi 1902. It is therefore not improbable that what
Buddhist monasteries are doing in modern Burma
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may have been done by them ia ancient India as

well. In its early history, however, there is no
evidence to show that Buddhism was interesting
itself in education of laymen. With the rise of the

MahaySna school in the early centuries of the

Christian era a great change took place, and Buddhist
monasteries began to undertake systematically the

education of laymen as well. The accounts of the

Chinese travellers, however, leave the impression
that Buddhist monasteries were mainly concerned
with higher education. It is however not improbable
that the Chinese travellers may not have referred

to their work in the sphere of primary education,
because they were not interested in it. We must
further remember that primary education was a more

integral part of higher education than is the case

now, and so could not have been altogether neglected

by the teachers engaged in higher education. Secular

Students, who used to serve their monk teachers as

pages giving them water, food, etc., appear from

I-tsing's account to have been students of primary
rather than secondary education. 1 We may therefore

conclude that in smaller monasteries where higher
education was not imparted, monks may have

engaged themselves in primary education. There
is however no definite evidence on the point.

Conclusion : It will thus be seen that Buddhism

may well be proud of its contribution to the cause^F
education in ancient Indial Its colleges threw their

jdoprs open to all, irresttectTve^sT' any &6nsiaertions
^T caste nr

fiflflnfry: The rise df orjfonised public
ucational institutions

ttiay
be jusjly Attributed To

influence. It raised the international status of

1. Tak*fcasurpp*
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jfldia by the efficiency of its Jaigher education, which
ttracted students from distant countries IjKft Kof^

, Tibet and lava/ The cultural sympathy which
\he countries in eastefn Asia feel for India even today
is entirely due to the work of the famous Buddhist

colleges of ancient India. If some of the important
lost texts can be reconstructed with the help of their

Chinese translations, the credit must be given tc

Buddhist colleges,* which enabled Chinese students tc

get their copies. Buddhist education also helped
the development of Hindu logic and philosophy by
initiating and encouraging comparative study. In the

period of its early history, it championed the cause

of education through the mother tongue ; later on

however it could not resist the charm and influence of

Sanskrit and began to impart education through
that language.

SECTION B.

PERIOD-WISE SURVEY OF ANCIENT
INDIAN EDUCATION.

Four historical Periods : We now proceed to

take a bird's eye view of the general condition of edu-
cation in the different periods of ancient Indian history.
We shall divide it into four periods for the purpose of

of our survey./! The first period will be from pre-his-

torjo_iimeg to c. 1 OOP B.C^ Itjm^ayJecMvemen tly
the

Y?l!:LJ
!y:^

ture_was c6jt^j&e3T^
period wilF exten<T7rom ^
It may be -described as the age of the Upamshads, the

Satras and the epics, as these works can be asigned to

this period. The Barhadrathas, the SiSunagas, the
Nandas and the Mauryas were tie leading political
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powers of this period, and so the age may be

veniently described as the age of the Nandas and

Mauryas. The_thkd_period Mil extend from c.ZQb^
B.C. to^^_!QQ_jyX It may be described as the age

oFTST Dharmasastra, as most of the leading works on

this subject wierF~vvffi ItlSin

also "Be^described" as the age ofthe Sungas and the

SStavahanas, the Vakatakas and
|)tie

Guptas, as these

were the leading political powers of the period.
- The

fourth jperiod_will extend from c. 500 A.D, to tf.JjSOO

A.D. ""It may be describjed^asjthe age oTthe'Turanas

aind diggsts^Nibandhas), as_society was guidTejdTmainly

by the theories and practices recommendedjnjhese
works. "Politically India was divided into many
small kingdoms during this age. Kings Harsha and

Bhoja were the most prominent rulers dunng "this

period. The age therefore may be described as the

age of Harsha and Bhoja.j We shall now proceed to

describe the condition of education as a whole in each

of these four periods.

THE VEDIC PERIOD :

(upto c. 1,000 B.C.)

Condition of Culture and Education: This age
niarked the beginning of Indian culture^ literature afrd

naturally not much progress wfts~M|aein
of knowledge. Its literary and

scientific achievements were naturally less dazzling
and comprehensive than those of the succeeding age

People of this period however
to make progress in tbejrealm of krumlfidge. They
hacT"realised tfiatTTwas inteliecfual efficiency and

equipment
~
tKaY 7 was""most essentiantof"Jrogj^ss in

culture" and Iitowle3g H was ernpfiasised that gods
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would be friends of only those who are wise and learned,

frhose only were regarded as learned who could not

mly recite the texts but also understand and interpret
mem. Kvery fton^fthnlriftr qf fhf> Agft therefore natu-

rally regarded the education of his children as a sagged

{.} [No distinction was made^in this connection

between boys and girisl; the education of both received

the same attention at least upto the higher stage.

Ordinarily the guardian discharged his duty to teach
bis wards so regularly and successfully that no necessity
was felt for a long time either for the professional
teacher or for the public school. Secular literature was

pet to be developed and so the literary course was
predominently religious. People however hadjan open,

Freehand ^inquiring mind and were eageTtcTexplore
lew realms of knowledge. Great emphasis was laid

5n thg_ proper development of debating powers ; boys
ind girte

who were successful in debates were highly
Lionoured. Education however did not produce mere
:alkers"but transformed its recepients into man of

iction as well. This would become quite clear from-

the successful manner in which the Aryans of the age

spread their culture and extended their political influ-

ence. The Aryan communitywas a compact aqd
iomogenous one during ibis period, and there was noi

rnucn difference in trie educational level of the di

rent classes. Priests however generally used to spe
iltee In literary and religious education. Warriors a

agriculturists also received some literary educati

Dut it was naturally not so deep or wide as that of

priests or the poets. ^ They used to devote the great

part of their educational course in mastering the an
*f _w**l~or t*16 processes of agriculture or tFe^uiethodi

)f arts_anji_crafts. Thfe followers df the latter were
held in high esteem : some of them like Asvins and
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IJLibhus were even deified. [The educational syfctem of

the a^e was successful ia forming character, developing

personality, promoting the progress ot dittefenr

ot knowledge ana achieving social efficiency*

an nappmess.
~~ "

THE UPANISHAD-S0TRA PERIOD.

(c. 1000 B.C. to o. 200 B.C.)

General Condition of the Age :

This^period,
can

justly be regarded as the most creative period of Hindu

cjOTure_ and literature , arts and sciences! The founda-

tions of whatever is theT>est in Hindu culture" and

glorious In Hindu achievements were lafd^down during
this period. Metaphy^cs_made rejnajrkaBTe progress,
asIs evidenced byTEeJJpanishadic, Jain and BauSciha

w-orks ; hVFoundations of almost all flie/tatersystems

ofjphilosophy were also laid do>yn. ~JPM (59SY_ an(^

grammar" were well ^developed and Jhe literaryjicti-

vityTn tKelegalliteriaiure^commenced. Speculations in

the sphere of political thought were original and fruit-

ful." Astronomy and mathematics, medicine arid sur-

gery, minfng and metallurgy began to be cultivated and

sculpture and architecture recorded remarkable pro-

gress, especially towards the end of the period. Effort

was also made to popularise culture and knowledge by
transforming the epic of the Bharata war into an

encyclopaedia of religion and ethics.

The Condition of Education : These manifold

achievements in different spheres became possible be-

cause Indians had still A. free* open and enquiring
jtnd JBterejmikinst to extend the

bounds of knowledge jaad_toensure itslnmsmissicm

to p^teritTTWiTh a viewlio^nlistftKe help oTTfoTwhote

society for this work, Upanayana ritufel was made
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obligatory for the whole Aryan community at about
the beginning of this .periocC This gave a great
impetus to the Spread both of literacy jmci_ fiigher

^educatiqn^ ^Ss "learning became more and more exten-
sive in course of time, education in the family became

impracticable,
and society began to ncburage^distin-

guished__s^olars to become regular teachers. They
used to organise private schools

,

for "higher studies,

relying mainly on the voluntary contributions of

students taking their advantage. Brahmacharya dis-

cipline was still rigorous, but towards the end gl the

pen^^jthelmarriageable age of
girlsjbegan^to be gra-

duaUy low^ed^T^Kch dver^Ij^"liS^ed female
education. During the earlier part of" this" period,
however,"" there was no dearth of women philosophers
and scholars, some of whom used to organise schools

and hostels for girls. Co-education was however not

unknown. Majority of giHs^ecelvedTEeif education

at~ liome, as vvas^ the^^case^ with boys also during the

ead]Lpjyogd. The educational system paid as much
attention. Jto the cuftivatibiTbf the ^edfc""^u3Tes]jifl
to that j3f gram^aFlffitt^
astronomy, epic^-^p^r^arirterature. Professions be-

came specialised towards the end __pf this period and^
l^eeTTt^gvarntageQus that they should

- -
cienc^T The ordinary sdidJer^or agriculturist used

however to receSijTIair jwnpunt of culturareducation ,

The training imparted to the doctor arid~tTie~sculptoi

t^as fairly practical and efficient, and the average in-

elligence of the artisan class was fairly high. The
Rilled worker was respected Dy society. Education

va^^lfigaLrded as a serious proposition and society was

anxiousmt its benefitT^ouldbe^extgnded to as

a clasTarpossijjle . Tarious^lepTwere being proposed
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and adopted to see that students did not stop their

studies at the end of their courses. Educatl6ft&l sys-

tem continued to be successful in tormiag character,

building up personality, extending the bounds of know-

Iedgg_ and presfirvingL_tb5.heritage of the past. It

undoubtedly promoted social happiness and efficiency ;

it enabled India to be at the vanguard of progress in

the contemporary world and repel and subjugate the

powerful Greek enemy,

THE AGE OF THE DHARMASASTRA
(<? 200 B. C. to c. 500 A. D,)

Characteristics of the Age: This period may
be described as the age of_crit[cal lefl^ctipn and

specialisalion. ~TKe achievements. oT~ the, preceding
creative period were critically examined and special

systems like thejSarhkhya and the^ Yoga, the Nj/aya
ancT the Vaigestiika, the Vedanta ancTthe I^aEayana
BuddTiisrS"wefe evolved ; this undoubtedly, marked
considerable progress In critical thought^ The creatiye

vein however was still active, though in a less marked

degree^ than before. Its_ activity was __pfletticularly

noteworthy in^ the__reaLm of jclassical Jiterature^ and

sacredTIaw, painting_and sculpture, mathematics and

astronomy. A considerable part of the__ religious

literature. _WAS now canonised, but^ Hindu^StilLhad an

and^enguiring mind. Philosophical systems

though tHeyTSS no

place in them even for God. Heterodox systemsTike the

Jainism and the Bu<Mtiis'm were studied by the Hindus
and dogmas of

"^.
analysed and ^xair^jBdJb^ihe Jains andftheJBuddliists;
this led to considerable progress in logic and^ meta-

physics. Greeks were no doubt regarded as unholy
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foreigners (Mlechchhas), but nevertheless their achieve-

ments in the realm ot sculpture, coinage and astronomy
were carefully studied and assimilated, which led tc

considerable progress in all these sciences.

The Condition of Education : There was howevei

a distinctive setback to the cause of education as a

whole during this period. Child marriages became
the order of the day towards the end oi tile peiiuit

ancl
rsp-

fc ft - | education suffered very considerably,

Only daughters of high^ class families used to receive

educjitioir during this period. The lowering of the

marriageable age of girls naturally involved the

corresponding lowering of the marriageable age oi

boys. Brahmacharya discipline consequently became

slaclk^and nominal ancTfowards the end of this period ;

the educational system could produce only a limited

number of young men possessing a developed person-

ality, characterised by self-confidence and sell

reliance. During this period Upanayana of Kshatriyas
and Vaishyas first became a mere formality , This

development gave a severe blow to the general and
cultural education of the warrior and the farmer, the

trader and the artisan, and this reduced their general

efficiency. Thei^education gradually began to become
too much specialised and narro'wv The salSie^ defect

arose irTTire~^course" of lime in liberal education also,

There was too much of specialisation in logic and

philosophy, astronomy and mathematics ; there was
no broad-based secondary course of education. The
"educational system was still able to promote social

efficiency and happiness and secure the preservation
and spread of national culture ; it-enabled society to

absorb and assimilate a number of foreign tribes whom
it could not drive out by military force. Towards
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the end of this period.. the_hi&her_ education of the

cultured classes received a great impetus and en-

couraggrnfent "by jffie rise 'of organisedjyoblicJcEools

an^^IIeges. On account 6rthelibeal support which

these Institutions received from fHe state and society,

they "were able to fmpart free education. Several

colleges for higher education became famous centres of

pducation, which in the course of time began to artract

students from abroad as well. The training in

practical sciences like sculpture and^ architecture,

medicine and matallurgy was still very efficient, if

somewhat narrow.

THE AGE OF THE PURAtfAS AND NIBANDHAS.

((7. 500 A. D. 1200 A. D)
Educational Achievements of the Age : India

continued to enjoy the reputation of an international
centre of education durmgTIiis period also. Down ta

<?.J500~A. D. TiBetan and Chinese students continued
to flock in her eastern Universities, ali9~~Her ^doctors

used to be summoned in Western Asia for curing royal

patients and organising state hospitals. Education
had not becomejnere_ book leDarning ; Indian^ tg^chers

excitedjLdmiration of foreign students by their_ remark-
able po^w"efs~oT"explanatioh and exposition. Graduates
orihis pefio3~wefe^remarkabre for theirj,ogical acumen

andjnastery IF~3Ssjm was no

longer the spoken tongue. Jacilities for free higher
education continued to be ample ; if with the decline
of Buddhism the number of monastic colleges decreas-

ed, the loss was more than compensated by the rise of

numerous temple colleges.% Brahmacharya discipline no
doubt became nominal owing to earlv marriages ; even
married students, however,' showed commendable per*
severance in pursuing protracted courses oi studies. Poor
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students continued to maintain themsejves_by_heggipg

ifj^cessaryT^Ee "number of teachers eager to follow

tHe~high""cbde"or"tfie profession, which enjoined jfree

tuition," still continued to be very large. Society's
earnestness for education was thus remarkable. J~"^

Educational Defects of the Age : Though thus

higher education continued to prosper, the education
of the masses suffered during this period. Upanayana

nowcompletely disappeared from Kshatriyas_and
Vaishya^r"tES^gaye a serious blow to their cultural

aiT3T literary education, reduced the percentage of

literacy among them and made their education very
narrow. Useful arts and professions began to "be

regarded as plebian and were boycotted by the higher
sections of Brahmanas ; as the services of the best

intellect in society were no longer available for the

development of arts and crafts, they ceased to make
any progress worth the' name. Growing orthodoxy of

the age disapproved of dissection and condemned the

pursuit of agriculture on the ground that it involved

killing of insects at the time of ploughing. Medical

education in the course of time became less efficient ;

surgery went out "of vogue arid "agriculture Fecame"a~neg-

lecIM^nd^plebian profession. The marriageable jige of

girls wasTurther lowered during this period ; girls were

ordinarily married atjthe age of 10 or 11. This natural-

ly gave a death blow to the female education. A few
ladies no doubt appear as poetesses during this period ;

they were however exceptions rather than the rule.

Education could not reach the masses as the medium
of higher instruction was_Sanskrit, which was no

longer the spoken tongue. No "serious or concerted
effort was made to develop literature in vernaculars in

order to facilitate the infiltration of knowledge to the

16
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masses. In the sphere of higher education specialisation

was carried to too great
:an etftfleme ; the logician, the

mathematician and the rhetorist, for instance, did not

possess much knowledge of the problertis and achi-

evements of one another. The preservation of ancient

literature and culture was the main concern of the

educatfoaai system. ; it was_^i^bl(B_tojrgMiyc^many
scholars., whp_could substan daily en rich i_t.

The
creative vein in the Hi ndujnte_llegL could still be seen

in the realm of poetics, and to a less extent, in those

ofjEHosopHyr literature and astronomy. It was how-

eveiTqiiite feeble, compared to its strength and achieve-

mentlTTn tEe preceding ages. The situation deteriorat-

ed further by the growing self-conceitedness of the

scholars of the age and their refusal to benefit by the

knowledge and experience of outsiders. They^had jio

longer a free, open and enquiring rflmd ; they would

refuse "to liccept what was not in consonance with *the

views "of sacred scriptures. This stood in the way of

progress in sciences like astronomy and medicine,

histpry and geography. During the medie \naLjticaes

great importance was attached by Indian Pandits, as

by Jesuitical scholars, to the cleverness ~~arfd skill in

mere"wor3y^warlare ; a person was hailed as a great
scholar if he could perceive distinctions where none

existed and silence his opponent by a brilliant display
of the resources of a well trained memory. Depth of

scholarship thus often went unrecognised and shallow

and unscrupulous debaters could often pose as great
scholars. The general stateof affairs regarding education

further deteriorate^~dlifIngjTfie"penbd TZOO-1SOQ A. D.

owing"TcT;Ehe growing impbverl^^^
anjjjthe withdrawal of active state encouragement to

its^educational system ^^n^TEiB^eniS^^oi Muslim

ascendancy.



Chapter XI.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND FAILUKES.
ACHIEVEMENTS The aims of infusion of pietj and formation

of character fully achieved Testimony of foreign writers and travel-
lers Success in developing personality, preserving and spreading
culture and literature and promoting social efficiency and happiness.

DEFECTS & LIMITATIONS: Hold of religion leads to the neglect
of secular studies and discouragement of rationalism in later times
The case in Europe the same Hindu intellect ceases to be creative
and assimilative and becomes receptive and imitative in later times

consequent adverse effect on education Arts and crafts regarded
plebian in later times Education of masses neglected Neglect of

vernaculars in later times Depth at the cost of breadth No broad-

based course including grammar, literature, mathematics, history
and geography for the average student Most defects arise in

medieval times A general estimate of Ancient Indian Education.

Introduction 5 We shall devote this concluding
chapter to the purpose of giving a critical estimate of

ancient Indian educational system by discussing its

achievements and failures. We have already made
some general observations in this connection in the

preceding pages ; we shall here discuss the subject in

a connected and comprehensive manner. We shall

first proceed to ascertain how far the aims and ideals

of the educational system, referred to in Chap. I,

were actually realised in practice. This will to a

great extent enable us to form its just estimate.

Infusion of Piety and Formation of Character '

We have seen already how infusion of a spirit of piety
and the formation of character were the first two

important aims of the educational system. There
can be no doubt that piety and religiousness are more
characteristic of Hindu society than of any other

community. The success of the educational system
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in moulding and forming character was also very
remarkable, as proved by the testimony of a number
of foreign observers, belonging to different centuries,

creeds and countries, who had no particular reason to

pass flattering remarks about Indian character.

Testimony of Greeks : Among these foreign

observers, the Greeks are chronologically the earliest

(<?. 300 B. C.). Politically they were not the allies

but the opponents of the Hindus. They have made
a few caustic remarks about some aspects of their

culture, but they have candidly noted the high

impression that the Hindu character and veracity

produced on their mind. 'Indians have never been
convicted of lying. Truth and virtue they hold in high
esteem

1

says Megasthenes in one place
1

. This state-

ment could not have been literally true, but it shows
that the cases of cheating and swindling must have
been comparatively few in society. Strabo and

Megasthenes have further pointed out that law suits

among the Indians were rare owing to their frank

dealing. "They are not litigous. Witnesses and
seals are not necessary when a man makes a deposit,
he acts in trust. Their houses are usually unguarded

2
."

A Chinese Tribute s Yuan Chwang pays an equally

high compliment to the Indian character during the

7th century A.D. He has carefully noted the weak
and strong points in the character of the peoples of

different districts ; but while summing up his impressions
of the Indian character as a whole, he says "They
(i.e. Indians) are of hasty and irresolute temperament,
but of pure moral principles. They will not take

anything wrongfully and they yield more than fairness

1. Megasthenes, Fragment 35.

2,
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requires. They fear for retribution for sins in other

lives and make light of what conduct produces in this

life, *Fhey do not practice deceit and they keep their

sworn obligations.
9 '

1 Vast majority of Indians in

Yuan Chwang's time did not share his religious beliefs

and practices and yet they receive the above high

compliment from the Chinese pilgrim.

Arab and Italian Testimony: Al Idrisi's im-

pressions of the Hindu character in western India

during the 10th century A.D. are similar to those of

Yuan Chwang's. Though a Muslim, he says of the

Hindus, 'The Indians are naturally inclined to justice
and never depart from it in their actions. Their good
faith, honesty and fidelity to engagements are well

known and they are so famous for these qualities that

people flock to their country from every side ; hence
the country is flourishing and their conditon pros-

perous.
3 "In the thirteenth century Marco Polo also

was impressed very highly by the character of the

Brahmanas of Western India. "You must know" says
he, "that these Brahmanas are the best merchants in

the world and the most truthful, for they would never

tell a lie for anything on the earth. If a foreign
merchant, who does not know the ways of the country,

applies to them and entrusts his goods to them, they
would take charge of these and sell them in the most
zealous manner, seeking zealously the profit of the

foreigner and asking no commission except what he

pleases to give."
3 When the morality of the trading

classes is so high, the character of the average man
must have been very noble. Ibn Batuta, another

Muslim observer, describes the Marathas of Deogiri

1. Watters, I, p. 171.
2. Elliot, History, Vol. I, p. 88.
3. Yule, Marco Polo, Vol. II, p. 363 (Third edition).
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and Nandurbar of the I4th century as 'upright, religious

and trustworthy.
1 The same was the view of

Abul Fazl, the minister of Akbar.

Conclusion : Travellers, pilgrims and merchants

are usually disposed to make caustic remarks about the

culture and character of the foreigners among whom
they have moved ; when so many of them belonging
to different times and climes and professing different

faiths agree in paying a high tribute to Indian

character, we may well conclude that there is no

exaggeration and that the educational system of the

country had succeeded remarkably in its ideal of

raising the national character to a high level. It is

only after the 17th and 18th centuries A.D. that- we
come across some foreign travellers, traders,

missionaries and ex-governors passing strictures upon
the Hindu character. Some of them were probably
misled by their prejudices, as we find their testimony
contradicted by others. 3

It is also possible that the

Hindu character may have suffered deterioration

during the long spell of foreign rule in medieval times ;

for successful falsehood is usually the best defence of

a slave. It is however worth observing that not a

shigle foreign observer is found passing hostile remarks
about Hindu character and honesty during the ancient

period of Indian history.

Success in developing Personality T*16 Deve-

lopment
of personality was the third aim of the

educational system and let us see how far it was able to

1. Ibna Batuta, p. 228.

2. Ool Sleeman, for instance, says : 'Lying between members of

the same village is almost unknown.' I have had hundreds of oases

before me in which a man's property, libefrfcy and life depended upon
his telling a Me, and h* hAa^reiosed fro taU it,'

Quoted by 11 Mullet in India, What It can teach Us, p. 50.
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accomplish it. The available evidence is rather mwgwi
to form a definite judgment in this connection* We
come across several masterful personalities, in different

walks of life in ancient India, but how far they wece?

typical of their age we do not know. Hindu achieve-

ments, however, in the different walks of life and.

branches of knowledge were fairly of a high order in:

ancient India down to the 6th century A.D., aadi this

would hardly have been possible if the products of the

educational system were not masterful personalities.

Things however changed for the worse from the 6th

century A. D.; Brahmacharya discipline became
nominal when a vast majority of students began to

marry at a very early age ; growth of independent

judgment became stunted with the growing veneration
for the past and its time-hallowed traditions. Self-

confidence and self-respect disappeared in a great
measure when society suffered from the convulsions of

sudden foreign invasions and long alien rule, frequently

imposing a hated religion and strange culture with the
aid of the sword. We must not judge the success of the
ancient Indian educational system in building personajity
of students by the conclusions based upon its products
at the advent of the British rule.

Success in the Preservation and Spread of Culture

and Literature : Friends and foes have alike admitted

that the ancient Indian system of education has beer*

eminently successful in its aim of the preservation o

ancient literary and cultural heritage. Very few of the

Vedic works have been lost. It is indeed a wonder
how so vast a literature could have been preserved
without the help of the art of writing for the task*.

Among post-Vedic works too, the number of valuable

book* fcJst is not considerable. And here also the lo&ses

would' have been practically insignificant if the destrag*
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tfon of temples and monasteries had not taken place on
a wide scale at the time of the invasions of the

Mahomadens and during their subsequent long rule.

The surprising amount of cultural uniformity that is to

be seen even now over the length and breadth of India

is mainly due to the successful preservation and spread
of ancient culture and civilisation. If there are several

features, common to Hindu life, all over the country,

contributing to Hindu unity, the credit has to be largely

given to the educational system, which has produced
uniformity in the culture and outlook on life of the

Hindu community. The remarkable success of Indian

missionaries in spreading Indian culture in Indian

Archipelago, Siam, China, Japan, Tibet, and Central

Asia must be attributed to the success of the educational

system in enkindling a strong zest in the minds of

students for spreading the national culture and heritage
far and wide, both in India and outside.

Civic Responsibility and Social Efficiency and

Happiness : The success of the educational system in

infusing a sense of civic responsibility and promoting
social efficiency and happiness, which were two of its

important aims, was also remarkable. It was but

natural that the educational system should have taken

the help of the religious feeling and the caste discipline
for infusing the sense of civic responsibility. The

average man in ancient India was always loyal to the

interests of his guild, village and caste. It was the

success of the educational system ;n promoting social

efficiency, which enabled Hindu society to be in the

vanguard of the march of civilisation for several

centuries. It is true that this ceased to be the case

from about the 10th century A.D. ; but the failure

during the last millennium in this connection should not

blind us to the success in the preceding long period of
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more than two thousand years. We shall now proceed
to discuss the causes of the decline in the educational

system and point out its limitations and defects.

DEFECTS AND LIMITATIONS
Introduction J We shall now proceed to point

out the main defects and limitations of the educational

system along with their causes. The period-wise survey
of the educational system, which was taken in the

second section of the last chapter, must have already
indicated to the reader what these defects were and how
most of them arose during the latter half of the first

millennium A. D. We shall discuss them in greater
details now. Attention will also be drawn to some other

limitations of the system, which were more or less

common to almost all systems of education in ancient

times and for which, therefore, the ancient Indian

system alone cannot be blamed.

The Hold of Religion:- Religion had an immense
hold over the Hindu mind and many of the admirable

features of the educational system have to be attribut-

ed to this circumstance, as shown already. It did not

make the educational outlook 'otherworldly', as is

supposed in certain quarters. The ideals of the

Vanaprastha and the Sanyasa were no doubt purely

spiritual, but such was not the case with the ideals of

the educational system. It aimed at producing youths

eminently fit to perform their civic and social duties ; if

any spiritual merit for the life to come was to result from

Brahmacharya, it was to be through the proper
performance of duties, which however were principally
determined with a view to make the student an efficient

and God-fearing citizen.

Secular Studies tend to be neglected : The

majority of teachers in ancient India were priests, as

was the case all over the ancient world. They did
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not exploit their position for promoting any selfish ends

of their own, but they had the natural limitations of

their class. When the even balance that was for a

long time successfully held in Hindu society between

the claims of religious and secular life (Dharrna-Mofaha

versus Artha-Kama) was disturbed, religious and semi-

religious studies got undue predominence in the

educational system. Secular sciences like history,

economics, politics, mathematics and astronomy did not

receive as much attention as theology, philosophy,,

ritualism and sacred law. Commerce and industry
and fine and useful arts made no appreciable progress

during the last 1500 years or so, because those in

charge of education showed no keen interest in them.

It may however be pointed out that down to the 18th

century, educationalists in Europe also regarded religious

studies as the most important constituents of the educa-

tional course ; many of them like Franke and Comenius

held that all children should be instructed above all

things in the vital knowledge of God and Christ. 1

Reason not held at a Discount in early Times:
A greater defect produced by the hold of religion over

the Hindu mind was the tendency to hold reason at a

discount, which became prominent a few centuries after

the Christian era. Such was not the case in earlier

times, when society used to value intellectual freedom

highly. Upanishadic thinkers have, for example,
advocated bold and original theories of philosophy
without showing any anxiety whatever to prove that

their views were in consonance with those of the

Vedic sages. In the days of the Buddha there were as

many as sixty three systems of philosophy, very few of

which cared to rely on Vedic authority for their

premises or conclusions. Systems of philosophy like

1 Greaves, Educators, pp 723,
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the Samkhya and the MimSnsa, which did not recognise
a Creator-God, were admitted within the fold of

orthodoxy. Buddhism and Jainism were not summarily
dismissed as athiestic or heterodox ; their scriptures
were carefully studied in order to prove that their

theories were unsound. For a long time society was
successful in reconciling its reverence for the past with
its regard for the advance of knowledge ; it used to

silently abandon exploded views and quietly accept new
theories and doctrines.

The changed Attitude of later Times : Unfortu-

nately for the progress of learning and scholarship
Vedic literature was canonised some time about
600 B.C. An almost equally high reverence came to

be paid to the Smritis and Puranas in course of time.

The authorship of these works came to be attributed to

divine or inspired agency, and it was averred that what

they contained could not be false, what they opposed
could not be true. Theories began to be accepted or

rejected according as they were in conformity with or

opposed to the statements of thesacred books on the

point. Intellectual giants like Sankara and Ramanuja had
to spend a disproportionate amount of time and energy
to prove that their systems of philosophy were in

conformity with and the natural outcomes of the Upa-
nishadic hypotheses. If the hold of the Srutis and Smritis

were not so exacting, there would have been freer

development of philosophy. At any rate many of the

remarkable intellects of the Middle Ages would have
found it possible to write independent works on their

own systems of philbsophy instead of being compelled
to present it unsystematically, while engaged in the

ostensible task of writing commentaries on the revealed

Hteratute; Instead of Nibandha compilations, we
would have possessed original Smritis of the later times.
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A concrete Instance and its Moral : Under such

circumstances, there was not much scope left for

research and originality in those matters where opinions
were expressed in sacred texts. A concrete case may
be given to illustrate the point. In the infancy of

astronomy, the eclipses were explained by the mytho-
logical stories about Rahu and Ketu attacking and

temporarily overpowering the moon and the sun. It

was an evil day for the advance of astronomy when
this mythological version got a canonical sanction by
its inclusion in the Puranas. Hindu astronomers like

Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, Varahamihira and Bhaskara-

charya knew the true causes of eclipses, but felt powerless
to carry vigorous propaganda to explode their popular
and mythological explanation canonised by the Puranas.

Nay, Brahmagupta, with a view to win cheap
popularity, went to the extent of advocating that the

popular view was correct, when he knew full well

that such was not the case. In Chapter I of his

Brahma-siddhanta, he gives both the popular and
scientific theories about the eclipses, but advocates
the cause of the former. "Some people think that the

eclipse is not caused by the Head (of Rahu or Ketu).

This, however, is a foolish idea. The Veda, which
is the word of God from the mouth of Brahman, says
that the Head eclipses, likewise Manusmriti and Garget- 1

samhita". 1 What is, however, most lamentable is that

Brahmagupta, who knew full well the real cause of

eclipses, should have proceeded to condemn Aryabhata,
Varahamihira, Srlshena and Vishnuchandra for

expounding the unorthodox but scientific theory that

eclipses are caused by the shadow of the eaith. It

is important to note that Brahmagupta becomes guilty
of intellectual and moral dishonesty because he was

I. As quoted by Alberuni, Vol. II, pp. 110-1. The original worlT
has been lost.
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anxious to win cheap popularity by supporting the

popular view that what was contained in the Vedas
and Manusmriti could not be untrue. It is interesting
to note that Varahamihira first combats the Rahu-Ketu

theory,
1 but then immediately succumbs to it.

a

Arjw-bhata alone has perhaps the moral courage to be
consistent with his intellectual convictions. But he

also only hints that the popular theory is wrong, but

does not dare to attack it openly.
3 If the Rahu-Ketu

theory of eclipses has continued to retain its hold over

the popular Hindu mind for the last 1500 years and

more, inspite of the scientific discovery of the true

cause of eclipses, the reason is that Hindu scholarship
of later times was too much in the leading strings of

religion to carry on active propaganda against its

hypothses. Similarly astronomers continued to

subscribe to the view that the constellation of the Great
Bear moves from one lunar mansion to another in

a hundred years, even when they had discovered that

such was not the case. The discontinuance of dissection

in the medical training and the abandonment of

agriculture by the Brahmanas, Buddhists and Jains
are also to be attributed to the hold of the progressively

puritanical notions over the popular mind. 4

Similar Hostility to Rationalism in Europe also :

1. Brihat-samWS, V. 4 fi.

% w% ^4 ftwcRK: n v u

g%?T m 3f ^STfcir i

2, Ibid, v. 18 T^gTO^rcoig^fic *^*RNt3: |

: u

8. Golalhaga, v. 49

4. I-taing, p. 62.
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It is, however, but fair to observe that in Europe too,

reason had to beat a hasty and precipitate retreat

when in conflict with the dicta of scriptures down to

the beginning of the modern age. Galileo had to

suffer for his astronomical discoveries. Thrpughout
the Middle Ages, educationalists were more anxious
to impart traditional theories and formulae thn to

train minds, capable of forming their own conclusions.

Medieval philosophers and commentators were utilising
reason only to prove that the scriptural hypotheses werQ
correct. It was Ltither who first vindicated the cause
of reason by declaring that what is contrary to reason
must be certainly much more contrary to God. But
Ltither too became a renegade towards the end of his

life and declared, 'The more subtle and accurate is

the reason, the more poisonous is the beast, with many
Dragon's heads is it against God and all his work.'

The truth was that the Reformers were unwilling to

concede to others the right to interpret scriptures, which

they claimed for themselves. If therefore reason was
at a discount in India from the beginning of Middle

Ages, (c. 500 A.D.) we must also note that the same
was the case in Europe down to the beginning of the

modern age. We should not further forget that reason
was given full scope by the Hindu scholars and thinkers

for more than about 1500 years, when it was superseded

by the exigencies of the religious situation. The his-

torian, however, cannot help regretting that supersession
of reason should have taken place among a people, who
had given full scope to it for several centuries.

Intellect Creative in the earlier Period : Enrich-
ment of the culture of the pq,st along with itspreservation
Continued to be the goal of the Indian educational system
for several centuries. Intellect and reason were for a

long time given full scope, originality was encouraged,
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and as a result we find remarkable creative activity in

the domain of theology, philosophy, philology, grammar,
logic, astronomy, mathematics, medicine, etc., down to

about 500 A.D. Indian achievements in many of these

fields were remarkable, judged either by the contem-

porary or by the absolute standard Scholars from

China, Korea, Tibet and Arabia used to visit India in

order to learn what she had to teach in the realms of

religion, medicine, mathematics and astronomy.

^ It Becomes Receptive and Imitative later To-

wards the beginning of the 9th century A.D., the

creative vein in the Indian intellect got fatigued after

an intense activity of more than 2,000 years.
1 Hindu

intellect had probably become old and no longer possess-
ed the energy necessary to open out new paths of

thought and action. Probably the heritage of the past
became so great that all the ability of scholars was

engrossed in preserving it. As also was the case in

Europe down to the 16th century A.D., the habit of

looking back to the past for inspiration and guidance
became quite common ; it began to be instinctively felt

that not much could be expected from the present. The

golden age of inspiration had gone, no new achieve-

ments were possible, the best that the age could do was
to preserve, expound or comment upon the masterpieces
of the past. Hindu educational system was unable to

create minds powerful enough to rise above the influence

of these theories. For the last one thousand years and
more, the Hindus have been writing only digests and
commentaries on the works of earlier periods. Creative

activity has come to a practical standstill.

\ Similar Condition in Europe Here also we have
to add that the spirit of the times was unfavourable for

the formation of independent minds and intellects both
T! The creative phase of the Greek or the Boman intellect

lasted for about 1,000 years only.
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in the West and in the East. In Europe too the Middle

Ages were a period of intellectual repression. Jesuitical

education also produced not creative or original but

receptive and imitative minds. The Renaissance and
Reformation movements, however, eventually succeed-

ed in establishing an era of intellectual independence
and originality in Europe ; in India, on the other hand
the foreign rule and its natural consequences continued

the spirit of the Middle Ages down to the time of the na-

tional reawakening towards the end of the 19th century.

Intellect ceases to be assimilative : Owing to its

excessive reverence for the past, the Hindu intellect

ceased to be assimilative from about 800 A. D, Hindu

sculptors assimilated Greek methods^ and enriched

Indian art. Early astronomers like Aryabhata and
Varahamihira were keeping themselves in touch with the

activities and achievements of the workers in the same
field outside India. Varahamihira (c. 500 A. D.) pays
even a handsome compliment to Greek astronomers and
observes "The Greeks are no doubt Mlechhas (impure),
but they are well grounded in astronomy and are

therefore worshipped and honoured like the Rishis."
1

A remarkable change for the worse took place in the

Hindu attitude towards foreign scholarship within a

couple of centuries or so after Varahamihira's death.

Implicit faith in the past and in the correctness of its

canonised tradition made the Hindu scholar narrow,

bigotted and conceited. Of the Hindu men of letters

of the llth century A. D., Alberuni observes, "They
are haughty, foolish, vain, stolid and self-conceited.

According to their belief, there is no country on the

earth but theirs, no other race of men but theirs, and no
created beings beside them that have any knowledge

Brihatsamhita, II 14.
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or science whatever. Their haughtiness is such that if

you tell them of any science or scholar in Khurasan or

Persia, they will think you to be both an ignbramus
and a liar. If they travelled and mixed with other

nations, they would soon change their mind, for their

ancestors were not so narrow-minded as the present

generation is
1
". In proof of the last assertion Alberuni

quotes the tribute of Varahamihira to Greek 'astronorhers,

quoted above. Hindus in Alberuni's time had very
good reason to feel a very deep prejudice against
Muslim scholarship ; Alberuni's picture may have been
to some extent overdrawn. But the contemporary
Hindu attitude towards the rutis, Smritis and Puranas
and other works of the past, which has been discussed

above, would show that Alberuni's account of the

mentality of the contemporary Hindu scholar is

substantially true. Hindu education had ceased to

remove prejudices, explode superstitions and broaden
the mind, so as to keep it capable of receiving instruc-

tions from all quarters by the beginning of the 9th

century A. D. Hindu colonising activity, necessitating
travel abroad, had also come to an end by this time.

Some Hindu doctors are no doubt known to have

proceeded to Baghdad at the invitation of Khalifa Harun
(786 A.D. 808 A.D.) to act as chief physicians in his

hospitals
3

; we however do not know whether public

opinion approved of their conduct, whether they returned
home and were readmitted to Hindu society. Foreign
travel for the purpose of education and the broadening
of views became impossible when the sea voyage was
prohibited. Whether it was undertaken in earlier days
also for these objects is doubtful. There are no books
in Sanskrit literature descriptive of geography, manners
and climate of the countries adjacent to India. Nor do
the Pauranic geographers seem to have been in touch with

1. SaohaD. Alberuni, I, pp. 22-23. 2. Idid, Introduction, p. 81.

17
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the traders *rd eoltMMsers, who were familiar with

Babylfrn, Arabia. Ceylon-, Java, Sumatra, Burma and
BorneOi

Arts and Crafts become ptebian Professions
Skill in manual training and industrial arts was highly

appreciated in early times.. Liberal and 'useful

education was usually combined among high class

workers. Brahmanas used to be skilled in mining and

metallurgy, medical and military sciences. Weavers
were often amateur students of literature, folk lore,

astronomy and the art of war. This combination of

liberal and useful education began to become

progressively rare after the Gupta age. The status of

the Vaishya became assimilated to that of ,the udra
as early as the 1st century A.D. and talented v persons

among the intellectual classes began to think it below
their dignity to follow useful and industrial arts. Like

European classical scholars of the Renaissance period,
Indian scholars became fascinated by the charms of

the classical literature. Absorbed in the beauty of

words and ideas, they neglected the world of Nature.

Mathematics and astronomy, sculpture and architecture

ceased to attract them. The level of intelligence

among the industrial classes therefore became lowered
down when their education became rigidly confined

to the technique and processes of their own professions
from about the 9th century A. D. As a natural

consequence of such a state of affairs, the growth and

development of the fine, useful and industrial arts

became arrested in India from about the 8th century
A.D. No advance is to be seen after that date in the

realms of sculpture, painting, mining, surgery, etc. The
old type of learning became stereotyped and it soon

began to degenerate. It is true that India continued

to* retain her dominating position in the weaving
industry down to the beginning of the last century ; but
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it is doubtful whether any progress was made in the

technique or processes of manufacture during the last

one thousand years.

Education of Masses neglected in later Times: At
the time when India was making rapid strides in the

different domains of knowledge, her education was
broad-based. In ancient Athens one in ten and in'

ancient Sparta one in twenty five received education, 1

and women's education was altogether neglected. The
case was much different in India down to the com-
mencement of the Christian era. Literacy &mong the

Aryans was probably as high as 60 per cent in the days
of Asoka. Anxious thought and care were also bestowed
on female education. Things, however, gradually

changed for the worse in the first millennium of the

Christian era. The education of women began to be

neglected. Kshatriyas and Vaishyas began to become

progressively illiterate. It is true that in Europe also

the masses were little more than barbarous and took
more naturally to warfare than to schooling down to

the end of the Middle Ages.
2 We can, however, hardly

derive any consolation from this comparison, for the

prevalent illiteracy in India was due to degeneration
from a more creditable condition, obtaining in earlier

centuries.

The neglect, of Vernaculars ' Hindu educational

system was unable to promote the education of the masseSj

probably because of its concentration on Sanskrit and
the neglect of the vernaculars. The revival of Sanskrit

that took place early in the first millennium was un-

doubtedly productive of much good; it immensely
enriched the different branches of Sanskrif literature

which began to reflect the ideals and ideas of the

individual and the race. But owing to the deep fascina-

1 Monroe, A Tent Booht pp. 26,
2
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tion for Sanskrit, society began to identify the educated
man with the classical scholar as was the.case in the

Europe of the Renaissance period. But when the best

minds became engaged in expressing their thoughts in

Sanskrit, Prakrits were naturally neglected. As long as

Sanskrit was intelligible to the ordinary individual, this

was not productive of much harm. But from about

the 8th century A.D. Prakrits and vernaculars became

widely differentiated from Sanskrit, and those who were

using them began to find it difficult to understand
the latter language. Hindu educationalists did not

realise the importance of developing vernacular litera-

tures in the interest of the man in the Street. Alberuni

observes, "The language in India is divided into a

neglected vernacular one, only in use among the common
people, and a classical one, only in use among the upper
and educated classes, which is much cultivated." 1

We no doubt come across a few cases from the 13th

century onwards where provision was made for the

.teaching of Telugu, Canarese and Marathi in some of

of the schools and colleges of South India, but the

general impression produced by a survey of the edu-
cational system and institutions is that society was not

alive to the importance of the teaching and development
of vernaculars in the interest of the spread of education

among the masses. Things in India were however quite
on a par with' what they were in contemporary Europe,
where Latin continued to be the medium of instruction

down to the 17th century A.D. The classics dominated
the curriculum of the Public Schools in England down
to <?. 1850 A.D., boys could write better Latin than

English. In the 16th century school boys were

punished for using the mother tongue, and its study
could be started in Jesuitical schools only with the

1 Saohau, I, p. IS* Some poems and dramas were written in

Prakrit, bat their number was very small.
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special permission of the Provincial. l India however
could have been much in advance of the world ideas in

this matter if the impetus that was given to the cultiva-

tion of vernaculars by the two gifted Seers, Mahavlra
and the Buddha, had not died down owing to the

revival of Sanskrit.

Depth at the cost of Breadth : Hindu education

was thorough, but it was not sufficiently broad. Each
branch was thinking of its own problems. Education-

alists do not seem to have bestowed much thought on
the relative utility of the study of the different branches

like grammar, literature, logic, philosophy, mathematics
and fine arts for the development of the intellect, the

mind and the imagination. Specialisation was started

too early. A broad-based secondary course embracing
a study of grammar, literature, mathematics,

astronomy and history did not exist.
2

Subjects of

aesthetic value like music and painting did not form part
of the general course, as they did in ancient Greece.

An undue emphasis was laid on grammar^ /literature

and logic at the cost of history, mathematics and

astronomy. Here again the impartial historian has to

point out that this defect of the Hindu educational

system was not peculiar to India, but was to be seen

all over the civilised world. In Europe all the energies
of teachers and students were concentrated on

grammar, rhetoric and dialectics down to the 13th

century ; only that much knowledge of arithmetic was

given which was necessary to calculate Church
festivals. Geography was ignored altogether till an
incentive to its study was given by the discoveries

of Columbus and Vasco de Gama. Natural sciences

1 Quick : The Euays, p. 81.

2. Many sided interests were not created probably because it

was difficult to maintain them in alter life in an age when cheap
books were unknown. Crowded curriculum also has its own evils as

. the Matriculation student knows to his cost.
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were introduced very reluctantly only by the middle of

the last century.
J

An unfair Comparison: Some of the defects

noted above like the neglect of the education of

women and the masses crept into the Hindu
Educational System only in later times ; others like

the non-existence of a broad-based secondary course

and the neglect of the vernaculars were common to all

the contemporary systems. The twentieth century
critic often forgets that the West has gone on

progressing rapidly during the last 300 years owing to

tfce impetus it has received from the Renaissance, the

Reformation and the Scientific Movement, while India

has gone on deteriorating ever since 1000 A.D. owing
to the almost continuous foreign rule and its natural

consequences. The Muslim conquerors no doubt became
domiciled in India, but they were on the whole unable

to appreciate and encourage Hindu culture and
education to any appreciable extent. The effects of the

Muslim rule on the learning and scholarship of the

Hindus can be described in the words of a Muslim
himself. While describing the state of Hindu learning
after the invasions of Mahmud of Ghazni, Alberuni

observes, 'The present times are not of this kind ; they
are the very opposite, (because there is no royal support
or encouragement to learning), and therefore it is quite

impossible that a new science or any new kind of research

Should arise in our days. What we have of sciences is but

tJte scanty remains of byegone better times
9 '2

Bernier, wliile

describing the state of Hindu education in Benares

1. n Germany, science was!introduced in aecondary education

in 1816 A.D. When the Royal OommisBion on Education apologeti-

cally pleaded for the inclusion oi science In the secondary courses in

J66, IX) or 18 lectures began to be giron annually in some of the

*Wio SofcoolB in England. The Faoulfey of Boieaoe was established

SU Baohan, I, p. 262,
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towards the middle 2>f :the 17th .century, observes,
1

"Students stay for ten or twelve years during which tke
work of instruction proceeds but slowly. Feeling no

spirit of emulation and entertaining no hope that honour
or emoluments may be the reward of extraordinary
attainments as with us, the scholars pursue the studies

slowly, without much to distract their 'attention." The

Report of the Bengal Provincial Committee, Education

Commission, 1882, observes, 'The Mahomaden conquest

proved disastious to all indigenous educational institu*

tions..N The proprietary rights in land changed hands.
The language of the court was changed. Indigenous

learning lost most of its support ; and after tifae classes

had settled down, the well-to-do classes of the Hindus
took gradually to the cultivation of foreign language,
literature and manners. The tols were more >and mere
deserted and left to those only, who wanted to learn

the Hindu rituals. In course of time the Musafaiom
teachers and schools drew off the largest portion of the

upper and the middle classes of the community and
the tols and the pafhaSalas either died or barely m&niaged
to survive.' 2

A general Estimate : It is therefore hardly fair

to compare 'the scanty remains of bye-gone better

times' with the tremenodus advance the West has
made during the last century and half under very
favourable circumstances 3

. The impartial historian

will have to note that in the heyday of her glorv.
education in India was broad-based, women and a large
section of the masses being admitted to its privileges and

1. Bemier, Travels in Moghul Empire, p. 334.

2. P. 2.

3. The historically correct procedure would be to compare
Hindu Sanskrit learning at the advent of the British role with the
scholarship the Christian monks who kept the lamp of learning
burning during the Dark Ages. If such a comparison is institaML
India will hare nothing to be afraid of*
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advantages. It was able to develop character and

personality, to inculcate civic virtues, and to turn out

citizens well qualified to follow their professions and

discharge their duties in life.
\\
It Jntroduced a _high

standard of culture and emphasised the necessity of

self-imposed"discipline and"stern regard for duty. It was
nof only" able to preserve ^^^^^^^^^_J^&^ ~T5ut

aJso to^enrich itf from generation to generation. It

produced a galaxy of able scholars and thinkers^ from

agelo^^e7^T|o7rnade important., contributions to the

advancement of knowledge in the spheres of philosophy,
Iogfc7 mathematics, astronomy, medicine and chemistry.
It enabled India to achieve high material prosperity

by the excellent arrangements it made for training

young men in commerce, industry and fine and useful

arts. The general principles, which underlay the

system,-e. g. intellectual freedom, individual attention

to students, the monitorial system, gurukula ideal, plain

living and high thinking, mass education, combination of

useful and liberal education, the locating of educational

institutions away from the din and dust of the city-life,
etc.-are inherently sound and capable of yielding
excellent results~even in modern^ timesTlFapplied with
due regafct to changed circumtances



APPENDIX I.

EDUCATIONAL RITUALS.

Religion has deeply saturated Hindu life in almost

all__jts pffases and the sphere of education is no

exception.^ Rituals connected with the student's life are

many, and several aspects of educational theory and

practice are illustrated by their study. For the benefit

of advanced students of the subject, it is therefore

proposed to devote this appendix to a critical survey
and rationalistic interpretation of the important rituals

connected with education.

SECTION A.

VlDYARAMBHA RlTUAL (SANSKARA).l

Its Time and Nature: Vidyarambha Sau^a*
,,

which is described^ by spmef~ authorities jalso as

Akslfarasvtkarana, was performed, as the name would

suggest, at tHe commencement of the primary
education. Fifth year, which is usually regarded as

suitable for the beginning of the primary education,
was the time prescribed for it.

2
If thejritual had to, be

postponed on account of unavoidable difficultiestjit-had
to t>e"^~peffbrmed a|l]T55st__T)efpre the Upanayana
(Initiation" or ThreadCeremony)? An" auspicious day
was selected for^Jhe purpose. The ritual was a simple

1. The original authorities for the information given in this
section are the following: Viramitrodaya, SanskfiraprakaSa, pp. 321 fl;

ipararka on YdjnavalTcya-smrti, I, 13; Smritichandrifat, Sanskarakanda,
pp. 67 fi ; Sanskdra-ratnd-mdla of GopTnathabhatta.

. 2. The Bismilla Khani oeremonj, whioh the Muslims perform
it the beginning of the primary education, is also performed in the
5th year, or to be more oorreot, on the 4th day of the fourth month
>f the fifth year. It was performed on this day in the oase of
Elumayun; J.A.S.B., 1985, p. 249.

3. ffcfaT5F*R: ^n^rnR79^: I Brihaspatl in VMS.
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one, requiring the young boy ^o^^^hjp^Saij.svatr, the

goddess ot
learning VinayaRaT the god^oTTearning^

ancTthe tutelary_dgitigsj>f his family. Some
,
authorities

prescribe a sacrifice^but proBaBly it was not performed

everywhere. The worship of the deities was followed

by that of the primary teacher and the boy was then

Jhanded over .to .him. The teacher used to make_ the

boy write on rice all the ^l^Habets with tEeTiejp of a

specially .prepared golden or
__silver_ pen. Suitable

presents macle~ to the teacEeT, and the Brahmanas
invited for tlie ceremony marked the termination of

the ritual.

The Ritual non-existent in early Times Why :

Vidyarambha is thus the earliest Sanskara in the student's

life, but is does not, like Upanayana, go back to hoary
antiquity. The authorities, which prescribe_and des-~

cribe this ritual^ are, as late as the second millenium of

of the Christian era.* Tt~appeaFs liFdeed very strange
tEat theT^earlier works like the Grihya-sutras and the

Dharma-sutras, which have laid down rituals for such

relatively insignificant occasions like ^j-tliyi-jnuhkranmna

(when the child is first taken out from the house), and

anna-prasanu (when it is first given- food), should have
failed to associate the commencement of the primary
education with any. religious ceremony. The reason,

however, is not far to seek. Upanayan^Saojskara,
which existed even in_t6g_Yedic^ age, marJked^lhe -begin-

ning^of ^educafion in pre-historic times. There was thus
no necessity ~to prescribe~~a different Sanskara like

aksJiarasvlkarana (learning of the alphabet) for the simple
reason that the alphabet was then probably unknown, 2

1. ViSvaroitra, BriHaspati, Markaiideya, etc,, who are quoted by
these authorities, oannot be mnoh aaclier, as would be clear from
the Afcicjuioiiiload details mentioned by .them. Snob details m ike thei

^ppearapoe qnlj aiter the 7th or -the Sth.0entnry A.D.
2. The view oi Dr. Biihler and others thd^t alphabet wo'^n^

known ia India before; c. .800 B.O. Jias now Jo .be abandoned in vie\v of

P.T.O.
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The education of children therefore naturally commeno
ed not with the learning of the alghabefcs, but with, the

memorising of the sacFed^Hy.miKijL which were the most
valued possession of the Aryans and constituted almost
their entire literature. Under these circumstances, the

Upanayana, which was prescribed at the commence-
ment of the Vedic studies, could be the only ritual to

be performed at the commencement .of education.

When and Why Evolved : In the course of time
the Vedic Sanskrit ceased to be^ jfche__sj^qken language,
the sciences df exegesis and grammar were developed,
and the art of writing was invented or became known.
Even the memorising of the Vedic hymns required
some previous elementary education.

. Upanayana
could therefore no longer mark the beginning of educa-

tion and a different ritual called Vidyarambha began
to be recommended for the commencement of primary
education. This must have taken place at a fairly

early date ;, the fact that the ritual is recommended

only by very late authorities is probably to be explained

by the circumstance that it was for a long tirna* combined
with chaula or tonsure ceremony,

1 This combination was

(Continued from the

the Indus Valley discoveries* There is clear cultural evidence to

show that the art of writing was known in the later Samhita period

(e. 1600-1200 B.G.); see Ojha, Prachina-lijpi-mald, pp. 1-16. There is

no evidence to show that the art of writing was known in the early
Vedio period (2500-^000 B.O.). The Aryans were probably ignorant of

that art when they entered India and it may be eventually proved
that they learnt it fcom the "Indus peqple."

1. Of. i Sft^rtewt foft $*?n4 ^fjqS'ta I Arthasdstra..

I. 2 [On prince's education].

ii

hu. III. 7.

Utrarardmacharit, Act IL
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facilitated by the fact that the time for the ritual, the

4th to the 7th year, was suitable also for the com-
mencement of primary education. The number and
nature of the locks of hair to be kept at the time of

the tonsure ceremony had close connection with the

Vedic sages with whom the family was believed to be

connected^ this may also have suggested a synchroni-
sation of the commencement of primary education

with the celebration of the chaula-karma.

SECTION B.

UPANAYANA (INITIATION 2
) RITUAL

Upanayana, its Meaning and Significance

Upanayana literally means taking a student to a teacher

in
v
order to hand him over to the latter for his education;

The ritual was originally performed _jyhen a student

commenced his Vedic education underjhe supervision

of a teacher, with whom he usually lived. It was not

an obligatory^itagtl ; if a stuclent was urifit by character

or calibre to receive the Vedic education, he was not

admitted to its privilege.
8

If, on the other hand, during
the course of his education, he had to go to a different

teacher, the ritual had to be repeated. Nay, it was felt

that it should be performed again even in the case of

1. Of. q*rfj ftRTt f%^T% I
A. G. flf., XVI, 6 :

section 4.

2 The popular English translation of the name of the ritual

-by 'Thread Ceremony
1

does not convey its real meaning at all. The
wearing of the sacred thread was quite a minor element in the ritual.

t Gru S. f 1.1.6.

it

4.1.
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married men, if they wanted to prosecute further

studies under a new teachey:.
1 It was thus essentially

an educational ritual andjbore some resemblance to the

formality of the admission procedure in modern. schools

and colleges. In the course of time, however its signi-
ficance changed. It was felt necessary that the services

of^tfae whole Aryan community should be conscripted for

the preservation of the Vedic literature which had grown
to considerable dimensions in the course of centuries ;

Upanayana and Vedic studies were therefore made
obligatory for all. If it was not performed in time, it

was declared that the person wjmld lose his Aryan status

ana become unfit for marriage and social intercourse.

Thi threat-no doubt helped the spread of Vedic learning
and gaye__an impetus to primary__

in later times presupposed by Vecfic studies; but it

o^ educational function 4nta
a bodfiy^saririka)*ritual. _ It began to be argued that it

shouIdTbe performed even in the case of dumb and
deaf persons in order to render them eligible for

marriage.
2 Some late Smriti writers felt that the

ritual was primarily for . the purification of the booty ;

they have therefore recommended that it should be

repeated in case the body is defiled by the bite of a

1 Ch. Up. V. II. Here, as a special case, King Asvapati excu
the formality of Upanayana before beginning to teach his distin-

guished Brahmana pupils. The latter, however, had oome ready for

the CJpanayana. Of . :

2. See VMS, p. 361. The difficulty created by the impossibility
of the recitation of Vedio hymns by a deaf and dumb person was got
over by the theory that they may be recited by the. teacher on behalf

of the dumb student. STjqS^ftqwt flWITW^ SRSfa 'TTSt f%*ifa% \

Ibi<f. Borne writers like Sankha-Likhita however did not agree with

this view ; of. ^S^HI^tlNH * Quoted in VMS., p. 406
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a jackal.
J And, if thejicdjr Brahmana can be

rencLeredr~Eolier_by this Sanskara, why should it fail

to perform a similar miragteTTn the case of other

inanimate objects ? In tiagdievsl times the custom
therefore arose of performing this ceremony o\jF"the

holyFjppal tree in order to makej^jiolier,^ AlTThese,

however, are later anomalies that crept into society
when the original purpose of Upanayana was being

gradually forgotten.

Its Antiquity : The antiquity of this ritual goes
back to prehistoric times. It ^existed in the Indo-

Iraman period and isclearly presupposed by the

Rigveda [X. 109, 5 ; ITO7 4 and 51. The AMarya-
vecja describes it in detail and . attributes the

proper functioning of society and nature to its

mysterious efficacy.? Details about the student's

life and paraphernalia, more or l$ss similar to those

given in Smritis, are to be seen in several passages of

the Brahmana literature.* In the earlyj)eriod, the

simple ope ; even a verbal acceptance by

the^teachej^was sufficient^
5 For a long time the father

himseffacted as the teacher (Br. Up., V. 2.1 ; VI. 2.9).

1. Gf. gatatapa, Paithlnasi and Yama quoted in VMS.,
p. 545-7.

2. An inscription from Karnatak refers to a Brahmana, per-

forming this ceremony on the four ASvatha trees planted by him in

a temple garden in 1358 AJX J5J.C., Ill, Malavalli No. 28.

3. srfRspji rrrer im 11 f^^r% i xi. fi. 17.

i xi. 6. is.

xi. 5. 19.

H xi. 6, i.

See also, VI: 138.

4. Tai. S>, VI, 3, 10, 5; Sat, Br., XI, 5, 4, (here we have a
detailed description of the Upanayana) ; Go. Br,, 1. 2, 1-8 (here we Jiave

several interesting reasons for the different' rules of Brahmaoharya).

i B*. v**> vi. 2.7.
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Who were eligible for it ? Brahmanas, Kshatriyas
and Vaishyas were eligible for the Upanayana and Vedic

studj^ They ^
are collectively called Dvijas, because

they were all believed to get a second birtfa, a:spiritual

one, at tne time of the UpanayanaC When the ritual

became obligatory, it seems to have been regularly

performed by all these castes for several centuries.

Smritis give detailed rules about the different kinds

of girdles, "staffs, sacred threads, etc. which were

prescribed for the members of the various castes*

Details about these minor variations would not have been
evo ved if the ritual had not been a general one among
the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas. In the course of

time, however, Vedic studies fell into background, partly

owing to the setback which the Vedia religion received

by the rise of the Upanishadic, Jain and Buddhist

movements, and partly by the development of other

branches of
^ knowledge in the Hindu community itself.

Upanayana then began to fall into disuetitude among
the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas, with whose professions
in subsequent life Vedic studies were but remotely
connected. This happened at about the beginning of

the Christian era, when the theory that only the

Brahmanas and Shudras exist in the Kali age seems to

have gained ascendancy
1

. Kshatriyas and Vaishyas

1. Bhasa (3*d century A. D.) and Dandin (7th century A. D.)

regarded the sacred thread as an insignia of a Brahmana and not oi a

Drija. Of ;

I Avimaraka, Aot V.

sftcrofsr i

Dafakumdr&charit, 2nd Ohap.

Cf also RaghuvamSa, XI, 64,

An inscription however shows that the Upanayana of the Hoysala
King Narasimha III, who was a Kshatriya, took place in his 9th year
on. 25*2-1266* It appeaia that even whan the rituaL had gone out of

vogne among the Kshatriyaa in general, it continued among the royal
families.
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were levelled down to the position of the Shudras.

primarily because they were not performing the.. Upa-
nayana ceremony and wearing the Sacred Thread*

Probably in respectable Kshatriya ruling families, the

ritual continued to be performed down to the Ijth

century, but their number was very small. The testi-

mony, of Alberuni (I, p. 125) shows that the Vedic
education had practically died down among the

Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas before the llth century
A.D. In the earlier centuries of the Christian era, the

ritual was performed by these castes as an unmeaning
formality, as is the case with the Brahmanas now.
Later on it was discontinued. It may be noted in this

connection that it was not without difficulty that

Shivaji could succeed in getting a Brahmana Pandit
From Benares, ready to perform the Upanayana for

him at the age of 44.

The Age at the Upanayana : The IJjpanayana
marks the beginning ot the Vedic education"! which in

several respects resembled the secondary education of

nt)dern times. Naturally therefore some age between
3 and IjZwEte regarded as suitable for it. Usually our
:exts prescribe that the Upanayana should be performed
n the 8th year in the case of a Bratunana. in the jjjja

fear in the case of a Kshatriya ancTTn the_12th year in

:he case of a_Vaishya. No particular sanctity was
ittacbed to these jjgeg

1

; .for, some_writers Jike

3audhayana regard any age betwgen 8 and 1 6 as
*

. ThereTwas no idea of

1. The selection of these particular ages seems to have been dne
> the rather fortuitous circumstance of the syllables of each line of
ae Savitrl Mantras of these castes being 8, 11 and 12 respectively. Of.

;
(

) I Medhatithi on Manu. U. 38. Of. also VMS., p. 344.

n II. 5. 5.
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emphasising the intellectual superiority of the

Brahmanas 1
, when a lower age was prescribed for their

Upanayana. Family traditions in Brahmanigajjcircles
facilitated Vedic educatiou at an early age ; such^jvas
not the case with Kshatriyasjand Vaishyas. Brajimana
boys could very otten begin^heir"_yedic education at

home ; Kshatriya and VaisKya boysTiadjiecessanly to

leave their families and go to a Brahmana^ teacEigr^ for

that purpose ; thejtge_^Fll orJ._2^whenT)oys are to

some extendable to look after themselves, was there-

fore found convenient for them. It is interesting to

note that the Brabmana boy Svetaketu also performed
his Upanayana at the age l2~and immediately^ went
to stay with Jbis "preceptor for prosecuting^bis Education

(Cli. Up. VI. 1-2). It wouTd"terefore appegFlhat
even in Brahmanical familiesT theJLTpanayana was post-

poned to a later age when ilTwas to be followed by the

separation of the boy from his family. It is the similar

necessity of sending" tEeT boys outside to a town or a

city that compels villagers of our time to begin their

wards' secondary education at about the age of II or

12. In cultured Brahmana families, which were very
keejOabout the quick progress of their sons, the

tradition was tqjgerforrn the Upanayana and begin the

Vedic studies even earlier _than the 8ttx_ yeaf^ This

practice is similar to that of many well-to-do and
cultured city families, which begin the secondary or

English education of their wards at about the age of

6 or 7. Smritis have therefore naturally given much
latitude abqut the age at the Upanayana in order to

suit the circumstances and convenience of the different

I. As supposed by Keay (p. 29) and Das (p. 72).

2. writ 3rrswg<wfar *ferfc srsFHrow?^ i J. or, s. t 1. 12.

Oi. also G. D. S., 1. 1. 7 ; M. Or. S.,'1. *2. 1 ; Vd. Or. S., 6.

18
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types of families in society*. They however felt that

it onght to begin aut about the age of 12, for the powers
of mind that were required for the Vedic studies could
be properly .cultivated and .developed only at an

mrly age. The commencement of the Vedic studies

after
'

the age of 16 has been definitely discouraged
by them,

8 for it was rightly apprehended that a boy
who begins his studies at such an advanced age may
find them too tedious, his mind having already become

susceptible to sensuous attractions.

Critical Survey of the Ritual : An educationalist

will'find the survey of the Upanayana ritual very
interesting and instructive. The ritual opens wjtk. a

breakfast (which precedes even the bath), during which,
it is the custom in many"parts of the country jor the

boy to share food with his mother in thejarne dish.

A breakfast before bath is unusual in Hindu rituals

1. A child of 6 or 7 could not recite with proper accent and

pronunciation even the Sdvitri verse ; so it was recommended that in

the cases of very early Upanayanas, the teaching of this Mantra

should be postponed by about a year ; Of . eft 5 ^fof g^f sfactf^

T?5nf: *fac*Rtffan I nft: \ S. Br. XL It may be noted in this

connection that at a time when there was a prejudice against commit-

ting the Vedio texts to writing and when grammar had not been

evolved, not much preparation by way of primary education was
necessary for commencing Vedio studies. They could therefore be

begun even at the early age of 6 or 7.

It is interesting to note that Smritis do not lay down any
detailed rules about the astrological auapiciousnees of the day of

the'*Upanayana. These were introduced in medieval times*

2. mRre}^%<?5T#cr SI^BI^ m f^t^ *rs% i

J. Or. S. 1. 12.

The upper limit of 22 and 24 permitted for the Kshatriyas and

Valshyas is due simply to the doubling of their normal age. The
readiness of Miteamisra, a 17th century writer, to parm.it Upanayana
upfo the age of 24, 33 and 36 seems to be due to the exigencies of the

age, whea some pesaons like Shiyaji w$re performing (the ritual,

when reminded about it, or when it became absolutely necessary.
FAfS.,861.
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and its occurrence at the Upanayana was
intended to indicate that the earlier period 6f

unregulated childhood had come to an end and that

serious and disciplined life was now to follow.

Breakfast was followed by a shave, an invariable

element in most of the Hindu religious observances.

The boy was then given a bath and offered a

Kauplna
1

. This was to remind him that the Upanay&na
commenced a new epoch in his life from which dignity,
decorum and self-restraint could never be separated. A
girdle (meklmla) was tied round his waist as a support for

ITau^ma. it was made of triple cord, the symbolism
being intended J^-foster the belief in the scholarjftflt he
was being continuously encircled by the three Vedas 8

.

TtieTerses recitedl on the occasion of tying the girdle
informed the boy that his belt was a daughter of Faith

(Sraddha) and a sister of the sages, possesed the power
of protecting his purity and chastity and would keep
him away from evil 3

. Hindu ideas of decorum

required that when engaged in religious duties, the

upper part of the body should be covered with a

piece of cloth 4
. On the occasion of the Upanayana the

young scholar was ther^lrelD^^
In the earliest ]penocL, when spinning ~anct~weavmg were

1A
]

Kaupina denotes the small strip of cloth used by ohildrei
to cover their private parts. It was usually discontinued
at about the age of 12 when the boy was required to weai
the full dhoti. Of. AS?alayana quoted in VMS., p, 432

in VMS., p. 435
3 -

A. FM VL 138. 4,

weft ^1% ^awnswft: \

Yd. Gr. S. 6.

4 - wf ^^ tt^: wrw: f^nfon i

Wffirf^CT!: II

Yogayajfiavalkya in 80S. t p. 299
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probably unknown, a deer-skin was offered on the

occasion. The_yputh was askjedjo remembeFltott the

fcnrely deerskinis symbolical of brahmavarchasam or

spiritual and intellectual preeminence and
L_tEat its

constant use ought to urge him to attain reputation
as a man of character and scholarship

1
. When

spinning and weaving became common, a piece of

cloth was offered to the boy on this occasion, spun
and woven in his own family just before the

ceremony
2

. A survey of the Grihya-sutras, wnich
describe the Upanayana ritual in detail, shows that

the investiture with the Sacred Thread did not form

part of the Upafcayana ritual. The upper garment
that was offered to the boy was in lieu of the Sacred

Thread or rather its predecessor. tThis will be shown
in the Appendix D, where the whole history of the

Sacred Thread and its significance will be discussed in

details^/

Presentation to Deities : Invested with the above

paraphernalia, the boy was taken to the sacred fire,

the earliest Indo-European_deity known so farT He
was asked to otter a samidh (a giecej)f sacred fueljjp
the gleaming tire and. the~verses recited_on the occasion

prayed that God Fire should ~be
"auspicious tjTjjie

young scholar and endow Elm witfi brilliance,

intelligence and vigour
3

, so that his scholarship and

strength should glow up like the resplendent flame of

fire. In__order to intensify_hjs_j)iety, the boy was
^

of Vedic" deities

Yama^Aryama and Savitrj. The^ last mentione3 god
was ^hargedvvith the special duty of protecting the

1. G. Br. t
I. 2. 1-3

\ B. Or. S. t II. 6.

Bh. Or. S. t 1. 5.
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student from harm, disease and death'. When this

presentation was over, the teacher aslmrecflils pupil

thajji_svas thenceforward under divine protection* ;

fortified by that consciousness, he should push Forth

his studies without any apprehensions.

Standing on Stone : The next element in the

ritual is a symbolical one ; the boy was asked to stand

on ji stone and enjoined to be steadfasf~in the pursuit

oOns^tu^ies^ i^irm determination ana singleness
of purpose are most essential for a successful

educational career and the necessity of cultivating them
was emphasised on the scholar's mind by this element

in the ritual. */

Acceptance by the Teacher : The scholar was then

brought before his teacher who asked him whose Braha-

charin* (student) he was. The young boyjnaturally

replied tojthejQreceptor jthaLbe_was the latter*s~disciple.

The preceptor then used to_cprrect him and listed

him to note that he was the pupil of gods Indra jind

AgnijJiEe most poptrttir~Hird7~powerful among the Vedic

deities
*

. When~^fnmltyT^^ pupil

by seizing his right hand, the teacher used to announce

that he was doing so with the command and concur-

rence of God
Sayitri.

6 The teacher then touched the

*n ^ \ AS. GT. s. t i, 20, e

2. Sat Br. t XI. 5, 4, 8.

8. Ma. Or. fif.,1. 22. 12. Stone was also symbolical of strength
;|

Bh. G. S. held that the signifioanoa of the ritual was to

makfr the boy invulnerable. I. 8.

4. Brahma originally meant prayer; the original meaning
of Brdhmacharya was thus the period of study of the sacred prayers
or the Vedio Mantras. Since chastity was usually observed in this

period, the term came to acquire the secondary sense of a period of

chastity as well. Brahmacharin was one who followed Brahmactorya
discipline,

5. Of.

I ? Or. 8. 9 II, 3.

A*. Or. 8.. I. 30, 4.
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heart of his pupil and prayed that there should be a

perpetual and perfect accord between them. l All this

was intended to emphasise that the relations, between the

teacher_and the pupil wer^sacrej.^^
and progress* in education

"

was possible~~onlyTI there

was complete harniony, ^syinpaEhy "andTlvIiore^iearted

conpaumorftetween the teacher and" the taught ^s

^Teaching and Significance o! the Sayitri (Gayatri)
Mantra : Then followed the actual initiation of the

student in the Vedic studies, which was done by
teaching him a prayer to the

jjuri^ (Savitri-mantra) ;

thisJs. popularly ^knQA&n.. as Gf^a^^mmii^a~on account
of its metre. This prayer, which every student and
householder had tOi recite morning and evening, runs

as follows :

Tat savitur varenyam bhargo devasya dJilmald Dhiyo
yo nah prachodayat .

2

1.' H Gfr.fif.,1. 5. IT
2. Early authorities like Pa. Or. S. t II. 3. 10 prescribe the

same prayer to the sun for the students of all the castes. Later
writers begin to prescribe a different Mantra for the Kshatriyas and
the Vaishyas, probably influenced by the theory that Trishtubh
metre is appropriate for the Kshatriya and the JagatI for the Vaishya.
The tradition however is not unanimous about these Mantras and
may be taken to be unreliable as far as the early period is concerned.
The following Mantras are prescribed by different authorities for the
Kshatriya :

\

u

(According to Medhatithi on Manu, II. 38)

efafrft t.

d

(According, to N&rayana on 8. Or. S.. IX.. 5)
^he. Mantras for to.e Vaisjbtfas are satd to be the following :

\

it

(Acoording, to Mtetifc^i*hf on Manu m 38, S&tatapa and
Laugakshl quoted in
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The prayer made to the sun in this Mantra is quite

appropriate for the student to whom it was first taught.
For a successful: and brilliant career, what is most
essential for the student is the possession of an efficient

intellect. Health, wealth, good memory are all

desirable, but more importei^ths^ an

energetic and' stimulating intellect ; it is the power
conferred By tEe~TiHeF~lEal"~"has enabled man to

establish his supremacy over the Nature. It_is

therefqre_guite appropriate^ that the prayer offere<Tby

urge the

sun tq endow him with a brilliant intellect, and also

to give a proper stimulus to it. Mere intellect is not

( Continued from, the last page)

ft tmr <& ^rrft^v 1*1$ ^FT sfrg: Tftsfo u

(Aooording to A*. Or. S. % III. 7 and Vd. Or. S. t 6)

11

(Aooording to Narayana on Manu, II. 38)

1. We have seen above how the Gayatri Mantra is naturally
very appropriate for the student and the householder. It was later

regarded aa the very essence of the Vedas, and so quite mysterious
meaning began to be read in it. Compare for instance the view of

a, IV 77-77 :

i

ftft ^Rf *i ii iw*f 3 fig

I

I Bo also about tha

significance oi i^QVyahriii Iettex8> Kurmapurdya, nttardrdfat* 14, 53
and J.di-Puranat Adi , 5$ . 64-5 maintain that they denote Pradhanii,
Parusha and Kala ; or Vishnu, Brahma and MaheSa ; oJt Satva, Rajas
and Tamas respectively. Of. SJSTFf 5^: ^l f^^F ^R: -I
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sufficient if it has no capacity to receive proper
stimulation. The prayer is offered to the sun because

he was regardedjsjhe one and univ^^al^source of

stimulation lor both~tEe~~ammate and the inanimate

world^ T

Investiture with Staff; Its Significance : With
the learning of the Gayatrl^ Mantra, the student begins
his journey on the road to knowledge ; he was tFere-

fore~Tnvested with a staff, which was a traveller's

symboTm olden
days.

While accepting it, the student

praye3TtTiat^with divine grace he may reach the goal
of his arduous journey

1
. The staff exhorted the

student to become a careful watchman, charged with

the duty of guarding the Vedas. 2
It served the

purpose of making the student self-confident and

self-reliant, when he was out in the forest to collect

the sacred fuel, or travelling in darkness or entering
an unknown river or tank. 3 It was also useful in

controlling the cattle of the teacheV, if it was necessary
for the student to look after them.

Ceremonial Begging : The studeniLwas expected to

maintain himself by begging cocked food^ everyday ; so

the practice commenced o'n jBSeTctay of tEe Upanayana.
The beggmg^bn the first day however was a ceremonial

affair, for the boy was to approach only such persons
as would not refuse his request. He would therefore

first gd to his mother and tjign her sister and
then otheTTelgtlvesT IH~tKeln6dern Upanayana ritual

tfiis ceremonial begging has assumed the proportions of

an imposing and stately procession, wending its way
through the main thoroughfares of the town or village.

'

1. Ma. dr., 8.. 1. 22. 11.

2. Va. Of. S. t 6.

3. Apararka on L 29.
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Medhajanana Ritual : For three, days after the

Upanayana, the student was saul to remain in an

embryonic condition ; it was on theTourth daj^that
his spiritual birth took placed The7precept6rA_jyha
was no^fnfi^gos^iofi~bT tfie

father^Jhen performed
the Me3BIJahana ritual "loi'sharpening the memory,
intellect and graspmg~power of the student. Prayer
was offered that the student should be favoured with
an intelligence as_attractive as cows, as^vigorous as

studs and as_brilliantasjhe solar^rays ; it should be

equally elective in ^mechanjcairmate_riai and. spiritual

spheres^ Medhajanana ritual marked the termination

ofthe Upanayana ceremony, v/

Significance of the ritual : At the time when the

significance of the Upanayana ritual and Mantras was

perfectly grasped, a very powerful impression must have
been produced on the mind of all the parties partici-

pating in the ceremony through the various suggestions

conveyed to them by the different elements in the ritual.

The ritual heralded the beginning of a new epoch in the

student's life, characterised by dignity, decorum and

discipline. The scholar was to regard himself as a

self-reliant traveller bound for the realm of knowledge;
the journey was to be long and arduous, but if there

was singleness of purpose, devotion to. studies and

perfect accord between him and his teachers, he would

it

A. V.t VI 108, 1, 8.

, Ribhus were famous for their mechanical skill and Asuras for

their material civilization.
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surely reach his goal. For,, divine help and co-operation
were enlisted on his behalf; even death could not touch

him if Jbe properly followed the~ " __
r., XI. 2V 6 f B; Pr^./I/S); "Tilsjjersqnality jvvill

develop like that of Indra and his intelligence, will

glow up like the refulgent flame of God Fire. He will

find nothing relating to his literary goal impossible if

he worked with faith, assiduousness and determination.

What better ideas can be conveyed to a young scholar

at the beginning of his education ?

SECTION C

RITUALS DURING THE COLLEGE SESSION

Introduttion '.-Rituals were naturally prescribed
at the begin ni n;g and at the end of the annual school

session, as they were at the beginning and at the end of

the educational course. In pre-historic times the annual

session of schools and colleges began soon after the

commencement of the rainy season, when the sowing

operations were over and crops had began to sprout.
This usually happened by the full moon day of

Sravana 1

(August) ; so the ritual of Chhandaxam-

upakarrnan i. e. of 'gathering the Vedic knowledge*,
was performed on that day. Later on it began to be

described as .Sravanl 2
. In pre-historic times Vedic

literature was not extensive ; so a college term of

1. The full moon days of Ashadha, Sravana and Bhadiapada
are mentioned by different authorities as appropriate days for

Upakarma. (OU Sow. Or. &, III, 1. 2-3-; Kh. Or. SM III, 2, 14 ; Hi.
Or. S. t II, 18, 1). Rainy season is receding back every century and
it commences in different months in different provinces of India.

Hence this divergence about the appropriate season for (Jpakarma.
2. Sravani is a relatively modorn name foe tbw ritual. In early

times it denoted the Naga worship ritual performed on the full moon
day of tfravana; when this ritual went oat of vogue, the name was
transandL to ihtt Qh*wi0*a7nrUpaka#nM ntoaK bamse ttua* too

was usually performed on the same day*
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about five or six months was. found to. be sufficient for

mastering it* The ritual of Chhanda$am,-ut8arjana, i, e.

the cessation ol Vedic studies* was therefore performed
on the full oaoon day of. Pausha or Magha (February-
March). In later times when the Vedic literature

became very extensive, and more branches of learning
were developed like grammar, philology, logic,

philosophy and DharrnaSastra, the duration of the

annual term was extended over practically the whole

year. Curiously enough, owing to the force of the

established tradition, the Utsarjana ceremony still

continued to be performed in February or March,

though the college studies did not cease at that time.

At present the ritual is not performed at its proper
time but combined with the Upakarma ritual. This

practice goes back to medieval times.

Upakarma ,or Sravani ; Its Significance : The
statement that Sravani denotes a ritual performed at

the beginning of the college session may appear fanciful

to the modern Hindu, who is accustomed to associate

it with the annual replacement of the sacred thread,

but there is ample and clear evidence to justify it.

Our authorities declare that the ritual was to be

performed only by the teacher along with his students

when they had reassembled at the beginning of the

session
1

. It was believed that the presiding teacher

would get in the course of time as many students as

was the number of sesasums offered as oblations in

this ritual
3

; some texts lay down special formulas to be

1. 9Funnq; WWCRTRS*.....""I A*- Or. S. % 3.4.10.

$*fa i *RNrife
: I fltou Or. s. 9 IXL 1. 3. ff.
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performed by teachers ambitious to have a large
number' of scholars 1

. In some places there was the

custom requiring the teacher to give a feast to his

students on the day of Sravam 2
. It would thus be

clear that the ritual of Sravam was originally confined

only to teachers and students and was performed on

the opening day of the annual session.

Prevention of Wastage in Education Later on,

however, it came to be prescribed for the whole

community primarily to prevent wastage in education.

We are all aware how a large number of students

lose their study habits and forget a good deal of what

they had learnt in their schools and colleges, when

they settle down as householders pursuing their own

professions. The same thing happened in the past.
It was however regarded as a serious disaster in ancient

times, as the modern facilities of books and libraries

were then non-existent. In the course of time there-

fore educationalists began to feel that steps must be

taken to ensure that even householders would set apart
some time in the, year for revising their studies. Some
of them, like Svetaketu, advocated that they should

be asked to spend two months every year in their old

colleges for this purpose. The majority however felt

that it is impracticable to suggest to householders that

they should give up their professions for two months

every year in order to keep themselves in touch with

their studies 8
. They therefore proposed that the

1 vs. or. a., 7.

2. sisrsreTfagaar 3tr*mrrT^3r^[rei& J. or. s. t i.

c* 5>

: I Tpfa

i

A. D. 8., I. I. 2. 12.
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monsoon time should be devoted to the task of revising
their studies. They could easily do this -at home, if

they only would set apart a little time for the work

every day. It was therefore decided to lay it down
that householders also should join the students in the

Sravam ritual and take a vow to revise their studies.

Students performing the SravanI were to prosecute
their studies at their schools and colleges ; householders

taking part in it were to revise them at home, devoting

special time for the purpose and observing the rules

of the student-life as far as practicable
1

.

Sravani Ritual ; Its Critical 5i^rvey : When it is

remembered that Sravani was a ritual performed by
teachers and students at the beginning of the college

session, and by others at the onset of the

monsoon when the annual period of revision of

studies commenced, we can well .anticipate its nature

'and details. The ritual differed with different Vedic

schools,
3 but there is one central idea common to them-

all, viz., on the opening day, Vedic and sacrificial

deities should be offered oblations, presiding deities

over intellect, memory and imagination should be

propitiated, and a tribute of gratefulness should be

\ J. Or. 8., Upakarma section.

2 Thus the followers of the Rigveda used to recite the opening
and concluding verses of each of the ten books of their Veda. The
followers of the Yajurveda used to offer oblations to all the Vedas,
Itihasa and Parana and pay tribute to the celebrated scholars of

their own school like Krishna Dvaipayana, Vaigampayana, and Tittiri

(the authors of the Veda), Atreya, the author of the Pada-pdtha,
Kaundinya, the vrittikdra, Baudhayana, the pravachandkafa,
Apastamba the Sutrakara and to other celebrities like Satyaahadha,
Hiranyake&n, Vajasaneya, Yajnavalkya, Bharadvaja and Agnives'ya

[Bau. Or. ., III. 1]. The followers of the Samareda invoked the

memory of their own doctors like Jaimini, Talavakara, Ranayani,
Bhaguri, etc.
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.paid to the intellectual giants of the past, who have
enriched the national literature. It was a very happy
idea indeed to remind the students of the deep debt
of gratitude they all owed to the literary celebrities

of the past on the very opening day of the session.

When they paid tribute to them, their ambition was

naturally fired into imitating their glorious example.
They thus commenced their annual studies with zest,

vigour and ambition, hoping one day to equal the

ancients in their achievements. When the ritual

was extended to householders in later times, it

reminded them of their duty to be up-to-date in

their own branches of learning. It is a pity indeed

that the modern educational system has not got a

ceremony of similar import.

Sravani and the Sacred Thread : The critical

reader may now naturally enquire as to the causes

that have led to the close association 'of Sravani witfi

the change of the sacred thread. The renewal of the

sacred thread was a minor element in the ritual ; most
of our authorities do not even refer to it. At the time
of most of the Vratas (vows) and Sanskaras, a new
sacred thread, staff, girdle, etc., were to be worn by
students. Sravani was no exception ; on this occasion

also they discarded their old sacred threads, staffs,

girdles, etc., and substituted them by new ones, a pro-
cedure somewhat similar to that of the modern
student, who usually gets new clothes prepared when
he leaves home for joining his college. By a strange

irony of fate, the .most insignificant element in this

ritual has now assumed an altogether disproportionate

importance and its real nature and significance have
been forgotten altogether.

Utsarjana Ritual : This was performed at the end
of the college term sometime in February or March.
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The procedure was more or less the same as that on
the opening day. Respectful homage was once move

paid to the Vedic deities, mental and intellectual

powers and the literary gia<nts of the past before the

students dispersed home from their schools or colleges.

SECTION D.

SAMAVARTANA 1 OR CONVOCATION RlTUAL

Who were eligible? Samavartana___pr

:eremony was performed at the end of the Brahma-

charya period to m^rk the termination of thg education

course
37^WherTHo:weveTTn the course of time, the origi-

ifaTnature and purport of the ritual were forgotten and

the Upanayana began to be regarded as an obligatory
and bodily Sanskara, this ritual also came to be

performed in all cases, irrespective of the consideration

as to whether any educational course was followed by
the youth or not. In early^times it was performed

whejj__the education of tbe youth was over ; marriage

usually followed, "butTEy no means" mirnediately. ITL

later times the ritual came to be performed as

a kind of necessary formaltty ^jusT IBefore the

marriage,,~ when it "was settled.
c

(VMS. p. 575)

1. Samavartana literally means 'returning' ; it refers to the

return of the student to his home after finishing the course at the

teacher's home.

2. This term refers to the bath given to the student on the

occasion.

3. Some held that it should not be performed in the case of

those who were not able to interpret the Vedio texts committed to

memory by them ; Of, 9F?ft %^^ I 5f

M. Or. 8., I. 2. 8.

, 4. In northern India, the custom was iatroduoeti to penform it

Am mediately after Upanayana.
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This of course was not the original idea. The
ritual was intended jq^ correspond in a very great

degree to the modern convocation function^ Only
those who have passed their examination are at present
admitted to the convocation ; only those who had
finished their education were in the beginning honoured
with the privilege of Samavartana. Our authorities

prescribe no definite age for this ritual. The duration

of tlier~sludent-life varied with different courses and

students, as has been already shown in Chapter IV ;

and so no fixed age coqld be prescribed for this ritual.

An interesting Preliminary : Samavartana cere-

mony is as simple as it is significant. An auspicious*

day jA^as selected and, the student was required to shut

himself^ up in j& room throughout the morning. This

appears to be a queer procedure, but it was due to the

desirei ~foT saver tKHsuff tTieTiumifiation of being con-

fronted with a superior lustre. The belief was that

the sun can shme~only with the lustre he borrows from
the Snatakas (graduates), who have completed their

education *. What .better compliment can be

conceived for edudation ?

The Procedure The student came out of his room
at the midday, cleansed his mouth and shaved his

head and beard. He then relinquished his girdle

(mekhala), deer-skin (ajina) etc., which were the

insignia of the student's order. The period of strict

discipline was now over and the teacher himself,
who had sternly refused him <he use of a number
of luxuries, now came forward to offer them to him.

He himself gave him a ,bath in fragrant water. It

was followed by an offer of new clothes. Ornaments,

i. of. ^^f:^rrcTRt 5 ^f t

BfcGf.fl..'lL 1.8.
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garland, collyrium, turban, umbrella and shoes, the

use of which was taboo to him in the Brahmacharya
period, were now to be formally and officially offered

to him by his teacher with the recitation of proper
Mantras. It was expected that the guardians, who
were well off, would furnish a double set of the

above articles, one for-^the teacher and the other for

the ward, 1 A Homa followed and the hope was

expressed that the young graduate would get plenty
of students to teach, 2 The teacher then offered him
Madhuparka ,

3 an honour reserved for the very select

few like the king, Guru, and son-in-law.

Presentation to the Assembly : Dressed in his

new dress, the student would proceed to the assembly
of the learned men of the locality in a chariot or on
an elephant.

4 He was there formally introduced as

a competent scholar by his teacher. Returning
home he would bid farewell to his teacher after

paying him such honorarium (gnrudakshina) as he
could afford. A critical survey of the Samavartana
ritual will show how high was the respect in which
scholars who had completed their education were
held by society. One authority asserts that they
were the greatest force in society.

5

SECTION E.

AYURVEDIC UPANAYANA

Rituals in Useful Education : When we consider

1. AS. Or. 8. Ill, 8. 2. JBau. Gr. S. t II, 6.

~

8. Madhuparha denotes an offering of ghee, honey, eto. presented

by the householder to a respectable guest on his arrival home.

4. Dr. Or. 8., Ill, 1, 26 ; Ap. Or. S. I, 11, 5,

6. Of.

19
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the greAt hold which religion possesses over the Hindu

mind, it is riatural to expect some rituals in useful

End professional education also. We proceed to

describe some of them in sections E to G.

All Castes eligible : Upanayana or Initiation

was primarily intended for Vedic education, but very
soon its principle was extended to useful education

also. Early writers on Ayurveda, like Charaka and

Susruta, lay down a special Upanayana ceremony for

students seeking admission to the medical course.

iThe medical profession was not like the Vedic

scholarship an exclusive monopoly, in theory or

practice, of any particular caste ; so Susruta holds

that a Kshatriya or a Vaishya physician also can

play the role of the teacher for boys of his own
caste.

1
It is quite probable that even Brahmana

boys may have been initiated by non-Brahmana
medical teachers, though our texts do not attest to

this practice. The surgical school of Susruta was
in favour of the admission of even Shudra boys,

though formal Upanayana with the recitation of the

Mantras was prohibited in their case.
2

It is quite

probable that Kshatriya and Shudra surgeons may
have been, by tradition and environment, better

adepts in the use of the knife than their Brahmana
and Vaishya compeers.

3

Survey of the'Ritual : Ayurvedic Upanayana was
a short ritual modelled largely upon the Vedic proto-

1. Sutra-sthana, II, 5:

2. Ibid.

3. Suoh minor surgical operations as were performed before
the inkreduction of the modern surgery were usually attempted by
barbers both in India and Europe.
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An auspicious day Was sfelfccted for thg purpose.
Dat-bfa, Samidhs (sacred fuel), flowers, etc. \sfere

collected, in altar Was specially prepared, and
oblations of ghee and hdney were offered to various

deities and sages, first by the teacher and then by the

student. Naturally Dhanvantari, Asvins, Indra,

Prajapati and the Sutrakaras intimately connected
with the development of the medical science occupied
the place of honour in this sacrifice. Both the teacher
and the student circnmanibulated the fire on the altar.

Brahmanas and celebrated physicians were then

worshipped by the pupil. Then in the presence of the

sacred fire the Guru charged the student to follow the

well known rules of the student life and refrain from
lust, anger, covetousness, laziness, pride, untruth and

cruelty.
1 The student was specially required to be

always industrious and engaged in the pursuit of fresh

knowledge. He ought to have faith in his teacher,
who was required to teach him all that he knew.

SECTION F.

DHANURVEDIC OR MILITARY UPANAYANA 2

Ritual described : The ritual was to be performed
on an auspicious day at the beginning of the military
education. The student, who was required to observe
a fast on that day, used to offer oblations to gods at

the outset. Brahmanas were th6n fed and presents
were offered to the teacher. The most important part
of the ritual was the offering of a weapon to the youth

1. SuSruift, 8ufcft-ftt&n*, ohap. 2.

2. Described only in tilianurveda-Samhitd of VaeisEtira, whieh.
is a very late work.
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along with the recitation of a Vedic Mantra, 1

Military training was no monopoly of the Kshatriyas
in early times, and Vasishtha therefore lays down that

a Brahmana was to be invested with a bow, the

Kshatriya with a sword, the Vaishya with a lance

and the Shudra with a mace. The Guru, who could

initiate the youths, was himself expected to be an

expert in the use of these and other weapons.

Not common in early Times * How far this

Dhanurvedic Upanayana was common among the

Kshatriyas or those classes of the community, who
received the military training, we do not know. The
ritual is not mentioned by any early authority, and the

epic heroes are not stated to have performed it. The
Mantra recited at the time of offering the weapon
to the student has no connection with the occasion,
as shown in the foot-note below 1

. It is therefore very
doubtful whether the ritual was in general vogue.

Probably it was a later invention and confined to a

small section of the Kshatriya community.

SECTION G
CHHURIKA-BANDHA OR MILITARY CONVOCATION

Chhurika-bandha : -This ceremony corresponds to

Brahmanical Samavartana and was performed at the

1. The Mantra laid down by Vasistha is as follows :

srct?

SRT3

The Btanzas, however, reler to Durva grass and have no connection*
with the bow or arrow.
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end of the military training. The central and essential

part of the ritual was, as the' name itself would

suggest, the investiture of the budding hero with a

dagger in token of his having completed his military

training.
1 This ceremony is mentioned by Narada

alone, but it was fairly common in Rajputana among
Rajput families at the beginning. of the 19th century,
and was known as kharg bandkai (tying of the sword),
which is the vernacular rendering of the chhurika-

landlia of Narada. This ceremony, which was per-
formed before the marriage, may have been common
in higher aristocratic families.

1. Of. f|ft3fl^? W$t

Ararat ^ tffNl u

in VM8. t p, 680.



APPENDIX II.

YAjffOPAVITA OR THE SO-CALLED SACRED THREAD.

Introduction: Yajftopavlta is at present under-

stood tp be the Sacred Thread, fjiat is to be worn by
the twice-born classes from the time of the Upanay^na
cererpony onwards. The popular belief is that the

Upappyana ceremony is primarily intended for

investing the boy with this mysterious thread, ancj the

Sravani ritual for the purpose of renewing it annually.
We have already shown how both these conceptions
are wrong (App. I, B and C). Here we propose to trace

briefly the history of Yajnopavita.

Yajnopavita, the upper Garment : Later writers

explain Yajnopavita thread as a symbol of the

G-unamayz Maya, as it was visualised by the Creator
at the time of creation ;

1 but its original significance
was entirely different. Grammatically, Yajnopavita
is an adjective and refers to something that was
worn at the time of the sacrifice ; 15FT1

Hindu notion of decency required that the upper

part of the body should be properly covered when one
was engaged in sacred functions like sacrifices, charity

i. f^w:

ffj^w

Mvalayana quoted in VMS, p, 419.
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or w&dhyaya,
1

Yajnopavlta denoted the upper
garment when it was worn in the proper manner
prescribed for sacred occasions. Taittirlya Samhita is

explicit on the point ; it says that Yajnopavlta means

wearing the garment in a particular manner ; when
the garment is passed under the right and over the

left shoulder, it becomes Yajnopavlta according to the

authority of Brahmana works. 3 The same garment
was called Prachmavlta when it was worn exactly in

the reverse way, and Nivlta when it was allowed to

hang down like a garland.

Its prehistoric Form * The upper garmept that

w$is thus used was normally a, piece of cloth. But
in prehistoric times when the art of spinning and

weaving was not known, it was a piece of deer-skin.

Taittiflya Jranyaka states that it should be a piece
of deer-skin, rather than a piece of cloth.

3 In the
course of time when clothes became common* the

upper garment also became a cotton product, but
earlier tradition of the deer-skin was in, a w^y
preserved by continuing the use pf a small patch o|
deer-skin on such occasions. In later times whefl

Yajnopavlta as a piece of cloth was replaced l?y,

Yajfiopavlta in the form of the tfcread^ this piece of
deer-skin was strung into it. This custom s$UJ
obtains at the time of Upanayana.

II

Baudhayana in SCSt p. 299.

2.

3.
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When and How the Thread came in :

In the early period, Yajnopavita was normally in

the form of a full upper garment like the Dupafia of

northern India or the uparane of Maharashtra. Apa*-
tamba Dharma Sutra states distinctly that Yajnopavita
should be normally in the form of the upper garment ;

wearing a thread instead is only the second alternative. 1

Jatukarnya quoted in the Smritichandrika distinctly
declares that Yajftopavita in the form of the thread is

permissible only when the upper garment of the normal
size is not available. 2 The view of Rishya$ri6ga is the

same. 3
Yajnopavita was to be worn on sacred occasions

like the sacrifice or the prayer. In the course of time
the conception of the sacrifice changed ; the whole life

came to be viewed as a kind of sacrifice when everything
that one does should be dedicated to the Creator. If

then the Yajnopavita was to be continuously used

during the time one is engaged in sacred duties, it must
be worn all the twenty-four hours. This could be

feasible only if the Yajnopavita assumed a more

manageable form. It was probably on this account

that Yajnopavita was allowed to dwindle in form into

the modern Sacred Thread. The alternatives placed
before society were many. Some were in favour of the

continuance of the old custom ; they held that it was
sufficient if the Yajnopavita was worn as long as prac-

II, 2, 4, 01-22.

2. ^sncTW 53 ^3 ^335 n

I p. 84.

quoted in SCS., p. 84.
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ticable ; it need not be worn continuously for 24 hours 1
.

Others were in favour of substituting a Kusa rope for

the unmanageable upper garment
3

. But Kusa rope was
not pleasant in touch and so some others advocated
that cotton thread should be preferred for the purpose

8
.

The reason in recommending the new substitutes was
convenience and nothing else. For a long time they
were not popular ; hence we find that in the Upanayana
ceremony, as it is described in most of the Grihya-sutraa,
there is no mention of the boy being invested with the

Sacred Thread. In stead, we have the description of

the boy being offered the dupatta or uparane i. e. the

upper garment at one stage of the ritual,

The Number of Sacred Threads Increases, why:
In the course of time, however, owing to its obvious

convenience, the innovation of the Sacred Thread
became popular and its original significance was

gradually forgotten. Brahmachari was to wear only one

Sacred Thread, but Snataka was to wear two, one for

the under garment and the other for the upper garment*.
It was clearly forgotten by this time that Yajnopavlta
was intended to be the upper garment. If Snataka
was to wear two Yajnopavitas, the Grihastha must
wear three, for he was one stage higher. The G-rihya-

mangralia however thinks that this third Sacred Thread

i.

Nigamaparisishta in 80S., p. 84.

3nc*oj4ta *n \

Go. Of. ,I. 2. 1.

3. Sfft *T 3JT^t (rtfcn*f I Ap. Dh. S. t II. 2. 1 22.

4.

Vasishtha in VMS, t p.
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was in lieu of the upper garment
1

. Devala alse holds
the same view ; an upper garment, he says, is not

always at hand, hence the recommendation to wear the

third Sacred Thread
3

.

Mysterious efficacy of Yajnopavita : In the

course of time Yajnopavlta came to be invested

with mysterious efficacy. The Aditya Purana
declares that it has the power of destroying demons.
When such notions began to prevail in society, it is

no wonder that the view began to be advocated that

the greater the number of Sacred Threads, the better

would be our spiritual and material welfare. Kasyapa
would recommend 2, 3, 5, or 10 Sacred Threads for

the house-holder;
3 an anonymous text quoted by

Mitramisra is in favour of as many Sacred Threads as

possible.
4 All this vividly shows how the original

significance of the Yajnopavlta was completely forgotten

by this time. When Yajnopavlta assumed the form of

the thread, the custom gained ground of making each
of its thread a constituent product of nine smaller

threads. Onkara, Agni, Bhaga, Soma, Pitris, Prajapati,

Vasu, Dharma, and Sarva-devas were taken to be
the presiding deities of the nine threads of the Sacred

Thread.

Can Yajnppayita be removed ? : Even when the

Yajnopavlta dwindled into the Sacked * Thread, it

could be occasionally removed in the course of the

day. The Taittirlya, Katha, Kanva, and Vajasaneya
schools were in favour of permitting the removal!

I iud> p. 21.

\ 30flf., p. 801.

Sftfa ^^ift V$& Sflw: ?|4wft m |l yjfg., p.

in
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of the Sacred Thread at the time of the daily
bath;

1
the Rigvedins and the Samavedins, however,

advocated the doctrine that thjB Sacred Thread should
never be separated from one's person. The latter view

eventually prevailed pnd still obtains in Hindu society,



APPENDIX III.

CONVOCATION ADDRESSES.

Convocation address to Arts Graduates.

A specimen of what may be described as a convo-
cation address to Arts Graduates is to be found in

the Taittirlya Upanishad, I, 11. As the passage is

very interesting from several points of view, it is

given below along with its translation.

i sc^ra smeisq^ i

I ^Jca 5f SJjf^oqi^ I

I ^W^l^l f fl*|3oqn I TITf ^[^ I

cllf^I

2TTiTnT; ^ft

i

3T

3*scW a'Sl qm: I

I
|?^IT?IS'm I

TRANSLATION.

After the teaching of the Veda is over, the

preceptor exhorts the student :
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"Speak the truth. Do your duty. Neglect not

the daily study (of the Veda). After having brought
to your teacher his proper reward, do not cut off the

line of progeny. Do not swerve from the truth. Do
not swerve from duty. Do not neglect what is useful.

Do not miss opportunities to become great. Do not

neglect the daily duties of learning and teaching (the

Veda). Do not neglect the (sacrificial) rituals due to

the Gods and Fathers.

Let your mother be to you like unto a god. Let

your father be to you like unto a god. Let your
teacher be to you like unto a god. Let your guest be
to you like unto a god.

Whatever actions are blameless, those should be

followed, not others. Whatever good works have been

performed by us, those should be emulated by you,
not others. And there are some Brahmanas better

than we. They should be comforted by you by giving
them a seat.

Whatever is given should be given with faith,

not without faith, with joy, with modesty, with fear,

with kindness.

If there should be any doubt in your mind with

regard to any duty or with regard to conduct, in

that case conduct yourself as Brahmanas, who possess

good judgment, conduct themselves therein, whether

they be appointed or not, as long as they are not too

severe, but devoted to duty. And with regard to

things that have been spoken against, conduct your-
self as Brahmanas, who possess good judgment, con-

duct themselves therein, whether they be appointed
or not, as long as they are not too severe, but devoted
to duty.
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Thus conduct yourself. This is the rdle. I'his is

the teachihg. This is the true purport (Upanishad) of

the Veda. This is the command. Thus should you
observe. Thus should this be observed.

"

Convocation Address to Medical Graduates.

We get a very good specimen of the convocation

address to medical students in CharakasamMta

Vimanasthana, 8, 6-8. Important passages from it are

given below, along with an English rendering.

] iji jp

9m
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RENDERING

"When, on getting permission, you bfegin to

practise, you ought to make an effort to offer ari ad&-

quate honorarium to your teacher. You should dim
at the welfare of Brahmanas, cows and all other beings
with a view to win practice, prosperity dnd fame hfcre

and heaven hereafter. Every day you should conti-

nuously and whole-heartedly try to promote the health

of patients. Even if your lown life is in danger^ you
should not neglect your patients. You should not

entertain an evil thought about the wealth or wives of

others. Your dress should be modest, not foppish.
Avoid drinking, do not commit a sin, nor help one

who is committing it. Your speech should be smooth,

polished, truthful and to the point. Taking all facts

into consideration, you should make a deliberate

endeavour to increase the stock of your knowledge and
instruments. Do not give medicine to those whose
disease is definitely ascertained to be incurable, or to

those who are about to die, or to women, if their

husbands or guardians are not present. Do not accept

any fees from ladies without the assent of their

husbands or guardians. When you enter a patient's

room, all your attention should be centred on the

patient, his expression, movements and medicines, to

the exclusion of everything else. You must treat as

strictly confidential all information about the patient
and his family. Where there is a danger of the

patient or any of his relatives receiving a shock, you
should not divulge the impending death of the patient
even when you are aware of it.

Though well grounded in your line, you should

not praise your knowledge much ; for some people get

disgusted even with their friends and relatives if they
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are given to boasting. One can never get a mastery
of the entire medical science ; unelated, one should
therefore pass one's time in making a constant effort

to learn something more. A wise man will indeed

gather something from every quarter ; a fool only
thinks otherwise, and shows jealousy. Taking all

things into consideration, a wise physician should

listen to and derive benefit from the discoveries or

observations even of an enemy, if they are calculated

to promote one's fame and prosperity in this world.
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FOUR VEDAS, SKC AtfGAS, TEN
, <JKANTHAS,

FOURTEEN^ VIDYAS, EIGHTEEN* SILPAS AND*
SIXTY-FOUR RAI.AS.

In connection with the curriculum in ancient
India, the above expressions are frequently used*; we
therefore propose to explain them briefly in this

appendix.

Pour Vedas : 'They are the FtigVeda* the Yajitf*
veda, the Ssmaved* and the AthatVaVeda. Tfeese were
regarded as revealed, but there was tf tirilfe when a deep
prejudice was entertained against the Atharvaveda,
which was therefore excluded

1

fh>n1 studies. The
remaining three Vedfcs were thetefbrfe called tfrayt.

Six Angas : These were the following; 1 Siksha,
the science of pronunciation ; ICalpa, the science of

ritualism ; Vy&karana, ^rartiinar ; Nirtilcla, philology,
CJiandas, prosody, aml'Jyotiahc?, astronohty.

GrairttHiar>~-These^ were th

own Ved4 2 Its- Brahmawa< 3 and'

4 Nighantu and the six Angas enumerated above, A
graduate,, who had mastered all these, was known as

a Dasagranthi Brahman a.

Fourteen Vidyas: During the Pauranic peridd,
a person Wtti^ negated as;a-distingxri6be^ sdhtriftt

1

if he

had mastered fourteen Vidyas. These were usually
t*feff tt> be 1-^VedSte, 540 ffKa<tin$

sastra (sacred and secular law) 12

(science of exegis) and 14

20
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Eighteen Silpas : There is no authoritative enu-
meration of eighteen silpas. In one place the Milinda-

panha includes the four Vedas, the Puranas, philosophy,
history, etc. among them (Vol. I, p. 6), but there is no
doubt that this is wrong. The basic conception of silpas
is a profession requiring special skill

1 and the Vedic

age denoted by this term arts like vocal music, instru-

mentalmusic and dancing
2 Taxila university claimed

to specialise in eighteen silpas, and archery, military art,

medicine, magic, snake charming and the art ot finding
treasures figure among the subjects taught there 3

,

These five therefore must have been included in the

silpas. Conveyancing and law, mathematics, accoun-

tancy, agriculture, commerce, cattle breeding, and
issatha (?) are also mentioned as sifpas in the Buddhist
literature. 4 When we remember the basic idea of silpa,
we can include sculpture and engineering also .among
the traditional eighteen silpas. The following there-

fore most probably constituted the eighteen silpa*.

1 Vocal music 2 Instrumental music 3 Dancing
4 Painting 5 Mathematics 6 Accountancy 7 Engineer-

ing 8 Sculpture 9 Agriculture 10 Cattle-breeding
11 Commerce 12 Medicine 13 Conveyancing and Law
14 Administrative training 15 Archery and military
art 16 Magic 17 Snake charming and poison antidotes

18 The Art of finding hidden treasures.

*.. xxv, ITS

2- fttt faW 3*4 *faf ^TfiPWL i 8. Br., XXIX, 5

3. JatakasNoa, 80 and 587; Mahauagga, VII. 1.6; Jataka

NOB 186., 56 & 416.

4, ~M. N.. Vol. I p. 85, A. JV., Vol. IV pp. 281-2.
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Sixty-four Kalas : According to Vatsyayana 1.3.16,
the following are the traditional sixty-four Kalas, which
a cultured lady was expected to master:

Owing to want of space it is not possible to

explain the meaning of each of the 64 kolas enume-
rated above. It would suffice to say that Nos. 23-4
refer to the art of cooking, Nos. 5, 8, 15 and 4f to

personal toilette of women requiring skill in the use

of ointments for the body, paints for the teeth, etc.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 27 enumerate fine arts like music,

dancing and painting. Arts necessary for home and

personal decorations are mentioned in Nos. 6, 7, 9, 10

14-19, 48 and 58 and they include garland making,
decoration of the floor, the preparation of * the bed,
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ptttper use and care of dress and ornaments etc.

Women', who were usually fond of ornaments, were

expected to be able to appreciate correctly the value

aacl quality of the different varieties of gold, etc, and
Has. 38-40 refer, to the capacity in this connection.

Arts useful for the housewife like sewing, patching,

elementary carpentry, repairs of household tools and
articles are mentioned in Nbs; 25,33,35-6,37,41,44, and
49. Literary efficiency* and skill' of different variety
is\ presupposed by Nos* 28*3 1,33,45*47 and: 51i57*

Th6y,require woraea to be skilled in reading, writing^

understanding, different languages, composing poems,

understanding dramas, etc. Nos. 12 and 64 refer to

dffiferent physical exercises and Nbs. 11,20,22,28;42,
J

43;5 7,59,60 ; mention recreations for utilising leisure

hoars. The latter include magic, sleights of fraud;

djflSfc^ etc. No, 61-requires every woman to knew how
to ptfepfwe toys for children.

It will be* thtis> seen that: the* 64 aftts, which a

wQman was expected to master, endowed her with, a

haaU&j^pjjaypiquev taught herbal! arts, necessary for- an.

economic and .an efficient housewife and made her a
cultured" companion of her husband, ,whd could
intrbdtSctf her 1

to any company of Educated men and :

womett^ It i is obvious that only ladies in higher
sections of society could haver gpt proficieocy in 64

'iwaBv their p^rcentag^^we^do not'know*
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Technical terms and dates of Authors, works
artd kings.

(A*= Author ;K. waking; D.==Date; Q.^Queen)

Agrahfora ;
a village of learned Grihyasutras ; c.

'

700 B. 0.

Brahmana, colonists.

Alberuni ; Arabic A., c. 1025 A. D.
v

Apastamba D 8. ; c. '400 B. 0.

ArthaSastra of Kautilya, c. 800
B.C.

ASramas : four stages of life.

Baya ; poet, c. 625 A. D. r

Brahmana 1'terature consists of

explanations of and commenta-
ries on the Vedas ; c. 1500 B.C.
to 1000 B. 0.

Bhaskaraoharya : A. ; c. 1150 A-D.
Bhavabhuti ; poet ; c. 725 A. D,

Bhoja ; Baramara king, c. 1025 A.D.

Brahmaohari ; student observing
celibacy.

Brahmoharya, the state of a
Brahmaohari.

Buddha died in c 487 B. 0.

Chalukya Pynasty, Later ; 973 to

A D.
Oharaka ; An author on medicine,

c 80 A. D.

Ghandragupta Maurya, c. 300 B.C.

Ghandragupta Gupta ; c. 400 A.D.
Bivakarasena ; sage, c. 610 A. P.
Didda; Q. c. 1000 A. D.
Dharmasfitras ; c. 600 B. 0. to

400 B. C.

Fa Hsien; Chinese pilgrim in
India inc. 400 A. D.

GithasaptaSati ; c. 4th century
A. D,

Gau^apada ; , philosophar, c. 7100

A. D.
Gautama D 8., e. 400 B. G.

GayatrT Mantra ; gee p. 278.

.

Gupta age ; c. 800 to 500 A, D.
Gurukula, see p. 132.
Harsha ; K. ; &06MB47 A. D.

Harshaoharit, c. 625 A. P.
Hmayana ; a branch of Buddhism,

advocating its earlier philoso-

phy. Its literature is mostly
in Pali.

Horna ; sacrifice to, gods. .

Indo-Icanian age ; e, 2500 B< C.

Ikshvaku dynasty of sAndhr*

oountry,,c. 20QA. P.
I-sing ; Chinese traveller in India

inc. 675 A. D.
Janaka ; K. in CJpanishads ; e.

1200 B. C.

Jataka period ; c.^00 B, 0.

Jayaohandra ; K, c. 1200 B. 0.

Kadamba dyoasfcy ; c. - 300 A< P.
to 600 A. D.

Kalidasa; 4th century A. P. AOC-

ording ito .some and lst. lcetttury
B. Q according to others.

Kanishka ; K. c. 100 A. D.
Kaava Dynasty ; c. 50 B. C.

Karman theory bolds that me
oomeTihatwedeBerye
bur%past actions.

Katha republic : e. 800 B. 0.

Kautllya; author of the Artha.
Sdstra ; c. 300 B. 0.

Kumaragupta ; .; c* 425 A. I).

Lakshmai?asena : K. of Bengal;
A;-I>.

Mahayana; a later school of

Buddhism, which deified the
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Baddha and wrote its works
in Sanskrit.

Mahabharata ; book ; c. 300 B. 0.

Mahabharata war ; c. 1400 B. 0.

Malatlmadhava dr&ma ; c. 725 A.D.

Malava republic ; c. 800 B. 0. to

200 A. D.

Mandanamftra ; A. c. 800 A D.

Mantra ; saored verse or formula.

Manusmriti ; c. 300 B. C.

Mauryan age ; 325 to 190 B. C.

Milindapaiihaa book : c. 1st century
B. 0. or A. D.

Mlmansa school of philosophy
deals with Vedio exdgis and
sacrifices.

Mufija ; K. c. 980 A. D.

Nfigarjuna; Mahayana philosopher,
c. 150 A. D.

Naisbthika Brahmaohiiri observed

celibacy to the end of his life.

Nirnkta ; a work on Vedic exegis ;

c. 700 B. 0.

Nyaya philosophy mainly deals

with the problems of logic.

Pallava dynasty; c. 800 to 750

A.D.
Panini; famous grammarian; e.

6fch century B. 0.

PathaSala ; Sanskrit school.

Patwari ; village accountant.

Punarjanma ; rebirth

Pnranas were given their present
form in c. 850 A. D., though
there are some later additions

too.

Ramayana ; c. 200 B 0.

Rajafiekhara ; poet ; c. 900 A. D.

Jalivahana dynasty ; also known
as Satavahana dynasty c. 200

B, 0. to 200 A. D.

Bwnavartana ceremony : at the end
of the education course,

femgha; Buddhist order of monks.

imkhya philosophy is atheistic

and advooates that matter and

souls are the two entities.

Sandhya; morning and evening
Vedio prayer.

fWikaracharya ,
the great Advaitic

philosopher ; c, 800 A. D.

Sanskara ; ritual.

Sibi republic in c. 800 B. 0.

indhuraja ; K. c. 1000 A. D.

Smritis ;
metrical books on saored

law ; c. 800 B. G. to 800 A. D.

Snfma ; see Samfivartana.

^raddha ; oblations offered to a

dead ancestor on the date of

his death.

Sugandhfi; Q. of Kashmir, c. 900

A. D;'

Suiiga dynasty; c. 190 to 80 B.C.

Sugruta ; a work on medicine.

Tol ; a Sanskrit school on tradi-

tional lines.

Upfikarma ; see App. I C.

Upanayana ceremony for initiating

a student into Vedic studies.

Qpanishadic period ; c. 1200 to 800

B.C.
CJttararamaoharit drama ; c. 725

A. D.

CJtsarjana ;
see App. I, 0.

VaiSeshika philosophy mainly
deals with atomism and logic.

Vasubandhu ; Mahayana philo-

sopher, c. 800 A. D.

Vedangas ; see App. IV.

Vedanta philosophy ; mainly based

on Upanishads and amplified by

gankara, Ramanuja and others.

Vikramaditya VI, Ohalukya em-

peror, c. 1100 A. D.

Vrata ; a religious vow.

Yama Smriti ; c. 7th century A.D.

Yoga philosophy concentrates on

meditation and Pranayfima,

Yuan Ohwang: Chinese pilgrim
in India in c. 640 A. D.
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY.

RELIGIOUS SOURCES.

Vedas, Brahmanas, Upanishads, Dharmasutras,
Gr ihyasutras, Smritis, Buddhist Tripltakas and Jatakas.

Viramitrodaya of Mitramisra; J Ivananda's edition;

Smritichandrika of Devanabhatta ; Mysore University
edition.

LITERARY SOURCES.

Sanskrit dramas and poems referred to in the

text and notes.

TECHNICAL WORKS.

Charaka and Susruta Sarhhitas.

Aryabhatlya of Aryabhata.
Brihatsamhita of Varahamihira.

Dhanurvedasaihhita of Vasishtha, edited by
Hardayalu Swami, Meerut, 1899.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES.

Ancient Indian inscriptions as published in various

archaeological reports and jpurnals like Epigraphra
Indica, Indian Antiquary, etc.

South Indian Epigraphy Reports.

FOREIGN SOURCES.

M'Crindle, Ancient India as described by Magas-
thenes and Arrian, Calcutta, 1926.

M'Crindle, The Invasion of India by Alexander
the Great. Westminister, 1896.

Legge, Record of Buddhist Kingdoms, by Fa-
Hsien, Oxford, 1886.

Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travells in India,
Vols. I and II, London, 1904-5.
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Beal, Life ,of Hiu$n T$i&ng ,by Sbaman Hwui Li,

London, 1911 (New Edition).

Takakusu, A ^Record of the Buddhist Religion by
Using. P*Jprd:i896.

u, Alberuui's Ifl&iftj Vote. I and II, London

Nfulvi, Arab aur Bharat fce Sambandha,, Hindi
iranslation, Hindustani Academy, Allahabad.

Cordier, Yule's Frwells of j^&rqo Polo, London,
1926.

Bernier, Travells in the Mogul Empire, Oxford,
1914.

MODERN WORKS.

(1) GENERAL.

Macdonel and Keith, Vedic Index of Names and

Subjects, London,, 1912.

Bloomfield, Rig-Veda Repitions. Harvard Oriental

Series, 1916.

V. A. Smith, Asofca, 3rd edition. Oxford, 1909.

Vidyabhpshana, A History of Indian Logic,

Altekar, The Rashtyrakutas a,n{i their Times.

Poona, 1934.

Altekar, Position of Women in Hindu Civilisation,

1938.

(2) BOOKS ON EDUCATION.

Keay, Ancient and 'Later Indian Education,
Oxford.

Das, The Educational System of the Ancient

-Hindps, Calcutta, 1930,

Bokil, A History of Education in India, Vol, I,

Bombay, 1925.

Venkatesvaram, Indian Culture through the Ages,
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Vol. I. Education and the Propagation of Culture,

Mysore University, 1928.

Bose, Indian Teachers of the Buddhist Universities,

Madras, 1925.

S. C.. Das, Indian ;Pftfldits in the ; Laitd ,6f 'Snow.

Calcutta, 1893.

Report of the Education Commission. '1882, along
with the reports of the Provincial .Committees.

Munroe, A Text-Jbook of the History of Education.

Graves, A History of Education.
Oshea Social Development and Education-

Nunn-~Education, its Data and first Principles.
Adam's Reports Report on Vernacular Education

in Bengal, 1835-8.

J. M. Sen, History of Elementary Education in

India, 1933. Book Company, Calcutta,
H. Staunton : The Great Schools of England,

London, 1877.

H. A. Stark : Vernacular Education in Bengal
from 1813-1912, Calcutta 1916-

R. A. Quick ; Essays on Educational Reformers.
1929.

Henderson : Text-book in the Principles of

Education.

Judd : Introduction to the Scientific Study of

Education.
Thorndik : Educational Psychology.
Davidson : Education of the Greeks People.
Driver : Greek Education.



INDEX
Admission procedure 181.

Admission test 81-2, 118.

Agrahfira villages as centres of

education. 139-42.
fAims of education ; 8-20 ; how far

achieved, 242-49.

Aksharasvikarana, a Sansktira

265-68.

Alberuni, on Brahmagupta's dis-

honesty, 252 ; on Hindu scho-

larship, 266-7, 2G2
; on verna-

cular education, 260.

Al-ldrisi, on Indian character, 245.

Alms, for students, compulsory
for householders. 98

Annaprasana, a SanskAra, 266.

Apprentice system, 198-200 ; in

Europe, 200, n. 2.

Arabs, borrow Hindu medicine

system, 188 ; on Hindu charac-

ter, 245.

Arts and crafts, training in, 198-

202, attitude towards, 127-8,
258.

Aryabhata on eclipses, 252-8.

ASramas as education centres, 82-3

Association, 29-80.

Ayurvedio Upanayana 289-91.

Astronomy and astrology, 152,
252-8

B

Begging, see under Bkiksha-
charana.

Benares, as education centre,

110-114.

Bhikshd, for students, compulsory
for householders, 93.

Bhikshacharana, how far real in

daily life,' 64-66; why pres-

cribed, 66 ; when a disgrace, 65.

Boarding arrangements, 76

BraHmanchdri, his paraphernalia,
275-6. See under Student for

further information.

Brahmacharya, its duration, 89 ;

rules of, 66-8.

Brahmagupta, his intellectual

dishonesty, 252-3.

Brahmanas, and Veda teaching,
40 ; as teachers of non-vedic

subjects, 41 ; as teachers, con-

sequences, 249-60.

Buddhism and education, 225- 33.

Buddhist Universities, Organi-
sation of, 73-4.

Buildings of schools and colleges,
75-6.

C

Capitals, as education cenfcres,103.

Caste system, its influence on

education, 40-6; and Buddhism,
46-7. and Upanayana time,
272-3 ;

and SavitrT Mantra,
278-9 ; and professions, 40-1.

Character, formation of, 10-11,

G6-7 ; Indian, estimate of,

244-5.

Chaula and primary education,
267.

Chhurikribandha, 292-3.

Civic duties, and education, 248-9.

Glasses, their strength, 82-3.

Co-education, 211.

College session, its duration, 85-6.

Colleges as organised institu-

tions, non-existent in early

times, 70-2 and at Taxila, 106

and Benares, 112 ; but existing
at Nalanda, 114-6; Vikrama-

*

Sila, 126-9 ; Ennayirum, 132-8;

Tirumukkudul, 183 ; Tiruvorri-

yur, 134; Salotgi, 180-2.

Commercial education, 195-7.

Corporal punishment, 27-28.

Courses, their duration, 89-92;

their organisation. 88-89-96.

Cramming, 161.

Creative vein disappears, 254-6.
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Culture, preservation of, as an aim
of education, 17-19 ; 247-8.

Curriculum, literary in early
Vedio period, 143-5 ; in late

Vedio period 145-6; during
1000 B. to o, I A. D,, 147-9 ;

during 1-1200 A. D. f 149-57 ;

in Buddhist institutions, 155-7,

230-1.
D

Danda of the Brahmaohiiri, 280

Debates, 163.

Debts, three 18-92.

Degrees, 168-9.

Dhanurvedic (Jpanayana, 291.

DharmaSastra age, education in,

238-40.

Discipline, rules of, 66-9.

Doctors, status of, 184-189.

E

Eclipse, 252-3.

Education, conception of, 3-8;
Aims of, 8-20; Aims of, else-

where, 20-1 ; and how far achie-

ved 243-49: when to commence,
'26, 272-3 ; to whom to be given
and to whom not, 53-4; how
far free, 78-81 ; in post-college

life, 26-7 ; through private
individuals for a long time, 71 ;

system, not other-worldly, 249;
characterised by depth, but

not equally by breadth, 261 ;

religious bias in, in India and

Europe, 249 ; effect of religion's
influence in India, 249-253 ; and
in Europe 254 ; system becomes

degenerated, 262-8 ; general esti-

mate, 263-4; centres, varieties

of, 103 ; primary, female and
useful see under Primary edu-

cation, Female education and
Useful education respectively.

Educational finance, 92-102 :

Educational institutes, rise of 72

Ennayiram temple college, 132-3.

Examinations, 167-9.

Family, and education, 33-6.

Fees, 78-81 ; in ancient Greece
78n. 2

Female education and family, 35 ;

two classes of girl students,
207 ; Coeducation, 211 ; (Jpa-

nayana and Vedio studies of

girls, 204-6, 212-5; attainments
of lady scholars, 207-8, and
Buddhism 209,^220, 231 ; extent

of, 212 ; in cultured families,
217 ; in ordinary families, 219 ;

in ruling families 220-2;
and economic independence,
222-3 ; in Muslim period, 223-4 ;

and Jainism, 244.

Fine arts, training in, 200-1 ; and
women, 217.

Foreign scholarship, attitude to-

wards, 257 ;

Foreign travel, 257

Forests, as centres of education,
82-3 ;

G

Gayatrl Mantra, 278-9.

Girdle, its significance, 275.

Government, recruits scholars for

its posts, 98 ; patronises distin-

guished scholars and colleges,

97 : gives land grants 97 ;

cash grants, 98, taxation exem-

ptions and other concessions to

scholars, 98-99 ; does not control

education, 99-100; in the west,
and education, 100-101.

Grammar study, 152-8.

Greek education at Taxila, 105-6.

Greeks on Hindu character, 244.

Grihanishkramana, a Sanskara,
266.

Guilds, in India and useful educa-

tion, 196-7.

Guru, see under teacher.

Gurudakshind, 78-80 ;

Gurukula system, 80-2.
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Habit, importance of, 28.

Haruu Khalifa, invites Hindu
doctors, 188.

Hereditary professions, 4heir effect

on edneation, 197.

"Heritage, noient, its preserva tion,
an aim of education, 17-18. 247

Holidays, 86-68,

'"Home education,,' 83-5.
^Home workv W.
'SosfcHals, -186-7"; combined with

colleges, 188-1 85.
"Hours of sohool/88-5.

Jbn Batuta, on Hindu character,
245.

Income of teachers, 56-7.
Individual attention, 164.
InduHtrial training, attitude to-

wards, 197-8
; efficiency of, 202 ;

degenerates in medieval times
208.

Interdining, 40.

Intellect, when creative, 254 ;

when assimilative, 255
;

Jesuitical education, 256.
Judgment, power of, in students,

15.

K
Kala*> 64, App. IV.
Kalas college, 189.
Karmah theory, 87.

Kharag-bandhdi, 298*

Kindergajden stage, 171.

Kings, their duty to patronise
learning, 96 ; specific instances
of, as patrons of learning, 97 ;

assumed no patronising atti-

tude, 100; see **lso under
Government.

Kshatriyas,
v*|ic studies, 43.

Lady teachers, 210.

Joaymen, education of, 165.

Learning, respect for, 95-6.

Libraries, 119, 125, 168.

.Iiife*lon# students, 9U2.
Limitation, law of, and 'students,

-99.

Literacy, extent of, 174, 179, 181 ;

in ancient Athens and Sparta
&nd medieval Europe. 269,

Logic, courses in, 154.

Liither, on state's duty to help
education, 101 ; first encourages
but later discourage reason, 264.

M
Malkapuram temple college, 185-6.
Marco Polo, on Indian character.

245

Marriage time, 215-6
;
and student

life, 25.

Masses, education sf, 259.

Medhujanana, a ritual, 281.

Medical education, 184-90 ; and
women, 219.

Megasthenes, on Indian character,
244.

Mdthata, 275.

Method of teaching, see under
Teaching.

Middle Ages, a period of intel-

lectual repression, 2<35-6.

Military education, 190*5.

'Monastic "colleges, administration
of, 73-4, 121.

Monasteries, as centres of educa-

tion, 78-4. 114-29 ; in Europe
and education, 78.

Monitorial system, 165-6.

Monks, courses for, 156,

Muslim rule, its eHeot on Hindu
education, 183, 362-8.

N
Naishthika Brahmichdri, 91*2*

aiweity, 114*128 ; :its

rise and progress, 114-5 ,it
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lay-out 115;, boarding arrange-
ments, 116: number oi students,

117, its oumottlant, 120; its

standard of admission, 118 ;

its libraries, 119 : its fame in

Jar* and Tibet, 122; how
destroyed, 123*

Night classes, 84.5*

Nature- and Nurture, their influence

on education, S6-9.

Non-Brahmanas, as Vedio teachers
40.

Originality disappears, 255.

P

Pauramo age, education in, 240-2.

Personality, development of, as
aim of education, 12*18. 246-7.

Peshf; his Help for education, 98.

Philosophy,<stttdy of; 154

Physical* exercises-, 63.

Physical puntahment, 27-6.

Pitritina -theory, and education, 18.'

Poetefesttv 217-8 -
1

Pdetay course, the sttidy in; 158.

Prak*t*i Curing aOO'BJC.aOOA.D.
151*2

; development of, ar^esfeed,

15&; impsimftty edtifcatfon^ 180;
effect ot the negiett of, 259-960.

Pre-school edttcatibD, ^8-4.

Priests: as toaohers, in lridi#, 4O;

Primary ed-dtioavu^tfb 1008 'BiGf
171a :d*in^ IQflO-i&OO'B; 0.,

17l2w&r driug^ 200
A. D. 175-80; during

Buddhism, 231.

Principles of education (

add

Premotions,-*l64**67.

Punishment, physical, limitation

on, 27-8.

Puajai, condition oi

Purauas, study of, 163*4. reverence

for, 252.

Pri&oeBs education of, 193iii

Princesses, education of, 220-2;

R

Raghu, a king, his concern for

education, 80 n. 2.

Rahu-Ketu theory of eclipses,
252-3.

Rationalism, properly cultivated

in early times, 250 ; discouraged
in later days, 251; its effect

on research, 252; discouraged
in Europe also in medieval

times, 254.

Religion, its influence on education^
9; gives rise to educational
rituals like VirfyarambHa, 265 ;

283 : dddB not' nfttka edtfoattdtt

otheiwefclcliy; 249 / helps edcU

cation, 94-5, 269- ; discourages
reason, 250-4 : discotrrftgeft
sectilat studies,' 249-50 ;

3^erva1iion oiM seats J foff subjects
in 'college^/ 132*94

l

.

Rituals, eduotftibnl, App.
J I

81

Baered Thread, App. iIJLi -

fewj

^ th(

Sanskrit, ascendancy of?- 15i J iti

effect on Prakjritsf -161-2^aw
oxi tHe -spread

'

of^ ectooatitt

259-60; coats** in, 152-3^ .

S4rvajuaj)tlra Agrcthfra college

Sattros for the poor students.
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"Self-respect encouraged in students,
13.

Self-restraint and student life, 14.

Shadatlgas. 305.

Si$$as or branches of useful edu-

cation. 306.

Ship-building, 202.

Smriti age, education in, 149-57.

,Smritis, study of, 158; reverence

for, 252,

Snuna, see under Samuvarlana,
Booial efficiency, as aim of edu-

cation, 15-16.

Society, its help for education,

93-5 ; makes provision for poor
students ; 312-8.

Sources. 2-3.

Sravani, why so called, see under

(Jpakarma.

Staff of the students, 280.

State, see under Government.
Strabo on Indian character, 244.

Spinning, and women, 222-8.

Students, their duties towards

teachers. 58-60 ; how far

working in their teachers'

houses, 59-60; their relation'

with their teachers in after,

life, 62 ; their marriages with

teacher's daughters, 61-2 ; daily
routine of their life, 62-4 ;

their duty to beg, how far

discharged, 64-66 ; general rules

for their life, 66-8 ; how far

staying with their teachers,
30-1 ; boarding arrangements
for, 76 ; and marriage, 25,
215-6 ; free boardings for, 116,

182, 186.

Shndras, and Vedio studies, 44-5.

Surgery, training in, 185-6.

Svetaketuon post- collegiate edu-

cation, 284.

T

Taxila, as centre of education,
104-10 ; its early history, 104 ;

Greek influence over, 105-6;

not a University of the modern

type, 106 ; its all-India fame,
107-8; boarding arrangements,
108 ; subjects taught at, 109 ;

how destroyed, ] 09-10.

Taxation, exemption from, 99.

Teacher, his importance, 48 ; re-

garded as a spiritual father, 49;

why venerated, 50, his training,
51-2 ; qualifications of, 52 ;

usually a householder, 33 ; his

income, 56-8 ; 138- 1
; his caste,

41 2 ;
his relatione with stu

dents, 60-1 ; must not delay-
education, 58 ; must not sti

pulate for fees', 78 ; must take
filial care of students, 55; must
not with-hold anything from
students, 54 ; domestic work
in his house, 59 ; his high code
of honour, 53 ; his power of

inflicting physical punishment,
27-8 ; daughters of, marrying
students, 61-2, Women as, 210.

Teaching, method of, in Vedin

period, 144 146 ; 148 ; in Vedio

classes, 158 9 in primary
schools, 176 ; the place of

cramming in, 1G1 ; and of

exposition, 162-3
, individual

attention in, 164; senior stu-

dents' help in, 165.

Temple Colleges, 74, 180-8;
Text books, competition for, 156-7.

Tibet and Nalanda scholars, 122,
and Vikramaslla scholars, ]26.

Tlrthas as centres of education,
104.

Tirumukkudal temple college, 183.

Tiruvorriyur temple college,- 184.

Tols, 141,

Tonsure, 267.

Training colleges for teachers, 51.

Treasure-trove laws, 99.

U

(Jgrabhuti, his efforts to get his

book prescribed, 156.
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Universities, 72-4. 117.

Upadhydyd, 210.

Upukarma, at the beginning of the

college term, 282-3 ; why ex-

tended to all, 284-5 ; description
of, 285-6; and the sacred

thread, 286.

Upanaijana, its antiquity, 270 ;

meaning of, 208-9 ; when per-
formed, 272

; performed by
married men, 268-9 ; a simple
rilual,270; when and why made
compulsory 269.; as the second

birth, 49 m; why prescribed for

the dumb and deaf, 269 ; why
prescribed as a Prayn 'chitta,269
of Afivattha tree, 270; critical

survey of, 274-8; significance of
;

the presentation to deities in,

27G, presentation to the teacher

in, 277 ; teaching of the Stivitri

mantra in, 278 ; significance of

the 'whole ritual, 281-2 ; of

Kshatriyas and Vaishyas, 43;

oj women, 206, 218 ; for

Ayurveda students, 289 ; for

Dhanurveda students, 291.

Upanishad age, education in, 147-9,
230 8.

Qtsarjana ceremony, at the end
of the session, 286-7.

Vacation, 85-6.

Vaishyas, their CJpanayana and
Vedio studies, 48.

Valabhi as a centre of education,
123-5.

Varahamibira on eclipses; 252-8: on

Greeks' achievements in astro-

nomy, 256.

Vedio study, how far a mere
cramming. 144-8 ; its nature in
different periods, 144-147, 149 ;

falling into background, 149 ;

during 1-120^ A. D. 149-50;
and Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and
Shudras, 48-44.

Vernaculars, education in, 259-60;
in Europe, 260,

Veterinary science, 10.
Vidyds, 14, App. IV.

Vidyfirambha Sanskara, 265-8.

VikramaSila Monastic college, 125-9

W
Wastage iu Education, 264.

Women, status of, 212-14 ; Upana-
yan'i of, 206 ; 218 ;

as teachers,
210 ; as poetesses 217-18 ; as
Vedio seers, 205 ; as governors,
2'21 ; and medical studies,
'^19 ; scholars mentioned in

Brakmayajna, 208 ; literacy

among 2)2, 223-4 ; age at the

marriage of, 215 / and military
training, 221, their economic
position, 222.

Work, in teachers' houses, 59-60.

Yajfiopavlia t originally an upper
garment of skin, then of cloth,
294-5 ; how supplanted by the

thread, 296 ; oould be removed,
298.'

Yuan Ohwang, on Indian oharao-
ter 244-5.

Z

Zemandars, and Sanskrit Patha-

galas, 141.





ABBREVIATIONS AND TRANSLITERATION

A. D. S.

A. G. S.

A. N.
Ait. Ar.

Alberuni

As. Gr. S.

A. S. R.

A. S. W. I.

A. V.

B. D. S.

Bau. Gr. S.

Beal, Life.

Bh. Gr. S.

Br. Up.
Ch. Up.
Dr. Gr. S.

E. C.

E. I.

Elliot, History

Go. Br.

Go. Gr. S.

Hi. Gr. S.

I. A.

I. M. P.

I.-tsing

ABBREVIATIONS

Apastamba Dharma Sutra

Apastamba Griha Sutra

Anguttara^Nikaya
Aitareya Aranyaka
Sachau, Alberuni's India

Asvalayana Grihya Sutra

Archaeological Survey of India, Annual
Reports, New Series

Archaeological Survey of Western
India, Reports of.

Atharvaveda

Baudhayana Dharma Sutra

Baudhayana Grihya Sutra
Life of Hiuen Tsiang
Bharadvaja Grihya Sutra

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
Chhandogya Upanishad
Drahyayana Grihya Sutra

Epigraphia Carnatica

Epigraphia Indica

Elliot's History of India, as
its historians,

1870.
Vols. 1-2,

told by
London,

Gopatha Brahmana
Gobhila Grihya Sutra

Hiranyakesi Grihya Sutra
Indian Antiquity

Inscriptions from Madras Presidency.
Record of the Western World by

I-tsin, edited by Takakusu



Vlll

J.A. S. B, Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal

J.B.B.R.A.S. Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society.

J. B. O. R. S Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Re-

search Society

Jai. Gr. S. Jaimini Grihya Sutra

Jai. Up. Br. Jaimini Upanishad Brahmana
K. M. Kavyamlmansa
Kh. Gr. S. Khadira Grihya Sutra

Ku. EH Kurma Purana
K. S. Kathaka Sarhhita

Kss. Kathasaritsagara
K. UP. Kathopanishad
Ma. Gr. S. Manava Grihya Sutra

M. A. S. I. Memoirs of the Archselogical Survey of

India

Mbh. Mahabharata
Mil. Pan. Milinda Pafiha (S. B. E. edition)

M. N. Majjhima Nikaya
M. S. Maitrayanlya Samhita

Mu. Up. Mundakopanishad
M. V.

'

Mahavagga
N. S. NltiSataka

P. Gr. S. Paraskara Grihya Sutra

Par. Ma. Madhava's commentary on Parasara

Smriti

p. M. Purva Mlmansa
Pr. Up. Prasnopanishad
R. V. BLig-veda
Sachau Alberuni's India, edited by Sachau

Santi P: ^anti Parvan of the Mahabharata

Saranga. P. Sarangadhara Padhati

g. Br. ^atapatha Brahmana
S. B. E. Sacred Books bf the East Series



IX

SCS. Smritichandrika, Sanskara Kanda
S. I. E. R. Annual Reports of South Indian

Epigraphy.
Tai. Ar. Taittirlya Aranyaka
Tai. Br. Taittirlya Brahmana
T. S. Taittirlya Sahmita

"

Tai Up. Taittirlya Upanishad
V. D. S. Vasishtha Dharma Sutra

Va. Gr. S. Varaha Grihya Sutra

Vaj. Sam. Vajasaneya Saifahita

Vi. Dh. S. Vishnu Dharma Satra or Vishnu Smriti

VMS. Vlraihitrodaya, Sjmskara-prakaSa
Watters, Watters, on Yuan Chwang's Travels

Yaj. Yajnavalkya-Smriti
S. R. S. Subhashita-Ratna-Sandoha
S. R. B. Subhashita-Ratna-Bhandara

TRANSLITERATION
Current words like Brahmana, Vaishya or Shudra

and modern names like Sivaji and Paithan are written

usually without diacritical marks.

Sanskrit, Prakrit and Pali words are transliterated

according to the following scheme.

3?T a | T 3 u SR ri f^^lf h ^ n ^ ch 9 chh 5f n 2 t Z th

5 d 5 dh <J! n ^f s ^r sh e s f h 3 1 ^ ksh ? jn.

Sometimes the long vowel is denoted also by the

mark ^
above it ; e. g. 3Tf by &.










